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Abstract 

This thesis explores approaches to Byzantine monasticism and to the 

literary production of Byzantine monks, taking as its point of departure 

one community, the Constantinopolitan monastery of Panagiou, and the 

texts that can be attributed to its members. In Chapter One I show that 

Panagiou was an offshot of Lavra on Mt Athos, having been founded by 

Anthony, former disciple and designated successor of the Lavriot abbot 

Athanasius. In Chapter Two I identify the texts that can be related to the 

monastery in the early eleventh century: the Typikon of Panagiou which 

provided the model for the Petritzonitissa Typikon and two biographies of 

Athanasius the Athonite. I demonstrate that the two extant Lives, Vita A 

by Athanasius "the Younger" and the Lavriot Vita B, go back to a lost 

common model which I call Vita prima. Through a comparison of 

passages which are found both in the Petritzonitissa Typikon and in Vita 

A and Vita B I show that there exists a complex interplay between the 

hagiographical texts and the Panagiou Typikon. In Chapter Three I identify 

Anthony as author of the Panagiou Typikon and the Vita prima. I then 

show how he used the Vita prima to make his claim to be the rightful 

successor of Athanasius despite his failure to become abbot of Lavra. In his 

metaphrasis the author of Vita A reinterpreted Anthony's statements in 

order to present himself as the focus of a vast providential movement to 

ensure St Athanasius' care for him. In Chapter Four I attempt a 

reconstruction of the history of Panagiou in the later eleventh century. 

Panagiou's standing among monks can be gauged from the 

correspondence between Athanasius, abbot of Panagiou, and the Studite 

monk Nicetas Stethatos. Finally, an analysis of Pakourianos' Typikon for 

his foundation of the Theotokos Petritzonitissa allows a unique insight 

into the relation between a "reform" monastery and a lay founder. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This thesis explores approaches to Byzantine monasticism and to the 

literary production of Byzantine monks, taking as its point of departure 

one community, the Constantinopolitan monastery of Panagiou, and the 

texts that can be attributed to its monks or to authors otherwise related to 

the community. To this date, neither the monastery itself nor the texts 

have been studied in depth. 

The main source texts for Panagiou fall into two groups which are 

chronologically clearly separated. Three of the texts date to the early 

eleventh century: the Typikon of Panagiou and two biographies of 

Athanasius the Athonite, Vita A and a lost first Life which provided the 

model for Vita A and the other extant version, the Lavriot Vita B. The 

remaining two texts belong to the second half of the eleventh century: the 

correspondence between the Studite monk Nicetas Stethatos and the abbot 

Athanasius of Panagiou about penance and canon law, and the Typikon 

drawn up by Gregory Pakourianos for his monastic foundation at Petritzos 

for which he used the Panagiou Typikon as his model. 

In my thesis I will use the literary legacy of Panagiou in order to 

establish how the authors presented themselves and their community in 

the monastic discourse of the eleventh century. In doing this, I depart 

from traditional approaches to the history of Constantinopolitan 

monasticism which fall into three different categories. The first approach 

which can be termed antiquarian is represented by Janin who collected all 

available evidence about churches and monasteries in the capital in the 

first volume of his monumental study La geographie ecclesiastique de 

l'empire byzantin. 1 Secondly, scholars have analysed the writings of 

outstanding monastic figures. In the tenth and eleventh centuries this 

approach more or less coincides with the study of Symeon the New 

Theologian who not only composed a substantial corpus of texts but was 

lR. Janin,. La geographie ecclesiastique de l' empire byzantin, I, Le siege de Constantinople 
et le patriarcat oecumenique, 3, Les eglises et les monasteres (1st edition, Paris, 1953, 2nd 
edition, Paris, 1969). 
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also given a biography by Nicetas Stethatos.2 More recently scholarly 

interest has turned to monastic rules or typika. J. Thomas who instigated 

this line of research put forward the hypothesis of a movement of 

monastic reform.3 However, he was interested less in questions of 

discipline than in the issue of charistike and the concept of the Jlsel£

governing" monastery.4 Accordingly, both in Thomas' own publications 

and in the Dumbarton Oaks Typikon Project, research has focused on the 

founders and their attitudes and largely neglected the communities 

themselves.5 

To sum up, two of the approaches chosen so far, the antiquarian 

approach by Janin and the research into the lay interest in monasteries, 

have led to the picture of a monasticism without monks, whereas the 

third approach, the studies about Symeon, presents an individual monk 

isolated from his monastic setting. 

What is needed to overcome these problems is, firstly, a 

prosopography of Byzantine monks, parallel to Janin's repertory of the 

buildings and institutions, which would also include the identification of 

their writings. Once this basic step has been taken it will become possible 

to determine how these individuals interacted with each other.6 However, 

these studies must not be limited to the reconstruction of networks but 

also take into account the topics which defined the discourse at the time 

and the positions the different players took within this discourse. 

2H. J. M. Turner, St Symeon the New Theologian and spiritual fatherhood (Leiden, New 
York,1990). 

3J. Ph. Thomas, 'Documentary evidence from the Byzantine monastic typika for the history 
of the Evergetine Reform Movement', The Theotokos Evergetis and eleventh-century 
monasticism, ed. M Mullett and A. Kirby (Belfast Byzantine Texts and Translations, 6.1, 
Bellast, 1994), p. 254. J. Ph. Thomas, Private religious foundations in the Byzantine empire 
(Dumbarton Oaks Studies, 24, Washington, D. c., 1987). 

"since nothing is known about the legal status of the Panagiou monastery these questions 
will not be discussed in this thesis. 

SAs we shall see this is in part due to the concentration on the Evergetis Hypotyposis as a 
model for Typ ika drawn up by laymen where we have virtually no information as to the 
process of transmission of the rules from the original setting. We shall see that the 
Panagiou Typikon is a much more informative source for this question. 

6Recently, analyses of "networks" have been conducted as in Mullett's study en 
Theophylact of Ochrid but the monastic discourse as such has not yet been addressed. M. 
Mullett, Theophylact of Ochrid, Reading the Letters of a Byzantine Archbishop 
(Birmingham Byzantine and Ottoman Monographs, 2, Aldershot, 1997). On monks as 
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I have already undertaken case studies in which I attempted to 

combine these different strands, in two articles about the controversy on 

fasting on Mt Athos in the early twelfth century, and about the discourse 

concerning communal and private religious practice in late eleventh

century Constantinople.? In my thesis I continue this approach in a more 

comprehensive fashion by looking at one community over a whole 

century. 

The choice of Panagiou for a case study was determined by the fact 

that for a Constantinopolitan monastery it is comparatively well 

documented, at least for the first hundred years of its existence. Therefore, 

we are not reduced to presenting a mere list of disconnected data but can 

reconstruct the main stages of its development and, more importantly, 

gain an insight into the role of its community within the monastic 

discourse of the time. 

Before addressing these questions, however, I will give some basic 

information about the monastery, beginning with the "surname" by 

which it was known. In eleventh- and twelfth-century sources, it appears 

in the two versions TWV TIavaYlou and TOU TIavaylou.8 However, only the 

plural TWV TIavaylou is used in legal documents, marking it out as the 

"official" version of the name. The genitive is derived from a nominative 

addressees ofletters of Theophylact, cf. pp. 354, 358. 

7D. Krausmiiller, 'The Athonite monastic tradition during the eleventh and early twelfth 
centuries', Mount Athos and Byzantine Monasticism, ed. A. Bryer, M Cunningharn (Society 
for the Promotion of Byzantine Studies, Publications, 4, Aldershot, 1996), pp. 57-65. D. 
Krausmiiller, 'Private vs communal: Niketas Stethatos's Hypotyposis for Stoudios, and 
patterns of worship in eleventh-century Byzantine monasteries', Work and Worship at the 
Theo tokos Evergetis, ed. M. Mullett and A. Kirby (Belfast Byzantine Texts and 
Translations, 6.2, Belfast, 1997), pp. 309-328. 

8C£. Janin, La geographie ecciesiastique, I, 3, Les egIises et Ies monas teres, 2nd edition, p. 
385: TIavaYlou (MovTJ TOU, T(llV). The form J10V~ TWV ITavaYlou appears in the Petritzonitissa 
Typlkon, on seals, and in legal documents. Cf. Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, 
prologue, p. 21, 1. 26: EV Tll EuaYEuT£lTI) J10llfl TWV TIavaYlou, and passim. Laurent, Corpus 
des sceaux, V, 2: L' eglise, pp. 95-96, no. 1170: TWV ITavayiou. Acta et diplomata, Ill, ed. 
Miklosich and Miiller, no. 3, p. 18: olKOOTam.ov TWV ITavaylou. The alternative form Tlls 
J10vllS TOU ITavayiou is used in Vita B of Athanasius the Athonite, by Nicetas Stethatos 
and in the Synaxarium of the Church of Constantinople. Cf. Vita B of Athanasius the 
A thonite, ed. Noret, c. 78, p. 211, 1. 7: TT! TOU ITavaYlOU J101lfl. Nicetas Stethatos, OpUSCUIa, 
ed. Darrouzes, p. 464: TllS J10vllS TOU TIavayiou. Synaxarium Ecclesiae 
Constantinopoiitanae, ed. Delehaye, Novembris 9, n. 10, p. 203, 1. 55: TllS J10vllS TOU 
ITavayiou. This discrepancy is not uncommon, as variants like TWV L:TouBlOU and TOU 
L:TouBlOU show, cf. Delehaye, 'Stoudion-Stoudios', pp. 64-65. 
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Ta TIavaYlou which denotes a piece of land named after its owner.9 This 

form is typical for Constantinopolitan monasteries, like for example Ta 
LTou6l0U and Ta LlaAI.HiTou, which had been founded on lithe plot of 

LTOUOtOS'" and lithe plot of LlaAIJJlToS'".10 However, whereas in these cases 

the derivation of the name of the monastery from the name of the lay 

founder is straightforward, the analogous interpretation of Ta TIavaYlOu as 

lithe plot of TIavaylOS'" is problematic. There is no evidence for TIavaylOS' 

ever having been used as a proper name. ll This is hardly surprising, given 

its meaning lithe All-holy one". Therefore, Laurent and in his suite 

Lemerle considered TIavaylOS' a honorific title for a saintly monk and 

concluded that it referred to the founder-abbot of the monastery.12 

However, there is no evidence to support such a hypothesis. 13 In 

9rhis was first pointed out by Laurent in his review of Leroy's article 'Les deux v ies' in B Z, 
58, p. 203. Because of the form TOU Ilavayiou Leroy had assumed that the monastery was 
dedicated to the Holy Spirit because TTavayLOS" is the most common epithet to the Spirit in 
Byzantium, d. Leroy, 'Les deux vies', p. 419. However, this assumption clashes with the 
dedication to Mary, known from the the seals. 

ID]anin, La geographie ecc/esiastique, 1,3, Les eglises et les monasteres, 2nd edition, p.430, 
IlpoBpOIlOU (Mov~ TOU, niiv) €v Tots" LTOuBtou. Church and monastery were founded by the 
patricius Studius in 463. "Eglise et monastere £ment pourvus de biens importants et 
l'ensemble prit le nom de l'ancien proprietaire (Ta LTOuBtou)", the monastery was called 
TWV LTOuBtou thereafter. The case of Ta ~aAllaTou is especially interesting because here 
the monastery is not named after the founder Isaac but after Dalmatos who gave the land 
for the foundation and who later became the second abbot. 

llThere is no IlavayLOS" recorded in Late Antique sources until 641, d. J. Martindale, 
Prosopography of the Later Roman Empire, Ill, b, A. D. 527-641, pp. 963-965, with names 
beginning with pan-, d. also J. Martindale, Prosopography of the Later Roman Empire, I1, 
A. D. 395-527, pp. 824-830, names beginning with pan-. The name does not appear in the 
indices of the following editions: Theophanes, Chronographia, Il, ed. De Boor, p. 363. 
Theodore of Stoudios, Letters, Il, ed. Fatouros, pp. 863-876, nor in the indices to Laurent's 
collection of seals. 

12Laurent, review of Leroy, 'Deux vies', BZ, 58, p. 203: "Panagios est de toute evidence 1Il 

eponyme, le nom, semble-t-il, du fondateur". From the context it is evident that Laurent 
thinks of a monastic founder. Lemerle developed his argument in Actes de Lavra, I, p. 28. 

13Laurent and Lemerle based their hypothesis on the - singular - reference to a monk called 
IlavayLOS" who is mentioned in Skylitzes Continuatus as having opposed the uncanonical 
marriage of Nicephorus III Botaneiates (1078-1081). Cf. Laurent, review of 'Les deux vies', 
BZ, 58, p. 203. Lemerle, Actes de Lavra, I, p. 28, went as far as to identify this monk with 
the founder of the Panagiou monastery, which is impossible for chronological reasons. 
However, the name TTavayl.OS" only appears in the uncritical Bonn edition of Cedrenos, I1, 
738, Bonn 1839: OTTEP yvouS" 0 TTjVlKaUTa ETT ' apETiJ Bla~E~orlllEvoS" llovaxoS" QV O~ Kat 
IlavaylOv aVT' aAAou TTaVToS" EKaAouv ()V0llaTOS" TTaVTI TpOTTI~ OlaKWAUElV EUTTouBaUE TO 
homllla. In the meantime, a critical edition of Skylitzes Continuatus has been made in 
which the name Ilavayl.OS" is replaced by IlavapEToS", d. Tsolakes, 'H Svv€xElO rii> 
XpOJ/oyparf{tlS- roO 'Euxfwov Sl<.v;/{rCr) p. 182, H. 1-5. The reading TTavapETov is not only 
found in most manuscipts but also fits the context better because it refers back to the previous 
ETT ' apETiJ ola~E~OTHJ. EVOS". The variant TTavayl.OV appears in the manuscripts F and V. 
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Byzantine nomenclature navaylOS does appear as an epithet, although 

usually rather of church dignitaries than of monks, but then it is always 

followed by a Christian name.14 Therefore, one will have to consider the 

possibility that IIavaylOS is a paretymology of a different name, possibly a 

diminutive, ending in -aKtOS, and that originally it had no spiritual 

connotations at all .ls Moreover, the name Ta IIavaYlou may long predate 

the foundation of the monastery because "IIavaylOS" need not have been 

the person who gave the plot to the monks but could equally well have 

referred to an earlier owner. 16 This means that the name does not provide 

us with information about the foundation of Panagiou. 

In a Latin source from the eleventh century we find a third name 

for the monastery, 'monasterium Panagiotum', which corresponds to the 

Greek IJ.OVl] TWV IIavaytu)'fwv)7 This alternative form for TWV IIavaYlou is 

derived from the sobriquet 0 IIavaytuhl1S borne by the members of the 

community, for which we have a number of references from the eleventh 

and twelfth centuries. I8 

Unlike IIavaylOS, the name IIavapETos appears elsewhere, cf. Martindale, Prosopography, 
HI, b, p. %3, Panaretus (chartularius, M VI/M VII). Synaxarium Ecclesiae 
Constantinopolitanae, ed. Delehaye, 19 Novembris 19, p. 32, 1. 32: Ev Tn ~ovU allToG 
TiTIS EffiAEYETal TOU IIavapETou. 

l4cf. Lampe, Patristic Lexicon, s. v. navayLOS, with references. In order to come to a definite 
conclusion a survey of Middle Byzantine texts would be required. However, this is beyond 
the scope of my thesis. 

lSCf. names like Baavl]S, BaaVaKl]S, BaavaKLOS. It may even have been a conscious 
manipulation of another more pedestrian name by the monks. 

l6In fact, the name for a monastery of the type of Ta IIavaYlou, very common in Late 
Antiquity and up to the early ninth century when we still encounter names like TWV 
IIpoKontas seems to have become less so in the following centuries when the preferred form 
was a simple genitive as TOU Alj30S or TOU ' AnaAtaTOU used both for lay and for 
ecclesiastic founders (which explains the alternative form TOU IIavayiou). Cf. Janin, La 
geographie eccIesiastique, 1,3, Les eglises et les monasteres, 2nd edition, p. 38: v Avvl]S (Mov~ 
Ta), founded by Anna, wife of Leo the Isaurian (717-741), p. 470: L:TaUpaKtou (Movi) Ta); p. 
442: IIpoKontas (Movi) TWV), founded by empress Procopia (early 9th century), p. 84: 
~al11aVOu (MoVlJ Ta), founded by a parakoimomenos under Michael HI. In the ninth to 
twelfth centuries the name of the lay founder in the simple genitive became the oommon 
way to denominate a monastery, cf. Janin, La geographie ecclesiastique, I, 3, Les eglises et 
les monasteres, 2nd edition, p. 320: MavoUllA (Movi) TOU); p. 132: Zamh(;ou (Movi) TOU); p. 307: 
Atj36s (MoVl] TaU); p. 305, AElxouol] (Movi) TOU); p. 54, ' ATTahdTou (Movl] TOU); 66: 
BOTaVElaTou(Movi) Tou);p.255: ' laatTou(Movi) TOU). 

l7Johannes Monachus, Liber de miraculis, ed. Huber, p. xviii: "in hoc sancto monasterio 
Panagiotum. " 

l8p. Gautier, 'Synode des Blachernes', p.219: ' ABavaaiou TOU IIavaytWTou. Lament, Corpus 
des sceaux, V, 3, L'Eglise, pp. 244-245, no. 1352: L:<ppaY1S ' ABavaaiou l1ovaxou TOU 
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Like many Constantinopolitan monasteries the main church of 

Panagiou was dedicated to Mary. Its seals bear the inscription "of the 

exceedingly holy Mother-of-God of Ta IIavaYlou (Tl)S" lJTIEpaylaS" E>EOTOKoU 

TWV IIavaylou)".19 They all present a similar image of the Virgin which 

shows that the monks had given their patroness a distinctive iconographic 

identity.20 

The monastery was urban: in the sources it is described as being 

situated "inside the great city (EVTOs- Tl)S" J.lEyaAoTToAEWS"Y' and "in the 

middle of that blessed and populous city (KaTa J.lEOOV Tl)S" EU6alJ.l0VOS" 

TTOAEWS" E:KElVl)S" Kat TToAuav8pWTTou)".21 Janin has convincingly argued that its 

site is identical with that of the convent named E>EOTOKOS" IIavaytwTlocYa 

which appears in the sources from the thirteenth century onwards and 

was located near the Phanar.22 

No documents of Panagiou have survived. Thus, one of the most 

valuable kinds of evidence for the existence of a monastery is lost. 

However, three seals that were formerly attached to such documents have 

been found, one of them in far-away Corinth. They have been dated by 

TTavaYlu.lTOU. Michael Glykas, KcrjulAala; Il, ed. Eustratiades, pp. 410-417, c. 91: T~ 
\lovax0 Kup0 MUpWVl T~ TTavayu0T1,l. 

19Laurent, Corpus des sceaux, V, 2, L' eglise, pp. 95-96. 

20Laurent, Corpus des sceaux, V, 2, L' eglise, pp. 95--96, no. 1170: T%" llTTEpaYlac; eEOTOKOU 
TWV TTavaYlou, cf. also pp. 244-245, no. 1352: 2:<)Jpay1.c; , A8avaaiou \lovaxou TOU 
TTavaYlu.lTOu. According to Laurent, the depiction of the Virgin is very similar onthese seals. 
In both cases they show a bust of Mary as orans with Christ in a medallion in front of her 
breast. Only the position of Mary's hands differs, being either outstretched or folded over 
her breast. 

21Petritzonitissa Typikon, prologue, ed. Gautier, p. 21, 1. 27, 1. 39. For the compiler of one of 
the versions of the Synaxarium of the Church of Constantinople, the Codex Parisinus 
graecus, Bibliotheque Nationale, 2485, dated to the twelfth century, the monastery of 
Panagiou was evidently a landmark. There we find the additional note that the 
commemoration of St Eustolia was held in her monastery "near the monastery TOU 
TTavaYlou", cf. Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae, ed. Delehaye, Novembris 9, n 
10, Synaxaria selecta, Sa, p. 203, 1. 55. 

2ZJanin, La geographie ecclesiastique, 1, 3, Les eglises et Ies monas teres, 2nd edition, pp. 
213--214: eEOTOKOC; ITavayuJ.lnaaa. ITavaYlwnaaa as epithet of the eEOT(JKOC; is derived 
from the "surname" ITavayuhllC; for the monks of Panagiou. For the series (\lovi]) TWV 
ITavaylou - (\lovaxoc;) 0 ITavaytwTllC; - eEOTOKOC; i} ITavaytwnaaa see the analogous (\lovi]) TWV 
Kupou - (\lovaxoc;) 0 KupluJTllC; - eEOTOKOC; i} KUptulnaaa, cf. Janin, La geographie 
ecciesiastique, I, 3, Les egIises et Ies monas teres, 2nd edition, pp. 193--194. In the 
Palaeologan period the church was catholicon of the convent of the eEOTOKOC; TWV 
MOUYOUXlWV. Janin localises this monastery on the fifth hill of Constantinople, dose to the 
Phanar. 
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Laurent to the second half of the eleventh century.23 Not surprisingly, the 

monastery had possessions within the capital. A twelfth-century 

document with which the Emperor Isaac Angelus confirmed the 

privileges that his predecessors Alexius I and Manuel I had given to the 

Pisans, refers to a former "lot of Panagiou (OtKO(JTamOv TWV I1avaylOu)" .24 

From the context it appears that the property of Panagiou was bordering 

on the area ceded to the Amalfitans.25 

Owing to the lack of architectural remains and of archival material 

the physical and economic aspects of the monastery of Panagiou are 

irretrievably lost. However, the texts related to its community more than 

make up for this loss because they allow us an insight into the thoughts of 

their authors. 

23Laurent, Corpus des sceallX, V, 2, L' eglise, p. 95. Cf. Lemerle, Actes de Lavra, I, p. 28, note 
82. Laurent lists three specimens of the seal. For the one found in Corinth, cf. G. R. 
Davidson, Corinth, X, The Major Objects (Princeton, 1952), no. 2799. 

24In this document Isaac Angelos confirms privileges given to the Pisans by Alexius I and 
Manuel I, cf. Acta et diplomata, Ill, ed. Miklosich and Miiller, no. Ill, p. 18: TWV 

EYXOPl)Ywv KTlO~I:hwv TOU nOTE olKooTaOtou TWV ITavaylou. Janin explained the phrase 
olKoonlolOv TWV ITavQYlou as "maison" belonging to the monastery. Janin La geographie 
ecclesiastiqlle, 1,3, Les eglises et les monas teres" p. 386: "Le monastere possedait une maison 
(olKooTaatov TWV ITavaYlou), pres du metochion des Trichinaires dans le quartier des 
Pisans." However, in Byzantine Greek olKooTaatoV does not mean "house" but rather the 
ground on which a house can be built. For olKooTaatov as plot of land, cf. Petritzonitissa 
Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 2, p. 37, ll. 290-292: Ta ayopao8EVTa nap' E~OU olKooTaOta Kat 

TOUS' OlKEl01S' avaAui~aOtv avotKo6o~TJ8EvTaS' €:v Q\JTolS' OtKOUS'. 

2Yrhis appears from the topographical references in the context of the mention of Panagiou, 
which is part of a description of the boundaries of the Pisan quarter in the capital, cf. Acta 
et diplomata, Ill, ed. Miklosich and Miiller, p. 18: "and to the South the concessions which 
have been given to the Amalfitans according to the part towards the West in equidistance 
from the aqueduct and the buildings there of the former ground of Panagiou, thirty-three 
cubits (Kat npoS' ~EaTJ~~ptQV Ta 61Kata Ta 6wPTJ8EVTa Tms ' A~aA<t>T)volS' KaTa TO npoS' 
ouotv ~EPOS' TO KaT' taov TOU VEp06pO~OU Kat TWV EKElaE EYXOPTlYWV KTlOw:hwv TOU 
nOTE OlKoaTaatOu TWV ITavaytou TIl1xEtS' TptaKOvTaTpE1s)." Here the adverb "there 
(EKEloE)" must refer to the "concessions (6tKata)" given to the Amalfitans which had been 
mentioned before. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Anthony of Lavra and Athanasius "the Younger": 

the prehistory of the monastery of Panagiou 

The earliest information we have about the monastery of Panagiou comes 

from one of the Lives of Athanasius the Athonite, founder of the Great 

Lavra, the so-called Vita B, which was written at the saint's monastery on 

Mt Athos.1 In the last posthumous miracle narrated in the text we hear 

that Cosmas the ecclesiarch of Lavra "used to visit the monastery TOU 

TIavaYlOlJ when he sojourned in the imperial city because of an urgent 

business, because of Anthony the most genuine (or: closest) disciple of our 

holy father being its abbot."2 To the author of Vita B, Anthony was thus 

known as abbot of this monastery.3 

However, by calling Anthony the former disciple of Athanasius the 

Athonite author of Vita B also mentions a link between Anthony and 

Lavra which predates Anthony's abbothood at Panagiou.4 As we shall see 

in the following discussion Anthony's years at Lavra are of crucial 

importance for the understanding of the history of Panagiou in the early 

eleventh century. For this reason I shall start by giving a biographical 

sketch of Anthony's Lavriot years. 

lA discussion of this text, its author and its provenance will be undertaken in Chapter Two. 

2Vita B, c. 78, p. 211, H. 5-9: KO<T\1uS 0 nOTE Tl1S Aaupas EKKAT)OlapXT)S ElWBEl OTE 'Tn 
!3aOlAEUOI)CJl) BHx nva xpElav EnEB11\1El napa~aAAElV TT! TOU IIavaYlou Ilovfj Bu): TO 
TaUTT)S KaBT)YE\10Va TuyxaVElV TOV 1l0vaXOV 'AVTWVlOV TOV YVT)OlWTaTOV lla8T)TTjv TOU 
O:Y10U lllHDV na'Tpos. 

3This has been generally accepted in secondary literature: Janin, La geographie 
ecclesiastique, I, 3, Les eglises et les monasteres, 1st edition, p. 399: "En tout cas, il (sc. the 
monastery of Panagiou) existait deja au debut du XIe siecle, puisqu'il etait alors gourverne 
par le cathigoumene Antoine, disciple de saint Athanase". The identical note is found in 
the 2nd edition,. p. 385. Pertusi, 'Monasteri e monachi italiani', p. 237: "Non sara inutile 
ricordare anche che il convento I di Panagiou' ... era strettamente legato con la Lavra di S. 
Atanasio dell' Athos e che esso esisteva gia agli inizi del sec. XI, governato allora dal 
catigumeno Antonio, discepolo di S. Atanasio." The problems raised by P. Lemerle 
concerning the trustworthiness of the author of Vita B will be discussed in Chapter Two. 
4Vita A, c. 247, p. 119,1. 39. Vita B, c. 69, p. 203,11. 6-7. 
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Anthony~ years at Lavra 

Apart from a stray reference that he had trained as a physician nothing is 

known about Anthony's lay background and his life before he became 

monk.s He seems to have been one of the earliest disciples of Athanasius 

because he already appears as Athanasius' companion in the narrative of 

the saint's IIflight (<t>uy'i))" from the newly-founded Lavra to Cyprus. In Vita 

B and the other Life of Athanasius, the so-called Vita A, this move is 

presented as following Nicephorus Phokas' ascension to the throne in 

963.6 In consequence, Anthony would have been born in 945 at the latest, 

because we have to allow some time for his training as a physician.? 

The next reference to Anthony is found in a document preserved at 

Iviron. It is a transaction between Lavra and Iviron, dated to 984, which an 

11 Anthony, monk (~ovax6S')" signed right after the abbot Athanasius as the 

first of thirteen signatories from Lavra.8 This monk Anthony has already 

been identified by Lemerle as Athanasius' old companion.9 

Anthony is then mentioned by Athanasius himself in his 

Diatyposis which dates to the years between December 984 and 996.10 There 

SWhen during the course of the journey Anthony falls ill and despairs of a cure Athanasius 
asks him: "Child Anthony, youare a physician and cannot heal yourself?", Vita B, c. 32, p. 
163, H. 24-26: apa H~KVOV ' AvTwVtE au iaTpos- WV OUK EntaTaaat 8EpanEUaat aaUTOV; cf. 
Vita A, c. 97, p. 46, 11. 21-22: IlClTYW Ws- opw .. TO TTtS- iaTptKTtS- nEpt<!>EpEtS- i5VO~.ta aWUTOV 

IlTJ 6uvallEVOS 8EpanEUaal .. 

6Vita B, c. 3D, p. 159, ll. 1-12. Vita A, c. 90, p. 42, H. 1-31. According to the Lives and to his 
own account in the Typikon for Lavra Athanasius had undertaken the founding of the 
monastery as a favour for Nicephorus Phokas who had promised to come and live as 
hesychast near the Lavra. As a consequence, Athanasius interpreted Nicephorus' ascension 
to the throne as a breach of his promise and left the monastery. 

7However, it needs to be pointed out that the historicity of the narrative of Athanasius' 
cj>uy~ in the Lives is not beyond doubt because it does not square with the account of the 
events following Nicephorus' ascension to the throne given by Athanasius himself in his 
Typikon for Lavra. In this autobiographical text Athanasius does not breathe a word about 
ever having gone away from Lavra at that time. Athanasius, Typikon for Lavra, ed. Meyer, 
Haupturkunden, p. 104, 1. 20 - p. lOS, 1. 4. Athanasius only says that he went to 
Constantinople to rebuke the emperor and that he was persuaded by Nicephorus to continue 
the building of the Lavra because of the promise that he would eventually join him. The 
whole complex story of deception and subterfuge as found in the Lives is omitted. 

8Actes d'lviron, I, ed. Le fort, Oikonomides, Metreveli, no. 6, 1. 43, p. 140: ' AVTWVtOS 

Ilo(va)x(os) auvEVEaas (Kat) KaTa8EIlEVOS Em TT] napouall anAT] 6wpEa unqpalj>a 

i.6toxEtpwS. 

9Lemerle, introduction to Actes de Lavra, I, p. 44, a. 160: "vieux compagnon d' Athanase." 

lotemerle, in his introduction to Actes de Lavra, I, p. 20, dates the Diatyposis to after 
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Athanasius enjoins "the abbot and the epitropos and all my spiritual 

brothers that they look after the lord Anthony, my own one, until the end 

of his life and that they give the due honour to him and that they will 

have him as spiritual father, and the brothers who are with him as well." 11 

This shows that at that time Anthony lived outside Lavra, most probably 

in one of the hermitages belonging to the monastery.12 

In the Lives of Athanasius Anthony appears again in the context of 

Athanasius' sudden death which occurred some time after 996 but before 

1001. 13 There we hear that shortly before his accident Athanasius sent 

Anthony on an embassy to the emperor in his stead.14 

After the account of Athanasius' accident and burial the narrative 

returns to Anthony who is now presented as the saint's designated 

successor. Since Anthony was still in Constantinople, a delegation from 

Lavra set out for the capital to "establish him as abbot for the Lavra 

according to the testament of the great one (se. Athanasius)".15 

At first sight this seems incontrovertible proof that Anthony was 

Athanasius' first successor at Lavra. However, a closer look at the context 

raises doubts that this was the case. The information about the Lavriot 

embassy to Constantinople is given in the introductory passage to a 

healing miracle which happened on the way there on Mt Ganos. The 

episode ends with the healing and there is no further reference to the 

journey of the delegation from Lavra in the text. This silence is significant, 

December 984. This is accepted in Actes d' lviron, I, ed. Lefort, Oikonomides, Metreveli, p. 
37. 

llAthanasius, Diatyposis, ed. Meyer, Haupturkunden, p. 129, 1. 26-31: Evn{AAOllal TQl 
Ka8TJyouIlEV41 . Kat T0 Em TpOTT41 Kat mien TOtS' TTVEUllaTtKol.s- 1l0U aOEAq,OtS' tva TOV KG plV 

' AVTWVlOV TOV EIlOV owvaTTauwcH IlEXPl TEAOUS' (WTtS' alho\) Kat Tl]V TTP0aT1KouC1av TtIll]V 
ds atJTov anOVEtllWm Kat Ws nVEUllaTlKOV TTaTEpa EJ;OUC1l Kat TOUS' aOEAq,ouS- WC1a1lTWS' 
TOUS' auv alJTcil. 

12This was most likely a place close to the monastery. The next person mentioned in the 
Diatyposis, ed. Meyer, Haupturkunden, p. 129, 1. 32, is John the Calligrapher who 
obviously lived in a duster of ceUs outside Lavra which in Vita A is situated "not far from 
the Lavra", cf. Vita A, c. 241, p. 115,11. 7-9: KEAAla ... TT)S- AQUpaS- au llaKpav. 

13For the date of Athanasius' death, cl. Karlin-Hayter's review of Lemerle, Actes de 
Lavra, I, Byzantiol1., 43 (1972),291-293. 

14Vita A, c. 247, p. 118, H. 28-35. Vita B, c. 66, p. 202, 11. 30-36. 

15Vita A, c. 247, p. 118,11. 37-39. Vita B, c. 69, p. 203, 11. 1-7. 
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because there is good reason to think that Anthony never was installed as 

abbot. 16 

This we can conclude from the account of another posthumous 

miracle of Athanasius which is only found in Vita B. This account 

describes the healing of abbot Eustratius of Lavra from kidney troubleP In 

the beginning, Eustratius is introduced as the one "who after the Father 

had departed to the Lord, had taken over the reins of our very venerable 

Lavra" .18This statement is repeated when the narrative reaches the point 

where Eustratius became abbot: "when he was installed as abbot after the 

demise of the Father as has been said above".19 By twice stressing that 

Eustratius became abbot "after the death of the Father" the hagiographer 

implies that no time had elapsed between the death of Athanasius and 

Eustratius becoming abbot.20 The importance of this episode in Vita B for 

establishing the succession of Athanasius has already been stressed by P. 

Karlin-Hayter in her review of Actes de Lavra, I, in which she 

convincingly dated a document referring to Eustratius as abbot of Lavra to 

the year 1001.21 Since Athanasius is last mentioned as alive in a document 

of the year 996 there is only very little room for an intermediate abbot. 

Therefore Karlin-Hayter concluded that Eustratius was indeed 

Athanasius' successor. 

I&rhere is not a single reference to him as abbot in the sources. This was already pointed out 
by Lemerle, 'La vie ancienne', p. 89, note 88, who had argued in favour of Anthony's 
abbothood at Lavra. 

17Vita B, c. 71, pp. 204-206. 

I8Vita B, c. 71, p. 204, H. 1-4: EU(JTpclnoS' 0 \1ETO: Tl)V npOS' tciplOV EKC>Tj\1laV TaU naTpoS' 

TCxS ~v{as Tl1S Ka8' ~\1aS' EuaYEaTclTljS Xaupas ... C>taC>E~a \1EVOS. 

I9Vita B, c. 71, p. 205, H. 19-21: Ws- BE aV(J.lTEpW Elp11Tal on \1ETO: Tl)V ano~{wmv TaU 

naTpOS npoExnpta8lj d s npOEanDTa. 

2DThis is all the more so since the hagiographer juxtaposes the statement "after the death 
of the Father" with "while the Father was still alive", d. Vita B, c. 71, p. 204, l. 4: ETl 
nEplOVTOS' TaU naTpos. This can be compared with the sixth additional episode in Vita B 
where abbot Theoctistus of Lavra is mentioned and his abbothood is exactly dated to "ten 
years after the death of the Father", d. Vita B, c. 75, p. 208, H. 1-2: \1ETO: BEKaTOV ETOS' TTlS' 
EKBTj \1las TaU naTpOs. 

2Ief. Karlin-Hayter's review of Actes de Lavra, I, pp. 291-293, esp. p. 292. Karlin-Hayter 
dates the fourteenth indiction of document no. 20 to 1001 and not to 1016, with reference to 
the episode concerningEustratius in Vita B. 
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Nothing further is known about the procedure that effected the 

transition of power at Lavra after Athanasius' death.22 However, there are 

signs that not everything went smoothly for Eustratius. According to the 

author of Vita A there were members of the Lavriot community who 

remained loyal to Anthony.23 Moreover, the strong stress on the position 

of Eustratius as abbot in the narrative of his healing by Athanasius 

suggests that his hold on the community was shaky.24 And indeed he was 

not abbot for long. At the beginning of the miracle story he is not only 

introduced as the one who succeeded Athanasius but also as "who 

prudently out of pious hesitation had shaken off the reins of our Lavra as 

quickly as possible".25 This speedy abdication of Eustratius suggests that he 

ran into problems. The narrator of the miracle explains that Eustratius 

abdicated "because of pious hesitation (al' EUA.aj3Elav)" thus giving the 

impression that Eustratius was of a contemplative nature and shied away 

22Noret, 'La vie la plus ancienne d'Athanase l'Athonite confrontee a d'autres vies de 
saints', 250, suggested that the abbots John and Euthymius of Iviron where involved. In his 
Diatyposis (?) Athanasius had stipulated that the "promotion (npoXElpWlS-)" of the new 
abbot be the task of John as Em TponoS and a reading of the Life of John and Euthymius of 
lviron suggests that this procedure was indeed followed. In the Georgian Life of John and 
Euthymius it is stressed that in the early days after Athanasius' death the monks of Lavra 
obeyed the orders of Euthymius in matters of succession. The hagiographer distinguishes 
this first period from a later periode when the Lavriots started changing their abbots 
quickly and in the end even went to emperor Constantine (i. e. 1025-1028), Life of John and 
Euthymius 0 flviron, tr. Peeters, c. 76, p. 58, 11. 17-29. Cf. Lemerle, Actes de Lavra, I, p. 49, 
Vita R, c. 71, p. 205, l. 21: npOEXElpta8T) Eis npOEaTwTa. Cf. Diatyposis, p. 128, n. 14-15: 
npoXElpU;;ETW (sc. 0 EmTponos) Ka8T)Yo\;~EVOV .. . IlnG. TWV npoKpiTwv aOEA<jlwv. Thus, 
Eustratius cannot have become abbot without Euthymius condoning it. Noret mentions the 
fact that John does not appear in the Vita A and argues that there may have been an 
estrangement between Anthony and John. However, the evidence is too scanty to allow such 
a definite conclusion. 

23Apart from the members of the Athonite embassy there is the case of the Lavriot monk 
Bari'oannes who remained loyal to Anthony although he did not follow him to 
Constantinople (as the author of Vita A only knows about him by hearsay), Vita A, c. 217, 
p. 107, n. 20-27. Bari'oannes is not mentioned in Vita R. 

24lt is striking that in such a short passage we find two elaborate descriptions of how 
Eustratius became abbot. The participle "having succeeded" (owoEl;aIlEvos) has a legal 
bearing because it identifies Eustratius as Athanasius' "successor (otaooxosY', cf. Vita R, c. 
71, p. 204, 11. 3-4. Moreover, the phrase npoEXElpia8Tj ELS npocaTwTa is the technical term 
for installing an abbot, cf. Athanasius, Diatyposis, ed. Meyer, Haupturkunden, p. 128, It. 
32-33: b npoXElpt<:0IlEVOS ELS npoEO'TWTa. And as if that were not enough: When the 
hagiographer relates in his dream Eustratius followed Athanasius and the TIlllOt yE'povTES 
Ilovaxo{ accompanying him into the trapeza he adds the Eustratius was entitled to follow 
"as prefect and abbot", Vita R, c. 71, p. 205,1. 28: ola aT] npOEQ'HDS Kat Ka8TJY01JIlEVOS. 

2SVita R, c. 71, p. 204, 11. 1-4: EUO''Tpanos 0 .. Tas i)vias 'TTlS Ka8' i)l1as Aaupas .. . Ot ' 
EuMj3Elav EIl<jlpOvulS" Ws- 'Ta)(lO'Ta anOaElaallEvos. The short duration is stressed not only 
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from power. The Athonite documents, however, tell a different story. 

There we encounter Eustratius as a powerful person establishing a 

network of relationships with monks and laypeople outside the 

community.26 Thus, his abdication is more likely to have been caused by 

the opposition he encountered at Lavra. However, there is no sign that he 

was in turn succeeded by Anthony. 

Why was Anthony ousted from Lavra? 

We can conclude that despite his prominence in the community Anthony 

failed to become Athanasius' successor and had to leave Lavra. How can 

his failure be explained? There is plenty of evidence that Anthony had 

Athanasius' regard. Of all the monks of Lavra Athanasius chose only 

Anthony to accompany him to his hiding-place on Cyprus.27 On the 

document of 984 Anthony signed second, right after Athanasius. And 

finally Athanasius sent him to the emperor on business for the 

community of Lavra. 

The most obvious sign of Athanasius' esteem for Anthony, 

however, was to designate him as his successor. Both Lives state that the 

Lavriot embassy went to Constantinople in order to execute the last wish 

of the saint in his "testament (6l(ha~tS-)" in which Athanasius had made 

this provision.28 This statement poses problems because the existence of 

such a document is not easily reconciled with the writings left by 

Athanasius himself. In the surviving testament of Athanasius, the 

Diatyposis of 984-996, no successor is named.29 Moreover, when 

through Ws Tdxtam but also before through npoal3paxu. 

26As ex-abbot Eustratius started creating a "Hausmacht". In 1010 he took over the 
monastery of Bouleuteria fromits abbot Poemen, and in 1012 he managed to have attached 
to this monastery a house which had been donated to him as abbot of Lavra by the run 
Glyceria in 1001, d. Lemerle, Actes de Lavra, I, introduction, pp. 64-65. 

27Vita A, cc. 91-98, p.42-47. Vita B, cc. 30-32, pp. 160-163. 

28Vita B, c. 69, p. 203, H. 5-6: Ka8TlYOUllEVOV Ema'Tijaat Tfl AaupQ. KaTa TIjv TOU IlEydAOU 

Bl(lTaelV. Cf. the version of Vita A: "the one who had been entrusted with the leadership 
by the great one",vita A, c. 247, p. 119, 1. 39: TOV nap« TOU IlEYclAOU T~V ~YEllov{av 
EYXElpw8E'vTa. 

29Athanasius, Diatyposis, ed. Meyer, Haupturkunden, p. 129, 11. 27-31, Indeed, the text of 
the Diatyposis is pervaded by Athanasius' anguish that such a person had not yet been 
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Athanasius enjoins the future abbot and the Lavriots to treat Anthony 

with honour and have him as spiritual father it is clear that Anthony was 

not yet envisaged as abbot by him.3° 

Nevertheless, the statement in the Lives cannot be discarded as a 

simple invention because even Anthony's Lavriot rivals accepted his 

claim in their version of the Life, Vita B. Therefore it is most likely that 

shortly before his sudden death Athanasius changed his mind and settled 

on Anthony as his successor. 

Thus, there can be no doubt that Anthony had Athanasius' backing. 

Why then did he fail to become abbot? A closer look at the documents we 

have analysed so far shows that the high regard for Anthony did not 

necessarily translate into a high position within the monastery as an 

institution. That Athanasius chose Anthony as companion for his "flight" 

points to a personal relationship between spiritual father and spiritual son 

rather than to the relation between "abbot (KaBl)you~EVOS-)" and 

"subordinate (uTToTaKTIKos-Y' within an institutional setting. And indeed, it 

is significant that Athanasius did not choose Anthony but another monk 

as his successor as abbot of the Lavra he had deserted.3 l 

Even in the document of 984 where Anthony signs as first of 

thirteen Lavriot monks, most probably the TTpoKpnol of the community, 

Anthony's position is ambiguous.32 Among the witnesses there is a 

hierarchy of, first, four monks who sign as "monk and priest", then three 

monks who sign as "monk and deacon", and finally four monks who sign 

as "monk" only.33 By comparison, the first two signatories, Anthony and a 

shown to him by God. Cf. also Athansius' Typikon, ed. Meyer, Haupturkunden, p. 122, 1. 3: 
Tev ~YO\JI1EVOV KaeOTt EYW E,eEAE,eaj.111V atJTov, where again no single person is named. Was 
there a now lost later testament by Athanasius the Athonite? This lost testament would 
then have been virtually identical with the Diatyposis as we have it now, because the 
author of the Vita A quotes a passage from it, d. Vita A, c. 214, p. 105, H. 10-15, and 
Diatyposis, p. 124, U. 10-15. 

30Athanasius, Diatyposis, ed. Meyer, Haupturkunden, p. 129, 1. 26-31: EVTEAAOl1at T4l 
KaElllyoUj.1Ev!J,> Kat .. . nuot TOtS nVEullaTtK01S 110U a&A$Ots {va Tev KUPtv ' AVTWVlOV ... 
Ws- TIVEUl1anKoV naTEpa geouOt. 

31 Vita B, c. 30, p. 160,1. 27. Vita A, c. 90, p. 42, 1. 29. 

32For the npOKptTot, whose nurnberwas limited by Athanasius to fifteen and who decided 
about the choice of a new abbot, d. Athanasius' Diatyposis, ed. Meyer, Haupturkunden, p. 
128, H. 11-18 

33For the individual signatures on document no. 6, cf. Actes d'Il1iron, I, ed. Lefort, 
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Dionysius, of whom nothing further is known, do not fit into this pattern 

because they are also only simple monks.34 This could be interpreted as a 

sign of a marginal position within the institutional hierarchy. 

And from the Diatyposis it is clear that at least for some time during 

the last decade before Athanasius' death Anthony lived as hermit outside 

the community of Lavra, together with other monks which may have 

been his disciples. 

Athanasius stresses the personal character of his relationship with 

Anthony by calling him "my own one (6 EP.6s-)" when he asks the monks 

of Lavra to respect Anthony after his death}5 This squares with the 

information given in the Lives. In Vita B Anthony is called Athanasius' 

"closest disciple (otKEtO'Ta'ToS'" p.a8T)n)S'"Y' or "most genume disciple 

(YVT) <Ytu)-raToS' J.la8T)Tlls)" }6 In these cases Vi ta A prefers the terms 

"successor"}7 However, even In Vita A Anthony is once called 

Athanasius' "genuine pupil (YVll<YtoS' <pol 'TT)T~S'")"}8 

Thus, we can conclude that Anthony's status at Lavra was defined 

by a personal relationship with Athanasius. This status may explain why 

despite having a following at Lavra he eventually failed to make true his 

claim. 

Oikonomides, Metreveli, pp. 139-140; 1. 45: Theophanes, monk and presbyter; 1. 46: 
Ephraem, monk and presbyter; 1. 47: Eustathius, monk and presbyter; 1. 48: Theophanes, 
monkand presbyter; I. 49: Thomas, m:mk and deacon; 1. 50: Cosmas, monk and deacon; 1. 51: 
Paphnutius, monkand deacon; I. 52: Paul, monk;!. 53: Ambrose, monk; 1. 54: John, monk; 1. 55: 
Theoctistus, monk. 

34Actes d' Iviron, I, ed. Lefort, Oikonomides, Metreveli, no. 6, ll. 43-44, p. 140: Anthony 
monk; Dionysius, monk. In another document from Lavra, ratifying the purchase of the 
island of Gymnopelagisia, which dates to 993, we find seven Lavriote signatories, all of 
them priests, but Anthony is not among them, cf. Actes de Lavra, I, ed. Lemede, no. 10, p. 
125. Analysis in Actes d'Iviron, I, ed. Lefort, Oikonomides, Metreveli, p. 137: The priests 
Theophanes and Ephraem sign both Iviron, no. 6, p. 139, l. 45, and 1. 46, and Lavra, no. 10, p. 
125, 1. 46, and 1. 4l. 

3SAthanasius, Diatyposis, ed. Mayer, Haupturkunden, p. 129, 1. 27-28: TOV KUj>lV 
' AVTU.lVlOV TOV EIlOV. 

36Vita B, c. 66, p. 202, ll. 31-32: T£!j llovax4i ' AvTf.llvt4J TI/l OlKElOT/lT41 alJTOU J.l.a8T)TU. Vi ta 
B, c. 78, p. 211, H. 8-9: TOV Ilovaxov ' A VTWVtOV TOV yVT)<JlWTaTOV lla8T)T~v TOU aYlou lJlllllV 
naTpos. 

37Vita A, c. 247, p. 118, 11. 27-29: T£!j 

oS ' AVTWVlOS' KEKAllTal. 

38Vita A, c. 255, p. 124, 1. 22: aOl Kal 
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This hypothesis can be substantiated when we consider the position 

of Anthony's successful rival, the Lavriot monk Eustratius. Eustratius was 

in many respects the opposite of Anthony because he was primarily an 

important functionary of the community. During Athanasius' life-time 

Eustratius was "prefect (npoE(JT~)" of the island of Neoi in the Aegean 

where he served for at least seven years.39 And after the saint's death 

Eustratius appears as a powerful figure whom the community of Lavra 

had difficulties to keep under its control.40 

However, in none of the sources, not even the Lavriot Vita B, is 

Eustratius shown in a personal relation with Athanasius. Indeed, one of 

the functions of the account of Eustratius' healing is to claim such a 

relation at least posthumously. By presenting himself as the beneficiary of 

the miraculous powers of Athanasius who appeared and spoke to him In 

dreams Eustratius could use the healing of his illness as a means to 

legitimize his position as Athanasius' successor and show that the saint 

had a personal regard for him.41 

The antagonism between Eustratius and Anthony may therefore 

reflect a more fundamental tension within a monastic community 

between two different kinds of status conferred either through personal 

relations with the abbot or through a high position within the hierarchy of 

the monastic community. It was not uncommon for a Byzantine abbot to 

have a personal entourage which he kept well apart from the community. 

39Vita A, c. 208, p. 100, 1. 32: 0 T1)S" ~ovijS" npoEaTllS" EUaTpaTIoS" QVOlla, Vita B, c. 71, p. 
205,1. 5: Ev Tn v~a4l TWV NEWV OlaKOVWV Kat Ta {mEp T1)S" ~OV1)s" novOl;~EVOS"; cf. 1. 19: Em 
XPOVOlS" EnTa. From a document preserved at Iviron we know that the island was given as a 
present ofthe emperor to John the Iberian who then gave it to Lavra. Cf. Actes d'Iviron, I, 
no. 6: Acte de donation (a. 984), 1. 15, p. 138; cf. p. 21, a. 3, date of donation of Neoi between 
976 and 979/980. 

4OJ: have already pointed out in footnote 26 that Eustratius became the adopted son and heir 
of abbot Poemen of Bouleuteria - which by giving to his nephew he turned into a family 
monastery - and that he was the recipient of the donation of Glyceria which he treated as 
his private property. 

41Eustratius publicised the miracle the next momingafter Matins in a catechesis: "after the 
completion of the morning prayer he announced to all the greatness of God which he had 
performed onhim through the visitation and warm support of the father", Vita B, c. 71, p. 
206, H. 38-40: ~ETa TT)V <JU~nArlPW<JlV TOU bpePlVOU KavovoS" Q:VEK1)pUeE mlat Ta ~EyaAEla 
TOU SEoD a Bta T1)S" TOU naTpOS" EmcrKonfiS" Kat 8Ep~fiS" aVTIA~tjJEWS" EtpyaaaTo ElS" 
atJTOv. 
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Then Anthony's position at Lavra would have been marginal and duly 

collapsed with the loss of Athanasius as its mainstay. 

Anthony's move from Lavra to Panagiou 

It is likely that in 1001 when Eustathius was abbot of Lavra Anthony had 

already left the monastery and gone to the capital. Apart from the 

reference to him as abbot of Panagiou in the last posthumous miracle in 

Vita B which I have quoted before, our only source for Anthony In 

Constantinople is Vita A of Athanasius the Athonite which was written 

by the Constantinopolitan monk Athanasius.42 This Athanasius "the 

Younger" not only wrote a biography of the saint; he also played an 

important role in the events leading to Anthony's establishment in 

Constantinople. In order to understand the nature of the relation between 

Anthony and the author of Vita A it is necessary to give a biographical 

sketch of the latter. 

The author of Vita A as layman 

The author of Vita A became a monk only late in his life. Before, he had 

clearly benefitted from an excellent education because the text of Vita A is 

written in almost flawless classical Greek.43 Moreover, he demonstrates 

his interest in learning in the narrative of his text. For example, he shows 

great interest in Athanasius' education and in his career as a teacher in 

Constantinople before the saint became a monk.44 The author especially 

42The name Athanasius can be inferred froma prayer to the saint. There the author of Vi ta 
A states: "you have deigned (sc. me) worthy of your name" and hopes that he will life 
"worthy of being your namesake", Vita A, c. 255, p. 124, H. 21, 24: TTtS ails- ... ~.(;{waas

KA1laEws- .. . TTtS' ailS' ... Ollwvullias- aeiwS'. That Constantinople was Athanasius' home is 
evident from the sentence"for when he came to this great city", Vita A, c. 247, p. 118, H. 35-
36: oD yap KaTa TauT1)V YEVOIlEVOU TT}V IlEyaAonoAlv. The significance of the 
demonstrative pronounwas pointed out by Leroy, 'Deux vies', p. 423. 

43Leroy, 'Deux vies', p. 423: "Or le moine Athanase fait partie de l'tHite intellectuelle de 
Constantinople". In the introduction to his edition of the Lives Noret has given an excellent 
analysis of the style of Vita A. 

44He is very interested in Athanasius' career as teacher of which he gives a detailed 
account, espeCially as regards the procedures leading to the promotion from one position to 
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stresses the magnitude of the saint's sacrifice when Athanasius pretended 

to be illiterate.45 In this way the author identifies himself with Athanasius 

as an intellectual who values "worldly wisdom".46 

From the information he gives about himself In the prologue we 

know that the author of Vita A had had a different profession before he 

became a monk. He describes his lack of qualification for the composition 

of a saint's life "as having practised myself before in (or among) judges and 

in judicial speeches (ola o~ olKaO"Tms TOV EjlTTpooBEV Xpovov Kal otKaO"T1.Kots 

EyyujlVamljlEVOS "OYOlS)" .47 Unfortunately, the meaning of this phrase is 

obscure and we cannot conclude with certainty that the author of Vita A 

was a "judge" himself before he became monk.48 

However, his interests in secular law surface in an episode in which 

he discusses the authority of the abbot. After his monks have misbehaved 

Athanasius punishes them according to canon law. They react by asking 

his forgiveness since he as father has the power to grant it. Athanasius 

corrects them by telling them that abbots are subjected to canon law as 

well. Up to this point the two versions of the Life are paralle1.49 Unlike 

Vita B, however, Vita A has a furth'er passage in which a parallel with the 

the next, d. Vita A, cc. 13-16, pp. 8-9. In Vita B this passage is much less detailed, cf. Vi ta 
B, c. 7, pp. 134-135. 

4SHe calls the saint's action a practice of humility: "a thing that to those who are 
uninitiated and who have not tasted education perhaps does not seem great but to those 
who are not like that (sc. is) both extraordinarily great and the sign of a truly valiant and 
courageous soul because one of these - to say even something daring - would rather suffer 
something of what one does not want than give up what is mostdear." Vita A, c. 42, p. 21, It. 
6-11: npay~a Tots IlEv allUrlTOlS Kat nalBEias aynluTolS ou ~Eya lUws BOKOUV Tots BE 
~lj oihws ExOUUl Kat acp6Bpa IlEya Kat tjruxfls T4l QVTt VEaVlKTtS Kat YEVVatas WS 
9anov av TlS' T01JTWV - i'va Tt Kat napaTOAI1:TlUW - Kat na8E1v Tt TWV aj30UArlTWV 
avaaxolTo Tt KaTanpoBouvat Ta <jl{haTa. This passage has already been referred to by 
Noret in his introduction to the Lives of Athanasius, p. cxlv. 

46rhe author of Vita A was not only well-educated but also showed himself to be well
informed about even remote historical events such as the murder of patriarch John VII of 
Jerusalem in 966, d. Vita A, c. 96, p. 45, H. 20-23, which is notfoundin Vita B, c. 31, p. 162, 1. 
5. Cf. Aubert, Jean VII, patriarche de Jerusalem', p. 164. 
47Vita A, c. 2, p. 4, 11. 11-12. 

48From the text we can only conclude that "he had practi~d himself among judges". This is 
an odd expression. According to Liddell&Scott, Greek-El'lglish Lexicon, s. v., Eyyullva~w, 
Med., to practise oneself in, e. g. nOAEllolS, al ways with dativus rei. Instead of "to practise 
oneself in judges" BlKaUTaIS ... Eyyu~vd~Ea8al one would have expected the nominative in 
the series EmnvETTJs .. . E8cls .. . ota 5~ 5tKauTTls. However, according to the critical 
apparatus all manuscripts have the Dative BlKauTals. 

49Vita A, c. 184, p. 89, H. 34--35. Vita B, c. 50, p. 187,11. 34-35. 
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relation between secular law and the emperor is drawn: "For this is fixed 

through the 'outside' laws as well, that what seems right to an emperor is 

law (se. only) then, when he does not decree something with the effect of 

abolishing the existing laws; for he himself, too, is forced to act according 

to them even if he is not subjected to them."50 It is quite likely that this 

interesting comment on the Byzantine "constitution" and the relation 

between emperor and law reflects the views of the circle in which the 

author of Vita A moved.51 One could argue that this passage which 

curtails the absolute powers of the emperor has an "aristocratic" ring.52 

Leroy assumed that the author of Vita A was an aristocrat himself but 

again there is not enough evidence for such a definite statement.53 

Adopting a saint: Athanasius of Lavra and the author of Vita A 

This was the man who entered into a relation with Anthony when the 

latter came to the capital. Our information about their relationship comes 

from an autobiographical section in Vita A. This section is of great 

significance for the self-image of the author of Vita A which will be 

discussed in Chapter Three. For now I will limit myself to extricating 

historical information. However, already at this point a caveat is 

necessary: this section is an extraordinarily complex passage in which the 

factual and the ideological elements are so closely interwoven as to be 

largely inseparable. In consequence, the "hard" information amounts to 

very little and remains tantalizingly vague. 

The main theme of the autobiographical section is how the author 

of Vita A came to write the biography of St Athanasius. He states that he 

50Vita A, c. 184, pp. 89-90, n. 42-47: TOU'TO yap Kat TOtS E~w8EV KEKaVQVHJTal VOI1OlS T{)TE 
V0ll-0V dval TO 6o~av j3a<JlAEl <hE liT) En' avalpE<JEl Tt TWV KElIl-EVWV 8E<Jm(n VOl1wv' 
avaYKa(ETal yap Kat mhos KaT' mhous nOAlTEuE<Jeal El Kat OUX UnOKElTat TOUTOlS. 

51This is the opinion of Noret in his introduction to the Lives of Athanasius, pp. cxxxiv: 
"Enfin, c'est probablement a la formation juridique de notre auteur que nousdevons le petit 
developpement de 184, 29-50." 

52Such statements are very rare in hagiography. Significantly, the closest hagiographical 
parallel to the passage about the emperor and the laws is a passage in the Life of the 
Roman aristocrat Melania the Younger on obedience where a comparison is drawn between 
emperor and senate, cf. Life of Melania the Younger by Gerontius, ed. Gorce, c. 44, p. 210. 
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had never seen Athanasius during his life and that he only heard about 

the saint when he was already dead.54 From what he heard he was so 

impressed that he decided to write his Life of Athanasius. Looking for a 

source of information Anthony "was brought to his knowledge" .55 Once 

he had ascertained that Anthony had been the favourite disciple and 

designated successor of Athanasius he considered him the most reliable 

"witness" for his biography.56 

In this context the author makes mention of his becoming a monk: 

"There was also entering me some divine love through a divine nod and 

it was forcing me to overlook all that belongs to the convolution down 

below."57 This infusion of a desire for the monastic vocation happened 

after he had decided to write the Life. However, because of the use of the 

imperfect E~lro:ETO it is not clear whether he had already made the step 

before he met Anthony.58 More information is given in a later part of the 

same passage. There the author of Vita A thanks the saint "who not only 

made known to me this man, I mean my teacher, but also separated him 

from the great number (se. the monks of Lavra) and bringing (se. him) 

gives him to me completely."59 Finally, in a third passage, he claims "to 

have 'genuinely' welcomed the one (se. Anthony) who had been testified 

by him (se. Athanasius)."60 

At this point one could argue that the information given in Vita A 

fits in with a well-known pattern: a wealthy layman decides to become 

53Leroy, 'Deux vies', p. 423, note 1. 

54-'1 regarded it as not a small mishap not to have entered into participation of his sight 
and graces", Vita A, c. 213, p. 103, 11. 11-12: au~q)Qpa.v ou ~tKpav ETTOtoU~l1V TO ~lj TT)S 

TOU'roU sEas Kat TWV xapLTWV Ev ~ETOXft YEvEaflat. 

55Vita A, c. 213, p. 103,1. 17: ds yvwmv ~AflE ~01 .. 

5&rhis passage will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter Three. 

57Vita A, c. 213, p. 103, n. 12-14: I1E TtS Kat BEtOS EPWS dC11jEt VEU~aTt flEl4l Kat TTaVTWV 

UTTEptOEtv oaa TT)S KaTW TTEpujlOpaS E(3u£CETO. This is a quotation from Gregory of 
Nazianzus, Gratio in Theophania, PG, 35, 413B: ETTEtTa ~E TtS UTTEtC11JEt EPWS TOU KaAoD 

TT)S ~C1Ux{as Kat aVaXWPrlC1EWS. 

5&rhe imperfect E(3uiCETO describes a process which has not necessarily come to a conclusion 
or "perfection" . 

59Vita A, c. 213, p. 104,11. 44-46: os Toihov I10t TOV avopa TOV EI10V AEYW OtOaaKaAov OUK 

EYVWPWE ~OVOV ana. Kat TWV TOa01JTWV aTTOKptVaS OAOV I10t o10WOt <l>EPWV TTatoEUTrlV TE 
TWV BE{WV Kat TTaTEpa TO OAOV. 

60Vita A, c. 213, p. 105, 11. 69-70: TO TOV TTap' alJTou ~El1apTUpl]I1EVOV o{iTw YV110tWS 
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monk, uses his means for the foundation of a monastery, and then hunts 

for a suitable abbot to place himself under his spiritual guidance. However, 

the information is too scanty to allow such a definite conclusion. The exact 

circumstances of Anthony's departure from Lavra and arrival in the 

capital can no longer be retrieved. We do not even know whether 

Anthony was the first abbot of Panagiou, although it seems likely, as the 

monastery does not appear in earlier sources.61 

The author of Vita A, Anthony and Panagiou 

What was the arrangement struck between Athanasius "the Younger" and 

Anthony? The author of Vita A repeatedly calls Anthony not only his 

"teacher (oloacrKaAov)" but also more specifically his "educator of things 

divine and father (TTalOEU'fr)V 'fE 'fWV 8EtWV Kat TTa'fEpa)" .62 Moreover, he 

confesses to a "subjection (uTTO'faYl)" to Anthony when he states that he 

feels linked to 5t Athanasius IIthrough the subjection to this one (sc. 

Anthony)" .63 Thus, he presents their relationship in the traditional terms 

of spiritual fatherhood. 

In secondary literature this has been taken as evidence that the 

author of Vita A was a member of the community of Panagiou under 

Anthony as abbot. As a consequence the author of Vita A is customarily 

called" Athanasius of Panagiou" to distinguish him from 5t Athanasius.64 

aanc:iaaaElat ou !LapnJPtoV aq;EuOES" TTiaTEWS-. 

61That Anthony was founder of Panagiou had been assumed by Leroy, 'Deux Vies', p.427. 
Noret, Vitae duae, p. cxxiv, note 61, is more careful. 

62Vita A, c. 213, p. 104, H. 45-46. 

63Vita A, c. 213, p. 105, 11. 69-70: ~ manS" ~!LWV ... !LE KaKElV41 (sc. 'AElavaa{41) ota Tl)S
TTPOS- TOUTOV (sc. ' AvTUlvlOV) lJTTOTuyf\s- UTTEKAlV E. 

Mrhis has been the communis opinio ever since Leroy, 'Deux vies', p. 411. Noret in his 
introduction to the Lives of Athal1asius, p. cxxxi, heads his chapter about the author of 
Vita A with the title: "L'auteur de la Vie A, Athanase de Panagiou." And Kazhdan, 
'Hagiographical Notes', p. 539, speaks of "a certain Athanasius of the Constantinopolitan 
monastery of the (sic!) Panagius." Even Lemerle, 'Vie ancienne', p. 59, who disagrees about 
his connection with Panagiou nevertheless sees the author of Vita A in a monastic 
"communal" setting when he calls him 11 Athanase de Lavra". 
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Against this usage it must be stressed that the author never gives himself 

this name and that he never mentions Anthony in his function as abbot 

or makes explicit reference to the monastery of Panagiou.65 

The last episode of the Lives 

A case m point is the last posthumous miracle which I have already 

mentioned as source for Anthony's position as abbot of Panagiou.66 The 

contents of the episode can be summarized as follows: Cosmas the 

ecclesiarch of Lavra who is staying with Anthony asks to be given as a 

present an icon of the saint. At Matins of the next day Anthony therefore 

goes to an icon painter to have a copy made for himself. When he speaks 

to the icon painter he is told by him that somebody else had already come 

and asked him to perform this task. As this cannot be accounted for 

otherwise it is then attributed to a miraculous intervention of the saint. 

This episode is not only found in the Lavriot Vita B but also in Vita 

A by Athanasius' "the Younger".67 Indeed, both versions are virtually 

identical.68 However, in one point they diverge. Whereas in Vita B we 

find with "he (se. Cosmas) used ... to come to the monastery of Panagiou 

(EtW8El .. . napaj3aMEtV T'n TOU rravayiou ~ovij)" an explicit reference to 

Panagiou, the corresponding passage in Vita A has the vague "he used to 

come to our father (TOUT4l aVv1)8ES TQ i)~ETEfXtl naTpl napaj3aMEtv)" 

instead.69 

This vagueness m the version of Vita A gave rise to a debate 

between Lemerle and Leroy. Lemerle argued that the miracle took place in 

the house of the father of the author of Vita A while he was still a 

65Noret's conclusion is obviously unfounded,cf. Noret, Vitae duae, p. cxxxi: "notre auteur a 
pourdidaskalos et pater - c'esHt-dire comme higoumene, apparemrnent - Antoine" (italics 
by me). 

66Vita 8, c. 78, pp. 211-212. 

67Vita A, c. 254, pp. 122-123. This passage in Vita A was translated by Sevrenko, 'On 
Pantaleon the Painter', p.247. 

68Cf. esp. the identical passages inVita A, c. 254, p. 123, n. 20-24, and Vita 8, c. 78, p. 212, 
11. 21-22. 

69Vita 8, c. 78, p. 211, n. 7-8, cf. Ka8TlYEI10va. Vita A, c. 254, p. 122, n. 4-5, cf. also the 
equally vague "at ours" in 1. 7: nap' ~l1tV . 
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layman.1o There is no need to go into a detailed discussion of Lemerle's 

argument which was based on the assumption that Athanasius, the 

author of Vita A, was a monk of Lavra.71 This assumption was 

convincingly disproved by Leroy and Mossay.12 Leroy showed that in Vita 

A, too, the setting of the last posthumous miracle is monastic, pointing in 

particular to the term KE'AAa which clearly refers to a monastic cell.13 In the 

introduction to his edition of Actes de Lavra, I, Lemerle upheld the 

position that the setting was secular and not monastic.74 However, he did 

not give new arguments to shore up his interpretation.75 As a 

consequence, Leroy's interpretation was accepted by Mossay and 

Sevcenko.76 

Leroy, however, went a questionable step further. On account of the 

testimony of Vita B that Anthony was abbot of Panagiou he tried to read 

the existence of a fully developed monastery into the text of the last 

posthumous miracle in Vita A, too. He explained the omission in Vita A 

of an explicit reference to Panagiou and to Anthony as abbot by the fact 

that the locality was known to the audience and therefore an identification 

was not required.77 However, this argument is hardly conclusive as it does 

not take into account other monastic settings than a cenobitic monastery 

as alternative possibilities. More importantly, the way the author of Vita A 

speaks of Anthony militates against Leroy's interpretation. References to 

7Or.emerle wrongly considered Vita B a worthless calque of Vita A and therefore dismissed 
the reference to Panagiou in Vita B as a misunderstanding by its author. The relation 
between the two versions will be discussed in the next chapter. 

7lLemerle, 'La vie ancienne', p. 59. 

72Leroy, 'Deux vies', p. 411, d. also Mossay , 'A propos', p. 13l. 

73Leroy, 'Deux vies', pp. 416-418, with a detailed and conclusive refutation of Lemerle's 
arguments, based onthe useofthe terms: a. 0 ~~hEPOS' TTaT~P; b. KEAAa; c. Ew81VOl. U~V01; d. 
lJTTTlphTls. 

74Lemerle, Actes de Lavra, I, p. 27, n.66. 

7SInfact, Lemerle's argument reveals an insufficient knowledge of the text. Lemerle, Actes 
de Lavra, I, pp. 25-26, p. 27, note 65, had argued that the "father" in this episode cannot be 
identical with Anthony because the latter is always called "teacher" in Vita A. However, 
this is not the case. Mossay, 'A propos', p. 131, pointed out that Anthony is indeed called 
father by the author of Vita A, so for example in the passage "who gave me this man, I 
mean my teacher, asfather", Vita A,c.213,p.104,Il. 44-47: os TOUTOV I10t TOV avBpa TOV 

EI10V AEYW B1BaUKaAOV 1101 B{Bwo1 .. TTaTEpa. 

76Mossay, 'A propos', pp. 130-131, and Sevtenko, 'On Pantaleon', p. 247, note 20. 

77Leroy, 'Deux vies', p.416. 
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Anthony constitute the main difference between the two versions of the 

Life. In Vita B he is referred to as "the monk Anthony (6 jJ.ovaxo:;
, AVTWVlO:;-) whereas in Vita A we find "our father (6 TtjJ.ETEPOS TTa'Tl')p)" and 

"my father (6 EVOs- TTaT~p)" instead.78 

From these phrases Lemerle concluded that the author only speaks 

about a personal relationship between the "father" and the author of Vita 

A, then in a second step identifying this father with the progenitor of the 

hagiographer. Leroy rejected this view by pointing to the use of "father" in 

a monastic context. Leroy interpreted 6 TtjJ.ETEPOS TTa'Tl')p as the standard title 

of an abbot and as proof that the author of Vita A here speaks for the 

community he is part of.79 However, this interpretation creates difficulties: 

in the same passage the author of Vita A also uses - interchangeably - the 

singular 6 EjJ.Os- TTaT~p.80 In order to defend his argument that TtjJ.ETEPOS' is a 

genuine plural and used as title of an abbot Leroy must distinguish 

between the first person plural TtjJ.ETEPOS' referring to the community and 

the first person singular EjJ.Os referring to the author of Vita A alone. Leroy 

explains this change with the special relationship of Athanasius to 

Anthony.81 It is, however, not possible to defend such a sharp distinction 

because it is not indicated by a change in the context.82 As a consequence, 

this argument was rejected by Lemerle and treated with caution even by 

Mossay in his defence of Leroy. 83 

Therefore we must conclude that in the version of Vita A there is 

no sign for the existence of a monastery. The setting for the episode 

remains vague. All we hear about is a single "cell (KEAAa)" where Anthony 

78Vita B, c. 78, p. 212, 11. 22-23. 

79Vita A, c. 254, p. 122,11. 7-8: TcP ~I1ETEP41 naTpt. Vita A, c. 254, p. 123, 1. 21: 0 
nUTllP· 

80Vita A, c. 254, p. 122,11. 7-8: TcP EJlcP .. naTpi. 

81Leroy, 'Deux vies', p. 418: "L'emploi unique de 'mon pere' ne fait pas de difficulte dans ce 
context." 

82Moreover, throughout the text the author of Vita A uses both the first person singular and 
the first person plural when he speaks about himself. Cf. e. g. Vita A, c. 213, p. 105, H. 71-
72. This will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter Three. 

83Lemerle, Actes de Lavra, I, p. 27, note 65. Even Mossay, 'A propos', p. 131, is more cautious 
than Leroy and does not distinguish between "my" and "our" although he still speaks about 
a monastery. Noret inhis introduction to the Lives of Athanasius, p. cxx, says that the use 
of 0 ~I1ETE POS- naT~p is a "fait significatif" but without explaining why this is so. 
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himself lived together with a "servant (UTIl1PETl1S')", with the author of Vita 

A, and with Cosmas of Lavra when he came to the capitaL84 

Thus, one cannot exclude that Lemerle was right in stating that the 

author of Vita B committed an anachronism when he presented Panagiou 

as already existing at the time of the icon miracle.8s However, this is only 

one possible explanation. It is equally possible that the monastery already 

existed but that author of Vita A simply chose not to refer to it. In Chapter 

Three I will show that such a conscious omission is indeed the most likely 

reason for the lack of references to a community. 

It is difficult to picture the assertive author of Vita A as a simple 

cenobitic monk.86 If he was responsible for bringing Anthony to 

Constantinople, as he claims in his text, he may have had a special 

position which placed him outside the community in the strict sense. Due 

to the lack of evidence, however, this, too, must remain guesswork. 

Conclusion: 

Panagiou in the first half of the eleventh century 

In this chapter I have reconstructed the biographies of two individuals, 

Anthony of Lavra and Athanasius lithe Younger", who were connected, 

however loosely, with the monastery of Panagiou. Anthony, the first 

known abbot of Panagiou, had been the favourite disciple and designated 

successor of St Athanasius the Athonite but eventually was driven out of 

Lavra. I have suggested that his failure to become abbot of the Lavriot 

community was due to his specific status which was based on a personal 

link with Athanasius rather than on a position within the monastery as 

84rhis can be concluded from the statement that Cosmas "knew that the servant had been 
with us throughout the whole day and had remained not coming out of the cell", Vita A, c. 
254, p. 123, H. 41-42: TOV UTTllPETTtv Et6wS Bl' OAllS T~S" ~IlEpas ~!iiv CTUVOVTa Kat T~S" 
KEAAllS aTTpolToV IlEIlEVllKoTa. 

85rhis would not be the only anachronism found in Vita B. Another example is the mention 
of a 1l0V~ TOU ZUj'oD which at the time of Athanasius did not yet exist, cf. Lemerle, Actes de 
Lavra, I, p.68, no. 66. 

86His interest in cenobitic ideology is indisputable but of a rather abstract nature. He seems 
to have been enamoured with the idea rather than with its reality as a possible life-style 
for himself. 
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institution. I have then shown that Anthony established himself in 

Constantinople where he teamed up with the monk Athanasius. 

This "younger" Athanasius had his own agenda. Highly educated 

and probably a former state official, he was in the process of becoming a 

monk. He had adopted the saintly abbot of Lavra as his idol and had made 

up his mind to write his biography. In his search for a dependable source 

of information he heard about Anthony who at that time had either 

already left or was about to leave Lavra and Mt Athos. The author of Vi ta 

A then entered into some kind of spiritual relationship with Anthony and 

at one point in the first quarter of the eleventh century lived together with 

him. 

From this summary it is evident that I have not written a history of 

the monastery of Panagiou in the early eleventh century. The reason for 

this omission is that apart from the one reference in Vita B to Anthony as 

abbot of Panagiou nothing is known about the monastery and its 

community at that time. While the search for "hard data" may disappoint 

some we must not conclude that the texts are "empty rhetoric". Their true 

significance lies in their function as vehicles for the promotion of their 

authors' claims which I shall analyse in Chapter Three. Before, however, it 

will be necessary to identify the literary legacy of Panagiou. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

The texts of Panagiou and their interrelation: the Typikon, Vita A, 

and the Vita prima of Athanasius the Athonite 

In Chapter One I sketched the biographies of Anthony of Lavra and 

Athanasius "the Younger" and attempted to establish their links with 

Panagiou. Now I will turn to a discussion of the texts which can be linked 

to the community of Panagiou in the first quarter of the eleventh century. 

One of these texts, Vita A of Athanasius the Athonite, has already 

been mentioned. The second text is the Typikon which was drawn up by 

the founder-abbot of Panagiou. It is lost in its original version but its 

contents are known to us because it provided the model for the 

regulations which Gregory Pakourianos gave to his monastery at Petritzos, 

the modern-day Bachkovo.l The third text is the equally lost first Life of 

Athanasius the Athonite which I will call Vita prima to distinguish it 

from Vita A and the Lavriot Vita B. The existence of the Vita prima has 

not yet been universally accepted by scholars and therefore needs to be 

demonstrated. I will undertake this demonstration through a comparison 

of the Petritzonitissa Typikon with Vita A and Vita B. This will at the 

same time allow me to identify Vita A as a metaphrasis of the Vita prima. 

Vita A and Vita B, the two extant Lives of Athanasius, 

and their relation to each other 

I will begin by presenting the scholarly discussion of the two Lives of 

Athanasius, the questions that have been raised and the solutions that 

have been proposed. The texts have been available to scholars for the last 

hundred years. Vita A was edited by I. Pomjalovskij in 1895.2 Ten years 

IPakourianos, his Typikon, and his relation to the monks of Panagiou will be discussed in 
detail in Chapter Four. 

2r. Pomjalovskij, Zhitie prepodobnago Afanasija Afonskago (Sankt-Petersburg, 1895). 
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later L. Petit published the text of Vita B.3 However, only in 1982 J. Noret 

made a critical edition of both Lives through the collation of all accessible 

Byzantine manuscripts.4 Noret's edition will be used in the following 

discussion. 

The texts of Vita A and Vita B are very closely related. This was first 

pointed out by Petit who, as the first editor of Vi ta B, was also the first 

scholar in a position to compare the two versions.5 In the introduction to 

his edition Noret has analysed a long passage where Vi ta A and Vita Bare 

virtually identica1.6 

Such literal parallels are rare and most often the two versions while 

presenting the same story are distinctly different in their mode of 

presentation. I will analyse these differences and discuss their significance 

in the next chapter. 

Nevertheless, the overlaps which were identified by Noret are so 

extensive that they can only be explained through wholesale borrowings. 

This raises the question of precedence. In his article 'La vie ancienne de 

saint Athanase l' Athonite' of 1963, which marked the beginning of the 

current discussion, Lemerle established the respective dates of Vita A and 

Vita B.7 

3L. Petit, 'Vie de saint Athanase l' Athonite', Analecta Bollandiana, 25 (1906), pp. 5-89. 

4J. Noret, Vitae duae antiquae Saneti Athanasii Athonitae (furnhout, Leuven, 1982). In the 
following I will refer to the texts either separately as Vita A and Vita B, or jointly as Lives 
of Athanasius. 
SPetit, 'Vie de saint Athanase', pp. 7-8. 

&rhis passage gives the contents of a letter written by Athanasius to Nicephorus after he 
had become emperor, cf. Norefs introduction to the Lives of Athanasius, pp. cviii-cix, with 
a juxtaposition of the passages, cf. Vita A, c.90, p. 42, H. 22-31. Vita B, c. 30, p. 160, n. 20-
29. Therefore I will limit myself to pointing out that there is only one difference: Vita A 
has TEAEUnDV in 1. 26 and Vita B has TEAEUTalOV in 1. 24. For another, shorter passage in 
which the two versions are identical, cf. e. g. Vita A, c. 254, pp. 122-123, H. 20-24. Vita B, c. 
78, p. 212, H. 21-25. Here the only difference is the word order: Vita A has an hyperbaton in 
one place which makes its version slightly "loftier". 

7Lemerle, 'La vie ancienne de saint Athanase l' Athonite composee au debut du Xie siec1e 
par Athanase de Lavra', 59-100. As the title shows Lemerle regarded Athanasius "the 
Younger", author of Vita A, as a monk of Lavra. However, as I have already pointed out in 
the last chapter, Leroy convincingly showed that Vita A was written in Constantinople, cf. 
Leroy, 'Deux vies', p. 411. 
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In an episode of Vita A Basil 11 is mentioned as the current emperor 

which shows that this passage was written before the year 1025.8 The same 

reference allowed Lemerle to conclude that Vita B is later than 1025 

because in its version of the same passage Basil 11 is referred to as 

deceased.9 Moreover, in Vita B there are two sequences of episodes of 

miracles with monks of Lavra as recipients which are not found in Vita A 

and which are clearly marked as later additions to an already existing 

text. 10 The author of these additional episodes inVita B who also speaks in 

the prologue and in the epilogue of the text was an anonymous Athonite 

monk who wrote for the community of Lavra. ll This means that in its 

present form the text of Vita B must be later than Vita A. 

8Lemerle, 'La vie ancienne', p. 89, note 89, with reference to Vita A, c. 208, p. 99, n. 5-7: TWV 

VUV KpaTo\JVfWV KpaTtaTWV Kat WV aVEKa8EV ~ ~aalAEla. The plural refers to the joint 
reign of Basil II and his brother Constantine IX. 

9Vita B, c. 57, p. 193, H. 3-4: TWV KpaTtaTWV Kat aouSlp.wv ~aalAEwv. The adjective 
ao{6woS' is a standard attribute for a deceased person. A terminus ante quem for Vita B is 
given through the oldest manuscript, the Codex Athous Protaton, 40, Noret's Ms. Q which 
he dates to the first half of the twelfth century, cf. Noret, introduction to the Lives of 
Athanasius, pp. xliv-xlv: With paleographical criteria for his dating. For this reason 
Noret proposed a date for Vita B between ca. 1050 and 1150, cf. Noret, introduction to the 
Lifes of Athanasius, pp. cxxvii-cxxviii. However, internal criteria rather suggesta date not 
muchafter 1025. I have made the case for such an early date of Vita B in my unpublished 
article 'The Lost First Life of Athanasius the Athonite', to be published in Founders and 
Refounders, ed. M. Mullett. 

lOone of these episodes has already been mentioned in the last chapter, Athanasius' 
healing of the abbot Eustratius of Lavra. This story belongs to a series of posthumous 
miracles in Vita B, c. 70 - c. 75, pp. 204--209. They are introduced by the phrase "it mustbe 
added", cf. Vita B, c. 70, p. 204, 1. 1: npOa8E'fEov. There can be no doubt that this phrase 
signals a later insertion into an original text because they are framed by two miracles 
worked by the monk Symeon and a "bloody rag" (-(lIlaYP.EVOV paKoS') which follow one 
another in Vita A and which clearly belong together. This had already been pointed out by 
Lemerle, 'Vie ancienne', p. 63. After the series of miracles performed by Athanasius during 
his lifetime which are rommon to both versions, we also find five more episodes in Vita B, 
where they are inserted before the syncrisis and the account of the death of the saint, cf. 
Vita B, c. 59 - c. 63, p. 195 - p. 199. This series is clearly linked to the additional posthumous 
miracles because one of the monks, the cellarer Paul, appears in episodes of both series, in 
the second case with an explicit reference back to the earlier story, cf. Vita B, c. 61, p. 198, l. 
28: b TIailAoS' ... Ws- KEAAaplT1)S', and Vita B, c. 75, p. 208, 1. 1: b npoElp1)I1EvOS' p.ovaxoS' 

TIauAoS' b KEAAaplTT)S. Apart from these two series two more episodes can be attributed to 
the Lavriot redactor of Vita B because they do not fit in with the context and also show a 
preoccupation with individual achievements which is alien to the passages which are 
common to both versions. They are: the story aboutthe vision of the monkMatthew which 
is inserted into a presentation of Athanasius' regulations concerning the organisation of 
communal activities at the Lavra, cf. Vita B, c. 28, p. 156-157, and the story about the vigil 
and ceaseless standing of the cookNicholas, cf. Vita B, c.44, pp. 178-179. 

llFor the most recent discussion of the evidence cf. Noret's introduction to the Lives of 
Athanasius, p. cxxviii. The author of Vita B speaks about himself at the end of the text in 
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Vita B, Vita A, and the case for the existence of the Vita prima 

in previous secondary literature 

For a long time only one explanation for the relationship between the two 

extant versions had been considered: that Vita A is the original Life of 

Athanasius and that Vita B is secondary, an epitome of Vita A. This had 

been the conclusion of Petit, the first editor of Vita B, and of Lemerle in 

his article of 1963.12 Only Leroy argued the opposite case: that Vita B 

provided the model for Vita A. However, this could not be reconciled 

with the evidence found by Lemerle and therefore was not taken up by 

later scholars.13 

Noret was the first to mention a third possibility, that the two extant 

Lives might go back to a common, now lost model, but he discarded it as 

being unfounded. 14 In the following year, however, Kazhdan embraced 

this hypothesis in one of his 'Hagiographical Notes'.15 Kazhdan's overall 

argument is convincing but his proof is not entirely conclusive. 16 

the phrase "we who are sitting with your holy flock" , Vita B, c. 79, p. 213, 1. 3: ~\lElS BE Ol. 

Tn lEpq oou nOtIJ-V1J npooEBpEuovTES. Thus, the author may have been a monk of Lavra. 
However, it needs to be pOinted out that the use of the verb npOOEOpEtJElV with a personal 
dative object is uncommon. The dative usually refers to places, cf. e. g. Athanasius, Typikon 
for Lavra, ed. Meyer, Haupturkunden, p. 109, 1. 32: T0 TlJS "aupas TOT1lp npooEBpEuaavTa. 

At the same time, the subject is usually not identical with the dative object. This implies a 
distinction between "us", the hagiographer, and the "flock", the Lavriot community. His 
position may have been similar to that of Gregory the Decapolite who acted as spiritual 
adviser to a convent nearby, Life of Gregory the Decapolite by Ignatius the Deacon, ed. 
Dujcev, c. 13, p. 57, 1. 7: TT! npoaEopElq alnoD. 

12Petit, 'Vie de saint Athanase', pp. 7-S. Lemerle, 'Vie ancienne', p. 62. 
13Leroy, 'Deux vies', p. 422. 
14Noret, introduction to the Lives of Athanasius, p. cix, note 15: "Theoriquement, en 
pourrait tenir que les Vies A et B on toutes deux puise a unetroisieme, disparue." 

lSKazhdan, 'Two versions of the Vita Athanasii', pp. 538-544. 
161 have discussed Kazhdan's article in detail in an as yet unpublished paper, cf. 
Krausmilller, 'The Lost First Life of Athanasius', to be published in Founders and 
Refounders, ed. Mullett. In my paper I have pointed out that Kazhdan often weakens his 
argument by not taking into account that what is left out in the passage in Vi ta A which 00 

the whole correspondsto the version in Vita B may well appear in another context in Vi ta 
A. Here one could add more criticisms, cf. 'Two versions of the Vita Athanasii', p. 543: 
Kazhdan says that when Athanasius comes to Mt. Athos Vita B is more precise with the 
reference to two books and cowl, cf. Vita B, c. 12, p. 139, 11. 33-3S: OUX ETEpOV Tt 

EnHj>EpO\lEVOS ~ IJ-ova ~l~Ata Buo .. Kat TO lEpu.lTaTov KOUKOUAlOV. This is true for the 
passage which is the exact counterpart for Vita B, cf. Vita A, c. 37, p. lS, H. 19-20: ouBEv 

T WV clv8pwnivwv ~ TWV UAAWS Tal.S clVal'KUlS ToD OW\laTOS unllPETOUVTWV ETIl<!>EPOIlEVOS. 
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In this chapter I will demonstrate that this predicament can be 

overcome through the use of a third independent source against which 

the two extant versions can be checked. This source is the Petritzonitissa 

Typikon. I will take up a discovery made by Leroy which he 

communicated in his article 'Les deux vies de Saint Athanase l'Athonite' 

in 1964. Leroy had seen that Vita A and Vita B have a passage in common 

with the Petritzonitissa Typikon.l7 In the Petritzonitissa Typikon this 

passage is found in the fourth chapter which we know for certain was 

borrowed from the Typikon of Panagiou.18 In both Lives this text appears 

as a catechesis which Athanasius delivered after he had found out by 

chance that his monks had given alms to an itinerant monk.19 

Lemerle strongly opposed the conclusion that the similarity 

between these passages shows a direct link between the Lives 0 f 
Athanasius and the Petritzonitissa Typikon.20 As a consequence Leroy's 

discovery was never again taken up in later secondary literature.21 In 

keeping with his own hypothesis of the precedence of Vita B, Leroy had 

argued that the author of Vita A rewrote the text of his model, Vita B, and 

However, after a passage about the significance of the names Athos and Holy Mountain we 
find the same details in Vita A, too, cf. Vita A, c. 38, p. 18, H. 43-45: f3tf3XtWV ouo I1tKPWV ... 
Kat KOUKOUAlOV. 

17Leroy, 'Deux vies', pp. 421-422. 
18Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 4, pp. 49, 51, H. 4%-517. The Panagiou Typikon as 
model is mentioned explicitly in the Georgian version of the Petritzonitissa Typikon, 
quoted by Gautier in his edition of the Petritzonitissa Typikon, p. 68, note to the Greek text, 
1. 845: " ... ordinem supra dictum monachorurnPanagii qui in quarto capitulo continetur ... ". A 
detailed description of the Georgian and the Greek versions will be given in the following 
discussion. 
19Vita A, cc. 180-182, pp. 86-88. Vita B, c. 49, p. 186. In Vita B the sermonis identified as 
KaTT1XllOLS- at the end ofthe episode, cf. Vita B, c. 49, p. 186, 1. 44: E1.1TWV Ws- Ev KaTllXT]<JEl.. 
This has no counterpart in Vita A. 

20rn his introduction to Actes de Lavra, 1, p. 30, Lemerle accepts that the texts show 
similarities but refuses to accept Leroy's explanation. He objects that in the Lives the 
speech is part of a specific situation whereas in the Typikon lice sont des instructions 
generales". However, this does not take into account the different literary genres of Life 
and Typikon and is therefore hardly a valid argument. Lemerle tentatively considers a 
comrnonsource as an alternative explanation and then points to possible "other" relations 
between Panagiou and Lavra. However, this is so clearly biased and motivated by the 
attempt to negate direct links at all costs that a detailed discussion can be foregone. 

21In his defence of Leroy's article against the attack of Lemerle in Actes de Lavra, 1, p. 30, 
Mossay, A propos des Actes de Lavra', p. 126, says: ''Nous laissons de clite le probleme des 
rapports entre les monasteres de Panaghiou et petritzos-Bachkovo". He does, however, 
consider it as more founded than Lemerle's rejection. Noret, on the other hand, does not 
mention the issue at all. Nor does Lemerle return to it in his Cinq etudes. 
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that this passage then found its way into the Typikon of Panagiou and 

from there into the Petritzonitissa Typikon.22 Leroy's argument was based 

on the assumption that the similarity of the Petritzonitissa Typikon with 

Vita A is closer than that with Vita B.23 However, this is not the case as a 

detailed comparison will show. 

The Petritzonitissa Typikon, its extant Greek version, 

the Georgian translation, and the reconstruction 

of Pakourianos' original text 

Before we can start with such a comparison, some preliminary remarks 

about the Petritzonitissa Typikon are necessary. Unlike the Panagiou 

Typikon, which is lost, the Petritzonitissa Typikon has survived both in a 

Greek redaction and in an old Georgian translation which had also been 

commissioned by Pakourianos.24 Both versions were first edited on the 

basis of post-Byzantine manuscripts, the Greek text by Petit, and the 

Georgian translation byTarchnishvili.25 

The manuscripts that were used by Petit and Tarchnishvili are 

apographa of the one Byzantine copy in which the Petritzonitissa Typikon 

in its two versions has survived: the Codex 1598 of the Corals Library on 

22Leroy,'Deuxvies', p.422: "Ainsi, la catechese que saint Athanase adressa a sesmoines, au 
retour d'une visite a Mylopotamos, est passee, par l'intermediaire de la Vita A, dans le 
typicon dumonastece TaU TTavayiou et, de la, dans celui dumonastece de petritzos." 

23Leroy, 'Deux vies', p. 422. 
24Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, appendix, p. 131, 1. 1845: TO BE TTapav TUTTlKOV 

Eypa<jHl pWl1diKOV if3TlPlKOV, cf. also p. 131,11. 1855-1858. 
25L. Petit, 'Typikon de Gn!goice Pacourianos pour le monastere de Petritzos (Bachkovo) en 
Bulgarie, texte original', Vizantijkij Vremennik, 11 (Supplement, 1, St-Petersburg, 1904). 
Petit based his edition on a late copy, the Codex Bucucestensis 694 of the Library of the 
Rumanian Academy, dated to the eighteenth century. Gautier also mentions the critical 
edition by S. G. Kaouchtschischvili, Georgica. Scriptorum byzantinorum excerpta a d 
Georgian pertinentia, V (Tbilisi, 1%3), pp. 98-256, which I have not consulted. In the 
introduction to his edition of the Petritzonitissa Typikon, pp. 8-10, Gautier showed that 
the later manuscript is an unreliable copy of the Chian text and therefore based his edition 
exclusively onthe Chian manuscript. M. Tarchnishvi1i, Typicon Gregorii Pacuriani (Corpus 
Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium, 144, Scriptores iberici, 4, Louvain, 1954). This Latin 
translation is based onthe text of the Codex581 of the National Library of Sofia, dated to 
1702, which Tarchnishvili used for his edition. Gautier considers the text in the manuscript 
of Sofia as an apographon of the Chian manuscript. In comparison with its model it is often 
clearly abbreviated. Cf. Gautier's introduction to his edition of the Petritzonitissa 
Typikon, p. 7. 
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Chios.26 This manuscript has been dated to between the late twelfth and 

the early fourteenth century. In 1984 its second, Greek part was edited by 

Gautier who also provided a French translation, whereas the edition and 

Russian translation of the first, Georgian part had already been 

undertaken byShanidze in 1971.27 

The Greek text of the Petritzonitissa Typikon has confronted both 

editors and translators with an almost impossible task, for it is written in 

atrocious Greek.28 Frequently, it is impossible to establish the intended 

meaning.29 By comparison, the Georgian version often appears to have a 

more satisfying text.30 However, without the common model it has so far 

been impossible to say whether the ''better'', more intelligible text found in 

the Georgian version is due to a faithful translation of the original 

Petritzonitissa Typikon or whether the Georgian translator "corrected" an 

already faulty model.31 This has prevented the text from having been 

given the same attention as the Evergetis Hypotyposis. 

26Gautier has given a detailed description of contents and the date of the manuscript in the 
introduction to his edition of the Petritzonitissa Typikon, pp. 10-12. For the date cf. also 
Lemerle, Cinq etudes, p. 123. 
27 P. Gautier, 'Le typikon dusebaste Gregoire Pakourianos', Revue des Etudes Byzantines, 42 
(1984), 5-145. A. Shanidze, KartveIta monasteri Bulgaretshi da misi tipikoni, Tipikonis 
kartuli redakcia (Tblisi, 1971). 
28In the introduction to his edition, pp. 12-17, Gautier has described the problems of the 
Greek text of the Petritzonitissa Typikon. The text has a random orthography. More 
problematic, however, is the faulty grammar and syntax on which Gautier comments: "Le 
redacteur ... donne l'impression de ne pas sentir les differences entre les temps et les modes 
des verbes ... Il arrive que l' actif est aussi confonduavec le passif." This is followed by a lis t 
of single "mistakes". 
29yhat the Greek text quite often just does not make sense any more posed great problems to 
the editor Gautier. Gautier opted for a conservative approach and kept the mistakes of the 
text without making emendations, cf. Gautier's introduction to the Petritzonitissa Typikon, 
p. 14: " ... j'ai renoncea redresser systematiquement les passages fautifs." Only occasionally 
Gautier has emended the text when he felt convinced from a comparison with the Georgian 
translation that the mistakes were not yet part of the original Greek text of the 
Petritzonitissa Typikon, cf. Gautier, p. 14: ''le me suis resolu a risquer quelques corrections, 
quand, apres avoir confronte le grec au georgien par l'intermediaire de sa traduction latine 
ou russe, je me suis convaincu que des fautes ne s' expliquaient que par une distraction du 
copiste de c." The same can be said about the translations which do not make the text any 
more accessible. Gautier has just rendered the faulty Greek text into French and, apart from 
occasional references in the notes to his translation, has not systematically compared the 
Greek version with its Georgian text counterpart. 

3Drhe Georgian translation often differs considerably from its Greek counterpart. The 
discrepancies from the Greek version are listed by Gautier in his introduction to the 
Petritzonitissa Typikon, p. 15. 
31This has already been pointed out by Gautier in the introduction to his edition, p. 17: " ... g 
presente un texte plus soigne, moins fautif, presque toujours comprehensible", but Gautier 
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Moreover, differences between the two extant versions are not 

limited to the syntax but also affect the contents. In some cases it is possible 

to demonstrate that the version found in the Greek text is due to 

manipulations of the original Petritzonitissa Typikon by a later redactor 

with the clear purpose of softening the ngour of Pakourianos' 

regulations.32 However, quite often words or whole phrases found in the 

Georgian translation do not appear in the Greek text, where we cannot tell 

whether this is due to omissions in one version or secondary additions in 

the other.33 In the following discussion I will therefore not only use 

Gautier's edition of the extant Greek text but also consult the Latin 

translation of the Georgian version made by Tarchnishvili.34 

A comparison of the diatribe against private almsgiving 

in the Lives of Athanasius and the Petritzonitissa Typikon 

The passage on private almsgiving In cenobitic monasteries to which 

Leroy has drawn attention is central to both the Lives and the Typikon. 

immediately adds the question: "mais doit-on cela a la traduction?" 
32For example, in the Greek text persons of high standing and a delicate life-sty le are 
allowed to have disciples that are justified by the following phrase: "For from this there 
will not be a change of the communallaw but neither a very great damage or innovation (ov 
yap EcrTal EK TOIJTOU ... TOU KOl VWVlKOU v6~ou a~Eu!JlS aAA' OUTE llE'yiOTT] ~Aaf3T] ~ 
KatvoTo~{a)", cf. Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 4, p. 49, 1. 481-482. 
In the Georgian version, on the other hand, having servants is expressly forbidden: ..... this 
way there will not only be a change of the communal law but also a very great damage and 
innovation (nonsolumhoc modo ... vitae communisdisciplina mutabitur sed etiam magnum 
damnumnovitasque)", cf. Gautier's note to H. 476-491, p. 47, i. e. aAAa Kat ~EylOTTJ ~Aaf3TJ 
Kat KatVOTollta. 

Gautier, p. 15, points out this difference and opts for the Georgian version but does not 
attempt a proof: "Quel est, en l'occurrence, celui des deux qui reproduit le text original? Je 
n'ensais rien, mais je me fierais plus volontiers a g (i. e. the Georgian version)." However, 
we can come to the definite conclusion that in the Greek version the original text has been 
tampered with because the superlative IlEytcrTTI does not make sense in a negative 
statement. 
33nus is especially unfortunate in cases where the text would otherwise allow us to make 
inferences for the Panagiou Typikon. I have already pointed out in Chapter One that in the 
Georgian translation the 'mesoria' are mentioned as part of the liturgy of the Hours 
whereas in the extant Greek version this reference is omitted, cf. Petritzonitissa Typikon, 
Georgian version, tr. Tarchnishvili, c. SO, p. 22, U. 28-30. Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. 
Gautier, c. 12, p. 73, 11. 891-893,11. 911-914. 
34In many instances the Georgian text on which Tarchnishvili based his translation is 
problematic. In the passage I am going to discuss, however, it does not diverge from 
Shanidze's Russian tranlation. Like Gautier, I shall therefore limit myself to Latin as the 
more familiar language. 
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The importance of this theme for "reform" monasticism was already 

evident in the last chapter where it was one of the points which set apart 

the Petritzonitissa Typikon from the Panoiktirmon Diataxis of Michael 

Attaleiates. In all three versions the passage starts with a denunciation of 

this behaviour as running counter to canon law and cenobitic custom, 

after which follows an explanation, on which I will base my comparison. I 

will start with a translation of the different versions. 

Vita A: 

"For when somebody - he says - cannot be master of himself, how 

will he be (se. master) of those things which are around him, and he who 

has rid himself of all that is his, how will he lay claim to that which is not 

his and give part of it to those who beg as if it were his?" 

,hav yap - <P1)<Yl - l11)oE EauToD ouv1)Tal TI~ KUplO~ Etvm TTWs TtVO~ 

E<JTm TWV TTEPl a\m)v Kat b TWV EaUToD TTaVTluV EK<JTOS TTWs aVeE~ETm TWV 

11l) aUTO\} Kat ~ aUTO\} TOtS BEOl1EVOt~ l1ETa&&JEt;35 

Vita B: 

"When somebody does not have power over himself, how will he 

give to the poor what is not his?" 

OTav yap TI~ EauToU Et;ouaiav OUK EXEt TTWs Ta 11l) QVTa mhoD 

&upt)<JETat Tol~ TTEV1)<JtV;36 

The extant Greek version of the Petritzonitissa Typikon: 

"When somebody does not have the power to be master of himself, 

how will he be master of some other object as if it were his own, and he 

who has renounced all his own things, how does he care for the things 

that are not his own?" 

,hav yap EauToD OUK Et;oumat:El TI~ KUplO~ Etvm TTWs KUPlaJcJEl ETEPOU 

TlVO~ TTp&Yl1aT~ WcrTTEP OtKEtOU Kat b Tol~ OtKEtot~ TTcxmv aTToTat;al1Evo~ TTW~ 

Eml1EAEiTat TWV 11l) OlKE1UlV;37 

3SVita A, c. 49, pp. 87-88, H. 8-1l. 

36Vita B, c. 49, p. 185,11. 25-26. 

37Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c.4, p. 49, n. 498-500. The participle unoTa~a~EVoS" 
in Gautier's edition is evidently misspelt for anOTa~aI1EVoS" as is suggested both by the 
context and by the corresponding Ireliquerit' in the Georgian translation, d. the following 
footnote. However, it is possible that the wrong spelling was not a manuscript reading but 
due to a mistake in the edition for Gautier rightly translates "renonce" onp. 48. 
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As Leroy has already pointed out, the similarity between these 

sentences is obvious. All three versions contain the rhetorical question: 

How could one dare to use as one's own the things which had been given 

by the community when one has given up the possession of one's self? 

Thus, despite Lemerle's objections, there can be no doubt about a close link 

between both Lives of Athanasius and the Petritzonitissa Typikon. The 

only major difference is that in the Greek version of the Petritzonitissa 

Typikon, there is no counterpart of Kal Ws atnou TotS' OEOIlEVOlS' IlETa&XJEl 

in Vita A, and to mhoD Owpl)o"ETat TOtS' TTEVT)atV in Vita B. However, this 

element is found in the Georgian translation which has the more 

complete text of the passage. After "how will he dispose of what belongs to 

another (quomodo ille possit de re aliena disponere)" which corresponds 

to TTWs- EffillEAEhat nDV Ill) OlKEtwV in the Greek version, the Georgian text 

continues with "and impart it to those who beg as if it were his? (atque 

earn uti suam petentibus impertiri)"38 In the following I will therefore add 

the last part in Latin to the Greek version of the Petritzonitissa Typikon. 

I shall start with a comparison between the versions in Vita A and 

in the Petritzonitissa Typikon as they are evidently more closely related . 

A: {hay ya. p - q,1]Ot - I11]OE EauToii ouvTlTai 

P: {hay yap E aUTOU OUK E~OUOta<:Et 

A: nulS' TWOS EOTat TWV TIEPl aUT<5v. 

ns KU plOS' 

TtS' KUPtoS 

P: nul S' KUplE1JOEt hEPOU TlVOS TIpal'llQTOS WOTIEP olKEiou. 

P: Kat 0 Tots OlKEiolS ntimv aTIOTa~aI1EVos. 

A: Kat 0 TWV E:UUTOU na.vTwv EKoTas. 

A: nulS' aVeE~ETat T(tlV ~111 Ul!Tou. 

A: Kat 

Pg: atque earn uti suam petentibus impertiri (sc. possit). 

... 
El vat. 

... 
El vat. 

38As far as one can judge from Tarchnishvili's Latin translation the Georgian translation of 
the Petritzonitissa Typikon is otherwise identical with the extant Greek version, d. 
Petritzonitissa Typikon, Georgian version, c. 27, tr. Tarchnishvili, p. 12,11. 31-34: nam rum 
nullus habeat facultatem in se ipsum dominandi quomodo ille possit dominus esse rerum 
aliarum prout suarumet qui omnia sua reliquerit quomodo ille possit de re aliena disponere 
atque earn uti suam petentibus impertiri? 
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As regards the structure of this sentence, both Vita A and the 

Petritzonitissa Typikon have oTav ... nWs' ... Kal b ... nWs' ... and are 

therefore identical. The author of Vita A has simply replaced the 

"incorrect" indicative and the negation OUK in the conditional clause at the 

beginning with the "correct" subjunctive and the negation JJ.l)OE required by 

it. Differences in word order are limited to the position of the negation 

and of the indefinite pronoun TIvo~. 

However, when we look at the single expressions the picture 

changes radically. There are some literal parallels with the Typikon, such 

as EaUToD ... KUplO~ EtVal, and the last part of the sentence Ws mhoD Tol~ 

6EOJJ.EVOl~ JJ.ETaoonEl, where the identity is evident even in Tarchnishvili's 

Latin translation from the Georgian 'uti suam petentibus impertiri (se. 

possit)'. Most often, however, the author of Vita A uses synonyms rather 

than the same words as in the Petritzonitissa Typikon. Thus, we find 

ouvT)'ra£ TI~ instead of E~oum.a(1) TI~, n&s- TIVO~ EOTm (se. KUplO~) instead of 

nWs' KUP1.EU(JEl .. . TIVO~, b ... EK(JTa~, with a genitive object TWV EauToD 

navTwv, instead of b .. . anoTa~aJJ.Ev~, with a dative object Tol~ Ol.KEtOl~ 

n(Xm.v, and finally, av8Ei,;ETal instead of EffiJJ.EAEhm.39 

Throughout the sentence, the author of Vita A uses words which 

belong to a higher stylistic level and which are also less technical. This is 

especially obvious in the case of the aorist participles where the vague 

EKOTa~ contrasts with anoTa~aJJ.Ev~ as the technical term for renunciation. 

Thus, we can conclude that in Vita A and in the Typikon we find an 

identical structure and that the difference is limited to the substitution of 

synonyms. 

This is different in Vita B where the sentence is considerably shorter 

and the whole middle section of the other two versions between the first 

and the second nw~ has no counterpart. To make this obvious I have 

highlighted this section. 

39rn the last case, however, the present tense in the Greek text is probably a mistake for a 
future EffillO.rjuETat in the original Petritzonitissa Typikon. Apart from the parallel in 
Vita A this is suggested by the preceding KuplEUun in the Typikon itself and by 'quomodo 
ille possit de re aliena disponere' in the Georgian version where 'posse' with infinitive 
corresponds to the future in Greek. 
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Vita B: OTaV yap TlS' EaUTOU EeOumav OUK EXEl IT(DS' Ta ~iJ OVTa aUTOU 6WPrlGETal TellS' 

n CVT]Gl v. 

Vita A: OTaV yap .. 
ElVal TlV0S' 

TlJ)V TTEpt aUT<)v Kul. b TlJ)V EUUTOU mlvTwv EKGTaS' n wS' dVeE~ETUl TlDV ~~ 

a tJTOU Kat wS' au TOU T01S 6EO~EVOlS' ~ETa6wGEl. 

Petritzos-Typikon: oTav yap EauTou OUK E~OUGlIi'El TlS' KUplOS' .. 
ElVal TTWS' KUPlE\; GEl 

ETE{>OU TlVOS' TTpaYlluToS' WOTTEP OlKElOU Kat b TOtS' OlKE10lS' TTaol v 

dTToTa~aIlEvoS' nwS' Em~EAElTal TWV ~iJ OlKElWV <atque earn uti suam petentibus 

impertiri>. 

And even after the second TIW~, when the text of Vita B takes up the 

sentence again, there is a divergence. Although Ta Ill) oVTa mhou 

corresponds to TWV Ill) mhou in Vita A, and to TWV Ill) OlKElwV in the 

Typikon, there is no counterpart for the preceding verbs av8Ei;ETat or 

EffiIlEi\ElTal to which the genitive refers in the other two texts. In Vita B we 

find the accusative instead, which now depends on the following 6wpTpETat 

whereas in Vita A and the Typikon the equivalent IlETaOOXrEl and 'impertiri 

(sc. possit)' belong to the next syntactic unit, with the additional Kat Ws

mhou and 'atque earn uti suam' as object which is not found in Vita B. 

The same observations can be made about the last part of the 

sentence. Whereas the versions 'uti suam petentibus impertiri (sc. possit)' 

in the Petritzonitissa Typikon and Ws- atJTOU Tol~ 6EOIlEVOl~ IlETaOOXrEl in 

Vita A are identical, the word order in Vita B is changed and we find 

TIEVl)OLV and 6wpTpETat instead of the synonymous 6EOIlEVOl~ and 

'petentibus' and IlETaOOXrEl and 'impertiri (possit),. 

So far it seems that the version of Vita B is derived from Vita A and 

that it is a straightforward epitome of the latter text. However, this 

explanation must be excluded as will become evident when we also look 

at the first conditional clause. 

P: lhuv yap E aUTOU OUK E~OUGla'El T l S' KU plOS' 
.. 

El val • 

A: chav yap ~Tj6E EaUToii OUVTJTal T l S' KU plOS' 
.. Elval. 

B: c>Tav yap TlS' EUUToii E~oumav OUK EXEl. 
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Again Vita B is shorter: KUptoS' E1Vat is left out and the indefinite 

pronoun Tt::;- found in a different position. Vita B has the same Jlincorrect" 

use of the indicative and the negation OUK in the conditional clause as the 

Petritzonitissa Typikon, but this may still be explained as coincidence in 

two texts which both belong to a lower stylistic register than Vita A. Such 

an explanation, however, cannot account for the appearance of E~ouo{av 

OUK ExEl in the text of Vita B which corresponds to OUK E~OU<Jla<:El in the 

Typikon.4D Since in Vita A we find OUVl)Tat instead, Vita B cannot be a 

simple reworking of Vita A, nor can Vita A be the intermediary between 

Vita B and the Petritzonitissa Typikon as Leroy thought, for then the 

overlap between E~ouoiav OUK ExEl in Vita B and OUK E~OU<Jl&<;El in the 

Typikon would remain unexplained. 

The starting-point for both Lives must have been the rather 

redundant expression EauToD OUK E~OU(Jla<:El Tt::;- KUpto::;- E1Vat in the 

Petritzonitissa Typikon. In Vita B the first element OUK E~OU<Jl&<;El IS 

retained in E~ouo{av OUK ExEl but the following infinitive KUPto::;- E1Vat is 

omitted and the indefinite pronoun moved to a different position, 

whereas in Vita A the whole phrase is kept but E~ouoiav OUK ExEl replaced 

with the synonymous ~l)oE .. . OUVl)Tal. 

We can conclude that both versions ultimately go back to a source 

which was closer to the text found in the Petritzonitissa Typikon than 

either Vita A or Vita B. This text must have been either the Panagiou 

Typikon as the model for the Petritzonitissa Typikon, or a very similar text 

on which the Panagiou Typikon was based. 

To account for the consensus of Vita B and the Petritzonitissa 

Typikon against Vita A on the basis of the hypothesis that Vita A was the 

model for Vita B, we would have to argue the following case: The author 

of Vita A used the text containing the diatribe against private almsgiving 

while introducing changes, and the author of Vita B then directly quoted 

from the diatribe in order to eliminate these changes. It is evident that this 

-IDfhe similarity may even have been greater since E~oumav ... EXEl exactly corresponds to 
'habeat facultatem' in the Georgian translation. Thus, E.eoumav ... EXEl may reflect the 
original model whereas E~ouuuiCEl could be a secondary change in the extant version of the 
Petritzonitissa Typikon. 
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hypothesis creates difficulties. Quite apart from the fact that we have no 

evidence that the Lavriot author even knew the diatribe we would not be 

able to explain why he should have consulted it in this one case. As we 

have seen, in almost all other respects the version in Vita B diverges from 

the consensus of the Petritzonitissa Typikon and Vita A so that a direct 

borrowing could not have been motivated by a wish to achieve a greater 

"faithfulness" to the model. 

These problems disappear when we assume the existence of a 

common model for the two extant texts, the Vita prima, which would 

have been closer to the parallel text in the Petritzonitissa Typikon than 

either Vita A and Vita B. Then the version in the Vita prima contained 

the phrase E!;ouoiav OUK ExEt, or E!;OUOl~El, the Lavriot redactor of Vita B 

took this phrase unchanged from his model, and the author of Vita A 

substituted it with 6UVl)Tal. 

The relation of the extant Lives to their model 

The consensus of the E~ouoiav ExEt in Vita B and E~OUOla'El in the 

Petritzonitissa Typikon with its legal overtones against 6UlITlTal in Vita A 

allows us to generalise to the other replacements of synonyms and to 

explain EKCrTas- in Vita A as substitution for the original "technical" 

anoTa!;aIlEvQS'. Without doubt also caused by the wish to lift the stylistic 

level, is the substitution of the phrase nDV nEp1- aun)v with its learned ring 

for the more pedestrian ETEPOU TIVOS- npaYllaTQS' in the Typikon.41 

Nevertheless, in Vita A the original shines through everywhere. Thus, 

Vita A could be characterized as a metaphrasis which transports its model 

to a higher level of style without changing the basic structure. 

41The introduction of this element was pOSSibly brought about by the opposed EaUToD. Cf. 
the description of Athanasius ina letter by Nicephorus to the Protos Stephen which helps 
him to identify the saint in the versions of Vita Band Vita A.: TO: TOIJTOU yvwplallam TO 
TE EtOO5" KTA .. Whereas in Vita B we read the simple TO: TOIJTOU yvwplullaTa, in Vita A we 
find the more elaborate oua aAAa KaT' atJTOV Kat. TIEPt. atJTOV yvwptullaTa, cf. Vita B, c. 
16, p. 142, 11. 19-20. Vita A, c. 44, p. 22, 11. 22-23. The same juxtaposition of TO: TIEP" mhov 
and TO: KaT' mhov is part of a comparison between Abel who gives God the first-fruits and 
Nicholas the Studite who gives himself as a "rational sacrifice" in the Life of Nicholas of 
Stoudios, 917CD: oaov EXE1V41 (sc. T41 ' Af3EA) IlEV €oK TWV TIEPt. utJTOV €oK TWV KaT' mhov 
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Next, we need to address the question why part of this sentence is 

only found in Vita A and the Petritzonitissa Typikon but not in Vita B. 

Here one might still assume that the shorter version in Vita B is due to 

the Lavriot red actor who would then have epitomized his model, the Vi ta 

prima. However, it is vital to bear in mind that so far we have compared 

the two extant Lives directly with the Panagiou Typikon or its model and 

not with the text of the Vita prima as intermediary. Therefore an 

alternative explanation is possible: Vita B may represent the text of the 

Vita prima whose author would then have already shortened his model, 

the Typikon or the precursor of the Typikon. In that case the author of 

Vita A would have added secondary borrowings from the Panagiou 

Typikon to what he found in the Vita prima, in order to minimize the 

differences between his two sources. In the second half of this chapter I 

will demonstrate that Vita A indeed contains a number of such secondary 

borrowings. 

Comparative analysis of the versions of the diatribe 

against private almsgiving, part two 

I will now turn to the discussion of the next sentence in the diatribe 

against private almsgiving. This discussion will allow us to establish two 

further points: 

In some instances the Lives are closer to the text of the Panagiou 

Typikon whereas the redactor of the original Petritzonitissa Typikon 

introduced changes in the text of his model. 

There are secondary changes in the version of Vita B which 

distinguish the text from its ultimate model, the Panagiou Typikon or its 

predecessor. These changes are caused by a sustained effort to simplify an 

originally more complex text. 
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Secondary changes of the Panagiou Typikon by the redactor 

of the original Petritzonitissa Typikon 

Again I will start by giving the translations of the different versions and 

then undertake a detailed discussion. 

Vita A: 

"For he who has once denied himself with all his movements and 

acts of will and has been enslaved to righteousness and then does 

something by way of his own will, what else (sc. does he do) but that 

having been liberated from righteousness he has again been enslaved to 

sin?" 

b yap EauTov aTTa~ aUV IT(101.V a\JTOU KlV~l1a01.V Km 8EA~l1a01.V 

aTTapVl)(J(XI1EVOS" Km TT! olKalOaUVl) OEOOUAUlI1EVOS" El.Ta Tt TTpaTTUlV 

OlKElOYVUlI10VUlS" Tt ano 11 TTjS" OlKatOcnJVl)s" EAEU8Epw8ElS" OEOoUAUlTal TTaAlV TT! 

0:11apnQ;42 

Vita B: 

"For he who has once denied himself with all his acts of will and 

has been enslaved to Christ and then walks according to his own will, 

what else does he do but that fleeing righteousness he has been enslaved 

to sin?" 

b yap EauTov aTTa~ aPVllO"al1EVOS" aUv TTa01.V a\JTOU TOts" 8EA~l1a<Jtv Kat 

TQ XPlO"TQ OEOOUAUlI1EVOS" EtTa KaTa TO OlKEtOV TTEplTTaTWV 8EAl)l1a Tt aAAO 

TTOlEt 11 T~V OtKatOaUVl)V <PEUYUlV BEOoUAUlTal TT! 0:l1apnQ;43 

The extant Greek version of the Petritzonitissa Typikon: 

"For he who has once denied himself and his will and has subjected 

himself to the slavery of righteousness and then does something 

according to his own will, what else (sc. does he do) but that he has been 

liberated from righteousness and has been enslaved to sin?" 

b yap EauTov aTTa~ aPVl)O"aI1EVOS" Km TO EaUToU 8EAl)l1a Km TT! BOUAElq 

TTjS" BlKalOcnJVTlS" UTTOTTETTTWKWS" ETTEl Ta Epym:;owvOs- Tt KaTa TO tBlOV eEATll1a 

Tt aAAO 11 TTjS" OlKalOcnJVl)s" ~AEU9EpUlTat Km TT! O:l1apTIQ: OEOoUAUlTm;44 

42Vita A, c. 49, pp. 87-88,11. 11-15. 

43Vita B, c. 49, p. 185, H. 27-29. 

44Petritzorutissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c.4, p. 49, H. 500-503. 
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A comparison with the Georgian translation shows that the extant 

Greek version represents the text of the original Petritzonitissa Typikon.45 

The only secondary change is the periphrastic TU OOUAElq. .•. UTTOTTETTTWKWS 

where the Georgian translation has the simple "having been enslaved".46 

As this is identical with the participle &OOUAW~EVOS in both Lives. we can 

reconstruct the original Greek text of the Petritzonitissa Typikon as 0 yap 

EauTov aTTa~ apVl1()"(i~EVOS Km TO EaUToD eEAT)~a Km TU OlKalooUVlJ 

oE6oUAW~EVOS' and otherwise leave aside the Georgian translation. 

When we highlight the elements which are found in all three 

versions the similarity is immediately obvious. 

A: 0 yap EaUTOV anal; aUv naatv aUTOU KtVTlllaatv Kat 9E> .. ti'llaatv 

ana pVllaa IlE VOS-

Kat TT! 6tKalOUlJVTJ 6EBoUAWIlEVOS- ElTa Tt npaTTWV olKElOYVWIlOVWS-

Tt ano 11 Tiis- BtKatoaUVljS' EAEU8Epw8EtS' BEBoUAWTal. naAlV Tl) a llapTlq. 

B: 0 yap EaUT()V anal; apVljaaJlEVOS- aUv naatv aUTOU T01S 9d.ti'llaatv 

Kat TQ XPWT4J BEBouAWIlEVOS' El Ta KaTO: TO OlKElOV nEptnaTfDV 8EATlIla 

Tt aAAO notEt 11 Tl\V Bl.Kal.OaUVljv $ElJYWV BEBoUAWTal. Tl) allapTlq. 

P: 0 yap EaUTOV anal; apvllaallEvos- Kat TO EaUTOU 9EAljlla 

Kat TT! 6lKalOaUVTJ BEBoUAWIlEVOS' EnElTa Epyat;;oIlEVOS- Tt KaTO: TO 'lBlOV aEATlIla 

Tt ano 11 TiiS' BlKal.OaUVllS' ~AEu8EpUnal Kat Tl) clllapTlq BEBoUAunat. 

45Petritzonitissa Typikon, Georgian version, tr. Tarchnishvili, c. 27, p. 12, 1. 34 - p. 13, 1. 1: 
qui enim semel se ipsumabnegavit voluntatemque suam atque iustitiae se dedit postea vero 
(se ipsum) ambitione regit, quid aliud [talis homo facit] nisi quod se iustitiae subducit et 
servus peccati sit. 
Professor M. van Esbroeck kindly helped me with the Georgian text. He has pointed out to 
me that 'talis homo facit' is not found in the Georgian original and that 'postea vero (se 
ipsum) ambitione regit' is a mistranslation and the meaning of the Georgian phrase is "a s 
one pleases" as in the Greek. 
Both versions of the Petritzonitissa Typikon have the coordination EaUT()V Kat TO 
EaUTOU 8EATlIla and 'se ipsum ... voluntatemque suam' and the coordinated verbs in the main 
clause. According to Professor van Esbroeck the first finite verb in the Georgian version is 
'ganeqenebis' which is derived from 'qenebay' "to hinder" and has the meaning "to get rid 
of an obstacle" which could be considered as a faithful rendering of the Greek ~AEUeE punal. 
In the case of the second verb the Georgian version departs from the consensus of the three 
other versions because here we find 'servus fit' which would correspond to a Greek 60UAOS
ytVETal. 
46Professor M. van Esbroeck has pointed out to me that the Latin phrase 'iustitiae se dedit' 
corresponds to the Georgian passive participle 'damonebul' which is derived from'mona ', 
the Georgian word for BOUAOS', and therefore a literal translation of 6d>OUAWIH~VOS-. 
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However, a detailed analysis again reveals a complex web of 

overlaps and discrepancies. Therefore I will divide the sentence into three 

parts and discuss them successively. Moreover, I will first limit the 

discussion to the structural aspect and only in a second step also consider 

the choice of words. 

In the first part of the sentence all three versions have the same 

structure of two coordinated participles which serve as subject for the 

following main clause. 

P: 0 yap EaUTOV ana~ apvllcral1EVOS Kat TO EaUToD BEA 11l1a 

Kat Tn BlKalOOUVlJ BEBOUAWI1EVOS. 

B: 0 yap EaUTOV anat apVfJcral1EVOS cruv mlcrlv alhoD TOtS 8EAr) l1am v 

Bd)OUAWI1EVOS. 

A: 0 yap EauTov anat cruv nQcrlV alhoD ... 8EAT]l1acrlv o:napvllcral1EVOS 

Kat Tn BlKalOcruVlJ BE60UAWI1EVOS. 

Both in Vita A and Vita B the reflexive pronoun EauTov is followed 

by the prepositional phrase aUv TTlXOl.V a\hou TOtS" 8EA~l1a01.V whereas the 

Petritzonitissa Typikon has the coordination EauTov ... Km TO EaUTOU 

eEAT\l1a instead. On the other hand, there is a consensus in the word-order 

between Vita B and the Petritzonitissa Typikon, where the reference to 

eEAT\l1a follows the sequence /) yap EauTov anal; apVT\O"aI1Evos-. Here the 

author of Vita A creates a hyperbaton by inserting this reference before the 

participle.47 

The reverse situation is found in the next phrase which precedes 

the question n aAAO. 

Tt npaTTWV 

B: Eha 8EATlI1a. 

P: ETIEtTa 

Here the word-order in the versions of Vita A and of the 

Petritzonitissa Typikon form a consensus against Vita B. In both texts we 

47This is also likely because the first part is an adaptation of Luke 9, 23: Et TtS 8EAEt 

ontcrw )10U e:PXEcr8al apvTtcraa8w EaUT()V, which is closer to Vita B and the Petritzonitissa 
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find a sequence of adverb, synonymous participle and indefinite pronoun 

(or vice versa), El'Hi TI TIpaTTWV in Vita A and ETIElTa Epym:6~Ev6s TI in the 

Typikon, which is then followed by the structurally analogous adverb 

OlKElOyvw~6vwS' in Vita A and prepositional phrase KaTO: TO lOtoV eE.;\:rllla in 

the Typikon. In Vita B there is no indefinite pronoun, and TIEptnaTwv, a 

verb with a completely different meaning, is inserted into the 

prepositional phrase to create a hyperbaton. 

In one point, however, the version in the Petritzonitissa Typikon is 

much closer to the text of Vita B than to Vita A. Apart from the insertion 

of the participle, the prepositional phrase KaTO: TO lOtov eE.A1)~a in the 

Typikon is virtually identical with KaTO: TO olKE10V ... eE.A1)~a in Vita B. In 

Vita A, on the other hand, we find the adverb OlKEtoyvw~6vwS' instead, 

which corresponds to the phrase KaTO: Tl)V olKElav YVu.l~1)V and is certainly 

developed out of KaTO: TO OlKEl.OV ... eE.A1)~a, with the replacement of the 

original eE.A1)~a with its synonym 'YVu.l~1). 

These findings corroborate our previous conclusions. The version 

in Vita B is not mediated through Vita A but independently related to the 

same model as the Petritzonitissa Typikon, which can only have been 

either the Panagiou Typikon, or alternatively the text on which the 

Panagiou Typikon was based. Vita A, on the other hand, shows clear signs 

of secondary changes and thus reveals itself as a metaphrasis of an 

originally simpler text. 

The analysis of the main clause at the end of the sentence allows us 

to come to more definite conclusions about the relations between the 

three texts. Again there is a basic similarity: the formula Tt ano (se. TIOlEl) 

11 is followed by two verbs with their objects.48 However, the Petritzonitissa 

Typikon has the two coordinated finite verbs ~AEu8EpwTal Kat OEOOUAunat 

Typikon than to Vita A. 
48Liddell&Scott, Greek-English Lexicon, s. v. aAAos, Ill. followed by 11, nothing else than, in 
questions, elliptic, TI aAAO (se. TTaaxw) Tt lTTTToKEvTaupos y{vo~al, with references to 
Xenophon, Institlltio Cyri, 4, 3, 20; and Thucydides, 3, 39: TI aHo (se. ETTOl Tjaav) Tt 
E TTE!3ouAEuaav. In the sentence in the Lives and the Petritzonitissa Typikon this construction 
is obviously not fully mastered. Because of the following passive passive would rather 
have expected Tl aAAO TTaaXEl ~. The active is probably chosen because of the preceding 
participle 6 EauTov apvllaaflEVos. However, it may be that the perfect passive in the 
finite verb 6E6oUAulTal must be understood in a medial sense, "to have enslaved oneself". 
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whereas in Vita A and Vita B we find the sequences of participle and finite 

verb EAEU8Epw8ElS ... OE OOU AWTal. and lj)EUYWV OEOOUAWTat.49 Another 

distinguishing element is the parallelism of object - verb - object - verb in 

the Petritzonitissa Typikon where Vita A and Vita B have the chiasm of 

object - verb - verb - object instead. 

P: TI anD 

B: TI ano TTOlEl ~ T~V I'hKalOGUVT)V $Euywv 

The question in which the sentence culminates is constructed 

around the nouns "righteousness (olKalO<YuVl)" and "sin (allapna)" and, in 

Vita A and the Typikon, the verbs "liberate (EAEU8EpOUV)" and "enslave 

(OOUAOUV)" which form two complementary pairs. This is evidently an 

adaptation of the phrase EAEUOEpwsEVTES 6E aTIO Tlls allapnas EOOUAW8l)TE TfI 

olKalOmJVl) inRomans 6, 18, with a reversal of the two objects to olKalO<YuVl) 

and allapna.50 

Here Vita A and Vita B are closer to the biblical text than the 

Typikon. The sequence EAEU8Epw8ElS (Vita B: lj)EUYWV) OEOOUAWTat 

corresponds to EAEU8EpwsEVTES ... EOOUAW8l)TE in Romans 6, 18 whereas in 

the Typikon we find the two coordinated finite verbs instead. Moreover, 

with OEoouAwTal TfI aIJ.aPTI~ the Lives have the same word order as 

E6oUAW8l)TE TfI 6lKalOmJVl) in Paul's sentence whereas in the Typikon it is 

reversed to TfI allapTI~ 6EoouAwTal. The word order in the Typikon is clearly 

determined by the wish to create a h 0 m 0 i 0 t e I e u ton between the two finite 

verbs ~AEUsEp-WTat and OEOOUA-WTffi. This effect cannot be achieved in the 

versions of the Lives where the first verb appears as participle with a 

different ending. 

49Both versions of the Petritzonitissa Typikon have a coordination of two finite verbs: 
~AEU8EptilTal Kat BEBouAwTat and 'se subducit et ... servus .. , sit'. Vita B shows the same 
structure of participle and finite verb as Vita A. The different participle $EUyWV will be 
discussed 1 ate r. 
Sfrrhls is not an innovation, however, because Paul himself had already used the same 
paradox to describe the state before the liberation to righteousness in Romans 6, 20: (hE yap 

BOUAOl ~TE T~S- iqwpTluS- EAEU8EPOl ~TE Tn B1KUWGUVTJ· 
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R: EOOUAW8l)TE TT! OlKUWaUVl). 

OEOoUAWTal TT! clIlUPTlq:. 

Because of the parallel with Roman 6, 18 one can make a strong case 

for the hypothesis that the coordination of the verbs and the concomitant 

positioning of the dative object before the second verb in the 

Petritzonitissa Typikon was introduced by its redactor and that the 

Panagiou Typikon had the same word order as the Lives. 51 

The other cases where there is a consensus between Vita B and Vita 

A cannot be decided with equal certainty. We have seen that at the 

beginning of the sentence the Petritzonitissa Typikon has the coordination 

Kat TO EaUToU 8EA1)I.1a, and the Lives have a prepositional phrase O'uv llclO'lV 

a'lTou TOlS 8EA~~aO'l.V instead.52 This is analogous with the difference 

between the construction of the two verbs in the final question, but here 

there is no biblical parallel which would allow a decision. Even more 

difficult is the choice between tOtoS and OlKEtOS in KaTO: TO tOtoV 8EA1)~a in 

the Petritzonitissa Typikon on the one hand and in Ka'TO: 'TO OlKElOV 8EA1)~a 

in Vita B and the secondary OlKElOyvw~6vws in Vita A on the other.53 

In sum, we can be certain that the original Petritzonitissa Typikon 

and the Vi ta pr i m a already differed from each other because we find 

differences which pit the two extant Lives against the two extant versions 

of the Petritzonitissa Typikon. There is strong evidence that some of these 

differences are due to the red actor of the original Petritzonitissa Typikon. 

However, with the loss of the Panagiou Typikon it is no longer possible to 

exclude that some of the variant readings which set apart the 

5 lOne cannot speak of an absolute proof of the priority of the version of the Lives because 
with authors who had an excellent knowledge of scripture one can never completely exclude 
secondary changes to bring an adaptation from the bible into closer accord with its model. 
However, in this case such an alternative can be all but excluded. 

52Petritzonitissa Typikon: 6 yap EUUTOV aTTUe apVl)aaIlEVOS Kat TO EaUTOU eEAT]lla. Vi ta 
B: 6 yap EauTov aTTae apvT]aallEVOS aUv mlGlV a\JTOU TOlS 8EA~llaalv. Vita A: 6 yap 

EaUTOV aTTae auv mxalV alJTOU KlV~llaatv Kat 8EA~llaatV aTTapVT]aaIlEVOS. 

53The author of Vita A could also have chosen tOlOYVWIlOVWS, which appears for example in 
the ninth-century Life of Nicephorus of Medikion, ed. Halkin, c. I, p. 402, 1. 25. As lOWS and 
olKElos are synonyms the Georgian translation cannot capture the difference. 
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Petritzonitissa Typikon from both extant Lives already distinguished the 

Panagiou Typikon from the Vita prima. 

Secondary changes in the version in Vita B in comparison 

with its ultimate model, the Panagiou Typikon 

or its predecessor 

Especially important for the understanding of the relation of the different 

versions to each other are the obvious secondary changes in Vi ta B. These 

changes pertain to the choice of words rather than to the sentence 

structure. 

As we have already seen, the structure of the Lives with the 

sequence of participle and finite verb in the main clause must be 

considered "original" whereas the two coordinated finite verbs in the 

Petritzonitissa Typikon are an alteration made by its redactor. By the same 

token, however, it is clear that the version of Vita A must be closer to the 

Panagiou Typikon than that of Vita B. because in the choice of words Vita 

A often sides with the Petritzonitissa Typikon rather than with Vita B. 

This is especially obvious in the case of EAEU8EPOUV where Vita A has the 

same verb as the Petritzonitissa Typikon which allows us to claim this 

word for the Panagiou Typikon. 

Apart from OtKElO'}'VWjlovwS" and the hyperbaton at the beginning of 

the sentence the only "additional" elements in Vita A are the two words 

na;\.lv and Ktv~jlam.v. All these features are clearly recognizable as secondary 

changes by its author.54 Otherwise, the version in Vita A clearly constitutes 

the "common ground" from which the other texts differ and thus can be 

taken as representing the text of the Panagiou Typikon as the common 

model for all three extant versions. 

54In Vita A the reference to KlVllfluTU is prepared in the previous narrative where the 
author considers various explanations for Athanasius' behaviour. One of the possibilities 
envisaged is ''because God had moved (se. it) by whom he was always moved and was then 
moved "(TOU BEOU KLV~crUVTOS' Qi <lEt EKlVEho TE Kat TOTE KEK1VT)TO)", cf. Vita A, c. 180, 
p. 86,11. 11-12. This is a typical elaboration of Vita A, and is not found in Vita B, cf. Vita B, 
c. 49, p. 185, I. 7. For parallels cf. Vita A, c. 25, p. 13, 11. 4-6: nacrl xaipwv El nwv 
BEA~,.wm Kat KlvllJlacn, which again has no counterpart in Vita B, c. 9, p . 135. 
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Where we have identified secondary changes on the basis of a 

comparison of Vita B and the Petritzonitissa Typikon the reverse is 

obviously also the case: the prepositional phrase KaTG. TO ... eEATII.l.a and the 

absence of TTaAlV and the hyperbaton in Vita B are closer to the "common" 

model. 

In other points, however, the version in Vita B diverges from the 

consensus of Vita A and the Petritzonitissa Typikon. In Vita B the elliptic 

Tt uno 1) of the other versions is expanded to the full Tt uno TTOlEl 1).55 

Moreover, we find the different participle TTEpmaTwv instead of the 

synonyms TTpaTTWV in Vita A and EPY~O~EVOS' in the Petritzonitissa 

Typikon, one of which is very likely to represent the common model. 56 

Otherwise, Vita B differs from Vita A and the Petritzonitissa 

Typikon in two ways. Instead of TT! 6lK:alOoUV"IJ 6E6011AW~EVOS' we find T4> 

XPHrT4> 6E6oUAW~EVOS', and instead of TllS' 6lKatooUVT}S' EAEll8Epw8ElS' we find 

Tl)V 6lKalOaUVTjV CPEUyWV. In both cases these phrases must be secondary in 

relation to the text of the Panagiou Typikon or its model as the ultimate 

source, because they not only stand against the consensus of the other texts 

but also constitute a departure from Romans 6, 18 as the biblical model. 

One can ask why the author of the version in Vita B destroys the 

neat correspondences between the terms "freedom" and "slavery", 

"righteousness" and "sin". The most likely reason is the wish to simplify 

the text. This wish clearly caused the author of Vita B to expand the elliptic 

Tt UAAO 1) of the other versions to the full Tt UAAO TTolEl 1). This would 

explain why instead of the abstract TT! BtKalOoUV"IJ 6E50UAW~EVOS' we find the 

more concrete T4> XPHrT4> 5E6oUAW~EVOS'.57 Even more obvious is such a 

motive in Tl)V BtKalO<JUVTjV CPEUYWV in Vita B, where the neatness of the 

55As I have already pointed out because of the following passive one would rather have 
expect Tt ano TTa<JXEl ~. This is the case in all versions but more obvious in Vita B because 
TTOlE\. and <j>E\Jywv are active and therefore do not quite fit in with the finite verb 
BEBoUAWTal. 

5&rhe expression TTEpmaTEtV KaTa Tt gives the sentence in Vita B a biblical flavour 
because it conjures up PauLine phrases like for example 1 Corinthians 3, 3: oUxl <JapKlKol 

E<JTE Kal. KlITa avtlPWTTov TTEpmaTEl.TE: . . . KlITa aapKa TTEplTTaTElv. It is, however, 
noticeable that TTpUTTWV and TTEplTTaTwv sound very similar. As will be shown later such 
formal resemblences also need to be considered in a reconstruction of the original. 

57This phrase, too, has a biblical model, although the correspondence is less close, cf. 
Romans 6,22: EAEU8Epw8EVTES" aTTO Tl)s" clf1apnaS" BOUAW8EVTES" BE nil 8E0· 
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paradox in the other versions necessitates that in the phrase "having been 

freed from righteousness" the verb EAEU8EPOUV is used in a negative sense: 

being freed from righteousness in order to get oneself enslaved to sin, that 

is: being freed from freedom for the purpose of slavery. This complexity is 

removed after this verb has been replaced with the bland but immediately 

transparent 4>EUyWV. 

Possible explanations for the IIsecondary" changes 

in the text of Vita B 

Given this situation, the "simplest" explanation would be that EAEU8Epw8Els

and TTt QU(alO(JuVl) were found not only in the Panagiou Typikon but also 

in the Vita prima and that they were taken unchanged from there by the 

author of Vita A. Then 4>EUYWV and T0 XPl(JT4l could be explained as 

secondary changes made by the Lavriot redactor. 

However, I have already pointed out that elsewhere the author of 

Vita A adds passages which are also found in the Petritzonitissa Typikon 

and which he took from the Panagiou Typikon. Therefore, it is equally 

possible that Athanasius "corrected" the text of the Vita prima by using the 

Panagiou Typikon which he had in his hands, and that the text of the Vita 

prima was in fact not all that close to the Typikon, after all, but more like 

the version in Vita B.58 In order to demonstrate that such secondary 

borrowings indeed happened we need to turn to another overlap between 

the Lives and the Petritzonitissa Typikon. 

The regulations concerning the maintenance of good order 

in the refectory 

in the Lives of Athanasius and the Petritzonitissa Typikon 

One of the distinctive features of Vita A and Vita B is a lengthy passage in 

which the regulations given by Athanasius to the monastery of Lavra are 

58Here one must take into account that the version of the diatribe against private 
almsgiving in Vita B is "simpler" than its parallel in the Panagiou Typikon, not only in the 
two sentences which I have analysed here butthroughout the whole passage. 
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presented to the reader. A first part deals with the upkeep of order during 

church services,59 Then follow rules concerning the order during meals in 

the refectory. 60 

In the two L i v e s the beginning of this section and the first rule read 

as follows: 

Vita B: 

"It is not unfitting to also make short statements about the firm 

state in the refectory and some other things." 

OUK aTTElKOS oE Km TTEP'- Tf)s EV TpaTTE(n KaTaOTaaEWS Km hEPWV 

TIVWV (3paXEa ouxAa\3E1v.61 

"He set over those who were eating two overseers in order that they 

eat their bread in silence and fear of God, whereas the others stand by these 

and wait on them in silence and good order." 

ETTE<JTT)<JE TOlVUV Km TOtS E<JTIWIlEVOlS EffiTT)PT)TO:S BUo lva EV mWTTt! 

Km <p0f34l 9EOU TOV apTOV mhwv E<Jelwmv 0IlOlWS oE Km Ol TTapl<JTallEvOl 

TOlholS Ev my\) Km EUTa~lQ: OWKOVWmV mhots.62 

Vita A: 

"Following these, it must also be told about what was performed in 

the refectory, what was regulated by him about the quantity and also the 

quality of food and drink." 

TO: aKOAou9a oE TOlhOlS Km TTEP'- TWV Ev Tt! TpaTTE(n TEAOUIlEVWV 

U<PT)YT)TEOV ooa TTEP'- (3pwllaTwv Km TTOlllhwv TTO<JOTT)TOS TE au TTOlOTT)TOS 

aUTQ OWTETaKTal.63 

59Vita B, c. 26, pp. 153-154, Vita A, c. 84, pp. 39-40. In both Lives then follows a deSCription 
of the arrangements made for confession, Vita B, c. 27, p. 155, Vi ta A, c. 85, p. 40. In Vita B 
the passage about confession is followed by one of the episodes which the Lavriot red actor 
added to his model, cf. Vita B, c. 28, pp. 156-157. 

60Vita A, cc. 86-87, pp. 40-41, Vita B., c. 29, p. 157. Here the rules concerning the refectory 
are supplemented with a series of rules about diScipline in the monastery in g€neral, cf. 
Vita A, cc. 88-89, pp. 41-42, Vita B., c. 27, pp. 158-159. They are announced in Vita B as 
"some other things", see the following translation. 

6] Vita B, c. 29, p. 157, H. 3-4. Here the author adds the comment: ''Those who want to know 
in detail about everything I send to the typikon which has been written by the saint," Vi ta 
B, c. 29, p. 157, H. 5-6: TOUS- yap KaTa I1EPOS- ~OUAOI1E VOUS' l1aBElv TIEPl TIaVTWV T4J TIapa 

TOU ayiou ypa$EVTl TUTIlK0 TIapaTIE fl.TIW. This claim and its justification will not be 
discussed in this thesis. 
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"And also about those serving and those being served, those eating 

and those standing, and about what there is about overseers and curators, 

and their good order and condition." 

ETl oE TIEP\. 6WKOVo\JVnUV Kat &aKOVOUI1E:VWV E<JTlWI1E:VWV Kat l.<J'fal1E:VWV 

Kat ooa TIEP\. Effi'Tl) Pl) 'TWV Km EffiI1EAl)'TWV Etnae(as 'TE 'TO\JTWV Kat 

KaTa<JTa<JEws.64 

"That the ones go around noiselessly in good behaviour and order 

whereas the others, eating their bread in quiet, do not neglect the spiritual 

activity so that everything, both drinking and eating, is for them to the 

glory of God." 

Ws 'TOUS I-lEV EU<J)(1)I-l0VWS" Kat KaTO: T&l;lV a~<pl)n TIEplTIaTElV TOUS BE 

I1Ee' ~<JUxtaS 'TOV Eau'TWV apTOV EoBlovras Tl)S TIVEVl1aTlKl)S Epyaol.as 11~ 

al1EAElV Ws dVal alhots TO: TIaV'Ta Kat 'TO mVElv Kat 'TO E<JelElV ElS 66~av 

eEOu.65 

These passages have a parallel in the title and first two sentences of 

the eighth chapter of the Petritzonitissa Typikon: 

"About the preparation of the table and the meekness and silence of 

those who serve." 

TIEP\. 'Tl)S TpaTIE<:l)S ETOll-lamas Km Tl)S 'TWV 6WKOVOUV'TWV EffiElKElaS 

Kat <JlWTIl)s. 66 

"That about the refectory and that of those who serve shall be 

performed decently; and - as we have put a measure to the food and to the 

beverages - according to that we also make clear everything that is 

performed here as the speech proceeds:" 

'Ta oE Ka'TO: TTjV 'TpaTIE<:av Kat 'Ta 'TWV 6laKOVOUVTWV EUOXl)I-l0VWS 

'TEAEt<J8W· Kal - WCfTIEP Tots ~pWl-laol. TE Kat TOlS TIOl-lam I1ETPOV EeEI1E8a - KaT' 

62Vita B, c. 29, p. 157, 1. 7- p. 158,1. 27. 

63Vita A, c. 86, p. 40, 11. 1-3. The author of Vita A then adds a list of further topics: "silence 
and lecture, presidency and subsidency, and the contempt of these", Vita A, c. 86, p. 40, H. 4-
5: m.wnf\s- TE Kat avaYVWUEWS- npoE6pi.as- TE Kat uQ>EBpEi.as- Kat T~S- Tm),.wv 
nEptq,poVr)UEWS-. 

64Vita A, c. 86, p. 40, 11. 5-8. 

6SVita A, c. 86, pp. 40-41, 11. 8-12. 

66Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 9, p. 63, 11. 742-743. 
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EKE1VO Km OTTEP EVTau8a TEAElTal Eu611Aa TIeE~Eea TTaVTa TOU AOYOU 

TTPOKOTTTOVTOS".67 

"that according to those who are served and those who serve, those 

who sit for the meal and those who serve in attendance, and also those 

who oversee and manage and their good order and condition." 

TO: KaTO: TOUS" 6WKOVOU~EVOUS" Km 6WKOVOUVTaS" TWV TE ElS" T~V 

EO"TIamV Ka8E(;O~EVWV Km TWV TTap1.O"Ta~EvwS" 6WKOVOUVTWV TTPOs- BE Km TWV 

Em TllPOUVTwv Km 61OtKOlJVTWV Km Tl1S" E'JTa~laS" TOUTWV Km KaTaO"TaO"EwS".68 

"Those who stand and walk around the table shall tread noiselessly; 

and those who recline for the meal shall eat their food with calmness so 

that everything may happen to the glory of God, seasoned with the good 

salL" 

Ol ~Ev OUV EO"TWTES" Km TTOpEUO~EVOt TTEPl T~V Tp<lTTE(;av chlJO<j>l1TI 

!311~aTI(;EO"8w<Jav' Ol BE aVaKEl~EVOl ElS" T~V EO"TIamV ~E8' ~O"UxlaS" T~V E&u6~V 

mhwv EO"8LETuxmv Wo-TE YEVE0"8al TTaVTa Els- 60f;av 8EOU T~ KaA~ i)pTu~Eva 

aAaTI.69 

Comparison between Vita B, Vita A and the eighth chapter 

of the Petritzonitissa Typikon 

The close relation between the beginning of the eighth chapter in the 

Petritzonitissa Typikon and the first part of the section on the refectory in 

Vita A and Vita B becomes obvious when we highlight the elements in 

the Typikon which are also found in the Lives. 

Petritzonitissa Typikon: 

(I:) Ta BE KaTO: Ti)V 'TpalTE(av Kat Ta T£DV OWKOVOUVTWV EUOXl)1l0VW') 'TEAElOSw' Kal -

WOfTEP T01,) ~ pw 11 am TE Ka t TOl,) lTO llaOl IlETPOV E8E IlE8a - KaT' EKElVO Kat OTTEP 

Ev'Tau8a TEAElTat EUOYJAa neE IlE8a mlv'Ta TOU AOYOU np0KOTT'TOVTO,) 

(11:) 'Ta KaTO: TOU') 6taKOvouIlEVOU') Kat 61.aKOVOUV'Tas TWV TE El.') Ti)V E o,[laolv 

Ka8E(oIlEVWV Kat 'fWV TTapl.<J'TaIlEVW') OWKOVOlJV'TWV TTpO') OE Kat 'fWV ElTl.'Tl)p0UV'TWV 

Kat OlOlKOUVTWV Kat T~') Elhal;{a') 'TOlhwv Kat Ka'TaO'Tcl OEW')' 

67Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 9, p. 63, n. 744-747. 

68Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 9, p. 63, n. 747-750, cf. p. 85, 1. 1092: TTEpt oov T~') 
EV OtKfj) TpaTTE(l)') Kat EUTa~l.a') TWV BWKovouvTwv. 

69petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier" c.9, p. 63, n. 750-753. 
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(IIIa:) at JlEV 

~TJ llan(Eo8woav" 

<
OUV Kcn TIO PEUcl 11EVOl TIE pt 

(UIb) 01. OE aVuKElIlEVOl Eis T1)V Eonamv JlE9' t}<JUXluS- T1)V EOW(1)V uunov 

E olhETwoav 

Vita A: 

(l:) Kat TIEpt TWV Ev Tn 'TpUnEt;;n 'TEAOUIlEVWV UIj>TjYTJTEOV aaa TIE pt ~pwl1ciTwv KUt 

nOl1aTWV TIOOclTTJTclS- TE au TIOlclTTJTOS- atJT({l OWTE'TaK'Tal 

(ll:) ETl OE TIEpt lhuKOVOUVTwV KUt lhUKOVOUI1EVWV E <JTlWI1EVWV Kat i<JTUI1EVWV 

Kat aaa TIE pt E TIl TT) PTJTWV KU t EffillEA11TWV EU 'TU~l US- TE 'TmlTwv Ka t 

KaTu<JTa<JEWS-" 

(IlIa:) Ws- TOUS- I1EV EUOXl1llclVwS" Kat KaT a T(i~lV ciljJOejl1l'ri TIEpmaTElv 

(IIIb:) TOUS- BE I1E9' t}<JUXlus- TOV EUU'TWV apTov E<J9{oVTU<; TT]<; TIVEUllaTlK~<; 

EpyaoiaS" 111) a IlEAE1V 

(Ilk:) WS- Eival atJTol<; Ta nav'TU Kat TO mVElV Kat TO EOI1iElV Eis- 50~uv 9E06.70 

Vita B: 

(I:) OUK aTIElKo<; BE Kat TIEpt TT)S- EV 'TpunEi;;n KaTaOTaOEWS" Kat hEpWV TlVWV f3paXEa 

OtaAaj3ElV" 

(11:) ETIEaTllOE TOlVUV Kat TOlS- E <J'TlWIlEVOlS- E TIl 'TlJ PTJTaS- Buo 

(IIIb:) lva Ev mWTI-(J Kat lj>of341 8EOU TOV apTOV uu-rWV E 09{WOlV 

(IlIa:) OIlOtlllS' OE Kat ol. TIapl<J'TaI1EVOl T01.lTOlS Ev myu Kat EtJTa~iq. BtaKOVW(HV 

mholS".71 

All three passages consist of (1) a general title which announces the 

new topic, (ll) a more specific introduction to the following rules and, (Ill) 

the first rule which consists of two parallel statements about the proper 

behaviour of, (Illa) those who eat and, (IIIb) those who serve in the 

refectory. However, at the same time it is evident that Vita A and the 

Petritzonitissa Typikon have an almost identical text whereas the version 

in Vita B departs from the consensus to an even greater degree than in the 

70]: have omitted the passage TIEpt "" OlwTIfis- TE Kat avaYVWOEwS" TIpod5ptaS" TE Kat 

uIj>EBpEiaS" Kat TT]S Tothwv TIE pllj>povrjOEWS", inserted between OtaTETaKTal and EH OE, 

which has no counterpart in the other two versions. It will be discussed in detail in the last 
section of this chapter. 

71} have omitted the reference to Athanasius' "Typikon", TOUS" yap KaTll IlEPO<; 

f3ouAoIlEVOUS" llaeEtv TIEpt TIaVTWV Teil TIapa TOU aytou ypalj>EVTl TUTItK0 TIapaTIE IlTIW, 

which is inserted between BtaAaf3Elv and ETIEOTTJOE, as having no counterpart in the other 
texts at this point. 
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sentences we have discussed so far. As regards the first rule, both Vita A 

and the Typikon have the same sequence of servers and eaters whereas in 

Vita B this sequence is reversed. Moreover, in Vita B there is no 

counterpart for the infinitive construction at the end (IIIc).72 This 

discrepancy is even more marked in the "introductory" part to the rules 

where the version in Vita B is not only much shorter but also differs in 

contents. Whereas in Vita A and in the Petritzonitissa Typikon the rule is 

preceded by a list of all those who are present in the refectory, in the 

version in Vita B we are told how Athanasius installed overseers in order 

to ensure that the following rule was kept. 

I will begin the analysis with a comparison between the 

Petritzonitissa Typikon and Vita A and only in a second step also consider 

the version in Vita B.73 

Analysis of the first part and its identification as 

the chapter heading in the Panagiou Typikon 

In the first part of the parallel passage the constituent elements of Vita A 

and the Petritzonitissa Typikon are more or less identical in their number 

and sequence. Both texts start with a statement in which the "general" 

theme is defined: TIEP\. TlDV €v TT! Tp(XTTECn TEAOU~EVWV in Vita A and Ta BE 

KaTa TTjV TpdTIE(;av ... TEAElcr9w in the Petritzonitissa Typikon.74 Next 

follows a passage which refers to the quantity, and, in Vita A, also quality, 

of food and drink: ooa TIEP\. ppw~lhwv Kat TIo~(hwv TIocronj'ros- TE a(i 

TIOlOTYjTOS" atJT(~ 6laTETaKTat in Vita A and WcrTIEP TOtS I3pw~aol. TE Kat TotS" 

72Vita A: TfjS lTVEUl1aTIKllS Epyamas Ill} O:I1Ei\El.V Ws nval aUTOlS TO: miVTa Kat TO 
mVElv Kat TO Eu6lnv EtS B6eav BEOU. Petritzonitissa Typikon, Greek version: WUTE 
YEvEaBal mlVTa EtS B6eav BEOU TQl Kai\4) ~pTUI1EVa ai\an. Petritzonitissa Typikon, 
Georgian translation: ut omnia ad gloriam dei fiant et sale gratiae bene condita sint. 

7Yrhe following analysis is not a reconstruction of the original Panagiou Typikon which 
would involve the analysis of the translation of the Petritzonitissa Typikoll into Georgian. 
The purpose of this chapter is the analysiS of the Typikon-section of Vita B and its 
relationship to Athanasius' texts. 

74This corresponds to the Georgian version: "Equally the work of the table and of the 
servants shall be performed well", Petritzonitissa Typikon, Georgian version, tr. 
Tarchnishvili, c. 38, p. 17, H. 31-33: pariterque opus mensae et famulorum bene perficiatur. 
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TT6~a(Jl ~ETPOV E:eE~E8a in the Petritzonitissa Typikon.75 The remainder of 

the passage is then taken up by a list of the groups of those who eat, those 

who serve, and those who supervise and control. Here the overlap 

between the versions is almost complete.76 

A: TIE pt OtaKOVOlJVTIilV Kat OtaKOVOU ~EVIilV. 

P: TO: KaTO: TaUS- OWKOVOU ~EVOUS- Kat OtaKOVOU VTaS-. 

A: EaTIIil~EVIilV Kat laTa~EVIilV 

P: TWV TE Eis T~V EanaO"lV Ka8E'o~EVIilV Kat TWV TIaplOTa~EVIilS- OWKovmlVTWV. 

A: Kat caa TIE pt EffiTT)PT)TWV Kat Effi~EAT)TWV. 

P: TIPOS- OE Kat TWV EffiTT)POUVTIilV Kat OlOlKO\JVTIilV. 

A: Elha~{as TE TOUTIilV Kat KaTaaTaaEIilS. 

In the two texts these elements are integrated into different syntactic 

structures. In Vita A they are presented as a series of genitives dependent 

on the preposition TTEpL In the Petritzonitissa Typikon, on the other hand, 

they appear as objects of a complete sentence. However, the text of the 

extant Greek version of the Typikon is extremely garbled, and it is 

impossible to restore coherent syntax. As the Georgian version is equally 

problematic, we can conclude that this passage was to a large extent already 

defective in the original Petritzonitissa Typikon.77 At one point the syntax 

75yhis corresponds to the Georgian version: "according to the norm of that which we have 
prescribed about the food", Petritzonitissa Typikon, Georgian version. tr. Tarchnishvili, c. 
38, p. 17, 1. 32: ad normameorumquae de cibariis praecepimus. 

76some of the discrepancies may go back to secondary changes of the redactor of the extant 
Greek version of the Petritzonitissa Typikon. For example, the Georgian translation has 
with 'de famulis ... atque quibus administratur' the same sequence as Vita A with TIEpt 

OWKOVOlJVTIilV Kat OWKOVOU ~EVIilV, whereas in the Greek text this sequence is reversed to TO: 

KIITO: TOUS- OlaKOVOU~EVOUS- Kat oWKovolivTas-. This suggests that here the version in Vita 
A represents the original word order. 
77This is evident from a comparison of the two versions: P: KaT' EKEivo Kai 6'm:p 
EVTaliOa TEhEfTat ... E8EIlE8a. Pg: sicut et Rn: a nobis fiunt atque hic statuentes 
scripsimus. Both sentences are evidently garbled. Moreover, they diverge from each other. 
The infinitives 'praecipere' and 'statuere' are more or less synonyms and should therefore 
correspond to E8E~E8a and Tl8E~E8a. The omission of OTIEP which then necessitates the 
insertion of 'atque' is also easily explained. After that, however, the discrepancy between 
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completely breaks down: whereas the first pair of participles Ta KaTa TOUS' 

OWKOVOU~EVOUS' Kal OWKovouvTaS' is introduced as an accusative object of the 

preceding Euol)Aa TIeE~E8a mXVTa, in the following items, TWV TE Els Tl)V 

E<YTIacnv KaeE(;O~EVWV Kal TWV TIapl<YTa~EvwS' OWKOVOUVTWV, there is an abrupt 

and ungrammatical change from the accusative as required by KaTa to the 

genitive.18 

A comparison with Vita A helps us to account for this change. As I 

have already pointed out, in the parallel sequence TIEpt OlO:KOVOUVTWV Kat 

OWKOVOU~EVWV E<YTIW~EVWV Kal t<YTa~EVWV all the elements in the Typikon 

appear as genitives ruled by the preposition TIEpL This allows the 

conclusion that the redactor of the Petritzonitissa Typikon found a string 

of genitives dependent on TIEP{, a sequence of "title" and "sub-title", in his 

model which he then half-heartedly and inexpertly changed into a 

complete sentence in order to incorporate it into the text.79 Since TIEp{ with 

genitive is the traditional formula for a chapter heading we can conclude 

that here the versions in Vita A and the Petritzonitissa Typikon go back to 

the title of a chapter in the Panagiou Typikon.80 

the two versions is so great here that it can only be explained through secondary changes in 
the extant Greek version, and possibly also in the Georgian translation. Thus we can 
conclude tha t the original text can no longer be recovered. 

78yhis is especially obvious in the last words TitS E'JTai;tas TOI.ITWV Kat KaTaanlaEws
which make no sense after Kan{ but would be perfectly logical after a 1TE pt, cf. the following 
footnote. A comparison with Tarchnishvili's translation of the Georgian version shows t hat 
here, too, the list of the groups of participants is presented as a string of objects dependent 
on 'ad praesens potius ... volumus clare loqui' which corresponds to the Greek EUOT)Aa 
T1.eE~E8a mina. In the Georgian version the whole sentence reads 'ad praesens potius de 
famulis volumus clare loqui atque quibus administratur'. The follOwing participles, 'qui 
mensisconsiduntet quiministrantes mensisadstant', are then added through 'id est' which 
suggests that the Georgian translator already encountered an anacolouthon in his model, 
the original Petritzonitissa Typikon. 
79 After this incorporation a new title was added, cf. Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 
9, p. 63, n. 742-743: TTEpt Tl1s- TpaTT€(T)S- ETOlllamas- Kat Tl1S TWV OWKOVOl'VTWV E1TtElKElas
Ku1. awrrlls-. This corresponds to the Georgian: "About laying the table and about the 
servants who serve with silence and quiet." Petritzonitissa Typikon, Georgian version, tr. 
Tarchnishvili, c. 38, p. 17, 1. 31: de mensa sternenda et de famulis cum silentio et quiete 
ministrantibus. The fact that the first part of the text of the Petritzonitissa Typikon was 
originally a title explains the odd repetitiveness of the text where the contents of the 
second sentence is virtually a identical with that of the first sentence. 

80Cf. the second part of the title of this section in Athanasius' Hypotyposis, ed. Meyer, 
Haupturkunden, p. 136,1. 21: 17Ep{ .. . Tl1s- €v TalS TPU1T€(UlS- Elhaelus- with Vita A, c. 86, 
p. 40, It 7-8: 17€p{ ... EIJTUelas TE TOlhwv Kat KaTaanlaEws-, and with the Petritzonitissa 
Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 9, p. 63, 11. 749-750: Kara( .. . TitS- ElJTai;las- TOlhwv Kat 
KumaTaaEws. Having integrated the original title into the text the redactor of the 
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This allows us to explain why in the Petritzonitissa Typikon the 

actors, who have just been introduced with TWV TE ElS;- Tl)V EO"TIamV 

Ka8Et.:o~EvWV Kat TWV TTaptO"Ta\1EVWS;- OWKOVOUVTWV, are then again described 

with almost the same words as Ol ~EV ODV EO"TWTES;- Kat TTOPEU6~EVOt and as 

Ol oE avaKE1\1EVOt ElS;- Tl)V EO"TIamv. Such a repetition is no longer 

surprising, now that the comparison with Vita A has shown that the first 

part was originally the title of a chapter. As title it would have been set 

apart from the following text and an identification of the subjects in the 

rule itself would have been necessary. The author of Vita A, on the other 

hand, had no such constraints when he adapted both title and content of 

the chapter for his text. Therefore he could omit those elements which 

had already been mentioned in the "title" and refer to the two groups 

through the juxtaposition of TOUS;- \1EV and TOUS- BE. We can conclude that 

here the more lengthy version in the Petritzonitissa Typikon reflects the 

text of the original Panagiou Typikon. 

Direct borrowings from the Panagiou Typikon 

by the author of Vita A 

This analysis allows us to draw a number of conclusions which 

complement the results of the previous analysis: 

Comparison with the parallel passage in Vita A which preserves the 

original structure of heading and first paragraph has shown that, in the 

case of the chapter about the refectory, the faulty syntax of the 

Petritzonitissa Typikon does not, as Gautier thought, reflect the uncouth 

style of its model, the Panagiou Typikon, but that Lemerle was right in 

claiming that it is due to a clumsy adaption.81 

Petritzonitissa Typikon then prefaced the chapter with a new title, Petritzonitissa 
Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 9 p. 63, 742-743: nEpi ... Tl1S' n l'lv BWKOVOUVTW V ETTlElKElaS' Kat 

Gl wnfjs-, cf. the table of contents, p. 25, 11. 993-94. 
81ef. Gautier's introduction to his edition of the Petritzonitissa Typikon, p. 14, and Lemerle, 
Cinq etudes, p. 145, note 73. Here one can ask why the redactor of the Petritzonitissa 
Typikon chose to transform his model in this way. It is possible that in doing so he followed 
the conventions of contemporary t y P i ka. After all, the chapter on the refectory in the 
Evergetis Hypotypo sis also begins with a "proper" sentence, cf. Evergetis Hypotyposis, ed. 
Gautier, c. 9, p. 33, ll. 325-336. 
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Vice versa, the parallel in the Petritzonitissa Typikon has allowed 

us to conclude that the author of Vita A used as his model the beginning 

of the chapter on the refectory from a Typikon which can only have been 

that of Panagiou. This is conclusive proof that the Panagiou Typikon 

already existed before the year 1025 as the terminus ante quem for the 

composition of Vita A. 

The version in Vita B and its relation to the Vita prima 

As last step of the analysis we need to discuss the relation of the version in 

Vita B to the other two texts. In this case Vita B differs even more radically 

from Vita A and the Petritzonitissa Typikon than in the diatribe about 

private almsgiving. As a consequence a comparative analysis does not lead 

to conclusive results. For this reason I will limit the discussion to the 

difference in presentation. I have already pointed out that whereas in the 

Petritzonitissa Typikon and in Vita A the first rule is preceded by a 11 title" , 

in Vita B it is presented as an activity of the "overseers" and of Athanasius 

as the one who instals them: "He set over those who were eating two 

overseers (ElTEcrTy)O"E TOlVUV Kat TOtS EO"TtW~EVOl..S EmTy)py)TaS Mo)".82 A 

comparison with the preceding passage about good order in the church 

allows us to show that in this case Vita B represents the version of the 

Vita prima. There we find the formula ElTEo"TY)o"E ... Emo"TY)~ovapxY)v in Vita 

B which is exactly parallel with the personal presentation ElTEo"TY)o"E ... 

EmTy)pY)TaS Mo in the section about the refectory.83 In that case, however, 

we can be certain that this phrase reflects the text of the Vita prima, 

because the author of Vita A retained the verb E~l..o"TaVat in his 

metaphrasis.84 Therefore we can conclude that in the Vita prima the 

82This way of presentation has a parallel in t he Georgian Life of John and Euthymius of 
Iviron with "he (i. e. Euthymius) appointed two 'epitiritisni"'. Life of John and Euthymius 
of lviron by George the Dekanoz, tr. Peeters c. 35, p. 42, 11. 4-6: duo inspectores (epitiritisni; 
S: epitropozi) constituit. Cf. also Life of John and Euthymius, tr. Peeters, c.44, p. 45, 1. 31 - p. 
46, 1. 5: mensae praefecto hanc etiam regulam constituerat: si quem viderat loquentem vel 
ridentem vel iocantem ad mensam eum sic monebat ... 

83Vita B, c. 26, p. 153,11. 5-6. 

84rhe author of Vita A uses the more impersonal perfect Etj>EGTaVal, which he then 
complements with npOEGTaVal and Ka6EGTavat. However, this choice is required by the 
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analogous section about the refectory was phrased in the same fashion and 

that the "abstract" presentation in Vita A is due to a direct borrowing from 

the Panagiou Typikon.85 

The personal presentation of the rules in the Vita prima 

as secondary in comparison with its model 

However, at the same time we must conclude that the syntactic 

framework for the rules in the Vita prima is not original but reveals itself 

as a "secondary" change of a differently structured model. This is obvious 

from the sentence ETTEaTT)aE TOts" EaTlW\lEVOlS" EmTT)pT)TO:S" CUO lva EV Glumn 

Kat q>~QJ BEOU TOV apTOV mhwv EaetuJGlV which is phrased in a strangely 

impersonal way, without a verb that shows the overseers as performing 

their task of supervision.86 That something is missing at this point 

becomes obvious when we compare the following rule in Vita B: "that 

those eating are watched not to do anything disorderly nor altogether give 

someone else his own krasobolion in order that he does not lead the 

brother into a drunkenness which he himself avoids (Kat Em(3AETTWVTat Ot 

EoBloVTES \l~ TTOlEtV Tl aTaKTOV \l~TE Cl&)Vat TO TTapanav TlVt TO EaUTOU 

Kpaao(3oAlOv \l~TTWS E~aA'\) \lE8'\) TOV aOEAq>OV ~v mhoS" q>EUYEl)."87 Here we 

find with Em(3AETTElV a verb denoting the control exerted by the overseers 

which was missing in the first part. In the same way one would have 

expected ETTEOTT)aE Tots" EaTlW\lEVOlS" EmTT)pT)TO:S" OUO lva <Em(3AEnwvTat, 

Em TT)PWVT{U> Ev GlWTTn Kat q>~QJ BEOU TOV apTOV mhwv EaelElV in the first 

sentence structure and clearly a secondary change from an original ETTEUTTjUEV found in the 
common model. 

85In Vi ta A the syntactic structure of the introductory passages to the two sections is exactly 
parallel, cf. oua TTEp( ... at/T(~ OtaTETaKTal ... En oE TTEp( .. . Kat oua TTEpt in Vita A 
with the beginning of the section on the church, Vita A, c. 84, p. 39, 11. 4-9: oua TE aun{j 
TTEp( .. . vEVOllOTE8TjTal oua TE TT E Pt, where we then find an analogous sequence of couples 
of nouns dependent on TTE pt. 

86Here a comparison with the analogous case of the janitors in the section about the church 
is instructive. There we find the more straightforward "he appointed two janitors in order 
that they checked if some had missed the church", cf. Vita B, c. 26, p. 154, 11. 26-36: 
ETTEUTTjOE BUo OupwpouS' ... OTTWS' ... EmTTjpWUl ... El ... n VE S' ... aTTEAEllj>8Tjoav Tl)S' 
EKKATjOtaS'. In the section on the refectory, too, one would have expected the fuller ETTEOTTjOE 
TOtS' Eun WIlEVOlS' EmTTjpTjTOS BUo lva < EmTTj pWUl El> ... Eu8tOU01V instead. 

87Vita B, c. 29, p. 157, n. 10-12. 
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part.88 Therefore we can conclude that the author used already existing 

material which was originally not linked to Athanasius as law-giver and 

which he then integrated into a new "hagiographical" framework. 

As we have seen, an "impersonal" structure was found In the 

Panagiou Typikon and adapted from there by the author of Vita A. Must 

we therefore conclude that the version in the Vita prima was also based 

on the Panagiou Typikon and that the Typikon already existed at the time 

when the Vita prima was composed? This is not necessarily the case, as a 

comparison with parallel texts will show. 

Typika and Catecheses: parallels for the rule concerning good order 

in the texts from Panagiou 

When we compare the passage about good order of the different groups of 

monks in the refectory with the contents of other Typika we find that it is 

quite unusual. It has no counterpart in the Hypotyposeis for Stoudios and 

for Lavra.89 While it is true that in both texts an "overseer (EmTI1P1)T~S')" is 

88However, even <tva> Emj3AEnwvTal Ol Ea8iovTES with following infinitive as passive 
expression is completely singular in Typika and can only be understood in connection with 
the first passage where the supervised and not the supervisors appeared as subjects. In the 
Evergetis Hypotyposis the task of the epistemonarches is described in the following way: 
"There must also be an epistemonarches ... overseeing the brothers in the entrances to the 
meals ... but also going around the table during the times of the meals and ... admonishing 
those brothers who ... to be silent (OEOV 8val Kat EmaTT1I10VapXTlV Ev Tal$' 
daEAEUaEal EmTTlPOUVTa TOUS aOEA<j>ouS ... nEpiiovTa OE Kat Tl)V Tp(InEt;;av Ev TOlS 
Kalpol.s TWV EanaaEWV Kat TOUS aOEA<j>ouS 0XAOUVTas ... unOllwvuaKOVTa TTJV a1wmlv)" , 
cf. Evergetis Hypotyposis, ed. Gautier, c. 31, p. 71, 1. 992; H. 998-1000. In a similar list in the 
Petritzonitissa Typikon we find: "There shall be an overseer ... who must go around among 
the cells of the brothers (EaTw Em Tl1pTrnis .. os O<j>ElAH Ev TalS KEAAatS nE puf PXEO"8al 
TWV aOEA<j>wv)", cf. Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 6, p. 61, 1. 688-694. Therefore we 
can conclude that the norm would have been OEOV Etvat Em TTlPl1T1IS ouo ... E m!3AETTovTas 
TOUS Ea8iovTas Ill) nOlElV Tt ClTaKTOV as in the Evergetis Hypotyposis or EaTwaav 
EmTTlPTlTat OUo ci{ o<j>E1AOUalV ETTj3AETTE.lV TOUS Ea8iovTas Ill) n01ElV Tt ihaKTovas in the 
Petritzonitissa Typikon. Of course, the reference to overseers is not indispensable, cf. 
Evergetis Hypotyposis, ed. Gautier, c. 9, p. 37, H. 384-385: Kat apWTOUVTaS BE Ulliis oll 
IlETaOoTEov aAA~AOlS !3pwllaTos TtVOS ~ m)llaTos. Therefore the original could have been 
Ilit TT01T)TEOV ... IlrlTE OOTEOV. In addition, in the passage in Vita B there is a unmotivated 
change from the plural Kat Emj3AEnWVTal ol Ea8{ovTES in the final clause to the singular 
(alnos!) in the following Ilit n01ElV Tt lhaKTOV Il-rlTE Olooval TO TTapaTTav Ttvl TO EaUTOU 
Kpaaoj3oAlOV Il-rlTTWS EIl!3aAl] IlE8l] TOV aOEA<j>ov ~V alJTOS <j>Euyn. One would have expected 
Ilrl Ttva TT01ElV Tt GhaKTOV here, especially as we find Ilrl TtS aTaeia ... npoj3a{vl] in the 
parallel passage in the Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 8, p .. 65,11. 754-755. 

89yhe two versions of the Studite Hypotyposis are very similar to Athanasius' 
Hypotyposis, d . PG,99, 1713C, and Dmitrievskij, Opisanie, I, p. 234, H. 1-2. However, here 
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mentioned his function is limited to the seating of the monks.90 In this 

instance Athanasius' Hypotyposis clearly represents the norm. A very 

similar passage is found in the twelfth century Pantokrator Typikon, 

where of those serving again only "he who performs the service 

concerning the table (6 TIEP't. Tl)V TpaTIE<:av 6WKOVWV)" is mentioned and the 

theme of "order" and "trouble" is broached only in the context of seating.91 

In the Evergetis Hypotyposis the trapezarios does have the task of keeping 

silence throughout the mea1.92 However, even here there is is no 

distinction between the two different groups of servers and eaters.93 

The only Typikon from the area of Constantinople where I have 

been able to find such a distinction is Michael Palaiologos' rule for the 

Auxentius monastery, which dates to the late thirteenth century. There we 

read in the chapter" about the diet of the monks": 

"But while the brotherhood is having its meal all trouble and all 

noise of those who eat of those who serve shall be sent far away." 

6w1.TWIlEV'fjS" oE T1)S" aBEA<\>oT'fjTOS" TIOS e6pu~oS" Kal TIo:oa KpaUYl) 

E09tOVTwv 6WKOVOlJVTWV TIoppw TIEIl<I>BWETm.94 

However, this passage is not only much shorter than the rule in the 

texts from Panagiou but also shows, apart from the two central terms 

Eo9tovTWV 6WKOVOlJVTWV, no literal parallels. 

Thus we can conclude that in the evolving genre of monastic 

Typika, this type of presentation never became popular. However, this 

the officials are called Tai;tdpxat. Thus we can rule out that at this point the Typikon of 
Panagiou was directly influenced by Stoudios. 

9OHypotyposis for Lavra, ed. Meyer, Haupturkunden, p. 136, ll. 26-28: ETTtTllPllTl}s" BE 
TTaptaTal1Evos- Tas avaTTA TjpWUEts" 'fWV TpaTTE<;wv EKTO<; 9opu!3ou TTOtElTat ElITaKTwS". This 
passage is preceded by a reference to the order of precedence and followed by a reference to 
the lecture. Hypotyposis for Lavra, ed. Meyer, Haupturkunden, p. 136,11. 26: Kd811VTat BE 
KaT/I Tl}V Ta~tV ~v TTapn),:ri<l>autv,andp.l36,l. 28: ytVETat BE Kat avayvwU1S .. In both 
texts the participle TTapuJ"'fa I1EVOS" is used. However, in Athanasius' Hypotyposis it is the 
ETTtTTjpTjTT)s" himself who "stands by" whereas in all the texts from Panagiou the ETTtTTjPllTT)s" 
controls those who "stand by", that is: those who serve the refectory. 

91Pantokrator Typikon, ed. Gautier, p. 49, H. 327-328: 0 TTEpt T~V TpaTTE<;av BWKOVWV 

U1Yl}V 1T<IUtV EI1TTOtElTW Kat oihws- 0 avaytvwuKwV apXEa8w TTjS- O:vayvwuEwS". 
Pantokrator Typikon, ed. Gautier, p. 49, 11. 322-323: Ka8E(;Eu8w 0 Ka811YOUIlEVOS" Kat IlETU 
Toihov Ol. AOmOt B{Xa 9opuj3ou Kat uUYXUUEWS". 

92Evergetis Hypotyposis, ed. Gautier, c. 9, pp. 33, 35, H. 337-348. 

93Evergetis Hypotyposis, ed. Gautier, c.9, p. 35, 11. 352-363. 

94Michael Palaiologos, Typikon for the Auxentius monastery, ed. Dmitrievskij, Opisanie, 
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does not mean that the texts from Panagiou are isolated phenomena. 

Rather they form part of a different tradition. We find a very similar 

passage in the twenty-sixth Catechesis of Symeon the New Theologian.95 

First Symeon addresses the monk who serves: 

/I And if you have been ordered to serve, stand by as if serving Christ 

and not men out of pure affection and love, as if you were about to serve 

all as saints or rather as Christ himself, as we have said." 
, 

Kat 

aVepwrrOlS- OlaKOVWV E~ EtAlKPlVOUS- &a8Eo"EWS' Km ayaTTl)S' rramv Ws- ay{OlS

~aAAOV 6E Ws- a\JT4l - Ka8ws- EtTTO~EV - OWKOvr)<JWV TQ Xpt<JTW.% 

Then he turns to the monk who eats: 

11 And if you have sat down in it with all, watch out, too, what I 

command you in the name of the lord ... having begun to eat together 

with your fathers and brothers, turn your attention to yourself alone and 

sit in complete retirement and silence." 

El 6E Ka8E<J8i\s- EV a\JTij ~ETa mlvTwv Km <JD opa Tt <JOl EV KUPl43 

EVTEAAo~al ... ap~a~EvOS' (JlJVE<JiliElV TOtS- rraTp<lm Km a&A<\>ots- <Jou TTPOOEXE 

<JEaUT4l Km ~6V43 EV <JU<JToAij ml<J"(l Km mwrrij Ka8E,6~EvOS'.97 

The appearance of this topos in a sermon is not surprising because it 

has a distinct element of personal exhortation which is also perceptible in 

the texts from Panagiou. Therefore we need to consider the possibility that 

the source for the author of the Vita prima was not a Typikon but a 

I, p. 785. 

95Like Athanasius in his Hypotyposis and the authors of the Evergetis Hypotyposis, 
Symeon follows the way of the monks from the church to the refectory, whereas in the texts 
from Panagiou this is not used as structuring device, cf. Symeon the New Theologian, 
Catechesis 26, ed. Krivocheine, Ill, p. 80, ll. 121-122: Kat linO: T~V EoXaTTJV EUX~V 

E~EAewv E'{OEASE linO: navTwv Ev Tn TpanE(;U liT! XWpt(OIlEVOS TWV OWV a6EA$wv. 

96symeon the New Theologian, Catechesis 26, ed. Krivocheine, Ill, p. 80, H. 122-124. A 
very similar passage already appears in Theodore's Iambi for his monks: "And indeed 
when you wait, think that you do it, as at the table of the lord and bearing service to the 
apostles, turn, watch, distributing water ... in order that it may be well and you have grace 
plentiful," cf. Theodore of Stoudios, Iambi, c. 13, PG, 99, 1785A: Kat liilv napEOTllls ws 
TpanE(;U 6Eomhou anOOn)AotS VOlll(E 60UAdav Q>EPElV OTpE$OU SE(,)PEl VTJpOV aAAonEp 
VEIlWV lV' Ell 'YEVTJTal Kat xaplS oot nAouoia. However, for the juxtaposition with those 
who eat I have found no example earlier than Symeon. 

97Symeon the New Theologian, Ca techesis 26, ed. Krivocheine, Ill, p. 80, H. 130-131, 135-
138. 
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Catechesis as well.98 This brings us back to the diatribe against private 

almsgiving and to the question of the model for this passage. 

Catecheses of Athanasius? 

In the Lives the teachings about private almsgiving are presented as a 

catechesis of Athanasius. And this is also the case with the two remaining 

passages which are found both in the two Lives and in the Petritzonitissa 

Typikon.99 One of these passages is part of the following episode where 

Athanasius explains to his monks that in his treatment of their 

transgressions he is bound to canon law. 100 And the third is a 

programmatic sermon on active and caritative monasticism as opposed to 

solitary perfection which could be regarded as the centre piece of the 

monastic vision of Athanasius as presented in the Vita prima and thus of 

the author of the Vita prima himself.lOl 

98In Vita B the rule is immediately preceded by the comment: "Those who want to know in 
detail about everything I send to the typikon which has been written by the saint," Vita B, 
c. 29, p. 157, n. 5-6: TOUS- yap KaTa I1EpoS- (3ouAOI1EVOUS- l1a8dv lTEpt lTaVTWV Tc\l lTapa TaU 
aytou ypa<j>EVTl TUlTtKc\l lTapalTElllTw. This clearly refers to the section about the 
Athanasius' Hypotyposis. ed. Meyer, Haupturkunden, p. 136, n. 20-34. However, as I have 
already pointed out there we do not find such a rule. I will not attempt to give an 
explanation for this discrepancy. Here it suffices to state that the Hypotyposis as model 
can be ruled out. 

99Jnthe Lives we hear that Athanasius went up to the ambo to deliver a sermonproper, in 
the episode about the forgotten leaven, cf. Vita B, c. 48, pp. 183-184, n. 17-18: ava(3as- ElTt 
T~V avalla8pav. Vita A, c. 179, p. 85, 11. 19-20: (rTaS- ElT' OKpt(3avTos- Eiui8El. 
lOOVita A, c.184, p. 89, n. 34-35: tivaYKllv I1EVTOt yE naGlV EnlKEfa6at noqlEeJl 
TOUS' KElI1EVOUS Ill) lTapaf\atvEtV VOIlOUS-. 
Vita B, c. 50, p. 187, H. 32-35: tivaYKll B£ naGl TOlS noqdGlV EnlKElTal Ill) 
lTapat\ at v El v TOU S VOIlOUS-. 
Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. IS, p. 79, 11. 1001-1002: naGl yap nOlllEGlV 
avtiYKll EnlKElTal TOUS' TE6EvTas- opouS- Ill) ulTEpf\alvElv. 
Pg, c. 57, p. 25, It. 16-17: omnibus enim [communitatibus] pastoribus [uti tributum] impositum 
est hanc definitam disciplinam nontransgredi. 
Again we come to the same conclusion that, as regards the overall structure, Vita A is closer 
to the text of the Petritzonitissa Typikon than Vita B where the word-play ElTtKEta6at and 
TE6EV'TaS /KEt IlEVOUS- is missing. But it is also true that both Vita A and Vita B have 
elements in oommon which differ fromthe Petritzonitissa Typikon: lTapa(3alVElV instead of 
UlTEp(3atVElv, VOIlOUS- instead of apous, and the different word order. 

lOlIn the Lives Athanasius' exhortation starts with TOUTO ... TO ' TJTOUI1EVOV, cf. Vita A, 
136,64, 24: TOU TO yap TO (TJTO"!lE VOV - Kat 61' 0 miv EP,},OV Kat AO'}'OS- alTas-. In the 
same position in the narrative we find Vita B, c. 40, p. 172, n. 9-11: TOllT6 Ean T() ''I TO" !lEVOV, although the following sentence is different. In the Petritzonitissa Typikon, 
where this passage is inserted into the chapter on the treatment of old and ill monks, we 
read in the Georgian version, tr. Tarchnishvili, c.94, p. 40, It. 26-27: hoc est enim quaesitum 
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The simplest explanation, as has already been proposed by Leroy, is 

that the source for the lost Vita pri ma, and for the lost Panagiou Typikon 

as well, was indeed a collection of catecheses by Athanasius of Lavra which 

is now also lost.102 Although, apart from letters, no writings of Athanasius 

are mentioned in the Lives, this is not unlikely for an abbot of the time. 103 

In Vita B we are informed that immediately before his death 

Athanasius "gathered the whole community and delivered to them a 

catechesis from (se. those of) the most blessed Theodore the Studite and 

then added an exhortation of his own".l04 Athanasius' own contribution, 

his warning to the monks not to be scandalized by his coming death, is 

obviously fabricated by the hagiographer to prove that Athanasius had 

foreknowledge of his accident. 105 Nevertheless, this description may well 

reflect the ordinary practice at Lavra where the catecheses of Theodore of 

Stoudios would have been modified to suit the specific situation.106 After 

all, this is exactly what Paul of Evergetis did in his catecheses. 107 

However, it is also possible that Athanasius wrote "new" catecheses 

like his contemporary Symeon the New Theologian, who may have been 

a less isolated figure than it seems now. In the Life of Michael Malei"nos, 

the abbot under whom Athanasius began his monastic career, there is 

nostrum quo omne verbum et opus 1aboris perfectum evenit. Here the Greek version is quite 
different, cf. Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 28, p. 111,11. 1521-1522: Kat yap TOUTCl 

EaTIV EV ~ XalpollEV - nEpt oD anav EP,},OV Kat AOYOS- nfAElOS. Here again the consensus 
between the Lives and the Georgian translation allows us to decide that the original 
Petritzonitissa Typikon, like its model, the Panagiou Typikon, had TOUTO yap Eanv TO 

CllTo\JIlEVOV instead ofthe relative clause Kat yap TOUTO Eanv Ev ~ XatpollEV which is a 
secondary elaboration. 

102This is also implied by Leroy's argument for, unless he thought that it was orally 
transmitted, he must have assumed that this "catechesis" was written down at the time. 
The complex sentence structure and the careful phrasing in all versions rules out an ad-hoc 
catechesis which was written down by a member of the audience. 

103Vita A, c. 223, p. 108, H. 4-7: EmaTEnat 6ETlaaV Tots" OlKElOtS- ElS" EmaT~ptetV Ev 
ano6111l1Q: llaKPQ. TE Kat nOAuTIIlEP4l TU'}'Xavwv IlETa TI)V ETIavo6ov Ta EnEaTaAIlEva 
6tE'PPlleE. Vita B, c.64, p. 199, H. 14-15. 

l04Vita B, c. 65, p. 200,11. 9-12: auvEAEeE nuaav T~V aOEA<jloTllTa Kat KaT~XllatV aUTolS 
EK TaU lJaKaptWTaTOU 8EoOWPOU TOU ~Tou61TOU EnOl~aaTO " Eha vouElEOiav TIpOaEElETo 
OlKOElEV. This passage has no counterpart in Vita A. 

lOSVita B, c. 65, p. 200, H. 12-19. 

l06A parallel case we would have with Athanasius' Hypotyposis for Lavra which is also 
"only" an adaptation of the Studite Hypotyposis. 

107This could only be substantiated through a comparison of Athanasius' "catecheses" as 
they appear in the Vita pri ma with the Theodore's collections of cateche ses. 
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mention of "the edifying and salvific stories of his writings (Ta tt.sUXW<j:>EAf) 

Kal (J(D'f~pto: 'f(DV a\JToD (JuyypallIlCXTWV """ 8ll)Y~llaTa)""108 And according to 

his hagiographer Michael Psellos, Nicholas, abbot of the monastery of the 

Horaia Pege, also delivered catecheses to his monks. 109 

Thus, one can make a case that there existed a collection of 

catecheses by Athanasius on various topics which was adapted for the 

Panagiou Typikon. However, the position of the Vita prima in this 

"stemma" can no longer be determined with certainty. It must be left open 

whether Athanasius' catechesis was first adapted for the Panagiou Typikon 

which in turn provided the model for the Vita prima, or whether the 

same catechesis was used directly and independently both in the Vita 

prima and in the Panagiou Typikon. 

Results of the comparative analysis of the overlaps 

between the Lives of Athanasius and Petritzonitissa Typikon 

From the passages in the two Lives which have counterparts in the 

Petritzonitissa Typikon we can draw the following conclusions: 

The analysis of the diatribe against private almsgiving has shown a 

consensus betweenVita B and the Petritzonitissa Typikon against Vita A 

Vita A cannot have been the first Life of Athanasius and the model for 

Vita B as had been the communis opinio until Noret. Rather, Kazhdan 

has been proved right: Vita A is a metaphrasis of a now lost third text, the 

Vita prima, which was also used as model by the Lavriot redactor of Vita 

B. However, we were not able to establish whether the features in which 

Vita B diverges from the consensus between Vita A and the Petritzonitissa 

Typikon and thus also from the Panagiou Typikon are due to the redactor 

of Vita B or whether they go back to the Vita prima. 

108Ufe of Michael Malei"nos, ed. Petit c. 15, p. 560, It. 15-17: Ws- TTOU Kat IlEYaAo<jlpovWS" 

f30WOl Ta tlruXW<jlEAT) Kat aWT~pta TWV alhoG aU'Y'Ypallll(lTWV Evap'YwS" OtT)'Y~~.LaTa. 
However, here the identification as sermons is not certain. The title points rather to a 
collection of "historiae animae utiles (t)ruxw<jlEAT) OlT)'YTlllaTa)". These writings by Michael 
Malernos are now lost, but they may have circulated in the eleventh century because a codex 
called 0 MaAE:'ivoS" appears in the list of books in the Testament of Eustathius Boilas, cf. 
Lemerle, Cinq etudes, p. 25, t. 61. 
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Analysis of a second passage, the regulation concerning the 

maintenance of good order in the refectory, has allowed us to show that 

the Vita prima was indeed no faithful copy of the text of the Panagiou 

Typikon but that its author changed his model to make it fit within the 

hagiographical convention of personal presentation and that the author of 

Vita A then changed the text of the Vita prima in his metaphrasis in order 

to bring his hagiographical model back into line with the text of the 

Panagiou Typikon. 

Conclusion 

In sum, three texts can be attributed to the community of Panagiou, 

however loosely. Of these only Vita A has come down to us unchanged. 

The two earlier texts are lost in their original versions. The existence of 

the Vita prima from which the extant texts Vita A and Vita B are derived 

has been demonstrated through a comparison with parallel passages in the 

Petritzonitissa Typikon. This has also enabled us to sketch the complex 

interplay between the Vita prima and the Panagiou Typikon. 

In the next chapter of my thesis I will establish authorship and 

provenance of these two lost texts and then analyse how the authors of 

Vita A, Vita prima and Panagiou Typikon used their texts in order to 

present themselves and their claims to spiritual authority. 

l09Life of Nicholas of the Horaia Pege by Michael Psellos, ed. Gautier, p. 47, H. 395-396. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

The texts and their authors: Vita A of Athanasius #the Younger" 

and Typikon and Vita prima of Anthony 

The analysis of the previous chapter has shown that three texts can be 

attributed to the monastic setting of Panagiou in the early eleventh 

century. Of these texts only Vita A is still extant in its original verSIon 

whereas the Panagiou Typikon and the Vita prima are lost. Having 

established the interrelation between these texts the next step of the 
OIlS" 

analysis requires A to address the question of authorship. As we have 

already seen, Vita A was written by the Constantinopolitan monk 

Athanasius. Now I will make the case that the two other texts, the 

Panagiou Typikon and the Vita prima, were written by Anthony. 

Having established this attribution I will then discuss how these 

two authors used their texts as vehicles for the images they wanted to 

present of themselves to their audience. I will begin with the extant Vita A 

and then move on to the lost texts, Typikon and Vita prima. 

Vita A and its author, Athanasius ~~the Younger" 

The identity of the author of Vita A has already been established in 

Chapter One. There we saw that Athanasius lithe Younger", a highly

educated former state official, teamed up with Anthony when the latter 

came to the capital and that he lived with him at some time before 1025. 

At the same time it became apparent that in the narrative of Vita A there 

is no reference to the monastery of Panagiou but only to a personal 

relationship with Anthony who is never called abbot. In the following we 

shall see that understanding this silence is essential for an understanding 

of the author and his intentions. First however, we need to establish the 

function of Vita A. 
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The function of Vita A 

In his prologue the author of Vita A presents the text as being destined for 

oral delivery on the feast-day of the saint. 1 However, it is immediately 

obvious that, due to its length and complexity, Vita A was unsuitable for 

use in the liturgy. Already Leroy concluded that the reference to the feast is 

a mere literary conceit.2 Elsewhere, the author always speaks of his 

audience as "readers" and as "those who read this composition".3 

This is corroborated by the manuscript tradition. Of the eight 

manuscripts containing Vita A, four, among them the earliest which dates 

to the eleventh century, contain Vita A only and are therefore cases of 

what Ehrhard classified as "Einzeluberlieferung". In only one manuscript 

the text is found in a liturgical context. The remaining three are 

manuscripts containing collections of texts relating to Athanasius the 

Athonite.4 

Thus, we can rule out a liturgical purpose for Vita A and conclude 

that it was designed for reading. Moreover, the complexity of the text 

made sure that it could only have been understood by a highly educated 

readership. And there is no indication in the text that this audience was 

the community of Panagiou.5 Anthony who was obviously still alive at 

lC£. the phrase "he who is now set before us for a feast", Vita A, c. 1, p. 3, 1. 18: TOV VUV iJl1tv 
£IS EOpTi}V TTPOKEt IlEVOV. 

2This was already stressed by Leroy, 'Deux vies', p.41l. 
3,,} entreat the readers", Vita A, c. 3, p. 4, 1. 24: a~uD TOUS- TTupuTuyxavovTas-, and "those 
who read this composition", Vita A, c. 72, p. 35, 1. 30: ot T416E T41 auyypallllun 
EVTuyxavovTE S-. 

4"fhe oldest surviving manuscript, Codex Mosquensis graecus 242 of the Historical Museum. 
foIl. 1-161, Noret's manuscript 5, which dates to the eleventh century, only contains Vita A. 
Cl. Noret's introduction to the Lives of Athanasius, pp. xxx-xxxii. l. Other manuscripts 
classified as "Einzeliiberlieferung" by Noret: Cod. Athens, National Library, 2147, s. 14, 
Noret, xxi-xxii, Cod. Athous Esphigmenou,76, s. 14, Noret, xxii-xxiv, Cod. Athous Lavra, M 
89, s. 15 (?), Noret, xxvii-xxviii. ll. Manuscripts classified as "Athanasian corpus" by 
Noret: Cod. Athous Lavra, M 88, s. 14, Noret, xxv-xxvii, Cod. Istanbul, Ecumenical 
Patriarchate, Fond Hagia Trias, 65, s. 14, Noret, xxviii-xxx, Cod. Athous Lavra, E 194, s. 
14/15, Noret, xxxii-xxxiv. III. Cod. Athous Karakallou, 52, s. 14, Noret, xxiv-xxv: 
"metaphrastic menologium". 
Yrhe author of Vita A clearly did not write his text at the request of either Anthony or the 
monks of Panagiou as the authors of so many other Liv es did. 
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the time when Vita A was written is never addressed.6 Nor does the 

author of Vita A ever refer to a monastic community or identify himself 

as member of one.7 Throughout the text he speaks of his readers in 

exceedingly vague terms.8 

The only exception to this rule is found ID the last posthumous 

miracle in Vita A where the monks of Lavra are addressed when the 

author introduces the person of Cosmas: "as for Cosmas the once 

ecclesiarch of the Lavra I know that all you who are from Lavra have 

either apprehended him by hearsay or even by sight."9 This address had 

misled Lemerle into believing that Vita A was written at Lavra. 10 Leroy 

6Athanasius refers to Anthony as being alive when he states: "this my present teacher who 
is called Anthony", Vita A, c. 247, p. 118, H. 28-30: Tm1T41 B~ Tl/) nJp EIl-41 BlBao"KaA41 oS' 

' AVTWVlOS' KEKAT]Tm, and when he refers to Anthony with the words "through whom (sc. 
Anthony) you may judgemy soul to be shepherded in the future", Vita A, c. 255, p. 124, 11. 
13-17: Bl' oQ nOlll-alvE<J8at TauTTlv (sc. T~V tlruxrlv jlou) ... . KplVEtaS' yE Et<JETl. However, 
while he is not addressed he is repeatedly pointed out to the audience ("this here" TOI1T41 
Br\). The significance of this distinction will be discussed in the following. 

7In the few cases where the author of Vita A speaks about himself and his audience in the 
first person plural he simply refers to their being human beings in general, so for example 
when he juxtaposes the behaviour shown by "the majority of us" with Athanasius' 
endurance, Vita A, c. 112, p. 53, 1. 13: 01. nAElovES' T]jlwv. 

&rypical cases are the comment"for the devil is also conversant in scripture, as you know", 
Vita A, c. 114, p. 55, n. 27-28: E<Jn yap Kat ypa<!>wv El1nnpoS' b naAall-valOS' Ws- l<JTE, and 
the statement about suffering and divine prOvidence: "I will leave the judgementto you who 
are wiser than me", Vita A, c. 111, p. 53, n. 8-9: Ull-lV napaxwpw TOlS' EIl-0U <JO<!>WTE'potS' 
BlaYlVW<JKElV. Some of the references are more difficult to interpret, so when the author of 
Vita A refers to "some" who "stupidly" asked for the year of the foundation of the Lavra, 
Vita A, c. 72, p. 34, 11. 25-26: El. BE nVES' l.BlKWS' Kat TO ETOS' ~ Il-QnOV t6lWTtKWS' 
ananoum: Kat yap anllTrlKaO"lV. This could refer to a previous interaction with audience. 
However, it seems more likely that Noret, introduction to the Lives of Athanasius, p. 
cxxxiv, is right in thinking that this is a topos. In any case, the "some" remain unidentified. 
More specific is a comment on the problem of visitors to hermits: "You certainly know who 
have come to know the whole matter by experience how very repulsive ... this is to those 
who have separated themselves from the many", Vita A, c. 38, p. 17, n. 6-7: lUTE BE 
navTwS' Ol. nEipq TO nQV EYVWKOTES' otov Eunv anEuKToTaTov TOlS' TWV nOAAWV 
EauTouS' ... xwplua<Jl. The people addressed here are obviously monks who have lived in 
seclusion. However, again the statement is too vague to allow an identification, for 
example with Anthony, or even to decide whether this is a "real" address. 

9Vita A, c. 254, p. 122, n. 2-3: Koul1QV TOV EKKATlatapXTlv nOTE Tl)S' AaupaS' OUOl Tl)S' 
AaupaS' ota ' on Ol. Il-EV aKofj napEtAr\<!>aTE Ot BE Kat otjJEt. 

l~emerle, 'Vie ancienne', p. 59. In his refutation of Lemerle Leroy pointed out that such an 
explicit reference would make much better sense if Vita A had not been intended for a 
Lavriot audience, d. Leroy, 'Deux vies', 411. In his recent article Kazhdan has used this 
address in Vita A to argue a Lavriot provenance of the Vita prima, d. Kazhdan, 
'Hagiographical Notes', 539, and again 544: "We may surmise that it (sc. the Vita prima) 
was created in the Lavra very soon after S. Athanasius' death." In doing so he is on even 
shakier ground than Lemerle because there is no way to prove that this address was 
already part of the Vita prima. In the second half of this chapter I will show that the 
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who proved the Constantinopolitan provenance of Vita A argued that it 

was a mere literary formula. 11 While this is a possible explanation the 

address could also be seen in the context of the author's rivalry with Lavra 

which I shall discuss later on.12 For the moment we can conclude that the 

text of Vita A has no recognizable function within the community of 

Panagiou. 

The autobiographical passages in Vita A 

For an understanding of the purpose of Vita A, however, we are not 

limited to isolated references to an envisaged audience. In Chapter One I 

have already mentioned that in his text the author of Vita A repeatedly 

speaks about himself. There I analysed these passages for what can be 

gleaned for the history of Panagiou. At the same time, however, I pointed 

out that the autobiographical sections of Vita A are difficult to use as a 

source for historical events because the data given by the author of Vita A 

are part of a complex explanatory framework from which they cannot be 

separated. Now we need to return to these sections in order to look at this 

"superstructure". This will give us an understanding of the self-image of 

the author of Vita A as transported through the Life. 

Apart from the last posthumous miracle where he introduces 

himself as "eye-witness" there are three such passages in Vita A: the 

prologue, the epilogue with a prayer to the saint, and a passage at the end 

of a series of miracles performed by Athanasius during his life-time. For 

Vita prima was written in Constantinople. 

llLeroy, 'Deux vies', p. 411, concluded that the address is "purement oratoire". Leroy based 
his conclusiononthe fact that such formulae are part of a stock of rhetorical devices. A less 
elaborate version is found in the tenth-century Life of Nicholas of Stoudios, PG, 105, 893A: 

' AvaToAlOv ota' on TOV ~I1ETEPOV TTolllEva TTavTES" ETTlaTaa8al. Cf. also the Life of Luke of 
Hellas, ed. Sophianos, c. 70, p. 199: nosoS" QV laaal TTavTES". 

12Another possible reference to the Athonites is found in the description of how Athanasius 
washed the feet of his monks (an episode which has no counterpart in Vita B). This episode 
is introduced with the phrase "those who were there may tell", Vita A, c. 133, p. 63, 1. 1: 
BtllYEla8waav ol. Kat aUYYEvoIlEVOt. Here the author of Vita A seems to envisage the 
possibility of a contact between them and his audience. Again one cannot tell whether this 
is to be taken literally. 
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an auther to speak about himself is, of course, nothing unusual in 

Byzantine hagiography.13 Nevertheless, hagiographers are rarely as 

forthcoming with information about themselves as the author of Vita A 

who turns his text into an intensely personal statement. 

I will concentrate on the longest passage in which the author 

presents himself as recipient of a miracle. This passage follows a series of 

stories of miracles which Athanasius performed during his lifetime and 

precedes the syncrisis and the narrative of the saint's death. 14 The author 

begins with the following announcement: 

"Now it is time to also bring forward that about me which has been 

promised by me even when I started to speak because this should not be 

left out either: from where and how and from what manner of thought 

we were first impelled and what it was that moved us to undertake this 

struggle because this, too, is one of the miracles of that one (sc. 

Athanasius}."15 With these words the author of Vita A refers back to a 

passage in the prologue in which he had announced that he would 

explain what made him write the text. 16 Having identified his motivation 

as a "miracle" which Athanasius performed on him he then continues by 

specifying what this miracle consisted in: 

"What now is it? Certainly the virtue of the man! Having been 

utterly overcome by it because I heard fame say great things about him I, 

l:Yrhe positions of the autobiographical passages in Vita A conform with the rommon 
practice in Byzantine hagiography. As a rule hagiographers speak about themselves at the 
beginning where they explain their motivation and at the end when they wind up with a 
prayer to the saint whose life they have written. 
14Here one can compare the Life of Joannicius by Peter, c. 68, ed. Delehaye, Acta Sanctorum, 
Novembris,I1, 1 (Brussels, 1894), pp. 428-430, the last episode before the narrative of the 
saint's death is a narrative of the only contact between saint and hagiographer. 

lSVita A, 213, 103, 5-6: Katpos BE ~BTJ Kat TO: nEpt ~JiWV 0 Kat apXOIlEV41 TOU i\Eynv 
unE<JXT)Tat JiOl - ouBE yap TaUTa napai\Et nTEov - Eis IlE<JOV 8Eival 08EV TE Kat onws 
KaK nOlou TO npWTov WPIl~8TJJiEV XoywllOU Kat Tt TO KlV~<Jav ~Ilas TOV aywva TOUTOV 
EV<JTll<Ja<J8al EnEt Kat TOUTO IlEPOS TWV EKE1VOU 8aUIl(hwv. The function of this 
introductory passage is evident: by identifying the reasons for the writing of the text with a 
miracle that Athanasius performed on him the author of Vita A can add his story to the 
previous miracle stories. 
16cf. the prologue: "What has made me this speech and what h as and what has impelled 
me to undress for this struggle are many things and such that need a long speech which J 
shall say later in its own time", Vita A, c. 2, p. 3, 11. 1-3: TO: IlEv OUV TOV Xoyov 1101 
nEnOlT)KOTa Kat npos TOUTOV anoBuoao8m napoPlll)OaVTa TOV aywva noi\i\u Kat nOAAOU 
BEOJiEVa i\oyou a Kat Eis UOTEPOV Ev Kalp4l lBt4l EpW. 
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the writer and speaker of this, was ever nurturing the desire where from I 

do not know and this desire was vanquishing all desires. Then there was 

also growing up in its turn some sorrow about this from elsewhere and I 

was considering it as not a small misfortune not to have arrived at a 

participation of his appearance and graces. Thereafter there was also 

entering me some divine love through a divine nod and was forcing me 

to overlook all that belongs to the circumvolution down below. But when 

I was also searching for someone who could help me concerning that 

which was desired, he (se. Anthony) who was after him and was 

confirmed by him came to my knowledge and that that divine man (se. 

Athanasius) had preferred him to all those who were under him and 

judged him alone worthy of the leadership of the great number; and as 

this was now being taken in by me to my knowledge, that what was related 

to the desire was also taking an end."17 

At this point follows a long and apologetic passage about the fact 

that the author of Vita A did not turn to other witnesses than Anthony.18 

Then the main theme of Athanasius' impact on the author of Vita A is 

taken up again: 

"But I, ascribing everything first to the first cause of my and all good 

things who instilled the desire into me from the beginning, then also to 

his genuine servant (se. Athanasius) who not only made known to me 

this man (se. Anthony), I mean my teacher, but also separated him from 

the great number and bringing (se. him) gives him to me completely as 

educator of things divine and father completely, bring in turn for this so 

17Vita A, c. 213, p. 103, H. 6-22: TI ouv EOTt; ~aAt<JTa ~Ev 1) TOU av6poS" apETl)- ~S" 
KaTaKpaS" clAOUS" EYW 6 Taiha ypa<!>wv Kat AEYWV ota TT)S" <!>-')~TlS ~EyaAa nEpt athou 
8puAouoTlS aKouwv ETPE<!>OV aEt TOV noeov no8Ev OUK olBa Kat TIlivraS" EvlKa no8ous 6 
no 80S" oinos-- 8. Ta Kat AunT) TlS" Ent TOUT41 naALv hEpwOEV aVE<!>UETO Kat (JtJ ~<!>OpO:V OU 
1l1KPO:V EnOlOUIlTlV TO ~l) TT)S TOUTOU 8Eas Kat TWV xaplTwv E:v ~ETOX-n YEVE08at- EnEl Ta 
IlE TlS Kat 8Elos EPWS" daliEl VElillaTl 8El41 Kat naVTWV unEp1BE1V caa TT)S K(lTW 
nEpujlOptis" E~l(i t;;ETO- Ws- BE Kat Tlva TOV BUVall-EVDV ~Ol aUIl-~aAEa8aL npos TO 
no8oUllEVOV EnEt;;-.)TOUV Kat 6 ~ET' aUTOV Kat nap' at'nou IlEllapTUpT)IlEVOS ElS" yvwalv 
~A8c 1101 Kat Ws- 6 Mos- EKElVOS- aVl)p navrwv atJTov TWV un' aUTov npOEKp1VE Kat 
1l0VOV TT)S npoaTaa{as TWV ToaOUTWV a~lOV EKP1VE- Ws- OUV ElS" yvwatv 1101 T011TO 

napEAal1f3avETo Kat TO: TOO n680u nEpas- EAa~f3avE. 

18Vita A, c. 213, pp. 103-104, H. 20-41. This passage was quoted and interpreted by Leroy, 
'Deux vies', p. 425. 
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great kindness and the miracle about me, as some other present to him, 

this speech." 19 

After a second defence against an envisaged criticism of boastfulness 

the author returns to the events for a third time:20 

"Besides what is so amazing if our faith taking a larger share 

achieved the whole? For if faith knows how to move mountains, the fixed 

and unmoveable, does it not even more (sc. know) how to separate the 

moveable and save him completely for those who kept this (sc. faith) 

unbent for that one (sc. Athanasius). This shows our great desire from the 

beginning which evidently did not happen without faith, and the 

outcome of the matters which is a clear proof of faith and what is now still 

happening. And to have so genuinely welcomed him (sc. Anthony) who 

had been confirmed by him (sc. Athanasius) is this not a unerring 

testimony of faith?"21 

Paraphrase of the contents 

This passage is typical for the obscure style of the author of Vita A who 

uses complex syntax and has a penchant for abstract expression which is 

especially obvious in the use of demonstrative pronouns instead of 

personal names.22 For this reason I shall first give a summary of the 

19Vita A, c. 213, p. 104, H. 41-49: EYw 6E TTPOlTOV I1Ev T4J TTPWT£tJ TWV EI1WV Kat TTaVTWV 
Ka},wv alTt41 Te TTaV Emypaljlwv oS" Tev TTOeOV l10t TOUTOV apxfleEV EvEoTa~Ev ETTElTa 
Kat Tc$ mhou YV1)o1.41 BEpaTTOVTl oS" TOUTOV l10t Tev av6pa Tev EI10V AEYW 6l6aoKaAov 
OUK EyvwPWE 110VOV clAAa Kat TWV TOO Olhwv aTTOKptVaS" OAOV l10t 6{6W<Jl G>E PWV 
TTalBEUTllV TE TWV BElwv Kat TTaTEpa TO OAOV aVTElCTG>Epw TllS" TOaaUT1)S' EUEPYEo1.aS" Kat 
TOU TTEpt EI1E BaUl1aTOS' waTTEp ano Tt 6wpov atJT4J TOV AOyOV. 

20rhis passage will be discussed further down. 

21Vita A, c. 213, pp. 104-105, 11. 61-70: aAAwS" TE Kat Tt BaUl1aOTOV El 1) TTtaTlS" ~I1WV 
TT AE OVEKTouaa TO TTaV ~vuaEv ; El yap Op1) Ta TTETT1)YOTa Kat aKiV1)Ta I1ETaKlVElv ottk 
Kat I1EBtaTaV ~ TTtOTlS" TTOa41 yE l1anOV a<j>lOTaV TOV KlVOIJI1EVOV Kat TOlS aKAlvfl 
TaUT1)V EKElV41 TET1)pl')Koatv OAtKWS' aTTOK aBla'f(lv; 61)A01 6E 0 TE l1£yaS' ~I1WV avwBEV 
TToBoS' OUK aVEU maTEWS' 61)Aa6~ YEYEVTjI1£VOS" Kat ~ TWV TTpaYl1aTWV EKj3aOlS" aaljl~ S" 
ODaa maTEwS" EAEYX0S" Kat a vUV i)6Tj TEAOUVTat" Kat TO TOV TTap' aUTOU I1El1apTUpTWEVOV 
oihw y V1)o1.wS" aaTTaaaoBat ou l1apruPtoV a41Eu6ES" maTE wS"; Both meaning and syntax of 
part of this passage are not quite clear to me, especially the phrase Kat a vUV i)6Tj 

TEAOUVTal. 

22For this reason I have supplied the name in brackets in my translation. 
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contents and then look at the framework in which the author makes sense 

of the events leading up to the composition of the Life. 

As we have seen, the passage starts out as an explanation of the 

causes and motives for writing the text. The author of Vita A presents his 

story in three different versions. However, he does not simply recast the 

same information three times but each time adds some new details. 

In the first version the author gives the most detailed account of the 

stages leading from the conception of the "desire" to write the life to the 

point when he was in a position to fulfil this desire. True to his intention 

to explain what induced him to write the Life the author of Vita A starts 

with his first contact with Athanasius. Having heard about the great 

reputation of Athanasius as a man of virtue he was so smitten by it that he 

planned to write the Life of the saint. However, at the same time he was 

worried about the fact that he had no first-hand knowledge of the saint: he 

had never seen him or experienced him in interaction. Then he 

developed another desire: he wanted to leave the world and become 

monk. At this point he looked for someone who could help him to 

accomplish what he desired. This was when he heard about Anthony who 

as the favourite disciple of the saint and his designated successor had the 

best credentials as a source for the life of the saint. 

In the second version of the sequence of events the information 

which had been given before is much more condensed. Of the different 

themes only two reappear: "desire to write the life" and "getting to know 

Anthony". However, at the same time additional information is 

introduced. Anthony now appears not only as source for Athanasius' life 

but also as spiritual father for the author. This new aspect is also found in 

the third version where special stress is put on the author's "subjection" to 

Anthony. 
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Three different perspectives 

The previous summary has shown how the author almost imperceptibly 

glides from one theme to the next and how none of the different sections 

can be considered self-contained. However, the most striking difference 

between the three versions are the frameworks within which the events 

are presented. Whereas in the first version the steps leading to the 

fulfilment of the author's wishes appear as a simple list in chronological 

order, in the second version the framework has changed completely. The 

author now supplies the causes for everything that has befallen him. The 

events which had been merely described before are now traced back to 

their causes and then presented as emanating from them. The two causes 

the "events" are traced back to are God who instilled the "desire" to write 

the Life and Athanasius who lets the author of Vita A know about 

Anthony and who "gives" Anthony to him. Thus, the author develops a 

complex causal framework in which God and the saint appear as actors.23 

In his third presentation of the events the author of Vita A shifts 

the perspective back to himself but introduces his own "faith" as a 

supernatural element within himself by which he can make things 

happen in a way that exceeds normal human actions.24 Again the agency 

of faith is demonstrated (6l)Aol) through an interpretation of the events. 

This is most evident in the first point where the author comes back to his 

"desire" mentioned in the first two presentations but now closely 

associates it with "faith" .25 

23The author takes care that God and the saint do not act on the same level. The hierarchy 
of causes is safeguarded in various ways. First, Godis introduced as "first cause" of all good 
things that happen, which include those who are channelled through the saint. Secondly, 
the saint is called "servant" of God. Everything is immaculately orthodox as one would 
expect from our author who is not some hedge-monk getting carried away with his 
admiration for the saint. 

2*rhis third development is considerably more complicated than the previous ones as new 
aspects which have been introduced in the mean-time are also integrated. I shall leave 
them aside and limit the interpretation to the points that have appeared before. 

25rhe author of Vita A stresses the identity of the "events" despite the change of 
framework by using the same expressions as before but "translating" them from "neutral" 
events into a "actions" caused by actors. This is obvious in the sequence of hPE<pOV O:Et TOV 

noOov noOEV OUK otoa in the first presentation, oS" TOV noOov !lOt TOUTOV apxil8Ev 

EVEuTaeEV in the second, and 3 TE JlEyaS" ~I1WV avw8Ev n60os- OUK aVEU mUTEW<) OT]AaoiJ 
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The intensity of the "desire" which had been merely stated in the 

first version is thus taken as proof that it must have been sustained by 

something more than merely human emotions, either God's providence 

or the author's "faith".26The author of Vita A introduces these two agents 

as alternative explanations. This is most obvious when we compare the 

author's statement that he ascribes "the whole (TO TTaV)" to God as agent 

with the later one where it is his faith which achieved "the whole (TO 

TTaV)".27 However, this does not mean that they are mutually exclusive. 

Here the author of Vita A uses the traditional explanation for how 

miracles come to pass: as an interplay between the one who performs the 

miracle and the faith of the recipient of the miracle.28 

The case for a miracle and the manipulation of the reader 

The author's intention is evident: he wants to convince his audience of 

the providential "miraculous" character of the events that befell him, 

something which is not immediately obvious from the events. The 

starting-point for this development was the first account in which 

references to supernatural causes are carefully avoided.29 Therefore one 

could argue that this passage tells us "what really happened" and that the 

rest is simply superstructure where the interpretation by the author all but 

obscures the "historical" events. As we have seen, the different points of 

the first presentation are easily identified and described. However, one 

must be careful not to immediately assume that the first description is a 

YEYEVll~EVOS in the third. Here the link is driven home to the reader through the variation 
of the temporal adverbs aEt, apxfiBEV, avw8EV. Cf. also b l1-E'r' allTl)V ... EIS YVWOl.V ~A8E 
11-01 which is taken upagain in'TouT<Jv 11-01 'TOV livBpa ... EYVWplOE. 

26As regards the last point there is a correspondence between Bl6W(H and aanciaaa8a1: the 
welcoming of Anthony is now seen from the perspective of the author of Vita A. 

nCf. 'T4J npw'TqJ 'TWV EjlWV Kat miv'Twv KUAWV al:rlqJ 'TO nay Em ypci$wv in the second 
presentation and ~ mans ~I1WV nAEOVEK'TOUOa 'TO nay TjvuoEV in the third. 

28yhis concept is already found in the Gospels, especially in the story of the healing of the 
woman with the bloody flux. 

29-rhe only exception is the author's "passion" to become a monk which is expressly related 
back to the will of God. However, this is also a bit of information that is not immediately 
related to his relation with Athanasius and that does not appear later on 
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"neutral" presentation. A closer look at the way in which it is phrased 

belies this assumption. 

In order to understand the specific character and function of the first 

presentation it is best to start with the manner in which the events are 

presented. The passage begins with a sentence which has a relatively 

complex syntax.30 From then, however, the structure changes noticeably. 

The next sentences are all main clauses simply stringed together, first aTa 

Kat, then ETTEt Ta ... Kat, and then Ws- BE Kat. Thus the author creates a 

monotonous sequence of 11 and then also ... and then also" without any 

attempt to integrate the single statements into a more complex structure 

or to introduce even the most basic accentuation)l The same observation 

can be made when the sentences themselves are analysed. There are 

always two finite verbs in each sentence which are simply coordinated 

through Kat even where a subordination, either temporal or causal, would 

have been possible.32 

A look at the individual expressions shows that they are equally 

undefined. This is evident in the use of the indefinite pronoun TIS in the 

list AUTTl) TIS, TIS ... EpuJS and TIva TOV ouva~Evov (instead of a simple TOV 

ouva~Evov). Moreover, throughout the author uses verbs in the imperfect 

which gives the passage an air of hesitancy and groping about.33 This 

impression is in keeping with the statements TTo8EV OUK oloa where the 

author expressly states that he does not know the cause of his "desire" and 

also in the corresponding hEpuJ8EV aVEq:nJETO which leaves the origin of his 

"sorrow" equally undetemined. 

When we now turn to the second presentation of the events the 

contrast could not be more radical. All steps that have been described in a 

disjointed fashion in the first part are now summed up in TO TTl1.V, thus 

marking them out as parts of a coherent whole. Instead of a string of 

30rhe relative pronoun its" is dependent on the following participle ai\ous to which the 
explanatory ota ... a Kouwvalso refers and a i\ous in turn depends on the finite verb ETPE<j> OV. 

31Until we reach Ws- 6E Kalthe author not even uses the juxtaposition llEV - 6E. 

320nly the last two sentences include a subordinate clause. 

33Cf. the series ETPE<j>OV, hlKa, aVE<j>u ETo, ETIOlOUllTjV, ElOl:JEl, Ei3la(E'fO and ETIE(Tj'fOUV. This 
only changes at the moment when the author of Vi ta A gets to know about Anthony which 
brings a change to the aorist ~ i\8E. 
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independent sentences, we find one complex structure into which all the 

single elements are integrated. Now the author shows himself to be fully 

in charge: he begins the sentence with EYW sE whereas before he referred to 

himself mostly either in the accusative or the dative. The sentence then 

follows the activity of the author who ascribes to himself the two actions 

Em ypa<j>wv and aVTElcr<j>EPW: the participle shows him as identifying the 

causes behind the events and understanding their share in what has 

happened and the finite verb shows him as reacting according to this 

understanding. 

This glaring difference leaves no doubt that the disjointed 1/ dull" 

presentation in the first part is intentional.34 The author is obviously a 

great stylist in whose hands language becomes a supple instrument that 

mirrors exactly the contents that it expresses.35 In the first version he 

simply registers a succession of emotions and actions that "happen" 

within him or to him without being able to trace their causes. Thus he 

implies not only that there is no supernatural framework for the 

explanation but that there is no framework at a ll. This means that the first 

version is presented in a way that it must appear as unsatisfactory and 

"deficient" to the reader, just as it does to the author who presents himself 

as baffled about the persistence of intensity of his desire of unknown 

origin. And this is exactly the impression the author of Vita A wants to 

create. The first presentation does not stand on its own but is already part 

of the complex structure in which the author of Vita A "makes sense" of 

what had happened. 

This careful orchestration allows us to conclude that neither the 

author of Vita A nor his audience has a "naIve" belief in miracles. It is 

telling that the author of Vita A never mentions a direct contact with the 

supernatural. He does not claim a personal revelation by the saint nor 

does he describe the workings of providence as self-evident. Instead, he 

34rhe third version is again more disjointed. However, here one can argue that the author 
has already made his point in the second version and can therefore stress other aspects 
which he introduces here. 
35J'he same vagueness we find when he says that sorrow welled up "from somewhere else 
(hE pUl8EV)". 
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presents himself as a man who uses his "reason (AOYOS)" in order to 

establish the causes for what has happened to him. This fits in with the 

"enlightened" attitude of the author which Noret has stressed and which 

is especially evident in his comments about miracles.36 

Vita A as historical source: the #passivity" of the author 

This presentation has obvious consequences for the use of the 

autobiographical section in Vita A by modern scholars and highlights the 

problems experienced in Chapter One when we tried to glean historical 

information from it. In keeping with the interpretation given so far it is 

necessary for the author to present his contact with Anthony in a way that 

it cannot be ascribed to his own efforts. Like the emotions mentioned 

before the information about Anthony "comes" to him as if on its own 

regard. The two phrases "came to my knowledge (d.s YVW(JlV ~A8E 110t)" 

and "was brought to my knowledge (d.s yvwaiv 110t ... TTapEAal1!3avETo)" are 

chosen to present the author of Vita A as the passive recipient of 

information. Thus he ceates a void into which St Athanasius can then be 

inserted who in the second version appears as the one who "makes 

known (EYVWptGE)" Anthony. 

Therefore Leroy's conclusion that the author of Vita A has met 

Anthony "presque par hasard" must be qualified.37 This is the impression 

the author of Vita A wanted to give of how the contact had been 

established but not necessarily what "really" happened. The author of Vi ta 

A may well have had a hand in it. 

We can conclude that in the case of a sophisticated text like Vita A 

little is gained by extricating "data" and that a simple quarrying of the text 

without an analysis of the author's intentions will result in misleading 

conclusions. 

36cf. Norefs introduction to the Lives of Athanasius, pp. cxxxiv-cxxx:v. 

37Leroy, 'Deux vies', p. 425: "il a rencontre Antoine presque par hasard". 
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Anthony within the framework of the autobiographical section 

So far I have focussed on St Athanasius and on the author of Vita A as 

actors, the former as agent of divine providence and the latter as effecting 

changes through his faith. Now I will determine the position accorded to 

Anthony as the "successor" of Athanasius and "teacher" of the author of 

Vita A and thus as the "middle link" between the twO.38 As we have seen 

Anthony appears in all three versions of the events but is given different 

roles. First we only hear that he came to the knowledge of the author of 

Vita A, then that he also became his spiritual father, and finally that he 

had him as "subject (u1TO'TaKTIKos-)". 

This information is part of the overall framework through which 

the author of Vita A explains the events leading to his monastic vocation 

and the composition of the Life. Analysing this framework will allow us 

to determine what function the author of Vita A ascribed to Anthony in 

this context. 

We have seen that in the first presentation of the events leading up 

to the contact with Anthony the author of Vita A carefully avoided to 

make reference to his own initiative so that Athanasius could then in a 

second step be identified as the actor. The same is evidently true for 

Anthony who is not given an active role in the interaction but remains 

passive. This passivity is even more pronounced in the second version of 

the events where Athanasius is shown as engineering the contact between 

Anthony and the author of Vita A. With Anthony the saint gives the 

author a person who has the necessary information for accomplishing his 

aim of writing the Life and the product is then returned to the saint. The 

terminology used is telling: the author of Vita A states that Athanasius 

gave Anthony as a "gift" (6wpov) to him and that he gives the speech as a 

38"To his successor, this my present teacher who is called Anthony", Vita A, c. 247, p. 118, 
U. 29-30: T(P BE Bta66X41 alhou TOUT!.!! B~ T41 VUV EI141 BlBaUKaA41 Os- ' AVTWVlOS KEKAljTal. 

In fact, the author of Vita A states that he chose Anthony because he was Athanasius 
himself in a sense, cf. Vita A , cf. c. 213, p. 103,1. 22: ota Kat nap' EKElVOU TO <:ljTOUI1EVOV ~ 
I1l1Hov El.n El .v avrol/ b-dl/ol/ EXElV v Ol1i (;OVTI. 
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"return-gift" (avTiowpov) to Athanasius.39 Both actors use intermediaries 

through which they communicate and Anthony is treated like an 

inanimate object on the same level as the speech. This is especially 

evident in the use of the participle "bringing (<j>EfXDV)" by which the author 

of Vita A described how Athanasius made Anthony known to him and 

which corresponds to "I bring in return (aVTEl<J<j>EpW)" referring to the 

author of Vita A and his speech. 

The same constellation is found in a prayer at the end of the text 

where the author of Vita A addresses Athanasius: "But what is from us, 

what and whatever the teacher (sc. Anthony) who is given us has related 

(sc. is) lacking in worth beyond words but wanting in no respect in 

eagerness. Him (sc. Anthony) we now bring to you yourself (sc. 

Athanasius) who has given this grand present (sc. Anthony) and at the 

same time also the speech instead of all else, the one to be intercessor and 

the other as return-present."40 

This prayer again describes an interaction between the hagiographer 

and the saint alone. Anthony is simply a "gift" (owpov) which "is given" 

(oEBo~EVOS) by Athanasius who appears as the "giver" (&&JKon) and the 

speech is the "return-gift" (avTiOwpov). Although Anthony is called upon as 

"intercessor" (TTPE<J(3lV) this does little to diffuse the impression of his being 

an object. Indeed, in both passages Anthony is pOinted to with "this man 

(TOUTOV ... TOV avBpa)" and "this splendid gift (TO JIE'yaAOTTpETTES TOUTO 

6wpov)" as if he were present but, unlike Athanasius, he is not addressed.41 

39Vita A, c. 213, p. 106, H. 47-49: TOV ElloV BlBao"KaAOV 1l0l BlBw(H (sc.o ' A8avaolOS) 

aVTEloq,EPW ... 6wpov atJT(~ TOV AOyOV. 

40Vita A, c. 255, pp. 123-124, H. 9-15: TO: 6E nap' 1lllWV onota Kat olanEp 0 napa OOU (SC. 

' A8avaolou) 6E6ollEVOS 6l6aoKaAos (sc. 'AvntivlOS) uqlTrYtlOaTO TitS IlEV aetaS OUO' ooov 
cl nciv anoAElnOIlEVa TitS 6E np08ulltas OU6Ev EAaTT01JIlEVa QV vuv a'JT(~ oot T41 
6EOOJKon TO IlEyaAonpEnES Toiho Bwpov 01100 Kat TOV AOYOV aVTI navTo,> npooayollEv 
TOV IlEV Eis npEol'llv TOV OE Eis £ivTi6wpov. 

41Vita A, c. 213, p. 104, l. 44; Vita A, c. 255, p. 124,1. 13. 
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Conclusion: Anthony as link between St Athanasius 

and the author of Vita A 

We can sum up that already in the first version the events are narrated 

entirely from the perspective of the author of Vita A. And this is even 

more so in the second and the third versions where Athanasius and the 

author himself appear as actors. The stress either on the "push" of 

providence or on the supernatural "pull" exerted on Anthony by the faith 

of the author of Vita A makes it very difficult to come to any conclusion as 

to how the contact was established. Anthony is never shown as acting in 

his own right: he is like a pawn used by the author and the saint for their 

own purposes. 

The controversy with Lavra 

So far we have analysed how the author of Vita A constructed a personal 

relation with 5t Athanasius via the saint's favourite disciple Anthony. By 

doing so he claimed to be the heir of the Athanasian tradition. This claim, 

however, brought him into opposition with the members of Athanasius' 

community at Lavra who could with equal justification consider 

themselves heirs of Athanasius' monastic vision. 

This meant that he had to cover up the failure of Anthony to 

become Athanasius' successor in his own monastery. He did so in his 

usual way: by showing himself as the final destination of all events which 

are telescoped from his perspective. As we have already seen he asserts 

that it was Athanasius himself who posthumously separated Anthony 

from the many monks of Lavra. Thus the author of Vita A presents his 

own need and not the revolt at Lavra as the "real" reason for Anthony's 

leaving Mt Athos. However, he does not stop at this point but insinuates a 

providential movement that precedes Athanasius' death and the quarrel 

about his succession. In the first presentation of the events the author of 

Vita A details the information he obtained about Anthony in two 
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consecutive statements; Athanasius "preferred (sc. Anthony) to all those 

who were under him (navTLuv ... TWV un' al./TOV npoEKp1.VE)", and he 

"judged him alone worthy of the leadership of the so many (~6vov TllS

npooTacrlas- TWV TOOOUTluV a~ov EKP1.VE)." These two statements must be 

seen together with the author's statement found in the second 

presentation that Athanasius gave Anthony to him "having separated 

him from the so many (TWV TocrOUTluV O:noKplvaS-)". What is implied here is 

certainly more than just a temporal sequence. The author of Vita A has 

obviously taken great pains to create a resemblance between the three 

phrases, especially through the repetition of the object TWV TOOOUTU.W and 

the series npoEKp1.VE, a~ov EKP1.VE, O:noKplvaS-. Thus, he can give the 

impression that there is a predestined and therefore inevitable sequence in 

Athanasius' actions. Now everything appears to be part of a providential 

plan which was already in place when Athanasius chose Anthony as 

successor and it is insinuated that at that time Athanasius already knew 

that Anthony would end up as the spiritual father of the author of Vita A. 

The parable of the lost sheep 

As already pointed out by Leroy, the autobiographical passage in Vita A is 

characterised by the author's polemic stance against people whose criticism 

he expects and attempts to anticipate. This polemic can already be felt in 

the defence of Anthony as source which the author adds after the first 

presentation of the events. In the second half of the autobiographical 

section, however, it becomes the predominant theme. It is developed in 

two passages which are separated from one another by the section in 

which the author of Vita A introduces his faith as agent and which I have 

already discussed before. The first passage reads as follows: 

11 And none of those who are reckless in all respects shall latch 

themselves onto me here as using the speech in a too conceited way and 

thinking me better than those many - as one might say - and eager ones, 

thinking badly and being exceedingly mistaken and being unexperienced 
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in divine knowledge; for witness without fail of this is for me my Christ 

who for a while left the many according to number and came to the one 

that was astray and having found it took it up on his shoulders, the good 

shepherd, rejoicing in the finding of it more than in all the others 

together. Imitating him in this, too, his imitator preferred that which had 

gone astray to those who were unstraying and the one that suffered to 

those that do not need a cure, as it was not possible to achieve the cure in 

any other way but through him or through the one that had been 

confirmed by him." 42 

As the author of Vita A states at the beginning the function of this 

passage is a defence against the criticism that he is being "boastful" when 

he puts himself above "those many and zealous", that is, the monks of 

Lavra. This criticism is then rejected by a reference to Biblical precedent. 

The author first paraphrases the parable about Christ as the good shepherd 

who leaves the ninety-nine sheep in order to look for the one that has 

gone astray. Then he applies it to the specific stituation and points out that 

Christ's imitator left the monks of Lavra who were not in need of care in 

order to look after the needy author of Vita A. This self-deprecating 

statement and the praise for the Lavriots is dearly meant to placate those 

who found his claim outrageous. 

But who is the imitator of Christ who left Lavra? At first one will 

assume that it is Anthony and that the story is now told from his 

perspective. However, the last sentence with its juxtaposition of "through 

him (se. Athanasius)" and "through the one that had been confirmed by 

42Vita A, c. 213, p. 104, H. 49-61: Kat j.LT) 1.1.01 TlS EvTaUea TWV TTliVTa pQ:oi.wv Effi$UEcrBw 

Ws aAa<;oVtKwTEPOV KEXPTJI.I.EV4l T4J AOY4l Kat TWV lTOA.A.WV EKavwv Ws QV Et lTQl Kat 
OlTou6alwv Ej.l.UU TOV Ej.l.lTpoo9EV aYOVTI KaKws $poVWV Kat AtUV Emo$aAws Kat TTjs 9Eias 
UlT/lPXWV YVWOEWS alTEtpOS' l.I.apTUS yap Ej.l.Ot TOIhwv 0 Ej.l.Os- XptaTOS' alTapaypalTTOS oS' 
Ta lTOAAa TQ aptBI.I.4l TEWS a$E1.s ElTt TO lTAaVWI.I.EVOV ~A9E Kat EUpWV ElTt TWV Wj.l.WV 

aVEAa!3E Tn T01hou j.l.anOV EUPEOEt xa{pwv 0 lTotl1l]V 0 KaAOS ~ lTaOtV 0110U TOtS aAAOtS· 
ov 61) Kav TOUT4l 0 I1tI1TJTl]s aUTou I.I.tlJ.0UI1EVOS TO lTElTAUVTlI.I.EVOV TWV alTi\uvwv lTPOETII1TJOE 
Kat TOV KUKWS mloxovTU TWV \.aTpEluS' Ill] OEOI.1E:'VWV Ws OUK hov aAi\ws 1) 51' aUTou 1) 
TOU lTap' aUTou I.I.EllapTUPTJI1EV01J TUXEtV TTiS' icioEWS'. Here the choice of expressions is 
especially recherche. The author of Vita A calls his critics pq6101 which means first of all 
"easy (to do etc.)" and then, applied to human beings, "easy-going" and in a negative sense 
"reckless". In this context, however, one must also take into consideration the related R)UIl 

pq.OlOupyoS "forger" or "fraudster". Cf. Liddell&Scott, Greek-English Lexicon, s. v. pq51OS', 

11. easy-going, adaptable; reckless, unscrupulous; cf. Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon, s. v. 
Pq.OlOUPyEW,1. practise fraud, 2. falsify, tamper with text of scripture. 
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him (sc. Anthony)" shows beyond doubt that throughout the passage the 

subject is Athanasius and not Anthony who again is not more than an 

instrument which allows Athanasius to act "posthumously" and 

vicariously. 

This means that while the author of Vita A appears to placate those 

who criticise him for boastfulness by presenting himself as a needy sinner 

he in fact steps up his claim. Whereas before he had only mentioned that 

Athanasius "separated" Anthony from Lavra he now says that Athanasius 

himself has left Lavra in search of the "lost sheep" .43 

Athanasius' EVTOAl) in Vita A 

The parable of the good shepherd had allowed the author of Vita A to 

make a self-deprecating statement and thus take the sting out of his claim 

to be the primary object of Athanasius' care. In the concluding part of the 

autobiographical passage he drops this pretence and makes an explicit 

claim to superiority over the Lavriots. This passage follows the 

presentation of the events from the perspective of the author's faith which 

I have already discussed. The last statement in this presentation provides 

the transition to the new theme: 

11 And to have thus genuinely welcomed him (sc. Anthony) who 

had been confirmed by him (sc. Athanasius), is this not a unerring 

testimony of faith which bent me under (sc. the yoke of) that one (sc. 

Athanasius), too, through the subjection to this one (sc. Anthony)? And 

(sc. there is) nobody who will prevent us from both being and being called 

his (sc. Athanasius') genuine sons and heirs."44 "Since the speech has 

proved us (sc. to be) such ones, the text of his last will shall be brought 

forward and the commandment that the child-loving one (sc. Athanasius) 

43yhe notion that Athanasius himself left Lavra to go to the author of Vita A is already 
implied in the participle <pEpwv which often has the meaning "speedily" but can also be 
understood in a literal fashion as "bringing". 

44Vita A, c. 213, pp. 104-105, ll. 69-73: Kat TO TOV TTap' mhoil IlEllapTUpTHJ.Evov o{.lTw 
YVllcrlwS' aaTTaaaa8at ou l1apnJpwv atjJEu6ES' rrlaTEWS' ~ liE KaKElV41 BUI T~S' TTpOS' Toihov 
uTToTayf]s UTTEKAtVE; Kat OU&:IS 0 KWAuawv Ttl1aS UlOUS aUTOU Kat KATJPOV0l10US Kat El vat 
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gave to his children by way of heritage shall be read aloud! It reads as 

follows: 'I enjoin all my fathers and brothers and spiritual sons and entreat 

all for the love in Christ and subject them to oaths from God and the 

Mother-of-God, to yield and to subject themselves to my successor and 

abbot just as to my humility"'.45 "Having kept this last commandment of 

his as genuine sons we have become heirs both of the blessing and of the 

prayer and have been honoured with the beatitude of those who have not 

seen and believed. Therefore the embittered ones shall not be puffed up in 

themselves for this is not a small part of a miracle in the eyes of honest 

judges. For is it not a miracle that he (sc. Athanasius) made us such ardent 

lovers of himself in an invisible way and that he presented himself to us 

as a most fervent patron and carer and that he granted after his departure 

what he had not granted while he was alive as Christ did with Paul?"46 

The centre-piece of this passage is the so-called EVTOA.~ from the 

Diatyposis of Athanasius which is quoted in extenso.47 In this text the saint 

had demanded that the monks show the same obedience to his chosen 

successor as to himself. The author of Vita A sets up the obedience to this 

commandment as the criterion for the claim to call oneself "genuine son 

and heir" of the saint. For the author of Vita A this successor is, of course, 

Anthony. Thus he insinuates that by not having accepted Anthony as 

their abbot the Lavriots had broken this commandment and that 

consequently they could no longer consider themselves the "genuine 

sons" of the saint. 

Kat ovo~a'E<J8at YVll<JlOUS. 

4SVita A, c. 214, p. 105, H. 1-9: EnEt oov TOlOl.lTOUS' Tjl1aS' 6 AOYCS anE6ni;Ev aYE<J8w Kat 
Ta Tl)S' TEAEUTatas- E1.S I1E<JOV !30UArI<JEWS' Kat i)v TOtS' TEKVOlS' 6 <j>tAOTEKVOS- EV Tai;Et 
KArlPOU BEOOlKEV EVTOA:ijV Eis- ETIllKOOV unavaytvw<JKEaew· EXEl BE OUTwS'· ETIlaKl)nTW niiat 
T01S naTpam Kat a6EA<j>o1s Kat nVEUl1anKOtS' I10U TEKVOtS' Kat napaKaAW navras Bu): 
T~V Ev XptaT41 ayamw Kat OPKOt<) Ka9unoj3aAAW ano 8EOU Kat Ti)s 8EOTOKOU UTTEtKEtV 
Kat unOTaaaE<J8at T4) EI141 fuaa6X41 Kat Ka8T(you~EV4l Kaeel Tn El1n TanElVWaEl. 

46Vita A, c. 215, p. 105, 11. 9-19: TaUTTjV ~l1dS' aUTou T~V TEAEUTalav EvTOA~V Ws- UlOt 
TTjPrl<JavrES' YVl)atOl Kat T1)S' EUAOYlaS' Kat T1)S' EvXfjs KAllPOVOI1Ol KaTEaTTjI1EV Kat TOU 
l1aKapt<J110U TWV I1TJ TE8Ea~Evwv Kat maTEu(J(ivTWV ~i;t(llelWEV· 6to 11T} utjJou<J8waav Ev 
EauTo1S' 01 napamKpaivovrES· ov yap I1lKPOV Toiho eaU~aTOS' I1EPOS TTapa 6tKaaTatS 
a6EKclaTolS' · ~ yap ov eau l1a ~l1aS' I1Ev olhw <J<j>06pouS' aopaTws E paaTas E QUTOU 
KaTaaTTlaQl EauTov 5E 8Ep~6TaTov ~ll1v Kat np0aTaTllV Kat KTjBE~6va napaaTTlaal Kat 
onEp OUK EuaoKT(aE nEpUDV TOUTO ~ETa TO anEA8Etv Eu60Kfjaat WaTTEP EV TIaUA41 XptcrTOS 
EnOlTj<JEV. 

47Diatyposis of Athanasius, ed. Meyer, Haupturkunden, p. 124, 11. 10-15. 



Such a title is claimed by the author of Vita A for himself. The 

development begins in the passage in which he traces back the events to 

his own faith as agent: there he defines himself as the one "who has kept 

the faith to Athanasius unbent (aKAtvf))". This theme is then developed 

again when the author states in a typical paradox that his faith "bent 

(UTTEKAtVE)" him under Athanasius' yoke. However, by adding "through ... 

subjection (Ote) Tf)S ... uTToTayf)s)" to Anthony this statement is also linked 

to the following commandment "to yield and to subject oneself 

(uTTonleJ(JEaBat)" to Athanasius' successor.48 In keeping with his intention to 

construct a direct link with the saint the author of Vita A concludes that by 

being subjected to his successor he is also subjected to Athanasius. Here we 

can see how the "subjection" of the author of Vita A to Anthony is only 

mentioned by him because otherwise he could not apply the 

commandment to himself. 

The author of Vita A and the monastery of Panagiou: 

a critique of Leroy's interpretation 

So far the discussion has shown that throughout the autobiographical 

passage there is an antagonism between the author of Vita A and the 

monks of Lavra. In his interpretation of this passage Leroy argued that 

with this polemic the author of Vita A acted as spokesman for the new 

community of Panagiou which had gathered around Anthony in the 

capita1.49 This view was accepted by Noret who claimed that the author of 

Vita A speaks "en moine pour des moines".50 

If the author of Vita A acted as representative of a monastic 

community this would mean a complete shift from the personal 

perspective in all other parts of his text. However, a careful reading of the 

48Cf. the quotation UTTEtKElV Kat UTTOral7(HolJaz T41 EIl41 BtaBOX41 Kat Ka8TJYOUIlEV41 Ka8a 

Tn Elln TaTTE1..VWUn from the Diatyposis with the author's llap-ruptoV a!jJEuBES mUTEws ~ 
IlE KaKElV41 Bla TTJS TTpOS TOUTOV '/TToray!j.> Um'KAlVE. 

4~eroy, 'Deux vies', p.426. 

SDNoret, introduction to the Lives of Athal1asius, p. cxxx. 
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passage shows that Leroy's interpretation is without foundation and that it 

is the author of Vita A alone who pits himself against the community of 

Lavra.51 

I will start the analysis with the passage where the author of Vita A 

evokes the parable of the good shepherd in order to defend himself against 

the criticism of boastfulness. In his paraphrase of the parable he states that 

Christ leaves the "many in number (Ta TTOAAa TQ aplB\.l-Q)" in order to find 

"that which has gone astray (TO TTAaVW\.l-EVov)".52 Leroy took this to refer to 

the "petit group" of the monks of Panagiou.53 However, this is not borne 

out by the biblical story where only one sheep is mentioned.54 Thus, there 

can be no doubt that the author of Vita A only speaks of one person, and 

that is himself. This interpretation is confirmed through the prayer at the 

end of the text. When the hagiographer begs saint Athanasius "for the 

salvation of the soul through him (sc. Anthony) through whom you have 

decided that it should be shepherded" Anthony again appears as the 

shepherd of a flock of one, and no reference is made to other monks under 

his authority.55 

The same objection must be made against Leroy's interpretation of 

the use of Athanasius' commandment in Vita A. Leroy duly stressed the 

role of the quotation from the Diatyposis as the centre piece of the 

argument and was the first to work out the author's stance against the 

monks of Lavra.56 However, again he assumed an opposition between the 

51Leroy was obviously influenced by the information given in Vita B that Anthony was 
abbot of the Constantinopolitan monastery of Panagiou, d. Vita B, c. 78, p. 211, 11. 7-9. As 
the analysis of the last posthumous miracle has shown Leroy's attempt of reading the 
existence of a monastery into the version of Vita A was not conclusive. 

52Vita A, c. 213, p. 104,1. 55. 

53Leroy concludes that this passage only makes sense when we understand that the author 
of Vita A "fait partie du petit group" of the monks of Panagiou, cf. Leroy, 'Deux vies', 426. 

54Matthew 18, 12-13: Eav YEVTjTal 'Tl.Vt av8pWTTql EKaTov TTpo(3aTa Kat TTAaVTj8u EV E~ 
at'lTWV oU:x1 a<1>llun Ta EvEvllKovTa EvvEa ETTt Ta OPll Kat TTOpEU8ds- <:TjTEt TO 
TTACIVWIlEVOV; Kat EaV yEVTjTCIt EUPElV atlTo a\1Tjv AEYW Ul1lV OTt xmpn ETT' CItJT(~ 1l(iAi\ov 
~ ETTt TOlS EvEvllKoVTa EvvEa TOlS \1TJ TTETTACIVTjI1EVOlS. Cf. Luke 15,5-7. 

55Vita A, c. 255, p. 124, 11. 15-17: Bt' mhou (sc. ' AVTWViou) <Jruxi1s- uWTTjpiav 

E ~alTOU\1EVOt 6t' oD Kat TTOll1atVEU8at TCIUTTjV (sc. Ti)v tjJUXllV) ... itKptvaS-. 

56Leroy, 'Deux vies', 427. 
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large group at Lavra and the "petit group" or "petit monastere" in 

Constantinople.57 

Leroy based his conclusion on the use of the plural in the two 

sentences that ensconce the quotation of the commandment: "there is 

nobody who will prevent us from being and being called his (se. 

Athanasius') sons and heirs" and "having kept this his last 

commandment as genuine sons w e have become the heirs of both the 

blessing and the prayer".58 However, the use of the plural in itself is no 

conclusive proof. In the analysis of the last posthumous miracle in 

Chapter One we saw that the author can interchangeably refer to himself 

in the singular or in the plura1.59 A comparison of the use of personal 

pronouns in the context of the commandment shows that this is the case 

here as well.60 In the immediately preceding sentences the new topic is 

developed out of the preceding theme of the "faith" of the author of Vita 

A. Here the author switches from the plural in the phrase TOtS- clKi\lVl) 

TaUTrjV (se. T~V rrl<JTIV) EKEtV41 TETT)PT)KOOtV to the singular in the statement 

~ (se. ~ rrl<JTIS-) (lE KO:KdV41 ... UTIEKi\lVE and then back again to the plural in 

the sentence immediately before the quotation.61 The same conclusion can 

be drawn from the passage following the commandment. After having 

claimed to be the true "sons and heirs" of Athanasius the author then 

continues with the sentence "and we were deigned worthy of the blessing 

57Leroy, 'Deux vies', 426. Noret follows him here when he refers to "there is nobody who 
will prevent us from being and being called his sons and genuine heirs" and concludes" il 
pretend etre fils et heritier d' Athanase, avec Antoine, et apparemment, tout son 
monastere", cf. Noret, introduction to the Lives of Athanasius, p. cxxx. 

58Leroy, 'Deux vies', 426, note 2, and 427, note 2, with the quotations of the two sentences 
ouBEts" b KWAVcrWV ~~aS" UlOUS" allTOU Kat KATJPOVOIlOUS" Kat dval Kat Qvol1a(Ecr8al 
YVT)crlOUS" and "Tav"TT)v ~IlElS" aU"TOU "T~V "TEAEU"TalaV Ev"TOA~V Ws- U1.ot "TT)Prlcrav"TES" YVrlCilOl 
Kat "TTtS" EUAOYlaS" Kat "TTtS" EUXTtS" KAT)POVOIlOl Ka"TEcr"TTJIlEV. 

5<?rhis is expecially obvious from the introduction to the autobiographical passage where 
we find the alternating "TO: nEpl ';ptiJl/ ... imEcrXT)Tal pot ... wP!1rl9T)/lo-byall of which the 
author of Vita A clearly refers to himself only. Cf. also the concluding prayer of the Life 
which I have just quoted. There the pronounsin the first person plural refer to the author 
Athanasius alone, cf. Vita A, c. 255, pp. 123-124, 1. 9,1. 10,1. 16, 1. 26: nap' ~IlWV ... ~1l1.V 
~Iilv ... ~Ilwv. The only genuine plural in this context is the formulaic expression "our lord" 
in 1. 27. 

60Vita A, c. 213, p. 105, H. 71-73: IlE .. . ~l1aS" . 
. 61The subject ~ ntcr"TlS" ~IlGlV is afterwards related to 0 "TE ~E'YaS" ~~wv (lVW9EV noSoS' 
which clearly only refers to the author alone. 
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of those who have not seen and (sc. yet) believed".62 This refers back to the 

beginning of the autobiographical passage where the author complained 

about never having seen the saint. This first statement, however, is 

phrased in the first person singular.63 We must conclude that despite the 

alternation between "I" and "we" there can be no doubt that not only the 

singular but also the plural refers to the author of Vita A alone.64 

Nowhere can it be demonstrated that the author of Vita A acts as a 

spokesman of a group. 

Indeed, the function of the autobiographical section can only be 

understood when one accepts that the hagiographer juxtaposes the 

"many" Lavriotes with himself as Anthony's "one" new follower without 

ever alluding to a community. It goes without saying that such a 

presentation required a radical reinterpretation of Athanasius' 

commandment concerning his successor. When Athanasius inserted this 

commandment into the Diatyposis he was thinking of the whole 

community of Lavra whereas in the text of Vita A Anthony appears as 

abbot of one.65 Small wonder therefore that the author of Vita A expected 

to cause offence and that he felt the need to defend himself against the 

criticism of "being too boastful in his speech".66 

The egocentricity of the author of Vita A 

From his autobiographical remarks it appears that Athanasius "the 

Younger" was an extreme egocentric who saw himself as the sole object of 

a vast providential movement. As he was only interested in Athanasius 

62Vita A, cf. c. c. 215, p. 105, H. 9-12:_ Ill) TE8EaW'vwv__ ~J;tw8TJIlEV. 

63Vita A, c. 213, p. 103, 11. 11-12: OlIIl<Popav ETTOWUIlTJV TO Ill) Tl)S' sEaS' -__ EV IlEToxfl 

YEVEo8at. 

64rhis becomes even more obvious in the last part of the autobiographical passage when 
the author of Vita A parallels his "conversion" to the discipleship of St Athanasius with 
the conversion of another individual, the apostle Paul. 
65In the following we shall see that the "commandment" was already part of the Vita 
prima and that the author of Vita A only gave it a new interpretation by integrating it into 
the autobiographical passage. 
66Vita A, c. 213, p. 104, 11. 50-51: aAa(ovlKwTEPOV KEXPTJIlEV(j) TQl AOY(j). ef. also Vita A, c. 
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as his "adopted" saint it follows logically that only Lavra as Athanasius' 

monastery is of interest to him and not any other community Anthony 

might have founded.67 

Moreover, he clearly considered Anthony as his trove and showed 

strong signs of possessiveness when he stressed the exclusiveness of his 

relationship with Anthony through the repeated use of OAOS-, TO OAOV, and 

OAlKWS-.68 While this first and foremost means that the Lavriots did not 

keep a share of him it implies that the author of Vita A was loath to share 

Anthony with anybody at all. Thus, it is hardly surprising that the 

community of Panagiou is never addressed by the author of Vita A. We 

can conclude that even if the author of Vita A was nominally a member of 

the community of Panagiou this status was of no significance to him.69 

Conclusion 

In sum, the author of Vita A not only presents the events leading up to 

the composition of his text in an extremely selective way but also distorts 

the information he gives in order to make it fit into the framework 

created by him. Within this framework only two actors are of primary 

importance: the author of Vita A himself and St Athanasius. Anthony, on 

the other hand, is reduced to a mere link and presented in the way of an 

inanimate object. Indeed, it appears that the author of Vita A would have 

gladly done without Anthony as well if Athanasius of Lavra had still been 

alive. Only because the saint was already dead the author of Vita A was 

214, p. 105,11. 12-13, with a quotation of Psalm 65, 7. 

67This is undoubtedly the reason why Anthony is never identified as abbot. Noret's 
conclusion is obviously unfounded, cf. Noret, introduction to the Lives of Athanasius, p. 
cxxxi: "notre auteur a pour didaskalos et pater - c' est-a.-dire comme higoumene, 
apparemment - Antoine" (italics by me). 

68Cf. the presentation of the events with Athanasius as agent, Vita A, c. 213, p. 104, 1. 45 + 
47: 0,./01' 1101 a{aW<J1 ... nan~ pa TO OAOJ( The same statement but now attributed to the 
author's faith is found in Vita A, c. 213, p. 105,1. 66: O//lKWS' anoKa8l<JTuv. 

69 As the author of Vita A lifts extensive passages from the Typikon of Panagiou there can 
be no doubt that the monastery was already in existence. It is possible that the reference to 
Anthony as abbot of Panagiou in the last posthumous miracle of Vita B represents the text 
of the Vita prima and that the author of Vita A omitted this reference. This would mean 
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forced to construct a complex framework in which he himself and 

Athanasius of Lavra were providentially linked through Anthony as a 

"second" Athanasius. Consequently he was only interested in those 

aspects of Anthony's life which contributed to this end and omitted 

everything else as irrelevant. For the same reason he never addressed or 

referred to the monastery or monastic community of Panagiou which at 

that time must already have been in existence. 

Anthony, favourite disciple of Athanasius and first abbot of Panagiou, 

author of the Panagiou Typikon and of the Vita prima 

The last two texts that remain to be discussed are the Panagiou Typikon 

and the Vita prima. Here we are confronted with two problems. The texts 

are lost in their original versions, and their authors are not named. I will 

make the case that both texts were written by the same author and that this 

author must be identified with Anthony. This means that if there was an 

original catechesis by Athanasius, Anthony was responsible for giving this 

catechesis new settings both in a disciplinary and in a hagiographical text. 

Anthony as author of the Panagiou Typikon 

I will begin the discussion by making the case for Anthony's authorship of 

the Panagiou Typikon. My argument is based on the information given in 

the prologue of the Petritzonitissa Typikon. There we find two references 

to the founder-abbot of Panagiou as the author of the original typikon. The 

first mention is made in a statement about the monks of Panagiou as 

"having been given a typos by their most blessed and angel-like 

founder".70 In the second passage this founder is referred to as having 

defined the philosophy underlying the specific rules of the Panagiou 

that he deliberately excised references to Panagiou which he found in his model. 

7Opetritziotissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, prologue, p. 21, n. 40-41: oihw 6E TunweEvTES' uno 
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Typikon as the equidistance between the two extremes of want and excess: 

"The afore-mentioned founder and abbot of Panagiou, who has had a 

glorious demise, being very wise in things divine ... decreed that those 

who were his disciples walk the middle and most royal road".7 1 The 

formulaic phrases "most blessed (~aKapt(jhaToS')" and "who has had a 

glorious demise (EV aOt61IlLp Tn ,,:tl~Et)" show that the author of the 

Panagiou Typikon was already dead at the time when the Petritzonitissa 

Typikon was drawn up.n 

This squares with the results from the reconstruction of the relation 

between the extant texts: the author of Vita A who composed his 

metaphrasis before the year 1025 already made use of the Panagiou 

Typikon. As the author of the Panagiou Typikon is not only called abbot 

but twice also founder of the monastery the only figure that fits the bill 

would be Anthony. This is all the more likely when we consider that he 

constitutes the link with Lavra and Athanasius the Athonite whose 

catecheses may have provided a model for the Panagiou Typikon. 

Unfortunately, the original prologue of the Panagiou Typikon is 

lost and the remaining chapters are integrated into the new structure of 

the Petritzonitissa Typikon. For this reason we can no longer establish 

how Anthony presented himself in the text and whether he made 

reference to Athanasius as the source of his rules. One could argue that the 

author of Vita A who presented his secondary borrowings from the 

Panagiou Typikon as Athanasius' rules for Lavra may have taken the idea 

of an Athanasian provenance from the Typikon. However, this is not the 

only possible explanation and the question must remain undecided. 

TaU IlaKaplWTllTOU Kat loaYYEAou atJTwv KT~TOpOS'. 

71Petritziotissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, prologue, p. 23, 11. 58-60: Kat yap 0 TIpo~vrn.lOvEu8EtS 
€v aouS{~4l TT! A~eEl. KT~TWP Kat Ka8TJYOUflEVOS' TWV ITavaytou OO<PWTaTOS' <Dv Ta 8Eta ... 
t<aTO: T~V flCOTW Kat j3aOlA1KWTclTTjV o60v TOUS UTI' atJTou ~aeTjTClJO~CVOUS (3aB{<;Clv 
f:fl~<T TTl . <Tf'v. 

72Petritziotissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, prologue, p. 21, 1. 40; p. 23, 11. 56-57: Kat yap 0 
TIPOIlVTj~ovEUeEls EV aOlB{~4l TT! A~eEl KT~TWP Kat Ka8TJYOUflEVOS T WV ITavaylou. 
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Anthony as the author of the Vita prima 

More about Anthony's motivations can be learnt from the second text, the 

Vita prima. First, however, it is again necessary to prove his authorship 

which is not self-evident. At first sight a more likely candidate seems to be 

the hagiographer of Vita A as he introduces the last posthumous miracle 

by stating that "it is time to mention a miracle of which I was an eye-

witness".73 Already Lemerle had drawn attention to this statement and 

inferred from it that Vita A was the original text.74 In the light of our 

findings one could modify this hypothesis and argue that the monk 

Athanasius had first written the Vita prima and that with Vita A he then 

paraphrased his own work in a higher style.75 Against such an 

explanation, however, it must be pointed out that the avowal of the 

author of Vita A to have witnessed the miracle does not necessarily imply 

that he also composed the first written account of it. Indeed, a careful 

reading of his version reveals an incoherence which suggests that he 

inserted the references to himself into an already existing text. 76 If such is 

the case we need to distinguish between two different authors.77 

This leaves us with Anthony as the only candidate for the 

authorship of the Vita prima. The hagiographer of Vita A repeatedly 

73 Vita A, c. 254, p. 122, 11. 1-2: aAAa yap wpa AOUlOV Kat OUTTEP mhOTTTTjS YEyova 
8mJj.J.aTOS j.J.VJlj.J.TJV TTolTlcracreal. 

74Lemerle, Actes de Lavra, I, p. 27. 

75This would not be without parallel in Byzantine hagiography, cf. e. g. the two Lives of 
Peter of Atroa by the monk Sabas, edited by V. Laurent, La vie merveilleuse des. Pierre 
d' Atroa (Subsidia hagiographica, 29, Brussels, 1956), and V. Laurent, La Vita retractata et 
les miracles posthumes de saint Pierre d' A troa (Subsidia hagiographica, 31, Brussels, 
1958). 

76At the end of the episode the author of Vita A relates how he, Anthony and Cosmas went 
to the icon painter Pantoleon. The sentence begins with the words "all of us ... got up (sc. to 
see) the work" which includes the author of Vita A. The immediately following sentence 
"the faith of both grew", however, only refers to Anthony and Cosmas, cf. Vita A, c. 254, p. 
123,11. 46-47: mlVTES ... TTPOS TO EPYOV BWVEcrTTJI1EV .. ~ BE mcrns aj.J.<jloTEpwv lju.(;avE. 
Here one would have expected a phrase which includes the hagiographer. 

77This could be corroborated by a detailed comparison of the contents of the two extant 
Lives. Such a comparison would show that the author of Vita A is much less interested in 
speCifically monastic themes than the author of the Vita prima. This is especially the case 
with the typikon section of the Lives where we find passages in Vita A which can be 
interpreted as criticism of the way in which the rules had been presented in the Vi t a 
pri ma, cf. Vita A, c. 84, p. 39, 11. 3-5. 
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asserts that his account of Athanasius' life is exclusively based on 

information provided by his teacher Anthony.7B There is no reason to 

suppose that this could not refer to a written source. Indeed, Vita A may 

even contain an explicit reference to such a text. It is found in a passage 

where the hagiographer assures the saint that he has presented his life "as 

the teacher given us by you has taught us".79 The verb u<?T)YT)<JaTo which I 

have translated with "has taught" can also mean "has read out" and is 

indeed used in this sense in an episode of Vita A where we are told that 

the older monks "read out" and explained spiritual texts to the younger 

ones.BO 

The existence of a written source by Anthony would also help to 

explain how the author of Vita A who refers to Anthony as his only 

source can repeatedly speak of other witnesses using the phrase "who has 

told us" .81 This would find a simple explanation if these references had 

already been part of the Vita prima where Anthony would have referred 

to himself in this way. Then the author of Vita A would simply have 

copied these references into his metaphrasis. 

Now that Anthony has been established as author of the Vita przma 

we need to identify the place of its production. In both extant versions of 

the last posthumous miracle of the saint Anthony appears as living in 

Constantinople. Therefore we can conclude that it was already part of the 

Vita prima. In consequence, the Vita prima was written at a time when 

Anthony had already moved to the capital and, most likely, was already 

established as abbot at Panagiou.82 Indeed, the scene can be understood as 

78Cf. especially the apologetic passage in Vita A, c. 213, p. 103, H. 20-29, where the author 
defends himself against the accusation of having a too limited source base. Por a translation 
of this passage, d. Leroy, 'Deux vies', p. 425. 

79Vita A, c. 255, p. 124, l. 10: otanEp 6 napa croG OEOOIlEVOS" iJ!1tV oloarrKaAoS" u$Tly-rlrraTo. 

80'Those who were appointed by him to this task had the book in hands and recited tha t 
what is profitable, both explaining what they were reading and exhorting to virtue", Vita 
A, c. 165, p. 79, H. 18-20: EKElvol ot EIS TOlho nap' mhou TETaYIlEVOl Ev XEprr{ TE TaS 
~{~AOUS" EtXOV Kat TO: npoS" w<j>EAElaV unTlyopEUOV EmAUOVTES" alla Kat TO: u<j>TlYOU IlEva 

Kat npoS" apET~V E naAEl<j>OVTES". 

81Por a list of these references, d. Lemerle, 'Vie ancienne', p. 62. 

8Crhis rules out a Lavriot provenance of the Vita prima as was suggested by Kazhdan, 
'Hagiographical Notes', p. 539, and again p. 544: "We may surmise that it (sc. the Vita 
pri ma) was created in the Lavra very soon after S. Athanasius' death." Kazhdan does not 
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Anthony's signature as hagiographer because in it he appears as the central 

figure and as the recipient of the saint's miraculous powers.83 

The function of the Vita prima 

Since Anthony wrote his text at Panagiou this raises the question of the 

possible function of the Vita prima. It is the first hagiographical text about 

Athanasius the Athonite we know of. So it is tempting to assume that 

unlike the metaphrasis in Vita A it was written to be delivered as sermon 

on the feast day of the saint. 

However, again the manuscript tradition casts doubt on this 

conclusion. Of course, the Vita prima is lost, but we can make a 

comparable analysis when we look at the manuscript tradition of Vita B.84 

On the whole, the situation is identical with that of Vita A: the text was 

transcribed either in separate manuscripts as "EinzeHiberlieferung", or as 

part of the "Athanasian corpus" .85 There seems to have been only one 

deliberate attempt to integrate the text into a menologium.86 This is hardly 

surprising because while the text of the Vita prima is considerably shorter 

support this hypothesis with evidence. Moreover, he never refers to the articles of Leroy 
and Mossay. From the way his article is couched it is apparent that he was not familiar 
with their contributions to the question. 

83For another similar case of a hagiographer appearing in t he last episode of the text he 
has composed, cf. e. g. the Life of Joannicius by Peter, ed. Delehaye, c. 68, p. 429AB. 

84Apart from one twelfth_century manuscript, the Codex Athous, Protaton, 40, the 
manuscript tradition of Vita B only starts in the fourteenth century. See the following 
footnote. 

851. Manuscripts classified as "Einzeliiberlieferung" by Noret: Cod. Atheniensis, National 
Library, 1000, a. 1579/1580, Noret, xxxiv-xxxv. Cod. Athous, Koutloumousiou, 573, a. 
1545/1546, Noret, pp. xxxix-xl. n. Manuscripts classified as "Athanasian corpus" by Noret: 
Cod. Sinaiticus, gr. 728, s. 14, Noret, pp.lvi-Ivii. Cod. Athous, Dionysiou, 596, s. 15, Noret, 
pp. xxxviii-xxxix. Cod. Athous, Lavra, A 187, a. 1669, Noret, pp. xli-xlii. Cod. Athous, 
Lavra, M 56, s. 17, Noret, pp. xlii-xliii. Cod. Athous, Protaton, 40, s. 12. III. Other: Cod. 
Atheniensis, National Library, 2471, c. 14/15, pp. xxxv-xxxvi: "un melange de textes 
hagiographico-homilt~tiques"; Cod. Athous, Lavra, E 166, ca. a. 1347, Noret, pp. xl-xli: 
"miscellaneous"; Cod. Sinaiticus, gr. 532, s. 14, Noret, p. Iv: "miscellaneous"; Cod. 
Hierosolymitanus, Library of the Greek Orthodox Patriarch, Fonds st. Sabas, 223, s. 14, 
Noret, pp. I-Hi: "miscellaneous"; Cod. Petropolitanus, Saltykov-Shchedrin Library, gr. 
570, ca. a. 1436, Noret, pp. lii-liii: "textes hagiographiques et homiletiques sans ordre". 

86cod. Athous Vatopedi, 635, a. 1422, Noret, xlvi-xlvii: "le cinquieme de cinq menologes", 
covering July and August. Cf. also Cod. Athous Dionysiou, 143, a. 1632/1633, Noret, p. 
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than that of Vita A it is still of a length that makes it unsuitable for oral 

delivery. Indeed, in the prologue of Vita B we find the statement that the 

text was written "for the profit of those who read it (6ta T~V T(DV 

avayt VW<JKOVT(DV w<?EAElav)// .87 Although this does not necessarily rule out 

the possibility that the Vita prima was read out to the monks of Panagiou 

a definite conclusion is thus impossible. 

Athanasius and Anthony: a saint and his hagiographer 

Having established Anthony as author of the Vita przma, I shall now 

analyse how he used the Vita prima as vehicle for presenting and 

promoting his role in the transmission of the Athanasian tradition. 

Unlike the author of Vita A who makes explicit statements about himself, 

Anthony prefers more subtle ways to achieve this aim. 

The story of Athanasius' discovery on Mt Athos is a good example. 

Here the author uses the narrative to create a parallel between himself and 

the saint. The story runs as follows: Athanasius leaves the monastery of 

Michael MaleYnos and goes to Mt Athos where he assumes a different 

identity. Nicephorus Phokas cannot bear the loss and sends letters with a 

description of Athanasius to all monastic centres. This allows the 

Athonite Protos to identify him during a meeting at Karyes. 

In the Lives this episode is marked out as a central passage through 

an address by the author to his audience. In the version of Vita B this 

address reads as follows: "Attention must be paid to me here, most sacred 

congregation, in order that you learn a thing that is wondrous and most 

pleasant and full of joy. The day of the meeting of the fathers had come ... 

and all were assembled from everywhere. Fathers these, venerable in rank 

and life-style and greyness.//88 

xxxvii: "menologe tardif pour les mois de fevrier a aoOt". 

87Vita B, c. 1, p. 127,11. 24-25. 

88Vita B, c. 17, p. 142, H. 5-10: npOGEKTEOV 110l w6E W lEpuhaTov GUGT1)l1a lV' EiOijTE 
npaYlla 8aUl1aGTOV TE Kat XaplEGTaTOV Kat EU<jJPOGUV1)S I1EO"TOV EnEGTTj ~ l)I1Epa T1)S 
n liv naTEpwv GuvaywYTlS ... Kat aUVTj8pOla81)Gav anavTES' mfvT08Ev' naTEpES OUTOl 
EunpEnE1S' Kat Tn Tcit;;El Kat Tn TTOl\l TElq. Kat Tn TTol\14. 
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This is the only time in Vita B where the audience is explicitly 

addressed, as "most sacred congregation (w lEpW'f(nOv mJ<YTIHJ_a)" .89 This 

address is not found in Vita A although otherwise its version is almost 

identical.90 In itself this is, of course, a stock formula which also appears in 

other contemporary hagiographical texts. Therefore one could argue that it 

was added by the Lavriot redactor.91 

However, in the case of the Lives of Athanasius, the narrative 

setting allows us to claim the address for the Vita prima. As I have already 

pointed out Athanasius' discovery took place during the annual gathering 

of the hermits on Mt. Athos which is described in detail in the Lives.92 To 

the audience this would have suggested a parallel between the gathering 

in the narrative and the meeting of those who listen to the narrative. This 

parallel is reinforced when, immediately after the address, the gathering of 

the elders at Karyes is called <Yuvaywy~ which is synonymous with 

mJO"1I'j~a.93 The parallel is made even more evident when the ritual is then 

89Vita B, c. 17, p. 142, l. 5. 

90 "Here what is most pleasant of the 'drama'. The day of the coming together was here 
and everything that has to do with the coming together .. . a not disreputable congregation 
of elders, a convention of fathers renowned through greyness and rank", Vita A, c. 46, pp. 23-
24,11. 6-11: EvTaUea \lot TO TOU Spa\laTOS- xaplEaTaTOV- TTapfjv lj Tl1S- UUVEAEUUEWS- ~\lEpa 
Kat Gua TTjS- auVEAEUUEWS' _. _ aUunw_a YEPOVTWV OUK aYEVV~S UUAhOYoS' TTaTEpwv TTOAU~ 
Kat Ta~El StaTTPETTr)S'. In both Lives the audience is alerted that an important episode will 
follow. Although in Vita A this is done in a much more succinct way the Similarity between 
the two versions is obvious in the adverb WSE / EVTau ea, in the pronoun \lot, which in Vita A 
is used as an "ethical" dative, and in the common adjective xaptEUTaTov. 

91Direct address of the audience in the context of such formulae is not unrommon but it is by 
no means universal. An address is found for example in the Life of Dius, Codex Athous 
Dionysiou 142, fo1. 418r: UKOTTElTE \lot TOlvuv EvTUUea ayaTTTJTOt TOU \laKaptou TOUTOU T~V 
UUVEalV. Here we find the same ethical dative as in EvTauM \lot in Vita A. No address, 
however, appears in the Life of Luke of Hell as, ed. Sophianos, c. 83, p. 210: lj SE \l1)TT]P -
Kat \l~ TTapa6pa\lU TO OOU\la TOS aKOaS' aAAa TTPOUEKTEOV ElP-rlUETat yap l1STJ TO 
XaplEUTaTOV - 1) OUV \ll)TT]P --- O1JKETl liXElp ou6E aTTOUS' ~V Ws- TO TTpOTEpOV. Otherwise, 
this is a close parallel of the version TTPOUEKTEOV \lot W& w tEpuhaTov uuunHl_u lV' ElSfjTE 
TTpaY\la 8aUI1aUTOV TE Kat xaptE(iTaTOV in Vita B. 

92Vita B, c. 17, p. 142, n. 1-10: ETTEt TOlvuv aUva~lS' ETEAE"ho TPtS' TOU EvtaUTOU mlvTwv 
auvEPXOI1EVWV Ev TU TOW KapEWV oihw AEYOI1EVn AUUPQ- Kat TaS' auvr)8ElS- TPEtS
EffiTEAOUVTWV EOPTaS- ETTt TE T4J \lETaAUI1!3aVElV TWV D:ylWV \lUUTTJP1WV Kat UUVEuOlnv 
an r) AOlS', cf. the virtually identical version in Vita A, c. 45, p. 23, n. 13-17: 1) aUva~lS' 
ETEAEho SE TU TWV YEPOVTWV UUVEAEUUEl TP'tS TOU EVlaUTOU TTaVTWV Ev TU TWV KUPEWV 
olhw AQol1Evn AUUPQ- auvtOVTWV Kat TaS' UUVr)OElS' TPE1S EmTEAOUVTWV EOPTOS ETTt TE 
n$ KotVU TWV eEiwv TUXElV D:yta(J\laTWV Kat aAhl)AOlS' D:AWV KOlvwvijual. 

93The two verbal nounsauvaywYrl, used for the Athonite elders, and UUUTlW_a, used for the 
congregation listening to the L if e of Athanasius, appear as synonyms for example in Genesis 
1,9-10, where we first find auvaywya\ TWV u6chwvand then UUuTr)l1aTa TWV U6aTWV. After 
all, we must not forget that in Vita A UU(JTTlI1a is applied to the Athonite monks. 
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specified: first there was a singing of hymns and psalms, and then there 

was a reading of the Sermon on the Nativity by Gregory of Nazianzus. To 

this last task Athanasius was appointed by the Protos and it was the 

fluency of his delivery which led to his discovery. 

Thus, we find a procedure which IS very similar to the ritual 

followed on the feast day of Athanasius, where the reading would, of 

course, be the saint's Life.94 All this is found in both Lives and makes it 

likely that the author of Vita A left out the address to a congregation in his 

mode1.95 The appearance of a reference to the audience would make 

perfect sense if we envisage Anthony as the author of the Vita prima 

because it would have allowed him to strengthen the parallel between 

himself and his spiritual father Athanasius. 

Anthony and Lavra 

This manipulation of the audience shows that despite its apparent 

simplicity the Vita prima is not a naIve text. The same subtlety can be 

discerned when Anthony makes his claim to the successorship of 

Athanasius. This must be seen in the framework of Anthony's biography 

which I presented in the first chapter: Anthony was the favourite disciple 

and designated successor of Athanasius of Lavra. After Athanasius' death 

he was ousted from this position by his rival Eustratius and then became 

abbot of the Constantinopolitan monastery of Panagiou instead. Analysis 

of the Vita prima - as far as it can be reconstructed from the two extant 

versions - will allow us to evaluate Anthony's role which has so far been 

94" All sang hymns, sang psalms .. , Then what? There arrived also the time for lecture, 
there was presented the venerable book of the Theologian",vita B, c. 17, p. 142,11. 11-16: 
UI1VOUV EtjJaAJIov anavTES ... Eha n; KaTEAaj3E Kat TTtS avaYVWOEWS 0 Katpos 
nponSnat j3{j3AOS ~ OEj3aOl1ta TaU 8 EOAO yOU. A similar phrase is found in Vita A, c. 46, p. 
24,11. 12-23. 

9Syhls argument can be corroborated when we consider an aspect of the metaphrastic 
technique of the author of Vita Awhlch would require a separate study: the author of Vi ta 
A often moves phrases which he finds in his model to a different part of the episode. This 
is also the case here: In the text of Vita A the nounouoTlll1a also appears, but further down 
to denote the Athonite monksas a ouaTlwa ')'EpOVTWV, where it is notfoundin Vita B. This 
strongly suggests that the address of the audience goes back to the Vita pri ma. 
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completely overshadowed by the presentation of the material in Vita A 

where he was reduced to little more than a puppet. 

In the following we shall see that when the author of Vita A wrote 

his metaphrasis most elements of the controversy with the Lavriots were 

already in place and that they were then simply recast by him in order that 

he could present himself as the ultimate aim of God's providence. 

Athanasius' commandment in the Vita prima 

The obvious starting-point for a discussion of Anthony's contribution to 

the controversy with the Lavriots is Athanasius' commandment 

concerning his successor. In the previous interpretation of the claims 

made by the author of Vita A I have already pointed out the central role of 

this passage.% However, the commandment is also quoted in Vita Band 

can therefore be claimed for the common model. In Vita B it is found at 

the end of the section in which Athanasius is shown to give regulations 

for the newly-founded Lavra.97 There is good reason to believe that this 

was the original place for the "commandment" and that the author of Vi ta 

A moved it to a newly created context, the autobiographical section for 

which there is no counterpart in Vita B. The quotation of the 

commandment in Vita B is presented as the culmination of Athanasius' 

rules: "Apart from all this he laid down the following commandment as 

some key and seal and indissoluble bond."98 This phrase can be interpreted 

as constituting a veiled criticism of the monks of Lavra. By dissolving the 

"indissoluble bond" they had not kept the most important rule of all: to 

accept Anthony as their abbot.99 

96Diatyposis of Athanasius, ed. Meyer, Haupturkunden, p. 124, H. 10-15. 

97For a more detailed description see above the discussion of the rule concerning behaviour 
in the refectory which is also part of this passage. 

98Vita B, c. 29, p. 159,11. 55-56: GUV anaGl 6E Kat 'faUTTlV 'fYtv EV'fOAYtV E8no oonEp Tlva 

KAEt6a 'fE Kat G<j>payt6a Kat 6EO"Ilov aAU'fOv. 

99J1ere we must not forget that the version under discussion is that of Vita B and not of the 
Vita prima and that in the original Anthony's stance may have been even more pronounced. 
There are indeed signs for changes introduced by the author of Vita B which will be 
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Topos or tropos 

However, the quotation of Athanasius' commandment is not the only 

way in which Anthony makes his claim to be the true successor of 

Athanasius. Leroy drew attention to a passage in the account of the saint's 

early monastic career at the Lavra of Michael MaleYnos. In this passage we 

are first told that the abbot Michael once referred to Athanasius with the 

words: "See, my successor!"l00 Then follows the explanation that with his 

prophecy Michael did not mean to say that Athanasius would follow him 

as abbot of the MaleYnos Lavra but rather that he would inherit his 

personal grace: "but when he spoke this he did not speak about the 

abbothood in his flock as those who listened assumed but he revealed that 

he was deigned worthy of the same gift as he himself and that Athanasius, 

too, should become acclaimed shepherd of sheep in a different place and 

be called great by men, too, as he had been regarded by God, too" .101 This 

distinction between a succession in place and one in personal grace 

obviously serves to reconcile Michael's words with the fact that 

Athanasius later founded his own community on Mt Athos. There is, 

however, also a striking similarity with the biography of Anthony who 

was the favourite disciple of and designated heir of his abbot Athanasius. 

Leroy therefore concluded that the hagiographer introduced this passage as 

a precedent to counter the objection that Anthony had forfeited his claim 

to call himself successor of the saint when he left Lavra and established 

himself elsewhere.1°2 

In his interpretation Leroy concentrated on the more verbose 

version in Vita A. However, here, too, the argument is found in both 

Lives; and therefore must go back to the Vita prima and its author 

discussed further down 

100Vita B, c. 12, p. 138,1. 15: t OOl! Kat ° otaoox6s 1l0U, which corresponds to Vita A, c. 35, 
p. 16,1. 12. 

101 Vita B, c. 12, p. 138, n. 16-21: aAA ' EKEtVOS olhw AEYWV oll TIEpt ~youIlEvE{as TllS Ev Tll 
TIOlllVll alnou EAEYEV Ws iJTTEV01)<Jav Ol aKo\J<JaVTES aAA' E01)AOU OTt TOU 0IlOlOU aUT(~ 
x apl<JllaTos ~elw81) Kat ° ' A8ava<JlOS Kat EIlEAAE nOlll~v npoj3(hwv avaoElx8Tlval EV 
hEp<j> TOTI4l Kat IlEyas KA 118-f)vat Kat TIapa cl v8pwnwv W<JTIEP EvOll-laST] Kat T41 SEQ, cf. 
Vita A, c. 35, pp. 16-17, n. 12-20, which is more elaborate butidentical in contents. 

102Leroy, 'Deux vies', p.422. 
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Anthony. Again we can see how the Vita prima was used by Anthony as a 

means to broadcast his self-image as the true heir of Athanasius to the 

monks of Lavra with their rival claims.103 

The Lavriot reaction: Vita B 

From the analysis of the Vita prima it is evident that Anthony wrote his 

text with the monks of Lavra as the intended audience. And there can be 

no doubt that the Vita prima hit home at Lavra since there it was felt 

necessary to change the text into what is now Vita B.l04 

This is especially evident from a change introduced in Vita B at the 

end of a passage about confession. Having presented Athanasius' 

regulations about confession which are also found in Vita A the author of 

Vita B adds the remark that "all these good things are taught and 

preserved until now by the heirs and successors of both his virtue and his 

throne." 105 This remark which is not found in Vita A is evidently directed 

against the distinction between a succession in "place" and one in "grace" 

on which Anthony had based his claim to be the heir of Athanasius "in a 

different place (EV ETEP4l TOTT4l)." 

103Its success in Constantinople can be measured by the reaction of the author of Vita A who 
fully accepted its message and hastened to incorporate himself into the newly-established 
tradition. 

l04Unfortunately, little is known about the date and exact origin of Vita B. As I have 
already pointed out the only certain dates are the terminus post quem 1025 and ca. 1150 as 
the date of the earliest manuscript. Cf. Noret, introduction to the Lives of Athanasius, pp. 
cxxvii-cxxviii. However, we shall see that an early date is more likely since at the time of 
its composition the rival claim of Anthony was still understood and the need was felt to 
counter it. Such an early date is likely for the account of the posthumous miracle for the 
benefit of abbot Eustratius. As it clearly represents Eustratius' view-point it must have been 
written either by Eustratius himself or by somebody close to him. The attention lavished en 
Eustratius is in stark contrast with the case of the other abbot mentioned in the series: 
Theoctistus. Here only the bare name is given, and even that only in a parenthesis, d. Vi t a 
B, c. 75, p. 208, 11. 3-4: T41 Ka8TJ'Y0uIlEV41" 6EOKT1..OTOS BE OUTOS ~V, d. Vita B, c. 75, p. 209, 11. 
20+24: T41 Ka8TJ'YEl1oVl." " alTO TOU Ka8TJYElloVOS. However, this does not necessarily mean 
that the author of this episode was the redactor of Vita B. The miracle stories could 
already have existed in writing and would then simply have been added to the original 
narrative ofthe Vita prima. 

lOSVita B, c. 27, p. 156, 11. 33-35: alTEP Kat VUV E1.UE1l. mlvTa Ta KaAa Taiha TIapa TWV 
mhou Kat' Tl)S aPETllS Kat' TOU 8povou KhlPOVOIlWV Kat BwB6xwv ExB1BaUKOVTal Kat 

BWTTJPOUVTal. The emphatic repetition of the copula Kat Kat only makes sense if 
understood as reaction to Anthony's claim. 
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The position for this statement about the abbots of Lavra is carefully 

chosen. Although Vita A and Vita B treat the same subject matter, 

confession, the specific regulations differ considerably. In Vita A 

Athanasius hears confession only once a day, after Matins, whereas in Vi ta 

B twice is prescribed. 106 Comparison between the two versions suggests 

that the second time for confession is an addition made by the red actor of 

Vita B.I07 Thus, we are confronted with a case of one-up mans hip where a 

stricter, and more "authentic", routine is claimed for Lavra. 

This passage proves that the redactor understood perfectly well the 

nature of his model. However, on the whole the treatment in Vita B of 

the rivalry with Anthony is suprisingly subtle. Changes pertaining to this 

question can be identified but often they are almost imperceptible. I have 

already said that in Vita B the quotation from the Diatyposis is still found 

at the end of the typikon passage where it had been placed by Anthony. 

However, there is one difference: instead of the full phrase "to subject 

themselves to my successor and abbot (uTToTacrcrEcr8<.n T0 EIl0 6uxooX4l Kat 

Ka911YOUIlEV4l)" which Athanasius had used in the Diatyposis in Vita B we 

only find 11 to the abbot (T0 Ka911YOU IlEV4l)" .108 Since the full version is also 

quoted in Vita A this omission is likely to be a deliberate action by the 

redactor of Vita B Y)9 It gives the passage a more general meaning because 

now it refers to any abbot of the Lavra and not only to Athanasius' 

immediate successor. This is hardly surprising when we accept the 

interpretation that Anthony had used this quotation to make an oblique 

claim to the successorship of Athanasius. 

In Vita B there is a certain ambivalence about Anthony's claim to be 

Athanasius' designated heir. It must be pointed out that not only in Vita A 

l06Vita A, c. 85, p. 40,11. 1-20. Vita B, c. 27, p. 155, H. 1-32. 

107The reference to the second time for confession in Vita B, c. 27, p. 155, ll. 24-26, is a 
doublet of the previous passage. It is likely that Vita A here reflects the situation during 
Athanasius' life-time and Vita B a later development at Lavra. 

108Diatyposis of Athanasius, ed. Meyer, Hallptllrkunden, p. 124, H. 13-15: UTIEtKHV Kat 

UTIo'TauoE<JBm Tc$ E ~c$ 6ta66X41 Kat KaBT]yoU~EV4J KaBa Kat TT! E~f1 TaTIEtVWUEt. Vita B, c. 

29, p. 159, 11. 60-61: UTIEtKHV Kat uTIo'TaooE<JBat 'Tc$ Ka8TJyouJ1EV4J Ws- al.lTU TT! E~T! 

TaTIEtVWOEt. 

l09Vita A, c. 214, p. 105, H. 7-9: UTIEtKHV Kat UTIOTaUOE08at Tc$ E~4l 6ta66X41 Kat 

Ka8T]yoU~EV4l KaBO: TT! E:~fl TaTIEtVWUEt. Apart from the additional copula in the 
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but also in Vita B reference is made to the saint's "testament (6lCha~tS')" 

where the author could easily have glossed over this rather inconvenient 

detail. Indeed, a passage in the prologue of Vita B could be understood as 

an oblique way of getting Anthony back into the Lavriot fold. There the 

author asserts that he did not limit himself to oral traditions but consulted 

many writings about Athanasius "which his disciples left to those after 

them having sent them as some succession in a heritage and greatly rich 

treasure to his flock."110 While the author of Vita B speaks of the written 

sources of Athanasius's disciples in the plural the comparison with Vita A 

has shown that apartfrom a few additional miracle stories the Vita prima 

was the only source for the Lavriot redactor.lll Thus, there can be no doubt 

that the "disciples" mentioned here is first and foremost Anthony. Then, 

however, the identification of the biography with an "heirloom (KAllPOS')" 

and the stress on the aspect of "succession (6la60x~)" can be interpreted as 

an attempt of the hagiographer to present Anthony's sending of the Vi ta 

prima to Lavra as a "return" of the Athanasian succession to the saint's 

original community. 

All these changes which the redactor of Vita B introduced into the 

text of his model show that the Lavriots understood Anthony's claims and 

that they reacted by either countering them or reintegrating them into 

their own tradition. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter I have made the case that both the Panagiou Typikon and 

the Vita prima of Athanasius were written by Anthony, the abbot of 

Panagiou, who has so far chiefly been known as the spiritual father of the 

author of Vita A. Although in Vita A Anthony appears to be little more 

Diatyposis the two versions are identical. 

IlOVita B, c. I, p. 127, H. 13-16: aTTEP (sc. uuyypall-ll-aTa) Ot athou <pOtTT] Tal TOtS- Il-ET' 
EKdvous- KaTEAmov Ws- KA-rlPOU TIva OtaooxTjv Kat 8T]uaupov TTOAUOA~OV TU EKElVOU 

TToill-Vl] TTapaTTE Il-tPaVTES". 

IllCf. TTOAAOis uuyypall-ll-aOl. and ot alJTOU <POt TT]Tat. The participle TTapaTTE Il-tPavTES" can be 
taken in a temporal sense but also in a spatial one. In that case it may refer to the journey of 
the text from Constantinople to Lavra. For Ws- KArlPOU TIVo. OtaOOXrlv d. above KA T]POVOjlWV 
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than a puppet in the hand of his disciple Athanasius lithe Younger" a 

partial reconstruction of the Vita prima has shown that he played an 

important role in the transmission of the Athanasian tradition. Despite 

his failure to become abbot of Lavra he did not relinquish his claim to be 

the successor of Athanasius and presented himself as the founder of a 

"better" Lavra at Panagiou. Anthony's challenge was taken up at Lavra 

where the Vita prima was rewritten to conform with the Lavriot 

perspective whereas in Constantinople Athanasius lithe Younger" 

undertook a reinterpretation of the argument set out by Anthony in order 

to present himself as the ultimate aim of the providential care of St 

Athanasius. 

Kat Bta66xwv. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Panagiou in the second half of the eleventh century: 

a centre of monastic rigour 

In the first three chapters of this thesis the analysis focussed on the early 

history of Panagiou and on the two figures Anthony and Athanasius lithe 

Younger". We were able to reconstruct their biographies, to identify their 

writings, and to show how they used these writings in order to broadcast 

their claims to spiritual authority. However, as these claims were directed 

against Anthony's former community at Lavra no information could be 

gleaned about the monastery of Panagiou and its Constantinopolitan 

setting. This situation changes in the second half of the eleventh century 

when a wide variety of sources gives us considerable information about 

the community and its position within the monastic world of the capital. 

I will first present stray references to Panagiou and then turn to an 

in-depth discussion of two texts which date to the last quarter of the 

eleventh century: the correspondence between the abbot Athanasius of 

Panagiou and the Studite monk Nicetas Stethatos)and the Petritzonitissa 

Typikon of Gregory Pakourianos. This discussion will allow me to 

demonstrate the significance of Panagiou as a centre of monastic reform. 

John of Amalfi as guest at Panagiou 

The earliest source for the history of Panagiou apart from the Lives 0 f 

Athanasius is a text by John the Amalfitan, to which Pertusi has drawn 

attention. l John, who calls himself 'presbiter et monachus', is the author 

of a collection of hagiographical texts called Liber de Miraculis.2 At the end 

of his Life of Irene he states that he translated this text while he was in 

Ipertusi, 'Monasteri e monachi italiani', p.236. 

2Johannes Monachu5, Liber de miraculis, ed. Huber(Heidelberg, 1913). 
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Constantinople.3 In the prologue he adds the following information: "I 

decided that I would only choose the text in a short version, which shows 

the beginning and the end of her (se. Irene's) life, and which is read in this 

holy monastery 'Panagiotum' in which I am a guest".4 As I have already 

mentioned, 'monasterium Panagiotum' In the Latin transcription 

corresponds to the Greek l1oV~ T WV ITavayuuTwv which is an alternative 

form for TWV ITavaylou.5 John's evidence for the history of the monastery 

of Panagiou has been discussed by Paul Magdalino whose findings I will 

present in the following.6 

The establishment of the date of John's stay at Panagiou hinges on 

the person of Lupinus, son of Sergius, called Comes Mauronis, mentioned 

by John as being in Constantinople at the same time. He is a well-known 

figure for he is mentioned quite frequently in the documents of the 

monastery of Cava where he appears between 1044 and 1069 (or 1075).7 He 

died before the year 1087 which gives us a certain terminus ante quem.8 

Hofmeister argued that Lupinus was in Constantinople around the year 

1050, for in the documents of Cava referring to him, which presuppose his 

3Johannes Monachus, Liber de miraculis, ed. Huber, p. xix: "Interpretata est seu conscripta a 
J ohanne presbitero et monacho in urbe Bizanti urn". 

4Johannes Monachus, Liber de miraculis, ed. Huber, p. xviii: "Unde decrevi ut ea 
tantummodoeligerem breviter quevite initium atque finem eius ostenderent et que leguntur 
in hoc sancto monasterio Panagiotum in quohospitor." 

SJ'he identification of John's 'monasterium Panagiotum' with the monastery of Panagiou 
was already suggested by Pertusi, 'Monasteri e monachi i taliani', p.237. 
6p. Magdalino, Constantinople medievale. Etudes sur I 'evolution des structures urbaines 
(Travaux et Memoires. Monographies, 9, Paris, 1996, pp. 97-98. For earlier secondary 
literature, cf. Laurent, Corpus des sceaux, V, 2, L ' Eglise, p. 95, with reference to Mioni, '11 
Pratum Spirituale', p. 69, note 3, where Mioni refers to Huber's edition of John's Liber de 
miraculis, which also included episodes from the Pratum, and dates John to t he tenth 
century. Neither Mioni nor Laurent were aware of Hofmeister's dating of John to the 
eleventh century, cf. the next footnote. Cf. also Lemerle, Actes de Lavra, I, p. 28, note 82, 
who refers to Mioni and Laurent but does not discuss the evidence because he could not fit 
this information into his hypothesis. 
7C£. Hofmeister, 'Der Ubersetzer Johannes unddas Geschlecht Co mitis Mauronis in Amalfi', 
pp. 225-284, 493-508, 831-833. Accordingsto Schwarz, Amalft im fruhen Mittelalter, pp. 69-
70, Hofmeister's article is still the most comprehensive discussion of the topic. However, 
Schwartz demonstrates that the latest document which was dated to 1090 by Hofmeister 
belongs to the year 1060 or even possibly 1075. 
BIn a document from Cava dated to 1087 the widow of Lupinus is mentioned. This terminus 
ante quem for Lupinus' death was established by Schwartz, Amalfi im fruhen Mittelalter, 
pp. 69-70. 
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presence in Amalfi, there is a gap between 1044 and 1060.9 This, therefore, 

is the likeliest date for John's stay at Panagiou. We can conclude that by the 

mid-eleventh century the monastery was already well-established, with 

facilities for housing guests. 

Monks of Panagiou within the ecclesiastical network 

of the capital 

Stray references in documentary sources bear witness to the continuing 

success of the community. In a Constantinopolitan document dated to the 

year 1100 we find the signature of "Constantine, priest of the Great Church 

of God and of the Blachemae, he of Panagiou (6 TOU IIavaylou)".IO A 

comparison with other signatures of the same type shows that the epithet 

6 T(OU) IIavaYlou identifies Constantine as a monk of Panagiou. ll The list 

9ffofmeister, 'Der Ubersetzer Johannes unddas Geschlecht Comitis Mauronis in Amalfi', p. 
242. We know that Bishop Peter of Amalfi was a member of the Roman delegation which 
came to Constantinople in 1054, and John may have been in the bishop's entourage. The 
Liber de Miraculis is dedicated by John to the "bis consul" (i. e. SlaUlTaTos) Pantaleo, cf. 
Johannes Monachus, Liber de Miraculis, ed. Huber, p. xx. The same Pantaleo commissioned 
the collection of documents referring to the legation in 1054 and was possibly also in 
Constantinople at the time, d. Hofmeister, 'Der Ubersetzer Johannes und das Geschlecht 
Comitis Mauronis in Amalfi', p. 264, note 107. 

lOActes d'Ivirotl, IT, ed. Lefort, Oikonomides, Papachryssanthou, p. 192, no.49: 'Garantie du 
monastere de Gomatou pour lviron (1100)" l. 22: Kwv(aTav)T(t)v(OS) lTpE(aj3u)T(E)p(OS) 

T(iis) TOU 8(EO)U IlEYaA(T]S) EKKAT]<Jl(as) K(at) TWV BAaXEpvwv 6 T(OU) ITavayiou. A 
Constantine, priest of the Great Church and of the Bhchernae, but without the last 
epithet, also appears in a document of Lavra, dated to 1081, cf. Actes de Lavra, I, ed. 
Lemerle, p. 235, no. 42: 'Garantie de Kosmidion pour les Amalfitains (1081)', 1. 63: 
Kwv(aTaVTlvos) lTpE(al3u)T(E)p(OS) T(iis) TOU 9(EO)U I1Ey(d)A(T]S") ' EKKATJataS K(at) TWV 

BAaXEpvwv. 

llThe editors of Actes d'lviron, Il, consider the possibility that Constantine might have 
been a monk of Panagiou but refrain from a definite conclusion, d. Actes d'Iviron, Il, ed. 
Lefort, Oikonomides, Papachryssanthou, p. 191: Prosopographie: "Constantin, pretre de I a 
Grande Eglise et des Blachernes, Actes de Lavra, I, p. 335, no. 42, 1. 62-63, et dans notre 
document 1. 22, avec ce titre supplementaire: 6 T(OU) ITavaYlou (faut-il comprendre que 
Constantin avait unrapport avec le monastere de Panagiou?)." However, there is no other 
satisfactory explanation for this epithet. The alternative explanation as the name of the 
father of Constantine can be excluded because ITavaylOS is not a personal name, d. below. 
Moreover, the same pattern repeats itself in the list of signatures at the bottom of another 
document dated to 1098 where we find two signatures of priests of Constantinopolitan 
churches who sign first with their name, then with the name of the church and the quarters 
in which the churches are located and finally with the epithets TOU TitS Kouj3ouKAElatvllS 
and TOU AounaSwlTou respectively, cf. Actes d'Iviron, Il, p. 183, no. 48, H. 71-72: N1Kr)Ta 
lTpEal3uTEpoU TOU ayiou N1KOAaou TitS B(YAas TaU TTts KOUf:\OUKAElatVT]S'" KwvaTavTtvou 
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of titles he gives himself bears witness to an accumulation of offices which 

is not uncommon at the time. Although it is not clear from the document 

in which function he acted, the signature certainly shows that the monks 

of Panagiou were integrated into the "ecclesiastical" network of 

Constantinople. 

Another member of the community of Panagiou, Athanasius 6 

ITavaytwTI1S", signed the decree of the synod at the Blachemae palace in 

1094. The name appears in a list of signatures of abbots, but the context is 

difficult to interpret. 12 Following the first signature of the abbot John of 

Stoudios, we find: < ... > TOU irYOUll-EVOU Tl1S" ll-0v1)S" TOU aytou ~LOll-TlaOUS" 

, A8avamou TOU ITavaytwTou. Janin and Gautier have interpreted this 

passage as a single entry and concluded that Athanasius was abbot of St 

Diomedes.13 Because of the epithet 6 ITavaytwTllS" we would then have to 

assume that Athanasius had been monk of Panagiou before he became 

abbot of St Diomedes. It is not without parallel that an abbot who had 

come from another monastery retained the name of his old house. 14 

However, this is not the only problem with the interpretation of Janin and 

Gautier. Also, all the other signatures begin with the name of the abbot 

which is then followed by Ka8ll'Y0Ull-EVOU Tl1S" ll-0v1)S" etc., whereas in the case 

npEoj3UTEPOU TOU a'YtOu rraVTEAE~1l0VOS- TWV L:()(j>lWV TOU AounaOlu.lTou. Here the 
comparison with the following signatures of two laymen, ' Iwavvou j3aOtAtKOU KA1WlKOO Kat 
vOTaplou TOU L:()(j>lu.lTOU- Kat KwvoTaVTivou KPlTOU Kat Taj3ouAAaplou TOU <t>opt TOU is 
instructive. They are given one epithet referring to a quarter in Constantinople i. e. 
Sophiotes and Phorites whereas in the case of the two priests to this is added another 
epithet, first church, then quarter in which the church is located, and finally b T11s
Kou!3ouKAEl01VTjS- and b AounaBuDTT)S. In this case we can be almost certain that these last 
names refer to monasteries. In the second case we know of a monastery of Aouna61OV founded 
by Patriarch Nicholas Grammatikos, cf. Janin, l.il geographie ecclesiastique, I, 3, Les 
eglises et les monas teres, 2nd edition, 418. And although a 1l0Vl] T11s- Kouj3ouKAElOl VTjS is not 
listed by Janin the name TTJS- Kouj3ouKAElOlvT)S- explains itself easily as the foundation of 
the wife of a Kouboukieisios, cf. e. g. Janin, La geographie ecciesiastique, I, 3, Les eglises et 
les monasteres, 2nd edition, p. 330: ME-yMTJS- BouKat VT)S- (Movl] TTJS-). 

12p. Gautier, 'Synode des Blachernes', p.219. 

13Gautier, 'Synode des Blachernes', pp. 277-278. Cf. Janin, La geographie eccUsiastique, I, 
3, Les eglises et les monasteres, 2nd edition, p.96: liEn 1092, Athanase, higoumene de Saint
Diomede, assiste a la reconciliation du metropolite Leon de Chalcedoine avec le saint 
synod e." 
14c£. e. g. for the 12th century Athanasius Philanthropenos who kept the name of his old 
monastery of the Philanthropos Soter when he became abbot of st. Mamas, cf. Mamas 
Typikon, ed. E ustratiades, p. 303, ll. 14-15: b TanEl vas- 1l0vaXOS- ' AOavaolOS- 6 
<t>lAav8pwnT)vas- Kat clITEAl]S- Ka8T)'Y0UIlEVOS- T11S- ll0vllS TOU a'Y1ou IlE'YaAO\1apTUpos-
MallaVTOS-. 
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of Athanasius the name would follow the reference to the monastery. 

However, in the signature of the abbot of St Diomedes there is a lacuna 

before the name of the monastery, and it is quite possible that this 

signature also began with a name. If that were the case, then 'A8avamou 

TaU ITavaYH.DTOU should be interpreted as a separate signature, most likely 

that of the abbot of Panagiou who would then have signed as third in the 

list of abbots. 15 

In Laurent's collection there is a seal of a "Monk Athanasius the 

Panagiotes" which he dates to the twelfth century, but this may well be a 

homonym of the abbot of 1094.16 More likely is the identity of the member 

of the Blachernae synod with the abbot Athanasius of Panagiou who 

occurs as a correspondent of the Studite monk Nicetas Stethatos.n 

A paragon of monastic rigour: Athanasius of Panagiou 

and his correspondence with Nicetas Stethatos 

In contrast to the scattered mentions in the sources discussed so far, this 

correspondence yields a much richer picture of the monastery and its 

importance in the monastic discourse of the time. Unfortunately, the date 

is difficult to establish. However, we know that Nicetas was dead by 1092 

this provides us with a terminus ante quem. I8 And because Nicetas took it 

on himself to defend the Studite customs it seems likely that the 

lSEven so, however, the signature is irregular because none of the other abbots signed in t hi s 
way. 
16Laurent, Corpus des sceaux, V, 2, L'Eglise, pp. 244-245, no. 1352: ~<ppayl<) 'Aeavauiou 
Ilovaxou TOU ITuvuytuhou. Cf. the genitive "Panagiotum" used by John of Amalfi. 

17Nicetas Stethatos, Opuscules et lettres, ed. Darrouzes, pp. 464-485: alTO TT)S' TPlT1)S' 
EKuTovTaooS' TWV EffiUTOAWV NlKtlTU ~TT]8(hou. This title shows that the correspondence is 
an excerpt from a collection of Nicetas' letters which has not survived. 

18Cf. Darrouzes in the introduction to his edition of Nicetas Stethatos, Opuscules et lettres, 
p. 10. Cf. also Hausherr in the introduction to his edition of the Life of Symeon the New 
Theologian by Nicetas Stethatos, p.lxxxiv. 
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correspondence dates to the time when he was abbot there. 19 This would 

take us to the decade before Nicetas' death.20 

The correspondence consists of three documents: a letter by Nicetas 

under the title JJto Athanasius abbot of the monastery TOU ITavaYlou about 

canons", followed by Athanasius' answer, and a final reply by Nicetas.21 

In the first letter Nicetas lays out a complex argument. He begins by 

delineating the position held by anonymous JJwise men who boast of 

knowing and understanding well the purport of the sacred canons and 

laws of the church". These men argue that the penances of the canons 

only apply to those who are caught while committing sins, but not to 

those who confess them out of their own volition. Therefore the latter do 

not need to stand with the catechumeni during mass.22 Nicetas questions 

the justification for this position by referring to canonical texts.23 After 

this, an apparently new topic is introduced when Nicetas explains the 

practice followed in his own monastery: the Studites JJ economically 

(O\.KOVO~tKWS)" let those who have committed grave sins and have then 

entered their monastery stand within the doors of the nave during mass 

because as monks they are already in a state of repentance.24 This practice, 

however, has met with opposition: JJWhen we thus show oikonomia 

concerning the penance of those who confess, we are rebuked by the wise 

not to understand the purport of the canons nor to act according to the 

laws of the church."25 In this situation Nicetas turns to the abbot 

Athanasius for help in his confusion and in his fear of making a mistake, 

19yhe correspondence with Athanasius is not the only text Nicetas wrote in defense of 
Studite customs. Cf. also Nicetas Stethatos, Opuscules et [ettres, ed. Darrouzes, pp. 486-506. 

20Cf. Darrouzes in the introduction to his edition of Nicetas Stethatos, Opuscules et lettres, 
p.l0. 
21Nicetas' first letter on pp. 464-472: 'ABavacrt4l ~youIlEV4l Ti\S llovTjs TOU ITavayiou lTEpt 

Kavovwv; Athanasius' letter on pp. 472-476; Nicetas' second letter on pp. 477- 485. 

22Nicetas Stethatos, Oncanons,c.l, Opuscules et lettres, ed. Darrouzes, p. 464,11. 1-5: </>au{ 
TWES TWV auxouvTWV cro<!>wv dOEVat KaAWS Kat VOElV Ta TWV lEPWV Kavovwv Kat VOIlWV 
TljS EKKAlju{as. 

23Nicetas Stethatos, On canons, c. 2, Opuscules et lettres, ed. Darrouzes, p. 466. 

24Nicetas Stethatos, Oncanons,c. 3, Opuscules et lettres, ed. Darrouzes, pp. 466,468. 

2SNicetas Stethatos, On canons, c. 4,Opuscules et le ttres, ed. Darrouzes, p. 468, 11. 1-4: othw 
TOlVUV T~V TWV E~olloAoyoullEvwV IlETaVOWv OlKOVOIlOUVTES E'YKaAouIlEBa lTapa TWV (Jo</>wv 
Ill) VOEtV Ta TWV Kavovwv IlT]OE lTpaTTEtV KaTa TOUS VOIlOUS TljS EKKAljcrias. 
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because he is aware of the practice of the Messalians who completely 

disregard penances.26 

Nicetas' letter 1S a masterpiece of obfuscation. Obviously the 

Studites were accused of un canonical laxity in their penances by a group of 

"wise" men, probably not monks themselves, and Nicetas was looking for 

supportP But the matter is not presented in such a straightforward 

fashion. Instead, Nicetas adds a first position also attributed to (the same?) 

"wise men" which is unacceptable to everybody. This first position is 

obviously only introduced to set up an "extreme" foil against which 

Studite practice can then appear as comparatively strict. All this is done in 

order to manipulate Athanasius into taking the side of the Studites against 

the "wise of the world (TWV TOU KOOIlOU ao4>wv)".28 

In his answer, however, Athanasius thwarts Nicetas' hopes.29 He 

first expresses his reluctance to be drawn into the controversy but then, to 

help Nicetas in his uncertainty, he offers his opinion. In the passage that 

deals with the Studite practice Athanasius takes an overtly critical 

position: "Your practice that you let the catechumeni stand inside the 

sacred doors is outside the divine and sacred canons."30 This tone is kept 

up throughout the letter when the Studite ways are then characterized as 

lIunholy" and "unworthy"}1 Athanasius goes so far as to side with Nicetas' 

adversaries: "When you rebuke them that 'they slander us as being 

ignorant' because you let such ones stand right away or even after a short 

time among the catechumeni, rebuke yourself instead!"32 

26Nicetas Stethatos, On canons, cc. 5-6, Opuscules et lettres, ed. Darrouzes, pp. 468, 470. 

27Nicetas' final reference to the Messalians probably contains an accusation made against 
the Studites. 

28Nicetas Stethatos, On canons, c. 7, Opuscules et lettres, ed. Darrouzes, p. 470, H. 5-6. 

29J-Ie may well have seen through the manipulation when he speaks of "your wise men (Ol 
ao<jJol aou)", cf. Nicetas Stethatos, On canons, c. 11, Opuscules et lettres, ed. Darrouzes, p. 
476, 11. 2-3. 

3~icetas Stethatos, On canons, c. 10, Opuscules et lettres, ed. Darrouzes p. 474, 1-3: TO BE 
UI1ETEPOV on TWV lEPWV Eaw lluXWV TOUS- KaTT1XOUI1EVOUS- laT(lTE E~w TWV 8Elwv Kat 
lq)(7lV Ean Kavovwv. 

31Nicetas Stethatos, On canons, c. 10, Opuscules et lettres, ed. Darrouzes, p. 474, n. 5-6; 1. 
14: llaVTu yap TOUTO aVO<JlOV ... llaVTTJ ava~ta. 

32Nicetas Stethatos, On canons, c. 10, Opuscules et lettres, ed. Darrouzes, p. 474, 11.10-12: 
ilTav ODv EYKaXnS- atJTotS- on ayvoouvTaS' ~l1aS' BtauupouUtV on oXws- ~ Kat EV oX1Y4l 
XPOV4l I1ETa T WV KaTT1xouIlEVWV TOUS- TOlOlJTOUS- laTihE aVTEYKaXEa E aEaUTQ. 
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Clearly, Nicetas did not expect that Athanasius would take seriously 

his rhetorical cry for help in confusion and wish to be instructed on the 

correctness of Studite practice, and then go on to criticise it as uncanonical. 

Not surprisingly, the reply earns Athanasius a second rather acerbic letter 

by Nicetas, who points out that he knew all those arguments anyway and 

just pretended to be ignorant in order to win an ally who would bolster his 

position: "Because by speaking alone I was not able to convince through 

the contentiousness of the wise who oppose us, I judged it to be necessary 

to enlist you, too, to help with the speech, somehow assuming the mask of 

one who does not know, so that through the deluge of speeches and 

through the witness of others, all those who oppose us are completely 

silenced and become aware of their own ignorance."33 Nicetas then 

criticizes Athanasius for following the letter and not the spirit of the 

canons and thus showing himself to be overly rigid to the detriment of 

those whose souls are in need of care. 

This exchange is quite instructive. Its overall content corroborates 

my previous conclusion that Panagiou was part of the monastic network 

of the capitaL34 Moreover, Athanasius of Panagiou was dearly not a 

negligible player in monastic politics. The fact that Nicetas turned to him 

to shore up his position against his critics shows that he accorded 

Athanasius high authority and considered his opinion to have some 

influence with the adversaries of Stoudios.35 And Athanasius himself not 

only takes the upper hand by refusing to be baited by Nicetas' insinuation 

that monks must stand together, and thus to be drawn into the network of 

Nicetas' supporters, but also criticizes the Studites and their customs. This 

33Nicetas Stethatos, On canons, c. 13, Opuscules et lettTes, ed. Darrouzes, pp. 476, 478, H. 5-
10: ETTE\. AEYWV TTEiSnv 1l0VOS OUK dxov 'T41 6UOEpEl. 'TWV TtlltV avn6ta'TtSqlEvwv oo<!>wv 
6E1v EKp1.Va Kat OE Eis ~o~SE1.av 'TOU AOyOl.l Aa~Elv itYVOOUVTOS TTpoowTTElov unOKptSEtS 
nva 'TPOTTOV lV' EK TTEpl.OucrtaS AOYWV Ka\. llap'TuptaS hEPWV EmO'ToIlWSW01.V E1S 'TEAOS 
TTavHS o\. aVTlKdIlEVOl. TtlllV Kal. 'Tits OtKEtas ayvwolas €v EmyvwOEt yEVWVTUl.. 

34Athanasius envisages the possibility of a meeting, d. Nicetas Stethatos, On canons, c. 12, 
Opuscules et lettres, ed. Darrouzes, p. 476, 11. 2-3. 

35The correspondence is preserved in the Codex Vindobonensis hist. gr. 7 from the 12th 
century where it follows a text of Patriarch Nicholas Ill. Cf. Darrouzes in the introduction 
to Nicetas Stethatos,Opuscules et lettres, pp. 41-42: "manuscrit canonique ... caractere semi
officiel" . 
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self-assured criticism shows that the monks of Panagiou did not bow 

down in front of the time-hallowed community of Stoudios. 

While Nicetas fights a rearguard action trying to hold up the 

concept of oikonomia, which had prevailed in the previous centuries, 

Athanasius shows in his letter that he is very much up-to-date in the 

discourse of the time.36 During this period, the return to the sources of 

canon law had become a rallying point for monastic renewal as well as for 

ecclesiastical reform in general.37 Athanasius' insistence on the strict 

application of the canons in the question of penance is consistent with this 

trend. His position is very close to that of Nicon of the Black Mountain, 

who had problems with the "lax" Penitential of John the Faster and who, 

in his Pandektes, felt the need to qualify the "wild" application of 

penances in the edifying stories of previous centuries.38 In sum, rather 

than following the older tradition of latitude regarding monastic 

discipline, Panagiou exemplified the reform trend towards a narrower 

interpretation of canon law.39 

36As Darrouzes rightly points out Athanasius consistently refers to the practice of the 
Fathers whereas Nicetas' reasoning reflects contemporary Studite practice, cf. Nicetas 
Stethatos, Opuscules et lettres, ed. Darrouzes p. 472, note 1. The more lenient Studite 
practice, in conscious juxtaposition with the stricter penances of the Fathers, is also set out 
in the Canons about Confession ascribed to Theodore of Stoudios, PG, 99, 1721-1729. 

370arrouzes says that this adherence to the letter of the law is naIve in a spiritual father. 
However, Athanasius' attitude must be interpreted in the context of the contemporary 
discussions, d. Krausmiiller, 'The Athonite monastic tradition', p. 61, with an 
interpretation ofthe rigorous position of Patriarch Nichoas ill Grammatikos (1084-1111) in 
matters of fasting which threw the Athonite monksinto disarray. 

38Nicon discusses the topic of confession and absolution in the fifty-second book of his 
Pandektes. His attitude to the liberty of the confessors as compared to canon law is 
ambiguous. He quotes a number of edifying stories which present the traditional broad 
attitude towards penance but then he adds that one must not take these stories as guidelines 
for regular practice, cf. Pandektes, LIl, Codex Atheniensis 'EBVlK~ Blj3A108r)KTj gc. 496, fo1. 
217: XPl) BE TOUTO ElBEval On OUX O:TIAWS' Kat aVOr)nDS' Aal-$avo~Ev TaS' TIPWTjV 

TETaY~Evas- ~apTIJP(as- .. , TIEpt €o';0I10AoYl)OEWS- O:l1apnwv Kat OUYXWpl)OE(US'. Nicon then 
warns against the dangers of the two extremes: the rigorism of the Novatians and the 
laxity of the Messalians, fol. 218: Kat ol. I1Ev €OV TOlS 6E~lOls KAaTIEVTES TIap&t,oyov Kat 
aKatpOV <j>v.av8pWTIlaV ElOr)yayov Kat €O~ETIEaov EtS TljV TWV MaaaAlaVWV Kat EUXl TWV 

'" atpEolv. For a summary of the scholarly discussion about Nicon and his writings cf. A. 
Solignac, 'Nicon de la Montagne-Noire', pp. 31-32, 

39However, one must not forget that Nicetas paraded his studies in canon law when he 
addressed other monks, cf. Nicetas' letter "to the monk and abbot Philotheus: For which ... 
is a priest only ... and through which is he deposed and made to stop officiating." Cod. 
Bodleianus Baroccianus, 27, s. 14, no. 28, fol. 318b: €oK TWV EmaTOAWV NlKrlTa l1ovaxou TOU 
L:TTj8aTOU TIrOs <t>lt,08EOV l1ovaXOV Kat lJYOUI1EVOV 6la TIota EYKArllla'Ta 0 lEPEUS 
a<j>op{ t;;ETal 110VOV Kat 6la TIOta Ka8alpEtTal [Ms: Ka8atpETal] Kat TT)S' AElTOUpyiaS 
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From the sources discussed so far we can already conclude that in 

the second half of the eleventh century Panagiou was a successful 

"modern" community and an important player in monastic politics.40 

Perhaps the strongest sign, however, that throughout this century 

the monastery of Panagiou remained an extraordinarily successful and 

influential community is the fact that a layman chose its typikon as model 

for the rule he imposed on his own foundation. 

Panagiou as model for a lay founder: Gregory Pakourianos 

and the Typikon of the Theotokos Petritzonitissa 

In the years before 1083 the CYEj3aOTOs- and I1Eyas OOI1ECYTIKOS' Tl)S OUCYEWS 

Gregory Pakourianos founded a monastery at Petritzos near Philippopolis, 

better known under its modern name Backovo.41 Pakourianos had no 

children, and he was already an old man at the time.42 For him the 

objective of his enterprise was clear: it provided a place both for the burial 

of his body and for the commemoration of his sou1.43 The burial church is 

still standing and his soul is still commemorated there.44 

nau ETal. The letter begins in a magisterial tone with: luBI. ovv W aytE mhEp <f>tAo8EE OTt 

.. . Philotheus is known as friend of Nicetas Stethatos from the Life of Symeon the New 
Theologian, ed. Hausherr, cc. 145·148, pp. 214, 216, 218, 220. Nicetas' boastfulness oddly 
contrasts with the understatement of Athanasius of Panagiou. 

4Opanagiou may also have beena "modem" community in the field of liturgy because in the 
the Georgian translation of the Petritzonitissa Typikon, an adaptation of the Panagiou 
Typikon which I will discuss next in this chapter, there is a clear reference to IlEUwpta, 

supplements to the traditional Hours which in the second half of the eleventh century had 
becomethe hallmark of liturgical innovation, cf. Krausmuller, 'Private vs communal', pp. 
309-328. d. Petritzonitissa Typikon, Georgian version, tr. Tarchnishvili, c. 50, p. 22, 11. 28-
30: horarn precurn matutini, meridiani, vespertini et completorii, horasque diei 
praescriptas cum earum sequelis. Here 'cum earum sequelis' evidently corresponds to the 
Greek IlETG. TWV IlEU<llP1WV alJTWv. However, in the Greek version this reference is omitted 
and the passage ends with a reference to Compline, cf. Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, 
c. 12, p. 73, 11. 891-893, 11. 911-914. Therefore we cannot be certain that this reference goes 
back to the original Petritzonitissa Typikon, let alone its model, the Panagiou Typikon. 
41Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 1, p. 31, 1. 194: EYW b nOAAaKlS PllSE1S rpl1YOplOS 

UE[3a<TTOS Kat IlEyas OOIlEUTtKOS. Cf. p. 131, H. 1848-1849: nap' EIlOU TE TOU alJToD 

oE[3aoTou rpllyopiou Kat IlEyaAou OOIlEOTIKOU TT)s OUOEWS TOU TIaKOUptaVOu. For a 
biographical sketch, cf. Lemerle, Cinq etudes, 3, Le typikon de Gregoire Pakourianos, pp. 
158-175. Cl. also, more recently, G. Dagron, 'Heritier de soi-meme', pp. 81-99. 
42Petritzonitissa Typikon, c. 1, p. 33, H. 208-209: KaTG. TOU YTlPOUS 1l0U Katp6v. For 1083 as 
the date of Pakourianos' death, cf. Lemerle, Cinq etudes, p. 163. 
43Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 1, p. 31, H. 189-190, on commemoration and 
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However, Pakourianos was also interested in how monastic life 

should be conducted in his foundation. For this purpose he issued a 

11 typi ko n for the monastery of the Mother-of-God Petritzonitissa", dated to 

the year 1083, which was to regulate the life of the community and which 

was the finishing touch of his project.45 Pakourianos freely admits that his 

typikon is an adaptation of an older text and that he took its contents 

"from the typikon of the most holy monastery of Panagiou (Ex TOt) TU1TlKOt) 

Tf)S ... EuaYEO"T(XTllS TWV IIavay(ou p.ovf)S)".46 From a remark in the twelfth 

chapter of the Petritzonitissa Typikon it is evident that Panagiou provided 

the model for the synaxarium, or liturgical typikon, as well. There 

Pakourianos demands that the monks "shall keep firm the divine praise 

of God according to the transmitted yardstick and the legislation which the 

most holy brothers of the divine monastery of Panagiou have" .47 Thus, 

Pakourianos transplanted the entire codified tradition of Panagiou into his 

own monastery. 

Historically, the Petritzonitissa Typikon is of great importance. As 

we have seen in Chapter Two, it allows a partial reconstruction of its lost 

model, the Panagiou Typikon, which Pakourianos asserts has been copied 

faithfully by him into his own text.48 And it occupies an important 

almsgiving, 11. 204-205, on the resting-place for the bones. Cf. Morris, Monks and Laymen, p. 
108. 
44Grishin, 'Literary Evidence for the Dating of the Bachkovo Ossuary Frescoes', p. 93. 
45Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, title, p. 19: TO TUffiKOV TO EKTEeEv napa TOU 
I.lEyaAou B0I.lEUTIKOU TllS BUUEWS KUPOU rpTJYOplOU TOU ITaKoupwvoi) npOS T~V nap' a1hoD 
KTIu8Eluav 110V~V TllS unEpaytus SEOTOKOU TllS ITETpl T<;tWTtUCYTJS. 
46Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, prologue, p. 23, H. 62-63: EK TOU TUffiKOU Tlls ... 
EuaYEUTanw TWV ITavaytou 1.l0vllS. 

47Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 12, p. 73, 11. 908-914: ~Ef3ataV <j>uAa~oumv ... T~V 
SEtav Bo~oAoy{av TOU SEou KaTa TOV napaBEOOI1EVOV Kavova TE Kat T~V V0l108EmaV llv 
EXoumv ol EuaYEUTaTOl aBEA<j>Ot TllS TWV ITavaytou SEtas 110vllS. 
48Pakourianos speaks about his typikon as the uvolume which has been copied by us from 
the typikon of the often mentioned most holy monastery of Panagiou (TQ) lEP41 TEUXEl T41 
... napE~ATJeEVTt nap' lJl1WV EK TOU TUffiKOU TllS nOAAaKlS PTJ8duTJS EuaYEUTaTTjS TWV 
TIavaytou l10vllS)", cf. Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, prologue, p. 23, 11. 61-63. The 
verb napEKl3aHEtv (n anD Tlvos) used in the Petritzonitissa Typikon means "to make a 
copy (tuov, aVTtypa<j>oll) from the original (npulTOTUnoll)". The verb napEKl3aHEtIl is a 
technical term in Middle Byzantine documents, cf. e. g. Actes d' Iviron, Il, ed. Lefort, 
Oikonomides, Papachryssanthou, Metreveli, p. 347, Index: napEKf3aHw, 'etablir tme copie', 
with references, Actes d'Iviron, Il, no. 47 (Testament of the nunMary <Pakouriane>, dated 
to 1098), 11. 72-73, p. 183: NU<11TaS' 6 KOlaluTwp 6 EujnMvoS' TO napoII aVTtypa<j>OIl TllS' 
<j>avEpiis Bta8T]KTJS MaptaS' 110VaXTtS' TllS' TOU BaulAaKlou an' aUTTtS' TllS' npUlToTlJnou 
allot YOI1EVTJS' napE~aAwv .. , no. 46, 1. 5, p. 169: 6 KouponaAaTTJS' rEWpyWS TO napov 
tuov TllS' Bla8T]KTJS napE~aAWV ano TWV nEcpuAaYIlEvwv nap' EliOt xapTtWV ... aVTIl'laAwv 
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position as the first identifiable case of an adaptation of an older typikon 

for a lay foundation, predating the earliest known "daughters" of Evergetis 

by twenty-five years at least. 

A lay founder and the tenets of monastic JJreform" 

By choosing the Panagiou Typikon as his model Pakourianos is the first 

known lay founder who subscribes to the tenets of monastic reform. As I 

have just pointed out, none of the adaptations of the Evergetis 

Hypotyposis go as far back in time, and we cannot even be certain that its 

text had reached its final form at this point.49 The typikon of a lay founder 

that is closest in time to that of Pakourianos is the Diataxis of Michael 

Attaleiates for his monastery of Christ Panoiktirmon in Constantinople 

and a hospice in Rhaidestos, which dates to the year 1077.50 Michael 

Atteleiates, best known as historian, was a member of the 

Constantinopolitan elite.51 

Comparison of these two almost contemporary texts shows a 

striking difference between them: the Panoiktirmon Diataxis contains 

much less detail about the lives of monks. A.-M. Talbot has remarked that 

in the Panoiktirmon Diataxis there is "very little in the way of legislation 

on the observances of monastic life" .52 

T € Kat toaCElV EUpWV T4l EvanOTE8ElllEV41 1:04>, no. 37, 1. 21, p. 110: ~S TO iaov 
napEK/laAovTES, no.40, 1. 29, p. 126: TaU napE Kj3A f,8EVTOS ana TO npunonJTIOV, no. 51, 1. 77, 1. 
107. 
49J. Ph. Thomas, 'Evergetine Reform Movement', p. 254: "This document was originally 
drawn up between 1054 and 1070. There were additions and possibly a complete re-edition 
sometime after 1098 and before 1118." Thomas does not explain how he arrived at the latter 
date of 1070. However, it is obviously based on the three manuscripts which show that 
Timothy was still abbot in 1067. Cf. Gautier's introduction to his edition of the Evergetis 
Hypotyposis, pp. 8-9, with notes 16-18 about the three manuscripts dating to 1064, 1065, and 
1067. This reasoning has been questioned by Mullett, 'Introduction: Work and worship', p. 4: 
"We have come to realise that both texts represent a long development from the original 
formulation." 
50Panoiktirrnon Diataxis, ed. Gautier, pp. 5-143. 
51Cf. Gautier's introduction to his edition of the Diataxis, pp. 11-16. Cf. also Lemerle, Cinq 
etudes, 100. Cf. Kazhdan, I Attaleiates, Michael', p.229. 
520umbartonOaks typikon project, no. 19, Attaleiates, introduction by Talbot, p. 327: 'Lives 
of the Monks': "very little in the way of legislation on the observances of monastic life and 
liturgical observances such as are commonly found in contemporary typika. These matters 
were presumably treated in detail in a now lost typikon that Attaleiates claims to have 
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While this seems the case in comparison with the Evergetis 

Hypotyposis, the short shrift Attaleiates gives to such matters was probably 

nothing extraordinary at the time. The transition from simpler collections 

of regulations to more detailed ones was only then taking place and 

extended typika had not yet become the norm at the time when the 

Evergetis Hypotyposis was written.53 

However, one can draw a number of conclusions from the rules 

which Attaleiates did include. By comparison with the Petritzonitissa 

Typikon, we can see that the kind of monasticism envisaged in the 

Panoiktirmon Diataxis is still very much unreformed. Attaleiates rejects 

down payments as conditions for admittance but also prescribes some 

things which were considered anathema in later typika.54 

For example, Attaleiates allows, and even exhorts his monks to give 

alms from the leftovers of their meals: "When he takes his midday meal, 

each monk of necessity will have to share with a poor person whatever he 

chooses, even if it is very small, either bread or drink, and no day should 

pass without charity."55 In the Petritzonitissa Typikon, on the other hand, 

it is emphatically forbidden "to give to others even if they are of the most 

impoverished" and stressed that "hospitality is general and given for 

all".56 Attaleiates is "archaic" here with his concept of individual charity 

even for monks.57 The Petritzonitissa Typikon, on the other hand, sides 

authored himself". Talbot refers to Panoiktirmon Diataxis, ed. Gautier, p. 67, 11. 815-817. 
However, from what Attaleiates tells us there this "typikon" is unlikely to have included 
disciplinary information. Without doubt Gautier is right in identifying it as a "typikon 
liturgique", cf. Gautier's note 44 onp.66. 
53 Another contemporary "short" typiko n is the one drawn up by Bishop Manuel of Strumica 
for his monastery of the Virgin Eleousa. The text was written between the years 1085 and 
1106 but is probably closer to the earlier date, cf. Eleousa Typikon, ed. Petit, p.15. 
54Panoiktirmon Diataxis, ed. Gautier, p. 63, n. 790-781: TIEpt O:TIomyf}s-. 

55Panoiktirmon Diataxis, ed. Gautier, pp. 61, 63, 11. 746-750: E~El BE TIp0S" aVclYKl)S 
EKUOTOS 1l0VUXOS ~1I(KU EOetEt Ell IlEol)ll!3pi~ IlETu6t6oval TIEvTlTt OOOV E xEt 
TIpoatpE<JEWS" Kav !3paxuTaToll n ElTE tjJWIlOV 11 TIOTOV Kat IlTJ napEpXl1Tat ~IlEpa aVEU 
EAEl)lloaUlIl)S' [aAA' avoiywm. Kat llUAWVU KUt OTIAayxva EKclOT4l TIEVTlTt axpt Kat EvOS 

ElpuIlIlUTOS]. The food the monks need for giving alms at the gate is given to them in addition 
to their 'rogai', cf. Panoiktirmon Diataxis, ed. Gautier, p. 69, 11. 867-869. 
56Petritzonitissa Typikon, c.4, p. 49, 11. 494-516. This will be discussed in detail further 
down. The same discrepancy is found in the regulations concerning meetings in the cells in 
the evenings where the Diataxis makes numerous allowances whereas they are completely 
forbidden in the Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 4, pp. 47,49. 
57Significantly, the closest parallel is found in the Chapters of Symeon the Pious which 
date to the late tenth century, cf. Capi ta, 145, PG, 120, 681BC: TO TIEPtAEt~8Ev clTIOOTEtAOV 
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with contemporary "strictly" cenobitic texts like the Life of John and 

Euthymius of Iviron and the Evergetis Hypotyposis.58 

Even where both the Panoiktirmon Diataxis and the Petritzonitissa 

Typikon have essentially the same regulations there are notable 

differences between them. A telling example is the stipulation that the 

monks be given "stipends (roym}". In the Panoiktirmon Diataxis we find a 

list of recipients of these rogae according to classes.59 The corresponding 

passage in the Petritzonitissa Typikon is almost identical.60 However, 

whereas in the Panoiktirmon Diataxis there is no inkling that this might 

be in any way problematic or run against the proper conduct of monks, the 

author of the Petritzonitissa Typikon delineates the dangers arising from 

it.61 Furthermore, he prefaces the list of rogae with the following remark: 

"If it were possible for us <to make> the distribution of the clothes 

according to the custom of the most holy monastery of Panagiou, which 

has been set down above, nothing else would be higher and more fitting 

than that, but according to the rush of time and the instability of it we 

have fixed that it happens as we will now proceed to say."62 This shows 

that the author of the typikon is aware that this practice is "sub-standard" 

and feels the need to give a - rather lame - apology for it. 

Thus, in the Petritzonitissa Typikon the practice of Panagiou 

appears as a standard, representing the "pure" cenobitic life-style even in 

those cases where it cannot be maintained.63 The rejection of rogae for the 

acquisition of dresses by the monks which is also mentioned prominently 

in the Evergetis Hypotyposis is one of the hallmarks of the cenobitic 

ETEP4> aBEA<t>41 TT'fWx41 Kat EUAaj3Et. At the beginning of the eleventh century his disciple 
Symeon the New Theologian did not allow his monks to make gifts. However, he made an 
exception in the case of "strangers", d. Symeon the New Theologian, Catechesis, 26, ed. 
Krivocheine, III, p. 86, ll. 210-211: flTJBE ETEP4J TUft EK TWV aBEAQ>WV EntBOOTlS" El. fll) lTOU 
alTO ~EVl)S" EOn. Kat ~ABE lTpOS" of: Bul. xpdav Tt VcI. 
58Life of John and Euthymius of Iviron by Georgethe Dekanoz, tr. Peeters, c. 71, p. 56, H. 3-5: 
pauperes alit monasterium. Euergetis Hypotyposis, ed. Gautier, c. 38, p. 81, H. 1173. 
59Panoiktirmon Diataxis, p. 67,H. 818-827; p. 69, n. 862-873. Cf. translation, p.350. 
60Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 9, p. 69, H. 825-945. 
61Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 9, p. 67,ll. 811-820. 
62Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 9, pp. 67, 69, H. 820-824. 
63Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 9, pp. 67, 69, H. 808-824. Cl. 23. Pakourianos, pp. 
512-513, m the 'roga'. ''Thus, in short distinction to Evergetis, inequality in dress was a 
fundamental fact of life at Petritzonitissa.' 
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doctrine of the time.64 Again, Attaleiates is blissfully unaware of this, 

simply taking the institution of rogae for granted. 

However, one must be careful not to generalize from these two 

texts. Too many typika by lay founders from these years are lost, and there 

may well have been more texts closer to the spirit of the Petritzonitissa 

Typikon.65 This is especially likely in the case of John Mauropous who 

before 1060, while he was still a layman, founded a monastery and 

provided it with both a disciplinary and a liturgical typikon.66 Although 

these texts are lost, in Mauropous' case his interests in "reform" typika are 

obvious from his Life of Dorotheus of Chiliokomon which I will discuss 

in greater detail later in this chapter.67 

John Mauropous is known as teacher and scholar, who took a 

prominent part in the intellectual life of the capital. In his case the link 

with monastic reform can be easily explained. Pakourianos, on the other 

hand, was a member of a completely different social group, for he 

belonged to the "military" aristocracy, a powerful sector of the elite. 

64Evergetis Hypotyposis, ed. Gautier, c. 25, p. 67, n. 929-933. 
65It is likely that there existed Typika for the Chora-monastery, restored by Mary 
Doukaina, and for the Pantepoptes-monastery, founded by Alexius' mother Anna 
Dalassena, but we have no information to substantiate this hypothesis. Cf. Janin, La 
geographie ecciesiastique, I, 3, Les eglises et les monasteres, 2nd edition, p. 543, p. 513. 
66aur information about these texts comes from Michael PseUos' Encomium of John 
Mauropous. PseUos mentions that before he became metropolitan of Euchalta John founded a 
monastery in his "fatherland (naTplS)", possibly in or in the area of Claudiopolis, which 
he dedicated to St. Theodore. PseUos speaks about the hymnody of the monks which had 
been "legislated aVOIJ.OT~el)O"av)" by Mauropous and then refers to "the written orders 
through which he legislated for the ascetics (01. .. . Eyypa$ot nEpl. WV Tais clo"Kl)TalS 
Ev0I10TE8l)O"E BlaTCl~ElS)", d. Encomium of John Mauropous by Michael PseUos, ed. Anastasi, 
pp. 158-159. PseUos' information that John was still a layman fixes the date of the texts to 
before 1060. This means that they predate the Petritzonitissa Typikon and possibly even 
the Evergetis Hypotyposis. The traditional chronology of Mauropous' life was revised by 
Kazhdan, d. Kazhdan, 'Some problems in the Biography ofJohn Mauropous, I', pp. 110-11l. 
Aubert, 'Jean Mauropous', p. 279, follows Kazhdan. 
67'fhe Encomium of John Mauropous by Michael PseUos, ed. Anastasi, pp. 214-215, implies 
that like Attaleiates and Manuel of Strumica Mauropous composed both a liturgical and a 
disciplinary typikon. Unfortunately, Ps ell os' description is rather hazy and focussed 00 

Mauropous'regulations concemingthe liturgy. However, some idea of the contents of the 
displinary typikon can be got from Mauropous' Life of Dorotheus of Chiliokomon which he 
delivered in the monastery, where Dorotheus had been abbot, while he was metropolitan 
of EuchaHa (ca. 1060-1075), d. Kazhdan, 'Some problems in the Biography of John 
Mauropous, IT', p. 385. Into this text Mauropous inserted a passage about the value of 
manual work from the Typikoll of that monastery, cf. Life of Dorotheus of Chiliokomon by 
John Mauropous, ed. Lagarde and Bollig, c. 23, pp. 214-215. This counterbalances the strong 
liturgical bias of Psellos' presentation who only praises the chanting of hymns in 
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According to his own words Pakourianos had been a soldier in the service 

of the emperors "from youth until the present time of old age" in various 

functions both on the Eastern and on the Western frontier.68 Thus, he is 

proof for us that Panagiou exerted influence beyond the circles of monks 

and lay intellectuals of the capital. 

Moreover, Pakourianos is a special case because he was a Georgian 

with roots in the Eastern borderlands of the Byzantine empire from where 

his family came.69 Although at the time of the foundation of the 

monastery he had aligned himself with the rising family of the Komnenoi 

and had been rewarded with the command of the Byzantine forces in the 

West he retained his Georgian identity.?o He cultivated links with 

Georgian monasteries, above all Iviron, to which he made a generous 

donation.?1 And when he founded his monastery he called it "most holy 

monastery of the Iberians (dJaYEO"T(XTT) 110V~ T(DV 'Ij3fuxuv)" exactly like the 

Georgian house on Mt Athos.?2 He founded his monastery exclusively to 

house his fellow-countrymen and even went so far as to expressly forbid 

Greeks to enter the community.?3 Moreover, he chose the Georgian 

Mauropous'monastery. 
68Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 1, p. 33, ll. 235-237: aVTI TTOAAWV E~WV Kat 
~EyaAwv Bt' al~aTOS aywvwv Kat oTTouBao~aTwv ous fX VEapas ~AtK{as ~EXPt TOU 
TTapOVTOS TOU y~PWS" Xp6vou Bll)VUoa. In the contex Pakourianos says he was given the 
chrysobull for Petritzos by the emperors "as reward for my many and great struggles" etc. 
69Pakourianos may well have grown up in the East. His sisters were married off to 
Easterners, and he had Armenian, Monophysite, dependents and relatives, cf. 
Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 18, p. 93, 11. 1215-1225, appendix, p. 129, 11. 1813-
1815. Significantly, he does not give his father Pakourianos a Byzantine title but the 
"Eastern" apxwv TWV apxoVTwv instead, cf. Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, prologue, 
p. 21, ll. 16-17. All his earliest possessions were in the East, cf. Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. 
Gautier, appendix, p. 125, 11. 1769-1773, with a reference to five chrysobulls concerning 
possessions in the avaTOA T] (i. e. in Byzantine Armenia and Georgia) and in the Theme TWV 
apllEVtaKwV. 

70A. E. Lalou, 'L'etranger de passage et l'etranger privilegie a Byzance', pp. 69-88. 
71Actes d'Iviron, Il, ed. Lefort, Oikonornides, Papachryssanthou, Section on the Synodikon 
ofIviron, tr. Metreveli, p. 5, no. 38, p. 7, no. 111. 
72Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 1, p. 29, 1. 173. 
73Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 22, p. 105,11. 1418-1433. It was obviously at least 
partly intended as a means to provide for his old retainers because the Georgian monks 
Pakourianos addresses in the prologue are obviously former soldiers, cf. Petritzonitissa 
Typikon, ed. Gautier, prologue, p. 23, 11. 42-50, esp. 44: "If3T]pES TE lmapXOVTES Kat 

OTpanWTlKljv TTaVTOtaV Btaywyljv KEKTT]I1EVOl. For the rejection of Greek monks, cf. 
Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 22, p. 105,11. 1418-1433. This is just one example for a 
wide-spread distrust by Georgians of their Greek co-religionists. A parallel is found in the 
"libe11us" added to the Georgian Life of John and Euthymius by George the Hagiorite, tr. 
Peeters, c. 83, p. 88. 
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Gregory "of Van" (Bavlvos, Vanensis) as the first abbot and entrusted him 

with the supervision of the construction.74 

However, when it came to choosing the model for his typikon he 

turned to the Greek monastery of Panagiou. How did it come about that 

the monastery of Panagiou inspired such an admiration in a layman, a 

soldier, and a Georgian as well? It is unfortunate that we know nothing 

about the relations between Panagiou and lay society in the second half of 

the eleventh century. Thus, Pakourianos remains an isolated case. 

Nevertheless, one can make some inferences from the information 

Pakourianos gives about himself in the Petritzonitissa Typikon. 

The choice of the Panagiou Typikon as the model for his own 

foundation suggests that for quite some time Pakourianos had been 

exposed not only to the ideas of reform monasticism in general but also to 

the specific traditions of the monks of Panagiou. Panagiou stands for 

Pakourianos' other, "Byzantine", side. Mter all he had continuously been 

in Byzantine service from the moment he appears in the sources. 

Although he hailed from the Caucasus Pakourianos had come to the West 

and lived there in the early 1070s when he was given extensive lands in 

the Eastern Balkans by Emperor Michael VII Doukas (1071-1078).15 It 

appears that he was a protege of this emperor whose wife, Mary of Alania, 

74Porhis name BOVlvos-orVanensis, cf. Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, index, c. 30, p. 
29, 11. 161-163: TTEpl TaU ToxBEVTOS- TTOP' ~I1WV TTpWTOU Ko9lJyoUI1EVOU rplJyopiou TaU 

BOVlVOU. Petritzonitissa Typikon, Georgian version. tr. Tarchnishvili, index, c. 30, p. 4, 11. 
29-30: de primo a me constituto hegumeno Gregorio Vanensi. Pakourianos praises Gregory's 
efforts in the building of the monastery, cf. Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 30, p. 
115, H. 1592-1597. 
75It is true that only in the chrysobulls for Pakourianos' possessions in Mosynopolis Michael 
VII is expressly mentioned and not in the grants for Philippopolis listed immediately 
afterwards, Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, appendix, p. 127, H. 1775-1776. However, 
one can assume from the sequence that they were issued by the same emperor. Dolger 
ascribes both groups of chrysobulls to Michael VII, cf. Dolger, Regesten der Kaiserurkunden, 
I-Ill, p. 20, no. 1016: Mosynopolis, no. 1017: Philippopolis. Moreover, further down in his 
list Pakourianos mentions a semeiosis by Michael VII "about the metropolitan of 
Philippopolis", cf. Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, appendix, p. 127, 1. 1787. This 
suggests that at the time Pakourianos already had interest in the region of Philippopolis. 
Cf. also the later semeiosis given by Botaneiates for the possessions in Philippopolis, 
Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, appendix, p. 127, 1. 1788, which is most likely a 
confirmation of the older possessions. We are well informed about these possessions because 
Pakourianos dedicated them all to his monastery, cf. the assessment by Morris, Monks and 
laymen, p. 237: "Pakourianos' monastery was particularly well-endowed because the 
founder and his brother had been rich enough to invest in (or had been fortunate enough to 
have been given) prime farm land in Thrace." 
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was a Georgian princess.76 In those years he became involved in the 

monastic affairs of the capital.77 And it is likely that he was also introduced 

to the current monastic discourse.78 

76Michael VII not only gave Pakourianos extensive lands on the Balkans but also presented 
him with a particle of the true cross, cf. the list of liturgical objects which is only found in 
the Georgian versions, quoted by Gautier in Latin translation in his edition of the 
Petritzonitissa Typikon, p. 135: et quae alia dedimus venerandae ac sanctae ecclesiae 
nostrae: a rege Michaele crucem in collo ferendam ex venerabili ligno vivifico. For the 
Empress Mary "of Alania", daughter of the Georgian king Bagrat IV (1027-1072), and 
spouse of Michael VII Doukas and later also Nicephorus Ill, cf. Skoulatos, Personnages 
byzantins, p. 188-192, and Brand, Cutler, 'Maria of "Alania", p. 1298. It is worth noting that 
according to Anna Komnena Mary of Alania had an estate at Petritzos, cf. Anna Komnena, 
A I ex iad, IX, 5, 5, ed. Leib, II, p. 171, L 18 - p. 172, 1. 12. 
77It is likely that Pakourianos had other dealings with Constantinopolitan monasteries 
which would make the choice of Panagiou seem less isolated. Among the documents lis ted 
in the Petritzonitissa Typikon is "one chrysobull of the monastery of the Lady Euphrosyne 
of the place Libadion (xpuooj3ouHwv Ev Tl)S p.ovijs Ti)s Kupiis Eu<j>poouvT)S TOU XWptOU 
AtIJaBiou)", cf. Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, appendix, p. 127,1. 1774. Lemerle and 
in his suite Gautier translate this with "monastere de Kyra Euphrosyne, commune de 
Libadion" cf. Lemerle, Cinq etudes, 154. Gautier's translation on p. 126. In the list of 
properties compiled for Lemerle by C. Asdracha this "commune de Libadion" appears 
among the localities which have remained unidentified, cf. Lemerle, Cinq etudes, 176, note 
148: "N'ont pu etre place: Les communes (choria) Libadiou ... " I would suggest that a 
monastery of that name in a "commune" or "village" of Libadion is a phantom. In fact, the 
Greek text may be corrupt here because the Georgian has 'Chrysolivada' instead of XWptou 
At(3aBtou, cf. Petritzonitissa Typikon, Georgian version, tr. Tarchnishvili, p. 46, 1. 33. There 
existed the Constantinopolitan convent Tl)S Kupiis Eu<j>poouVT)S, surnamed Ta Atj3 a Bta, 
which was probably situated near the Kalagrou-gate in the Blachernae-quarter, and 
which is mentioned in sources from the eighth to the tenth and again in the fourteenth 
centuries. Although the names of founder and place are quite common, the rombination 
seems to be singular, and we can assume that the chrysobull refers to the Constantinopolitan 
convent. Cf. Janin, La geographie ecciesiastique, I, 3: Les eglises et Ies monasteres, 2nd 
edition, pp. 130-131: Eu<j>poOUVTlS (P.OVTt Tl)S). Janin does not mention the Petritzonitissa 
Typikon, nor is there a reference to Pakourianos' chrysobull in the latest study on the 
monastery of the Lady Euphrosyne by M.-F. Auzepy, 'De Philarete, de sa famille', pp. 117-
135, esp. 124-125, on the later history of the xronastery. As regards the date of the document 
concerning the monastery Tl)S Kupiis EU<j>poauvT)S, it is likely that it dates to the early 
1070s or possible even earlier because it appears as third entry in the list of Pakourianos' 
documents which are otherwise clearly arranged in chronological order. Unfortunately, the 
reference is too short to allow any conclusions about the nature of the links between 
Pakourianos and the monastery TlJS Kupiis Eu<j>poauvT)S. However, it is worth noting that 
Panagiou is not mentioned in the documentslisted at the end of the Petritzonitissa Typikon. 
78From the Typikon we know that some time after 1071, when a Basilakes was dux of 
Theodosiopolis, cf. Lemerle, Cinq etudes, 165, Pakourianos went back to the East to become 
dux of Theodosiopolis for an extended period of time. Talking about how he entrusted his 
possessions in the Balkans to his brother Abaz Pakourianos states that Abaz was "exhorted 
by me to do the providence and administrations of all my possessions - when I was 
appointed dux of Theodosiopolis and went to the East - and collected the profits of them 
and had them with himself in all the years in which I acted in the East", cf. 
Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 2, p. 41, 11. 374-378: Ev T41 npo(3Al]8fivai IlE BOUKa 
eEoBoGtounOAEWS Kat Ev T1l avaToAij E~EA8E'iv mIVTwv TE TWV KTTjllaTWV P.OU TaS 
npovo(as Kat BtotKrlOns nap' EIlOU BtEVEpynv npoTpanas Tas npoooBous TOUTWV aUTOS 
auVTlyaYETO Kat dXE nap' EauT41 TWV EvWUTWV mlvTwv Ev ots EYW EnpaTTov Ev T1l 
avaToAfJ. This means that the only other time in which Pakourianos stayed in or near the 
capital and could have established a link with Panagiou would have been the years 
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Pakourianos shows a special regard not just for the Typikon of 

Panagiou, but also for its community, which pervades the whole text of 

the Petritizonitissa Typikon but looms especially large in the prologue. 

There he not only says that he expects his monks to observe the rule of 

Panagiou but also that "they (OUTOl, sc. the monks of Petritzonitissa)" 

should do it "in imitation of those (KaTO: I-ltl-lTlO1.V EKEtVwV, sc. of the monks 

of Panagiou) 11 .19 This connection is maintained in the following reference 

to the rules set out in the Typikon as "their typoi (ol -ruTIOl a\hwv, sc. of the 

monks of Panagiou)".80 The typoi as objects of imitation are thus identified 

between his return from the East and the issuing of the Typikon in 1083. Unfortunately, the 
date of Pakourianos' return from the East is difficult to establish. However, he only seems 
to have come back around the year 1078 when Byzantine rule in Asia Minor finally 
collapsed. Pakourianos states: "after the death of my brother I came here from the East", 
cf. Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 2, p. 41, 11. 383-385: ~ETa 'T~V 'TEAEU'TT]V 'TOU 

mha6€Act>ou ~OU ano 'Tl)S aVaTOAfis EvTaD8a napaYEV6~EvOS. However, Abaz only seems to 
have died in the late 1070s. According to a colophon dated to 1077/1078, under Michael VII 
and the abbot George IV, the manuscript was paid for by Abaz Pakourianos, cf. Actes 
d'[viron, Il, ed. Lefort, Oikonomides, Papachryssanthou, Metreveli, p. 11. This suggests 
that in 1077 Abaz was still alive, or at least that he had died only recently. On the other 
hand, Pakourianos spent enough time in Theodosiopolis to give alms on the occasion of 
Abaz' death, cf. Petritzonitissa Typikol1, ed. Gautier, c. 2, p. 39, 11. 335-338. Lemerle, Cinq 
Etudes, p. 166, no. 112, refers to a mention of Pakourianos in a passage about the events 
surroundingthe final collapse of Byzantine rule in North East Anatolia from the "History 
of the Georgian King David the Builder", quoted by Shanidze, Kartlis Tskovreba, I (1955), 
p. 318: "Le zoravar d'Orient Gregorii fils de Bakuriani, seigneur d'Oltisi [Olti, dans le 
Ta'iq], de Karin, et de Kars". Karin is the Georgian name for Theodosiopolis. A late date for 
the return from the East is also suggested by the parallel case of George Palaiologos who 
left Mesopotamia in 1078 to go to Constantinople with Nicephorus Botaneiates, cf. 
Nicephorus Bryennius, History, ITI, 15, ed. Gautier, p. 239, ll. 10-14. We know for certain 
that when Alexius came to power on 14 February 1081 Gregory was in Constantinople and 
participated in the putsch, cf. Anna Comnena, Alexias, Il, ed. Leib, I, 73, p. 150, 11. 159-168. 
However, he may have comeback to the West some time earlier if a praktikon of Alexius 
Komnenos was issued to him personally, cf. Petritzonitissa Typikon, Georgian version, tr. 
Tarchnishvili, p. 48, 11. 30-33: 'practicon ... peractum iussu ... Alexii cumadhuc magnus esset 
domesticus'. We can conclude that the most likely date for Pakourianos' return from the 
East are the years between 1078 and 1080. This would leave very little time for the 
friendship ofPakourianos and Panagiou to develop and suggests that the link had already 
been established in the first half of the 1070s. In the previous discussion I have left aside 
the two references to donations of Gregory and Abaz Pakourianos in the Synodikon of Iviron 
which have been used to establish the dates for the foundation of the Petritzonitissa 
monastery by Grishin, 'Literary Evidence for the Dating of the Bachkovo Ossuary Frescoes', 
pp. 90-100, because they are vague and difficult to interpret. For the problems of the 
interpretation of this text, cf. Note sur le Synodikon d'Iviron, par H. Metreveli, Actes 
d'1viron, Il, ed. Lefort, Oikonomides, Papachryssanthou, pp. 12-17. 

79Petritzonitissa Typikol1, ed. Gautier, prologue, p. 21, H. 34-37: {va KaTa ~t~l]Ol.V EKEtvWV 
Kat OVTot npovolq. BE oD nOAtTEUawVTat 0 TE Tl)S ~ovfis npOiU'Ta~EVOS Kat 01. TU 
navaYE<J'TaTl) lEPwaUVl) 'TEAOUIlEVOl ~ETa na<Jl]S 'TT)S Aomfis ci6EAct>O'TTlTOS. 

BOpetritzonitissaTypikon, ed. Gautier, prologue, p. 21, 11. 34-37: Ka8wS" napaKaTlWV Ot 

'Tunot atnwv Ka8E~Tis 61lAW8T)<JovTat. 
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as the typoi of the monks of Panagiou and the monks of Petritzonitissa are 

not only asked to live according to the typoi as codified in the Panagiou 

Typikon but also according to the life-style of the monks of Panagiou as 

the first "addressees" of these typoi. 

Pakourianos obviously wants to import not just an abstract rule but 

the spirit that goes with it. This theme is then developed in the following 

juxtaposition of the monks of Panagiou and the Georgian monks of the 

Petritzonitissa monastery, in which he tries to show that the rules are 

even more congenial to the latter and therefore easier to observe. There he 

stresses that the monks of Panagiou still followed the rules set down at the 

beginning by the then already deceased founder of the monastery: If Having 

thus been given a rule by their most blessed and angel-like founder they 

securely and firmly preserve unchanged the order that has been imposed 

on them."8l Then follows a winding up in the question: "how will we 

(~JlEiS') not also bear the typoi of those (TOUS' TUTTOUS' EKEtVWV), happily 

preserving the order of the commandments +that have followed them 

according to the typOS+?"82 

Thus we have two communities which are Ifparallel" on one level -

as following the same rule, but not on another - since one community 1S 

acting as model for the other in showing them how to observe this rule. 

Into this framework Pakourianos inserts himself, extending the 

parallel between Panagiou and Petritzonitissa from the two communities 

to which the rules are given to the two founders who have given these 

rules. In Pakourianos' prologue the author of the Panagiou Typikon is 

mentioned twice. Drawing a parallel between the Greek monks of 

Panagiou and the monks at Petritzos, Pakourianos refers to the former as 

81Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, prologue, p. 21, H. 38-42: EK€lVOl. 01. aaT€lC:lTa'Tot 
av6p€~ Kat 'T~V €uCwlav KaTCI auv~8Etav EXOV'T€~ Kat M'Ta Jl-EaOV 'T~~ Eu6al110VO~ 
nOA€WS EKElVl)S' Kat nOAuav9pwnou QVa'Tpa<jlEV'T€S' oihw OE 'TUnweEvT€S" uno Toil 
l1aKaplWTl:lTOU Kat lrra'Y'YEAOU mhwv KTT)TOpos Tl)V Em T€8ElrraV aUTolS" Ta~tv Qa<jlaAWS' 
Kat 13€l3alwS" BtaTTjPOU<JlV aaaA€UTOV. The context is an exhortation of the "rough" 
Georgians to keep the rule given to them by Pakourianos since even the urban monks of 
Panagiou who are used to a luxurious life-style have kept the rule of their own founder. 

82Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, prologue, p. 23, 11. 50-52: nwS' OUx'- Kat l}Jl-ElS TOUS' 
runouS" EKElVWV uno<jlEpWI1€V Q'YaAXol1€VOl <jluAaTTOVT€S" T~V Ta~lv TWV napl)KOAOu8TjKOTWV 
KUTa runov atlTolS- EvTOAWV; In the last part of this sentence the Greek is obviously corrupt, 
one would expect TWV napl)KOAOu8lll1EVWV ... Ev'TOAWV, as Gautier has already pointed out 00 
p.22. 
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the recipients of the laws of their founder and after that juxtaposes the 

Georgian monks with himself as their legislator.83 Having then added that 

those who do not follow the rule of Panagiou should leave the monastery, 

Pakourianos specifies what the "philosophy" of this rule is: the "royal 

road" between the two extremes of want and excess. He does so by 

presenting this philosophy as having been defined by the author of the 

Panagiou Typikon. Now he calls him "the afore-mentioned founder and 

abbot of Panagiou" and praises him as "being very wise in things divine", 

again presenting him as law-giver of the monks of Panagiou when he says 

that "he decreed for those who were his disciples".84 

This means that in both cases Pakourianos presents the founder

abbot of Panagiou not only as the author of the Typikon but also in his 

role as leader of the monks of Panagiou, having an impact on them exactly 

like the impact Pakourianos hopes to have on his own monks. In his 

prologue Pakourianos establishes a clear parallel between himself and the 

saintly abbot of Panagiou, for like him he is a "founder (K'TlTrWp)".85 This is 

possibly the reason why, when first mentioned, the author of the 

Panagiou Typikon is called "founder (K'TlTrWp)" alone and in the second 

mention first "founder" and only then abbot, a position Pakourianos 

himself did not have.86 

Pakourianos presents both himself and the abbot of Panagiou as 

giver of a rule, stressing this parallel by twice using the verb TUTIOUv.87 

83Petritzonitissa Typikon, prologue, ed. Gautier, p. 21, 11. 40-41: oihw BE TllTTWBEVTES' uno 
TOU llaKaplW'nlTOU Kat \.aayyEAou atJ'fWV KT~TOpOS'. This refers back to TOtS' nlnOtS' atmDv 
and Ol. TllnOl atJTWv. 

84Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, prologue, p. 23, 11. 58-60: Kat yap 6 
npOIlVTj\.l.ovEuBEI.S' Ev O:otBt\.l.4l TTI A~eEl KT~TWP Kat KaBT]YOUI1EVOS' TWV ITavayiou 
aO<j>U1TaTOS' !DV Ta BEta ... KaTa T~V IlEaT]V Kat j3amAlKwTaTT]V 080v TOUS' un' mhoD 
llaBTjTEUO\.l.EVOUS' j3aBt<;Elv EBEamaEv. 

85Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, prologue, p. 21, 11. 40-41: uno TOU llaKaplWHlTOU Kat 
laaYYEAOU a\J'fWV KT~TOpOS'. Here the fact that the "founder" was a monk is expressed 
through the epithet "angel-Like". Petrjtzjnotissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, prologue, p. 21, 11. 
14,19: nap' ElloU .. . KT~TOpOS'. 

86In the Evergetis Hypotyposis the "second founder" Timothy uses the terms in reversed 
order he calls Paul first "our father" and then "founder", d. Evergetis Hypotyposis, ed. 
Gautier, c. 2, p. 15, n. 20, 23. 
87Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, prologue, p. 21, H. 40-41: OllTW BE TunweEvTES' uno 
TOU llaKaplWT(lTOU Kat \.aayyEAou a\J'fWV KTT1TopoS'. Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, 
prologue, p. 23, 11. 53: HI nap' ~\.I.WV TUTTwBEVTa. 
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However, there is a significant difference insofar as Pakourianos, 

immediately after he has introduced himself as legislator, identifies the 

typoi that he imposes on his monks as those of Panagiou, whereas for the 

abbot of Panagiou no such source is given. This means that Pakourianos 

defers to a higher authority whom he lets speak. The founder-abbot of the 

Panagiou monastery appears as the author of the text, whereas 

Pakourianos is no more than the adapter, and that, according to his words, 

almost literally.88 Thus, the relation between him and the founder abbot is 

just as asymmetrical as that between his community and that of Panagiou. 

The former is dependent on the latter, and the text of the new typikon is 

not seen in abstraction but "in action", both as being given and as being 

observed at Panagiou.89 

The monks of Panagiou and the safekeeping of the 

Petritzonitissa Typikon 

Beyond these exhortations, Pakourianos created an enduring institutional 

link between the two monasteries when he stipulated at the end of his 

typikon that one copy of the text, the original, was to be kept forever at 

Panagiou.90 There, it could be consulted in case an abbot set aside or 

ignored the regulations of the Petritzonitissa Typikon, but under no 

condition was the original to be moved from there.91 Significantly, the 

Typikon ends with an address byPakourianos to the abbot and community 

of Panagiou: "Therefore we adjure the superiors in that monastery and the 

other brothers by our immaculate one and Mother-of-God God-bearer 

88Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, prologue, p. 23, 1. 62. 
89Nevertheless, in Pakourianos' case "imitation" is a curiously artificial construct. The 
idea of "imitation" is, of course, one of the mainstays of Byzantine monasticism but it is 
usually imitation within the conmmnity. When Pakourianos expects his monks to live their 
lives iJl "imitation" ef the monks of Panagiou this is not based on autopsy. In fact, as far as 
we can tel1 Pakourianos is the only "physical" link between the two communities. 
9Opetritzonitissa Typikon, cd. Cauticr, :1ppendix, p. 131,11. 1860-1863: YEYOVE SE Kat TO 

TmJTOU 'lcrov Kat tlTTEypa<j>ll 0ll-0iws Kat EVaTTETE81l ElS" T1)V EuaYEcrTQTllV Il-OVl]\I TWV 

ITavayiou T1)V oocrav EV Tn 8Eo<j>UAaKT4l fT(:lAEt OTTWS E1S" TO SlllVEKES a1T(lKElTal Kat 

TTapa<j>UAaTTETal E:v TB TOlathn Il-ovn· 

91petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, appendix, pp. 131, 133, 11. 1860-1877. Copies of the 
chrysobulls, onthe other hand, were kept at Saint Sophia, cf. Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. 
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herself that our present will should remain in force and that the typikon 

of our monastery should be kept in it."92 "And furthermore, if there is 

need of this by some in the outside (se. places) who are in doubt about 

something, it must be copied according to the typikon that is stored in 

your monastery and it must receive the authentication by the abbot and 

the brothers and be sent to them, but the original, as has been made clear, 

should never be moved from the monastery ."<53 Thus, in the very last 

passage of the Typikon, Pakourianos turns to abbot and community of 

Panagiou entreating them to guard his typikon well and to provide and 

authenticate a copy if need arises.94 This means that the community of 

Panagiou has the function of a guarantor for the rule of Petritzos.95 

Gautier, appendix, p. 130, note to 1. 1844. 
92Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, appendix, p. 133, 11. 1874-1877: T011TOU yap EVEKEV 
Kat TOUS' Ka8TJYOUIlEVEUOVTa;; Ev Tn TOlW.lTl] 1l0vU Kat TOUS' !,OlnOU;; ciSE/,qlOU;; Ev0PKWIlEV 
f'1S' (Hh~v T~V nllvnxpaVTOV KO} Af'Op ~TOpO Af'O'TOKOV T]J1 r'lV Onrl);; Kra'T~(Tl} ~ no pof) (Ta 
TlIlE'TEpa ~OUA:ll<JlS' Kat $uAax8t)<JE'Tat EV atJTU TO 'Tl);; KaB' T]IlUS' llovT\;; TUTTlKOV. 

93Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, appendix, p. 133, n. 1877-1882: Kat IlUXAov Et xpEla 
E<Jn. T01.lTOU napa TtVWV EV T01S El;;W KaTcl Tt all$t~aAAOvTwv Ets- TO Ev 'TT! UIlEH:pq: 
1l0VU anoKE1llEVov TUTTlKOV O$ElAEl IlETaypa$fjvm Kat TT)V maTWatV napa T01) 
KuB1HoU IlEVOU Kat TWV aOE!I.$wv !l.allE1v Kat IlE'TanE Il<jJBilvm npo;; au'Tou;; 'TOU npul'TOTUnOU 
Ws- 6c6~!l.w'Tat liT) Ilc'TaKtVouIlCVOU nwno'TC ano Tf)s- llovT\S'. I have emended cV TT! T]IlC'TCPQ: 
1l0vU of the manuscript, and Gautier's edition, to Ev TT! UIlE'TEPQ: 1l0vU, a commonitazism, to 
make sense of the preposjtjonal phrase Eis TO (cv ~IlE'TEpq jloti] nnOK£l flEVOV TIITTlKOV in 
the manuscript. In his translation Gautier takes it to the following llE'Taypa$fjvat: "il faut 
faire une transcription sur le typikon depose dans notre monastere". Then, however, EV 
llllE'TEPQ: 1l0vU "dans notre monastere" does not make sense because it would refer to the 
Petritzonitissa monastery whereas before we have been told that the original is kept at 
Panagiou. R. Jordan interprets the prepositional phrase as dependent on the preceding 
participle all$l~a!l.AovTwv. This certainly makes better sense (although then IlE'Taypa$fivm 
is completely isolated), but it is inconsistent with the use of this phrase in the context 
where the "typikon that is stored ... " a lways refers to the copy kept at Panagiou, cf. 
Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, appendix, p. 131,1. 1861: EVanE'TE8lj .. . anOKEl Tat, 11. 
1868-1869: TO napa TU Slj AwBE tal) 1l0vU TWV IIavaYlou EvanOKElIlEVOV TUTTlKOV 
EIl$avt<J8rjaE'Tat. However, even after the emendation of Ev 'TT! llIlE'TEPQ: 1l0vU to Ev 'Tn 
UIlETEpQ: 1l0vU the grammar is shaky. As it stands the infinitive O$ElAEl IlE'Taypa$fjval is 
absolute in the sense of "a copy must be made" (and Eis "according to"?). One would have 
expected a nominative TO Ev TT! UIlETEPQ: 1l0VU anOKElliE VOV TUmKOV OCPElAEl 
IlE'Taypa<jlfjvat instead. Further emendations are not advisable, given the desolate Greek of 
the text throughout. 
94The phrase Ev To'is El;;W (se. TonOlS) shows that in the last part of this passage the 
perspective has changed because Ev T01S EeW (se. 'TOnol;;) is the "outside" as opposed to 
"inside" Constantinople or Panagiou; d. Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, appendix, p. 
133, 1. 1873: El;;weEV TaUTT);; (se. TTt;; 'TWV IIavaytou llovT\S') ~ TTt;; nOAEw;;. For similar 
phrases cf. e. g. the Pantokrator Typikon, ed. Gautier, p. 71, 1. 690: Ev TE TTI nOAEt Kat EV 

TatS' El;;w8EV. 
95However, at the same time it needs to be stressed that the monks of Panagiou were not 
given any right to interfere in the internal affairs of the Petritzonitissa monastery. 
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Pakourianos as lI£riend" and IIbrother" of the monks 

ofPanagiou 

From what I have said so far it has become obvious that the community of 

Panagiou occupies an important position in the Petritzonitissa Typikon, as 

the place where Pakourianos got the model for his typikon, as the place 

which gives the monks of the new monastery a model for how to relate to 

the Typikon, and finally as the place for the safekeeping of the new rule. 

For an understanding of all this it is essential to answer one question: 

Why did Pakourianos give the monks of Panagiou such a prominent role? 

At the beginning of his typikon, Pakourianos explains the reasons 

for his choice of Panagiou as a model. He states that he chose the Panagiou 

Typikon for his own foundation ''because I was linked in brotherhood and 

excess of friendship through the disposition of the soul with those who 

are monks in the most holy monastery of Panagiou which is and lies 

inside the great city which is called 'of the greatest and holy Constantine' 

and 'New Rome', and because their whole monastic order and life-style 

appeared and was according to what is well-pleasing to God and to those 

who in truth love him."% 

Here Pakourianos gives two reasons for his choice: One is that the 

monastery had a reputation among the "pious" in Constantinople, a 

theme that is later taken up when Pakourianos shows himself impressed 

that the monks still adhered to the rules given them by their founder. 

The other reason he gives is his personal relation with the 

community of Panagiou. This is without parallel in typika of lay founders. 

Therefore it is worth looking more closely at the formula "as I was linked 

in brotherhood and excess of friendship (KaTO: aod.<j>(hllTa Kat <j>lAlas 

uTTEpf30"~V) through the disposition of the soul with those who are monks 

in the most holy monastery of Panagiou", used by Pakourianos. 

96Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, prologue, p. 21, 11. 25-33: Ka8waTTEp BE KaTO: 
clOEAljloTTITa Kat 1jI1Ala~ UTTEpf30A r,v auvrlJ.l.J.l.EvOS' UTT¥IPXOV tj>UXlI(U BWSEOEl TotS' Ev TH 
EuaYE<JTaTl] J.l.ovfj TWV TTavaYlou J.l.O va (;oual Tn oual] TE Kat BWKElJ.l.EVl) EVTOS" TT]S 
J.l.EyaAoTTOAEWS" TT]S TaU J.l.EylaTOU Kat aYlou KwvaTavTl vou cJVOJ.l.aC;;OJ.l.EVT)S Kat vEas 'P~ T)S 
KQt A{QV KaT' Eu60KtaV SEOU Kat TWV EV clA T)SEl~ clyaTTwvTwv atJTov Eq,alvETo TE KQt ~v 
TTuaa J.l.OVa01K~ Tal;lS" aUTWV Kat TO TTOA1TEuJ.l.a, the sentence continues after this point 
with the main clause. 
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With our limited knowledge concerrung the types of affiliation 

offered to laymen by monastic communities it is difficult to establish the 

exact nature of this relationship. Lemerle, who has already raised this 

question, thought it most likely that the link was of a spiritual kind but 

ultimately left the question open.97 It is quite possible that Pakourianos 

made gifts to Panagiou to be commemorated, as he is known to have done 

to the Iviron monastery on Mt Athos.98 But this aspect is clearly not 

central in the passage at the beginning of the Petritzonitissa Typikon. 

The obvious starting-point for a discussion of Pakourianos' 

personal relationship with Panagiou are the two terms 4JlAla and 

aocA4JoTl)S, which he himself uses to describe his connection with the 

monks of that monastery.99 They obviously do not have the same value. 

The former which accords Pakourianos the status of 4JlAOS 11 friend " of the 

monks of Panagiou is quite vague. The second term, aocA4JoTl)S '/the (status 

of) being brother", however, has a more definite meaning in a monastic 

context because the members of a monastic community are regularly 

called a6EA4Jo(.1oo To this community of a6EA4Jol Pakourianos is linked 

11 according to aocA4JoTl)S" or "in his status as aocA4Jos" which means that he 

is a "brother among brothers". 101 Taken at face value this would confer on 

him a monk-like status. Here one may think of the cases of John 

Geometres and Nicephorus Ouranos in the tenth and early eleventh 

centuries who obviously had some kind of formalized link with the 

monastery of the Mother-of-God TWV Kupou because they called 

97Lemerle, Cinq etudes, p. 132, note 43. However, Lemerle also considers other possibilities 
like an ci6EA<jJaTOV, donations to the monastery, a family link, and concludes: "La nature 
exacte des liens de l'auteur avec Panagiou nousechappe." 
981 have already mentioned that before 1074 Pakourianos and his brother Abaz made 
donations to the monastery of 1viron. Moreover, in the Petritzonitissa Typikon Pakourianos 
strongly expresses his belief in the efficacy of spending money for one's soul, Petritzonitissa 
Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 1, p. 31, 11. 189-190. 

99Cf. 'amore et fraternitate spiritali' in the Petritzonitissa Typikon, Georgian version, tr. 
Tarchnishvili, c. 3, p. 1, 1. 19. 

lClOElsewhere in the Petritzonitissa Typikon ci6EA\f>O'TllS' is always used in a concrete sense to 
denote the monastic community (which is also present in this context for the j..lOva<;ovTES; of 
Panagiou are an ci6EA\f>O'TT)S'). This is self-evident but spelt out in index, cf. Petritzonitissa 
Typikon, ed. Gautier, index, c. 4, p. 25, 11. 77-78: TOUS; j..lova<:oV'ms; ~TOl anaaav T~V 

d:6EA<jJOTl]Ta. 

lOtIn the following we shall see that such differences are important for Pakourianos who 
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themselves "Kyriotes" exactly like the monks themselves. 102 However, 

these cases are equally vague and raise more questions than they answer. 

The only way left to establish the nature of Pakourianos' 

relationship with Panagiou is therefore to analyse his behaviour and see 

whether it is in any way determined by his status as ''brother'' of the 

community. 

I have already mentioned that Pakourianos ordered the original of 

his typikon to be kept at Panagiou as a sign of his close relationship with 

this monastery. From the late eleventh century onwards there are 

numerous examples for the precaution taken by a KTl)Twp to have the 

original of the typikon deposited at a safe place and to have a copy made 

for everyday use.l03 But the usual place for safekeeping seems to have been 

the sacristy of the founder's monastery, as is stipulated in the 

Panoiktirmon Diataxis and in the Kosmosoteira Typikon. 104 For the 

deposition of the typikon outside the monastery, we have one other 

example apart from the Petritzonitissa Typikon, the foundations of Irene 

Doukaina. In the Kecharitomene Typikon Irene states that she has had 

three typika and three inventories made and stipulates that one set be kept 

in the sacristy of the Kecharitomene monastery, another set be given to 

the aVTIAalll3avoIlEVl1, and a third one be deposited in the sacristy of St 

had an acute sense for personal relations and the gradations in them. 

102Nicephorus Ouranos, letter no. 38, cf. J. Darrouzes, Epistoliers byzantins, p. 238, ll. 1-2: 
' JwavVU '1"£)\ oonapi4l" 'l"OV ~YE 1l6va 'l"OV l.EpEa 'l"OV c!nJAaKa 'l"OV XnpovollOV 'l"OV ol.KovolloV 
~IlWV 'l"WV Kuptu.l'fwV """ ' cf. p. 238, note 14: Xnpovoll0S', le chef du choeur, celui qui bat I a 
mesure (Ducange). This suggest a liturgical setting. The use of the epithet "Kyriotes" by 
John Geometres led Sajdak to wrongly consider him a monk, cf. J. Sajdak, 'Que signifie 
Kuptuhl)S' - l EwllhpT)S", pp. 343-353. 
lO3The Evergetis Hypotyposis had not yet contained a regulation concerning the copies and 
safekeeping of the typikon. There we onJy find a stipuJation about its being read but 
nothing about where it is to be kept, cf. Evergetis Hypotyposis, ed. Gautier, c. 43, p. 91, H. 
1312-1324. 
l04In Michael Attaleiates' Diataxis two copies are mentioned, the original that is kept 
under lock and key (together with the title deeds) and a copy for everyday use, cf. 
Panoiktirmon Diataxis, ed. Gautier, pp. 77, 79, 11.987-1015. Isaac Komnenosstates that the 
original documents have been given to the superior and for everyday usage authorised 
copies have been made; cf. Kosmosoteira Typikon, ed. Papazoglou, c. 99, p. 137, 1. 1855-1866. 
In c. 78 this is identified with the sacristy, cf. also c. 92 for documents from Chora, and c. 116 
concerning the place for "Gift and grant ordinance". In the Pantokrator Typikon there is ID 

regulation as to the safe-keeping of the document. However, cf. the stipulations regarding 
the "secret testament" of the founder in Pantokrator Typikon, ed. Gautier, p. 127, 11. 1602-
1612, esp. 1603-1604: 0 Kat E8EATjOa EVUTTo8Elval '1"£)\ oKEuo<l>uAUKl41 'l"1)S' 1l0v1)S' 
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50phia (T0 SEl4l Kal lEp0 O"KEUocpUAaKt4l Tf)S TOU SEOU ~E'yaATlS EKKATlatas 

o:noTESf)vat), together with typikon and inventory of its "twin", the 

Philanthropos monastery .105 

Pakourianos conformed with both practices as regards his legal 

documents because he stipulates that they be either "deposited 

(EvanOKEl~EvWV)" in his monastery or "kept in Constantinople at 5t 50phia 

(cpui\aTTo~EVWV 
, 
EV KWVO"TaVTI VOUnOAEl TOU 

EKKATlatav)".l06 In the case of the Typikon, however, he decided otherwise: it 

went to Panagiou for safekeeping. For this there is no parallel in the typika 

of lay founders, not even in those cases where the founder conceded 

certain rights over his own foundation to another monastery, as 

Attaleiates did to 5toudios. 

There is, however, one exact parallel for the deposition of the 

original of a typikon at another monastery. It is found in the Mamas 

Typikon. 107 At the end of the text proper a passage is added under the 

heading: " Addition after the deposition in the monastery of the 

Philanthropos (~ETa TTtV EV TT! ~ovij TOU <ptA-av8pWTTOU o:n08EO"lv) of the 

original typikon and the original inventory."l08 In this "addition" 

Athanasius, abbot of the monastery of 5t Mamas and author of its typikon, 

relates how he has deposited the documents there.109 The procedure to be 

followed in case a consultation of the text becomes necessary is spelled out 

in great detail, in an additional second se m e i 0 m a, dated to April 1171. A 

sealed chest with the documents has been given to the sacristan of the 

Ea<f>paYWI1EVOV. 
l05Kecharitomene Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 77, p. 133, 11. 2007-2023, cf. esp. n. 2011-2014: 
OlOpl(OI1ESa Ta I1Ev ouo TOUTWV ~/,OUV TO TE TumKOV Kat TO j3PEj3lOV T4) SE1CV Kat lEp0 
aKEIJo<f>IJAClKl41 Tl1S' TOO SEoD I1E/,MT]S' EKKAT]alClS' anoTESfjvCll wanEp Kat onolJ KClt Ta. Tl1S' 
aVopLtlaS' l10vllS' TOU <l>lAav8pwnou. 

l06Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, appendix, p. 125, 11. 1767-1768, p. 127, H. 1792-1793. 
l07Mamas Typikon, ed. Eustratiades, text, pp. 256-311. Cf. Janin, La geographie 
ecclesiastique, 1,3, Les eglises et [es monasteres, 2nd edition, pp. 316-317. 
l08Mamas Typikon, ed. Eustratiades, p. 309, 1. 15 - p. 311, 1. 13; esp. p. 309, 11. 15-16: 
npoa8~KT] I1ETO: Ti]v EV Tn Ilovfj TOU <l>lAav8pwnT]vou ano6Emv TOU npwTonJnou TumKOU 
Kat TOU npWTOnJnou j3PEj3tOU. 

l09Mamas Typikon, ed. Eustratiades, p. 309, 11. 17-22: E<f>8aaa JlEv npo Xpovwv TlVWV 
Ex8EaSCll TUmKa \'aoTuna Tpta Kat j3PE/3ta Tpta Kat TaUTa \.aOTUna a<f>' tiiv Ta BUo 
npWTOTuna TO TE TUmKOV Kat TO j3PEj3LOV auval1a TOtS' npUlTOnJnOlS' OlKalWl1am Tl1S' 
EAEu8EplaS' Tl1S' 1l0V~S' Evan08EI1T)v I1ETO: Kat do~aEwS' TOU aVTlAaJl!3avoIlEvOU Tl1S' JlOV~S' 
Kat SEA ~aEWS' TOU Ka8T]/'ou IlEVOU Kat TWV 1l0vaxwv naVTWV EV Tn aE/3aaJllq. TOU 
<l>lAavSpwnou Jlovfj. 
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Philanthropos monastery in the presence of monks of the Mamas 

monastery.110 The chest which is "deposited in the sacristy (anoTE8ElIJ.EvoV 

T0 OI<Euo<!>uAaKEt4l)" must never be given either to the E<!>0P0S- or to the party 

of the monastery alone but for it to be opened the presence of both parties 

is required. lll Moreover, the documents must not be given for longer than 

three days and then be returned to the sacristan of the Philanthropos 

monastery .112 

Here the choice of the Philanthropos monastery explains itself 

when we consider that Athanasius, the abbot of St Mamas and author of 

the Typikon, had been a monk in that monastery which he indicates by 

calling himself 0 <I>lAav8puml')vos-.113 

Thus, we can conclude that the behaviour of the layman 

Pakourianos has its closest parallel in that of the monk Athanasius. This 

strengthens the case for the assumption of a link between Pakourianos 

and the Panagiou monastery that went beyond an informal contact. But 

how far did the analogy go between Athanasius "Philanthropenos" and 

his "mother-house" Philanthropos on the one hand and Pakourianos and 

Panagiou on the other? Was Pakourianos a "Panagiotes" as Nicephorus 

Ouranos had been a "Kyriotes", and what would it have meant if he was? 

We will have to leave this open as long as so little is known about the 

relationships between laymen and monastic communities. 

Pakourianos, a lay ,founder identifying the sources 

of his Typikon 

One last point which sets Pakourianos apart from virtually all other 

authors of typika is that he owns up to being indebted to an older source 

for his regulations. The practice of using older models for the drawing up 

llDMamasTypikon, ed. Eustratiades, p. 310, 1. 11. 
11lMamas Typikon, ed. Eustratiades, p. 310, 11. 24-30. 
112Mamas Typikon, ed. Eustratiades, p. 310, H. 30-34. 
113 Mamas Typikon, ed. Eustratiades, p. 303, H. 14-15: 0 TaTIElVoS' l1ovaxoS' 'A8avaotoS' 6 
cI>tAav8pwTIT)v()s Kat EI1TEATtS' Ka8T)yoUI1EVOS' TllS' 110vfjS TOU aYlou I1EyaAollapTUpoS' 
MallaVTOS. 
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of regulations for new foundations was, of course, the standard procedure 

at the time. 

John Mauropous described how this worked in his Life 0 f 

Dorotheus of Chiliokomon, which he delivered in the monastery of 

Dorotheus while he was metropolitan of Euchalta (ca. 1060-1075).114 In his 

speech he gives the usual biographical information about the saint he 

praises. We are informed that Dorotheus, a member of the Genesios 

family, entered the monastery Tl)S- lEvvas- near Amisos which had recently 

been founded by the monk John. llS Having lived there for a considerable 

time Dorotheus finally left John to set up his own community.1l6 At this 

point of his narrative Mauropous refers to the Typikon of the monastery 

of Dorotheus introducing it with a remark about its "pedigree". Having 

spoken about the founding of the monastery he then turns to what he 

considers as Dorotheus' main achievement "that is: the doing of the good 

and the exercise and achievement of the angelic life-style which he started 

and which he left to those after him, having taken over (1TapEtAl)<j)wS-) the 

fundaments, like some elements, from the great father for the purpose of 

this yardstick of exactitude, the written models of which (sc. the 

fundaments) he (i. e. the great father) had taken (i. e. coming) from the 

ordinances of the great Arsenius as plaques engraved by God like another 

Moses - this Arsenius was the one who was famous among monks for his 

virtue, who had also in the best way ruled and led the so-called Golden 

Rock - for that one, too was not far away - and he himself had made many 

additional inventions (1TPO<YE~EUpWV) from himself and braided them 

together with this many-braided crown of ascetic decorum, partly for 

greater beauty and partly also for the reason of greater profit."ll7 

1l4Por the dating of the Life of Dorotheus of Chiliokomon, cf. Kazhdan, 'Some Problems in 
the Biography of John Mauropous, 1I', p. 385. 
1l5Life of Dorotheus of Chiliokomon by John Mauropous, ed. Lagarde, Bollig, p. 210, cc. 4-5. 
116Life of Dorotheus of Chiliokomon by John Mauropous, ed. Lagarde, Bollig, p. 213, cc. 17-
18. 
117Life of Dorotheus of Chiliokomon by John Mauropous, ed. Lagarde, Bollig, p. 214, cc. 21 -
22: TTtV Epyaaiav AEyW TOU ayaBou Kal. TTtV TTtS aYYEAtKTtS TTOAt TEias aaKTjatV Kat 
KaTop8watV DS' E:KclVOS' KaTfjp~E Kat ~V TOtS' ~ET' EKElVOV Kan'AtTIE TOS TTp().lTaS' ~Ev 
uTToBEaEtS' TTapa TOU ~EyaAou TTaTpoS' wuaVEl Ttva UT01XEta TTapEtAll<pwS' TTrOS' TOV Tl)S' 
aKptj3daS' TOtJTOV Kavova WV TOUS' nlTTOUS' EYYPUcj>ouS' EX TWV ' APUEVlOU TOU TTavu 
BtaTay~uTwv waTTEp anoS' TtS' MwUallS' 8EOxapaKTouS' TTAuKaS' EBEeaTo - ~v BE oliToS' 

, APUEVlOS' b T~V apETTtV TTEptj30T)TOS' EKElVOS' Ev ~oVatJTalS' ()<; Kat Tl)S' XpuufjS' 
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From this very dense and complex sentence we learn that 

Dorotheus had adapted the rule of his Ilgreat father", his former abbot 

John of the monastery Tl)S lEvvas, who in turn had taken the rule of the 

monastery Tl)S XpuO"T)S IIhpas which, according to Mauropous, had 

originally been drawn up by its abbot Arsenius. The monastery Tl)S lEvvas 

near Amisos had been founded only recently by John, when Dorotheus 

joined him there. Therefore we can assume that before going out to 

establish his own community John had been monk at XpuO"l) IIhpa, or 

possibly one of its "daughters" .118 Mauropous thus describes the handing 

down of a monastic tradition through three "generations". Moreover, in 

the adaptations distinguishes between "borrowed material", and 

"additions", just as is the case with Pakourianos, who mentions that to the 

rules of Panagiou which he has transcribed "some minor things which 

have seemed good to us have been added".119 

However, when we look at the typika themselves we get a rather 

different impression. Although monastic founders usually talk at some 

length about their career and identify the monastery where they took their 

vows they do not admit to the use of the typikon of their previous 

community as model for their own regulations. 12o 

Examplary for this behaviour is the author of the Mamas Typikon, 

Athanasius, who introduces himself as former monk of the Philanthropos 

KaAOUIlEVTJS TIhpas (oM' EKEtVl) 6E noppw) apwTa navTwv ~P~E Kat acj>l)y~craTo - Kat 
alJTOS nOAAa npocrE,eEUpWV olKo9EV Kat T0 nOAUnAOK£jl TOUT£jl crTEtPaV£jl TT)S aOKl)TIKi)S 
EUnpETTEtas crVYKaTaTTAE<;as alJ.Q I1EV ElS KaAAOUS nEptoucrtav alJ.a BE Ka't npOS l1aCovos 
WtPEAElaS UTf08ECHV. I take it that IlEyaS TTaT~p is subject of the relative clause t1v TOUS 

Tunous ... E BE~aTo as t1v can only relate to UTfoeEcrEts/a'TOlXEta although one would have 
expected EKElVOS or something of the kind. Otherwise one would have to emend t1v to ou 
which would then refer to Kavova; in that case Dorotheus could be the subjectofthe relative 
clause. Then I take everything (following the relative clause) from ~v 6E OUTO!) ' ApcrEvlOS 

to acj>T)yl\oaTo as a parentheSis into which with oUB' EKElVT) 6E noppw another parenthesis 
is inserted. And Kat ahos refers again to Dorotheus since the participles napEtAT)cj>wS' and 
npoaE~EupWv correspond to each other. 
118About Xpucri) TIE'Tpa, d. Janin, Les grands centres, p. 442, who refers to a donation by 
Romanus Lekapenos to monastic centres, among them Chryse Petra, dated to 941. A Gregory 
of Chryse Petra is mentioned in the Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae, ed. 
Delehaye, p. 254. 
119Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, prologue, p. 23, H. 65-66: ots I1lKpa TIva Ta 
60KOUVTa ~!ilv EU EXEtV nap' ~I1WV TTpoaETE8l). 

120Por the time before 1050 I have only found one exception: In the title of the Typikon 
(ustavnik) for his monastery of the Theotokos Patriarch Alexius the Studite explicitly 
refers to Stoudios as model, d. Dmitrievsij, Opisanie, I, introduction, p. xiii. 
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monastery and who went to his own community for a model of the 

typikon of the new foundation.l21 However, in the Mamas Typikon the 

model remains unacknowledged in the passage in which its author 

Athanasius speaks about how and why he has drawn up the typikon.122 In 

this case we can identify the immediate and the ultimate source only 

because we still have the text of Evergetis Hypotyposis and because we 

know that it was adapted for the Philanthropos monastery. 

Indeed, Pakourianos' situation becomes even more anomalous 

when we turn to the typika that were drawn up by other laypeople, for 

there we find the same reticence. 

Pakourianos' contemporary Attaleiates not only includes fewer and 

less elaborate regulations concerning the conduct of the monks in his 

Diataxis than are found in the Petritzonitissa Typikon, he also does not 

give a source for those regulations he does mention. He introduces the 

section with the rules concerning "good order" with the phrase "it is now 

necessary to make the relevant statements about the good order of the 

monks for us who have been initiated from the divine laws in what is 

proper".l23 And when Attaleiates then gives specific rules about how the 

monks should live, he introduces them with "I forbid", "l do not allow", 

and "l enjoin".124 This shows that he feels capable of speaking with 

121 Mamas Typikon, ed. Eustratiades, p. 303, 11. 14-15: 0 TaTTElVOS llovaxoS ' A6avaolOS 0 
4>tAav8pu)TlTjvos. 

122Mamas Typikon, ed. Eustratiades, p. 260, 11. 10-26. However, Athanasius does mention 
the EvergetisSynaxarium, cf. Mamas Typikon, ed. Eustratiades, c.47, p. 297, H. 32-35: KaTa 
TO VUV EvEPYOUV EUEPyerllvov ouvaeapwv. The case for the Philanthropos Typikon as 
immediate model for the Mamas Typikon was made by Thomas, 'Evergetine Reform 
Movement', p. 263, who calls the Philanthropos Typikon "prime candidate for the role of 
intermediary" for the Mamas Typikon. Because the Philanthropos Typikon is not 
mentioned in the Mamas Typikon R. Jordan has questioned that it provided the model for 
Athanasius' text, d. Jordan, The Hypotyposis of the Theotokos Evergetis, p. 48. Therefore 
it is useful to assemble all the arguments in favour of Thomas' hypothesis. Firstly, the 
Philanthropos monastery had a Typikon, as well as a Brebion, cf. Kecharitomene Typikon, 
ed. Gautier, c. 77, p. 133, H. 2013-2014. Secondly, the monastery possessed a manuscript of 
the Catecheses of Paul of Evergetis, dated to 1107, cf. Sp. Lampros, Catalogue of t he Greek 
Manuscripts on Mount Athos, I, p. 176, no. 2058. Thirdly, it was the "twin" of the 
Kecharitomene monastery with which the Mamas Typikon shares many features. 
Fourthly, the Mamas Typikon was written by a former monk of the Philanthropos 
monastery. 
123Panoiktirmon Diataxis, ed. Gautier, p.49, 11. 544-546: BEt AOlTTOV Kat TTEpt ElJTa~{as 
TWV 1l0vaxWV Ta E1XOTa BWAaf3dv ~Ilas EX TWV 8Eiwv VOIlWV IlEIlUOTaYWY1WEVOUS TO: 
TTpoa<popa. 

124Panoiktirmon Diataxis, ed. Gautier, p. 61, 11. 715-718:.. KWAUW .. . OUoE ... ouyxwpw ... 
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authority and does not feel the need to defer to monastic authors, even 

when he enjoins specifically monastic virtues like "obedience" and 

"humility".125 In this his text does not differ from the typika written by 

abbots, and from the passages on monastic conduct alone, one would not 

be able to tell that he was a layman. 

Attaleiates' stipulations are not in any sense "original" but bear a 

strong resemblance to what we find in other typikon texts. Although the 

sources have not yet been identified, it is quite likely that Attaleiates 

borrowed his regulations from older rules, either copying or paraphrasing 

them. 126 However, apart from the vague reference to the "divine laws" no 

older text is explicitly mentioned.127 Thus Attaleiates appears as a monastic 

lawgiver in his own right. 

When we extend our comparison to the twelfth century we have to 

deal with the "daughters" and "granddaughters" of Evergetis as, with the 

exception of the Pantokrator Typikon, the history of typika in 

Constantinople and its hinterland in the twelfth century is virtually 

identical with that of the adaptations of the Evergetis Hypotyposis. 

However, with one exception which I will discuss later on, the authors' 

practice of not acknowledging their model continues, and we only know 

that these texts are adaptations because the original Evergetis Hypotyposis 

has survived. If it had been lost we would be in the same situation as with 

Attaleiates and his Panoiktirmon Diataxis. 

In all these typika the only reference to the typikon as text and to its 

imposition is found in a short transitional phrase between the prologue 

and the first chapter of the actual contents. l28 

EmaK~TITW. 

125Panoiktirmon Diataxis, ed. Gautier, pp. 61, 63, passim. 
126However, Attaleiates' model would not yet have been an extended typikon. 
127Panoiktirmon Diataxis, ed. Gautier, p. 75,11. 940-941. This is especially interesting, as 
for Attaleiates we can assume some sort of contact with the monastery of Stoudiou. He gave 
the abbot of Stoudiou the right to the investiture of the abbot of his monastery in case there 
would be no descendent of his, cf. Panoiktirmon Diataxis, ed. Gautier, p. 75, 11. 940-941. 
However, he did not refer to a specifically Studite tradition when he told his monks how to 
lead their lives. 
128In the Kecharitomene Typikon, one of the earliest surviving adaptations, the founder 
Irene Doukaina simply states: "what has been fixed by us about this ... sacred to you and 
about the good order of those in it is that", cf. Kecharitomene Typikon, ed. Gautier, 
prologue, p. 29, 11. 171-173: a OE o~ fiEpi TE TitS" lEpaS" aOl l1av6paS" Kat TitS" TWV KaT' 
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We can conclude that none of these founders refer to the author of 

the original text. 129 This means that these authors of typika who are all 

laypeople do not insert themselves into an identifiable "monastic" 

tradition. They act as independent law-givers, no different from the 

monastic authors of typika. This does not change when the type of 

monasticism the founders choose changes from lIunreformed" 1 as in the 

case of Attaleiates, to IIreformed", as in the case of Irene Doukaina. 130 

aUT~V Tj~tlI BWTETununal KaTaOTaOEWS mUTa Eonv. Then follows the first chapter of 
the Typikon. All we find after t hat is a vague reference to the Fathers, d. Kecharitomene 
Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 2, p. 31, ll. 219-212. This pattern already appears in the Eleousa 
Typikon, d. Eleousa Typikon, ed. Petit, c. 3, p. 71, H. 22-27, and in the Phoberou Typikon, 
ed. Papadopoulos-Kerameus, Noctes Petropolitanae, pp. 1-88. Similar formulae are then 
found in the Mamas Typikon, which I have already mentioned, and in its calque, the 
Elegmoi Typikon, as well as in the non-Evergetine Pantokrator Typikon, d. Elegmoi 
Typikon, ed. Dmitrievskij, Opisanie, I, p. 717. Pantokrator-Typikon, p. 31, H. 43-44: KaTa 

~EPOS EvTaUea BtaT1mOU~Ev TO: En ' alJTolS (TOtS TOlOUTffiS EIl<j;uXffiS 0IlOU Kat a<j;uxolS 
vaolS) YEVTjOOIlEVa; after which follows the first chapter about the liturgy. Cf. also the 
later adaptation of the Evergetis Hypotyposis, by Nilus ofTamasia, c. 4, ed. Tsiknopouilos, 
Kypriaka Typika (Leukosia, 1969), p. 10,1. 16: 0 apxtl6Ev napaKoAouerjoas Tunas, d. also 
c.139, p. 54, 11. 15-24. Even in the case ofSabas of Hilandar who had close personal contacts 
with the Evergetis monastery there is no reference to the Hypotyposis in the adaptation for 
Hilandar. Only the Life of Sabas that mentions Sabas' relations with the Evergetis 
monastery. The decision to choose the Typikon as model (after it had served so many other 
communities) may well have been unconnected with his stay there. Cf. Pargoire, 
'Constantinople: Le rronastere de l'Evergetis', pp. 162-163, p. 262. Referring to Pargoire, p. 
162 and p. 262, R. Jordan sees a close link between Sabas' visits of the Evergetis monastery 
and the impression they made on him and the choice of its typikon as model for his own 
text, cf. Jordan, The Hypotyposis of the Theotokos Evergetis, p. 159: "We know that Sava 
the Serbian visited the monastery of Evergetis and its metochion in Constantinople more 
than once; as a result of what he observed of the way of life there he chose to copy the 
Hypotyposis when composing a typikon for his monastery of Chilandari." However, the 
texts quoted by Pargoire do not seem to bear this out. 
129'fhis non-acknowledgement is especially interesting in the case of Irene Doukaina where 
we even know of a "personal" link with the Evergetis monastery since her brother, the 
megas dux John Doukas, was monk there (after 1097) and obviously still alive when the 
Kecharitomene Typikon was drawn up. John Doukas appears under his monastic name 
Anthony in an appendix to the Evergetis Hypotyposis, ed. Gautier, p. 93, 11. 1346-1347: 6 
navoE!3aoTOS oE!3aoTos Kat IlEyas Boul;; b llovaxOs- KUPlS ' AVTWVI.OS (Boul;; is Gautier's 
emendation, the manuscript reads BotJKas). His name also appears in the Kecharitomene 
Typikon where he is listed among the relatives to be commemorated once they die, d. 
Kecharitomene Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 71, p. 125, 11. 1866-1869: TaU naVOE!3aOTOU 
oE!3aOTOu KUPOU ' Iwavvou TaU llOlJKa TaU Bla TaU ayio\) Kat aYYEAU<OU IlEyaAou 
OXrlllaTOS IlETOV0l1ao6EVTOS KUpOU ' AvTwvlou. The identification is based on the identity 
not only of the monastic name Anthony, but also on the title navoEF\aoTOS oEF\aoTos, and 
finally, and most importantly, on the fact that John Doukas, brother of Irene, is known to 
have been IlEyas Boul;; from other sources, cf. Polemis, The Doukai, p. 67, and Skoulatos, 
Personnages byzantins, p. 147, with references. 
130Although the authors of twelfth-century typika prescribe "positive" rules like a 
cenobitic life-style for the monks and not detrimental ones like the charistikarioi 
mentioned by John the axite it nevertheless remains the fact that their attitude towards 
the monks is equally high-handed, cf. Gautier, 'Requisitoire du patriarch Jean d' Antioch 
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There is a consensus of non-acknowledgement running through all the 

different groups of lay founders.131 

Among the adaptations of the Evergetis Hypotyposis there is only 

one exception which provides a parallel for Pakourianos and his typikon: 

Isaac Komnenos and his typikon for the Kosmosoteira monastery.l32 Like 

Pakourianos, Isaac explicitly mentions his source and, like Pakourianos, 

he follows his model "word-for-word (KaT' ETIOS)" in those parts which he 

adapts from it.\33 

However, despite all the similarities between the Petritzonitissa 

Typikon and the Kosmosoteira Typikon as regards the attitude towards 

their models one must not overlook the differences. In both texts it is 

presupposed that what had originally been intended as a text for a specific 

community has now become generalized and transferable. However, 

whereas Pakourianos' contact with Panagiou was "direct" and "personal" 

Isaac is further removed from the original setting. He no longer refers to 

the original community but to the typikon alone. 134 

Thus, we can conclude that the relationship between Pakourianos 

and Panagiou is without parallel in other sources of the same type. It was 

probably no mean accomplishment of the monks of Panagiou to keep one 

of the aristocrats - who, as the other typika show, normally escaped 

"monastic tutelage" - under their wings and to impress upon him their 

contre le charisticariat', pp. 77-132. 
131The authors (or commissioners) of these texts were from widely differing stations of life: 
Irene was an empress; John of Phoberou and Athanasius of St. Mamas were monks; the 
restorer of the Elegmoi-monastery was an imperial officical (and here t he model was 
written only a few years earlier, nevertheless no acknowledgement). Nevertheless, they 
all omit a reference to their source. 

132Kosmosoteira Typikon, ed. Papazoglou, c. 13, p. 52, ll. 293-294: a IlEV oDV TO 
TTpoava<jlwv1l8Ev rumKov Tl1S EUEPYETlOOS €v TalS UIlV41o{ms TWV \10vaxWV Kat TD (D .. AII 
O:KOAouelQ: a1JV BE41 BlanlTTETal KaTaUTaUEWS TailTa ElUlV. This is in complete contrast 
with the analogous passage in his mother's Kecharitomene Typikon, ed. Gautier, prologue, 
p. 29, 11. 171-173: a BE B~ TTEPi. TE Tl}s- tEpaS UOt \1aVopas Kat Tl1S TWV KaT' atJTl]V lJtilv 
BtaTETunwTal KaTaUTaUEWS TaUTa Eonv. 

133'fhe verb napE Kj3dAAEtV (n aTTO nvos) used in the Petritzonitissa Typikon which means 
"to make a copy (toov, o:vTiypa<jlov) from the original (npulT<)ruTTOV)", cf. Actes d' Iviron, 11, 
ed. Lefort, Oikonomides, Papachryssanthou, Metreveli, p. 347, index: napEKj3aHw, 'etablir 
unecopie', with references. 
134In the Kosmosoteira Typikon the reference to the original community has been replaced 
by the sum of all the communities in which the Evergetis Hypotyposis is now used. The 
choice now rests solely onthe "reputation" ofthe text. 
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own importance as a community, and not just as the provider of a useful 

text. 

Pakourianos' network of personal relations 

and the monks of Panagiou 

Of course, the relationship between Pakourianos and Panagiou was 

informed by both parties. The monks of Panagiou are only one group 

among many which Pakourianos mentions as part of his social network in 

his typikon. Next to his blood-relatives he repeatedly refers to his "men 

(av8pwnot)" whom he describes as "faithful and beloved (mcrTwv 

TTPOO<ptAE<JT(iTWV)" and about whom he says that they "serve him in divine 

love (Ev8Eftl a'Yanll EK6oUAEU6vTWV)".135 The same terms appear when 

Pakourianos speaks about his relation with the first abbot of the 

Petritzonitissa monastery. He calls Gregory of Van "this monk to whom I 

have been attached from the beginning (0 apxf)8Ev TTap' f)~wv 

TTpo<JTTaOOlJ ~EVOS")" .136 For the service rendered and his loyalty the first abbot 

is rewarded with "greater love and attachment (TTEpt<J<JOTEpaS- ... a'YaTTl)S- TE 

Km npoO'na8Etas-).137 Pakourianos then lists the qualities that recommended 

Gregory of Van to him. Apart from his toil for the establishment of the 

monastery these are "his faith (ni<JTW) in me and fervent service (60UAWO'tS-) 

and extended prayer for me" .138 Thus Gregory is considered by 

Pakourianos as one of his "men" who performs a service for him, in this 

case to pray instead of to fight.139 We can conclude that from the 

135Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. I, p. 33, 11. 242-243: m<TT<DV TTPO<T<j>tAE<TT(lTWV 

av8pwTTwV 1l0U; 1. 245: TWV haEC{) ayaTTl] EK6oUAEUOVTWV Ilou. 

136Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 30, p. 115, 11. 1590-1609, esp. 11. 1592-1597: 0 
apxfj8Ev TTap' ~IlWV TTpOOTTa8ouj.1Evos- llovaxoS" oihoS". The adverb apxfi8Ev implies a long
standing relationship; cf. Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 1, p. 31, 1. 195: El; apxfiS" 

VEOTT)TOs- 1l0U. 

137Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 30, p. 115, H. 1596-1597: TTEpt<TOOTEpaS" TTap' 111lWV 

ayaTTDS" TE Kat TTpoOTTa8EiaS" TETUXDKE. 

138Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 30, p. 115, H. 1593-1594: 6ul T~V TTP0S" TlIliiS" 

moTtV atJTou Kat 8EPIl~V OOUAWOtV Kat EKTEvi) {JTTEP ~IlWV EUXrlV. 

139petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 1, p. 33, 11. 241-245: mOTWV TTPOO<j>t AEOTllTWV 

av8pwnwv IlOU TWV haEC{) ayaTTl] EKOOUAEUOVTWV (sc. 1100. 
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perspective of Pakourianos Panagiou is part of a network of personal links 

which includes both laymen and monks. l40 

However, among the "contacts" of Pakourianos, the monks of 

Panagiou stand out as being a collective rather than individuals. This is 

quite extraordinary, even in the framework of the Petritzonitissa Typikon 

itself. There we find a section about the treatment of "those who come to 

this holy monastery either to the superior or to one of the brotherhood for 

the reason of friendship and 'genuineness' (ol TIpo(J<j:lO'lTWV'TE~ EV 'TT! b:y{q. 

Ilovij 'TathlJ dlTE TIPOs- 'TOV TIpcii(}TaIlEVOV ElTE TIPOs- TIva EK 'TllS' a.OEA<j:lO'Tl)TOS' 

AOY4l <t>1.A{a~ Kat YVl)(J1.0'Tl)'TO~)". This passage is interesting for two reasons: 

firstly because only relationships with individual monks are envisaged, 

and secondly because the only reasons given are "friendship" or YVl)mo'Tl)~ 

which probably refers to blood relations. 141 Although an attempt is made 

to contain these contacts, their essentially "personal" character is 

accepted. 142 This squares with the normal practice in monasteries at the 

time. In his Life of Symeon the New Theologian, Nicetas Stethatos speaks 

only about personal relationships which the abbot Symeon himself 

entertained with laymen who are called "friend (<t>{AO~)" or "disciple 

(lla8l)Tl)~)" of the saint, without ever mentioning the community.143 

In the prologue of the Petritzonitissa Typikon, on the other hand, 

no such personal relationships of Pakourianos with the abbot or other 

members of the community of Panagiou are mentioned.l44 The absence of 

14Dr.emerle has argued that the stress on "emotions" is a specifically "Georgian" trait, cf. 
Lemerle, CilUf Etudes, pp. 186-187: 'Vnregime "feodal"?' 

141Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 8, p. 67, 1. 794: XOY4l <jnA(aS' Kat YVllUlOTllTOS'. 
Gautier, p. 66, translates this with: "pour raison d'amitie ou de parente." The visitor is 
called ,eEVOS' in 1. 798 and <j>(AOS' in 1. 801 and 1. 804. 
142Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, c. 8, p. 67, 11. 792-807, about visitors who are not 
allowed to eat with those they visit in their cells but must go with them to the trapeza. 

143Life of Symeon the New Theologian by Nicetas Stethatos, ed. Hausherr, c. 121, p. 172, 
11. 1-2; cf. c. 103, p. 142, H. 1-2. In her analysis of the network of correspondents of 
Theophylact of Ochrid M. Mullett mentions two individual monks, one of them Symeon the 
abbot of Anaplous, but no letters to monastic communities, cf. Mullett, Theophylact of 
Ocllrid, p. 354: John Peribleptenos, "probably a rrvnk of the Peribleptos", and p. 358, 
Symeon, hegoumenos of Anaplous. Mullett counts him among Theophylact's "intimate 
friends", cf. p. 185. 

144Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, p. 133, U. 1874--1876: Tothou yap EvEKEV Kat TOUS' 

Ka8T]yoUJ.1EVEUOVTas- Ev TTI TOlaUT1] J.1oviJ Kat TOUS- AomouS' aOEAljmuS' Ev0PKWJ.1EV. 
Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, postscript, p. 133, H. 1878-1880: ElS' TO Ev TU UI1ETEpq: 
110vfj tlTIOKElJ.1EVOV TUmKoIJ O<j>EiAEt J.1ETaypa<j>T\Val Kat T~V m(JTWUlV TIapa TOU 
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a reference to the abbot could be attributed to the wish of Pakourianos to 

by-pass a possible rival to his authority.145 However, one can equally argue 

that this represents the "cenobitic" ideology of Panagiou. 

Other IIdaughters" of Panagiou? 

The Petritzonitissa Typikon is the only adaptation of the Panagiou 

Typikon which has survived. However, it is not impossible that there 

were more "daughters" of Panagiou, just as there were more than one 

"daughter" of Evergetis. This is implied by the way in which Pakourianos 

phrases his explanation of the choice of the Panagiou Typikon as model. 

After having referred to his personal relationship with the monks he 

continues: 

"as their whole monastic order and life-style appeared and was 

according to what is well-pleasing to God and to those who in truth love 

him, it pleased me, too, to organize and make firm in every way through 

their rules and orders (se. the order) in this monastery newly founded by 

us with Godls help and in the said holy church."l46 

With the words "it pleased me, too (EOo~E Ka~o{)" Pakourianos adds 

himself to the pious people he has just mentioned.147 As these words 

introduce Pakourianos' decision to borrow from the rules of Panagiou one 

Ka8TJ'You JiEVOU Kat TWV aOEAq,wv Aaj3 Et v. 

145 The only monk of Panagiou mentioned as individual, the first abbot and author of the 
Panagiou Typikon, was already dead at the time when the Petritzonitissa Typikon was 
drawn up, cf. Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, prologue, p. 21, 1. 40, p. 23, 11. 56-57. 
146Petritzonitissa Typikon, ed. Gautier, prologue, p. 21, ll. 25-33: Ka8w<JTTEp 6E ... A{av KaT ' 
EU6ot<.-lav SEo\) Kat TWV Ev aA11SE(q: ayaTTwvTwv aUTOV EtPaivETO TE Kat r,v TTn<Ja 
JiOVa6lK~ TU,elS" aUTWV Kat TO TTOAtTEUJia EOO,eE KaJiOt TOts" TUTTOlS' a1lTWV Kat Ta'is 
TCl,eE<Jl TTaVTOt4J TpOTT4J <Ju<JT~<Ja<J8at Kat KaToxupW<Jal €:v TaUTTj TO vEwan KTW8Et<J1) 
<JUV 8E4I nap' TJJiWV J10vfj Kat Tn ElpTJJ1EVU aYlq: EKKATjuiq:, the sentence continues after this 
point. 
147Here the choice of words creates a link with the reference to the pious who valued the 
rules of Panagiou: with "it seemed (EOOeE) to me, too," Pakourianos uses the verb that is 
cognate to the noun appearing in the previous statement that the regime at Panagiou "was 
to the liking (KaT' EuoOKlav .. . ~v)" of those who love God. The phrase E<j>aivETo TE Kat 

~V KaT' d BoKtaV c. gen. and EBoeE c. dat. are equivalent. Cf. also Petritzonitissa Tyikon, ed. 
Gautier, prologue, p. 23, 11. 65-66: Ta. BOKOUVTa TJJ11v EU EXElV, which is virtually the same 
as Ta. KaT' EUOOKl av TJll wv. The ultimate model for this passage is Luke 1, 1-4. 
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can argue that the "pious", to whose judgement he defers, had preceded 

him in adapting the Panagiou Typikon. l48 

Thus, Pakourianos may not have been the only nor the first layman 

to turn to Panagiou. This would establish the Panagiou Typikon as a 

parallel, and indeed a forerunner, of the Evergetis Hypotyposis and its 

adaptations in the twelfth century. 

Panagiou in the twelfth century 

Unfortunately, almost nothing is known about how the monastery fared 

under the Komnenoi and Angeloi. Compared with the wealth of 

information for the first hundred years of its existence there is only one 

reference to Panagiou which can be securely dated to the twelfth century: 

the correspondence of Michael Glykas. Glykas addressed two letters to the 

monk Myron b ITavaytuhllS-, about the problem of the soul of the embryo, 

and about the question of the state of the body after the resurrection. 149 

These letters show that the monastery continued housing learned monks 

and proves that the lack of sources need not be taken as a sign for 

decline. ISO However, it may well be that Panagiou lost its reputation as a 

14&:rhis interpretation is corroborated by the obvious parallel in the Kosmosoteira Typikon 
where Isaac Komnenos also first speaks about the reputation the Evergetis Hypotyposis 
has enjoyed among founders and then adds "I, too, ... prefer this one". Kosmosoteira 
Typikon, ed. Papazoglou, c. 8, p. 11 137-140: EnEt yoDv nOAAot n:llv EIltJ>POVWV Kat 
KalvwaVTWV tEpa tJ>POVTWT-r1PW .. . TO Tl1S EUEPYETtOOS TUffiKOV TWV Ev &I\I\OlS 
YEYOVOTWV tJ>POVTWTTJP10lS TUffiKWV npoKEKplKaal Kat l)IlE1S EnollEVOl TOUTOlS T01ho 
npOKpt vOIlEV. This parallel suggests the existence of a commonpattern. 
149Michael Glykas, f(~t/JdAalO; I1, ed. Eustratiades, c. 91, pp. 410-417: T4J TtIl1WTaT4l 
1l0vaX41 KUP41 MUpWVl T4J IlavaywlTn' nEpt ToD nOTE Kat no8Ev Kat onws Ev Tn Ill)Tpq: TO 
E Ilf3PUOV T?jV VOEpav 4ruXTtV ElweE 6E XE<J8al, c. 92, pp. 416-435: T4J atJT4J npOS TOUS 
AEyovTas OTt naxiJ TO aWlla l)IlWV EaTm Kat IlETa TT)V avaaTaalV. These letters are 
referred to by Laurent, Corpus des sceaux, V, 2, L 'Eglise, p. 245, who has unearthed more 
information about the later history of the monastery than any other scholar. Laurent also 
mentions the funerary oration for Theodore Trochos by Nicetas Choniates, preserved in the 
Codex Marcianus graecus XI, 22, fo1. 93v, which according to him was held at the monastery 
of Panagiou. In the meantime this text has been edited by Van Dieten. There one finds the 
phrase quoted by Laurent in Nicetas Choniates, Orationes et epistulae, ed. Van Dieten, no. 
3, p. 22, 1. 27 - p. 23, 1. 1: avopwv 0PIlTJTl)PlOV wv EV oupavolS TO nOAt TEulla. However, I 
have not been able to detect a reference to Panagiou in this speech. 
150Also, we have no information that the Panagiou Typikon was chosen by one of the 
members of the new ruling clan of the Comneni. However, this may have less to do with the 
intrinsic value of the Typikon, as opposed to that of the Evergetis Hypotyposis, as with 
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figurehead of monastic reform during the wave of new foundations in the 

late eleventh century, among which the Petra monastery is the most 

famous. 1S1 

We can conclude that for the first hundred years of its existence the 

monastery of Panagiou was one of the most important monastic 

communities in the capital. 

the fact that the monks of Panagiou were less capable of integrating themselves into the 
Comnenian network. 
1511n those years the loss of Asia Minorled to the flight of many holy men from there to the 
capital, among them Nicholas Grammatikos, founder of the monastery of Lopadion, and 
John the Faster, re founder of the Petra monastery. It may be significant that Anna 
Dalassena is mentioned as protector in the unedited (and sadly illegible) "testament of the 
founder of the holy monastery of the honoured Forerunner called Petra (i) 6ta8T)Kl] TOU 

KTrlTOrOS TT]S omas 1l0vllS Toll TI\J1011 TTro6rO\fOIl TT]s f,mAf'YO\l~Vl]S TT~Tras)" in the 
Codex Ambrosianus graecus 270 of the early 14th century, cf. Janin, La geograp hie 
ecclesiastique, I, 3, Les eglises et les monas teres, 2nd edition, p. 421. The original Life of 
John the Faster is lost, and the text is only known to us from a 14th century metaphrasis by 
Patriarch Callistus I, cf. H. Gelzer, 'Enkomion auf Johannes den Faster', Zeitschrift fur 
Wissenschaftliche Theologie, 29 (1886), 64-89. Unlike Panagiou, Petra is mentioned 
repeatedly in twelfth century sources and enjoyed an extraordinary success. In the 
manuscripts described by Dmitrievskij we find a reference to the liturgical Typikon of the 
Petra monastery, and to the Evergetis Synaxarium, but not to the liturgical Typikon of 
Panagiou, cf. Dmitrievskij, Opisanie, TII, 2, p. 198, no. xxxvi, Codex Parisinus graecus, 
Bibliotheque Nationale, 385, dating to the thirteenth or fourteenth century: 0 ITETptVOS ... 

b EUEPYET1VOS. 
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Conclusion 

The purpose of this thesis was to show that despite the sketchiness of the 

evidence it is possible to make a case study of an individual monastery in 

Byzantium which goes beyond a mere list of disconnected data. I 

reconstructed the main stages of the history of Panagiou in the eleventh 

century and I used the texts linked to the community to establish how 

their authors presented themselves to contemporary audiences. 

Panagiou and its monks: a Constantinopolitan monastic community 

in the eleventh century 

This aim has been achieved in the following steps. In Chapter One I 

discussed evidence concerning the "prehistory" and early history of 

Panagiou. I reconstructed the biographies of two individuals, Anthony of 

Lavra and Athanasius lithe Younger", which were connected with the 

monastery of Panagiou in the early eleventh century. 

Anthony, the first known abbot of Panagiou, had been the favourite 

disciple and designated successor of Athanasius the Athonite but after the 

saint's death was driven out of Lavra. I suggested that his failure to 

become abbot of the Lavriot community was due to his specific status 

which was based on a personal link with Athanasius rather than on a 

position within the monastery as an institution. I then showed that 

Anthony established himself in Constantinople where he made contact 

with the monk Athanasius. 

This "younger" Athanasius had his own agenda. Highly educated 

and probably a former state official, he was in the process of becoming a 

monk. He had adopted the saintly abbot of Lavra as his idol and had made 

up his mind to write his biography. In his search for a dependable source 

of information he heard about Anthony who at that time had either 

already left or was about to leave Lavra and Mt Athos. The author of Vita 

A then entered into some kind of spiritual relationship with Anthony and 
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at one point in the first quarter of the eleventh century lived together with 

him. 

Having thus sketched the biographies of the two major figures in 

the early history of Panagiou, in Chapter Two I then identified the texts 

that can be related to the monastery in the early eleventh century. Two of 

these texts have long been known: the so-called Vita A of Athanasius the 

Athonite written by Athanasius "the Younger" and the Typikon which 

was drawn up by the founder-abbot of Panagiou and which then provided 

the model for Pakourianos' regulations for his monastery at Petritzos. The 

third text is a now lost first Life of Athanasius the Athonite which I called 

Vita prima to distinguish it from Vita A and the Lavriot Vita B. The 

hypothesis of a lost common model for the two extant texts had already 

been put forward by Kazhdan. In my thesis I was able to give a more 

conclusive proof. Taking up Leroy's discovery that the Petritzonitissa 

Typikon has passages in common with Vita A and Vita B I undertook a 

detailed comparison of these overlaps. This allowed me not only to show 

that Vita A is a metaphrasis of the Vita prima but also that there exists a 

complex interplay between the hagiographical texts and the Panagiou 

Typikon and its probable model, a collection of catecheses of Athanasius 

the Athonite. When the author of the Vita prima integrated passages from 

the Panagiou Typikon into his text he changed the text of his model to 

make it fit in with the conventions of hagiographical writing. For his 

metaphrasis the author of Vita A then went back to the Typikon and 

changed the text of the Vita prima in order to bring his hagiographical 

model back into line with the text of the Panagiou Typikon. 

In Chapter Three I made the case that the two lost texts, Panagiou 

Typikon and Vita prima, were written by the same author and that this 

author must be identified with Anthony. I then undertook a second 

analysis of the Lives which went beyond the merely factual and showed 

how the authors presented themselves to their audiences. Anthony used 

the Vi ta pr i m a to make his claim to be the rightful successor of A thanasi us 

despite his failure to become abbot of Lavra. He did so explicitly by quoting 

the saint's "commandment" about his successor and applying it to himself. 
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Most often, however, he achieved his aim by manipulating the narrative 

in a way that his own biography was mirrored in the deeds of the saint. 

Vita B, the Lavriot version of the Life of Athanasius, shows clearly that the 

monks of Lavra understood these insinuations because it contains a 

number of changes motivated by the wish to counter Anthony's claim. 

The argument made by Anthony in the Vita prima was taken up in the 

metaphrasis of the author of Vita A and served as starting-point for a 

complex reinterpretation. Athanasius lithe Younger" presented himself as 

the ultimate aim of a vast providential movement to ensure St 

Athanasius' care for him. As a consequence, he reduced Anthony to a 

mere instrument for the communication between himself and the dead 

saint. We are left to wonder what Anthony made of the outrageous claims 

of his self-styled 11 disciple". 

In Chapter Four I attempted a reconstruction of the history of 

Panagiou in the later eleventh century. Comparatively rich source 

material reflects the impact that the community had on contemporaries, 

both monastic and non-monastic. Panagiou's standing among monks can 

be gauged from the correspondence between Athanasius, abbot of 

Panagiou, and the Studite monk Nicetas Stethatos about the proper 

application of canon law. I showed that Nicetas Stethatos considered the 

abbot of Panagiou an important enough voice in the monastic discourse of 

the capital to ask him for support and that the abbot of Panagiou felt free to 

voice his own opinion even if it was not to the liking of Nicetas. Finally, I 

turned to an analysis of Pakourianos' Typikon for his foundation of the 

Theotokos Petritzonitissa which allowed a unique insight into the relation 

between a "reform" monastery and a lay founder. 

The historical significance of Panagiou: Anthony as the author 

of the first known extended typikon 

This thesis has focussed on the texts as vehicles for the self-presentation of 

their authors. However, this self-presentation and the reactions it elicited 
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are closely linked to the current monastic discourse which gives them 

their defining features. In my earlier articles on fasting and on prayer I 

have argued that in the eleventh century there was an increasing stress on 

conformity and regularity.1 The monks of Panagiou participated in this 

discussion: in the late eleventh century we saw abbot Athanasius of 

Panagiou insist on the exact application of canon law. However, an affinity 

with the new monastic ideology can already be detected in the earliest 

texts. This is evident from the unparalleled integration of typikon 

material into the Lives of Athanasius who is presented less as a traditional 

wonderworker than as the abbot of a well-organised cenobitic monastery. 

However, the most important witness to Panagiou's disciplinary rigour is 

the Panagiou Typikon itself. 

In terms of historical significance the Panagiou Typikon is arguably 

Anthony's greatest achievement. When he set out to compose his rule he 

did not simply adapt the texts Athanasius had drawn up for Lavra but 

wrote a considerably longer text which included a much wider range of 

topics.2 Anthony who wrote his Typikon between the years 1000 and 1025 

thus occupies an important position at the point of transition between the 

earlier short and technical and the later extended and ideologically charged 

rules. 

ID. Krausmilller, 'The Athonite monastic tradition during the eleventh and early twelfth 
centuries', Mount Athos and Byzantine Monasticism, ed. A. Bryer and M. Cunningham 
(Society for the Promotion of Byzantine Studies, Publications, 4, Aldershot, 1996), pp. 57-
65. D. Krausmii1ler, 'Private vs communal: Niketas Stethatos's Hypotyposis for Stoudios, 
and patterns of worship in eleventh-century Byzantine monasteries', Work and Worship a t 
the Tlzeotokos Evergetis, ed. M. Mullett and A. Kirby (Belfast Byzantine Texts and 
Translations, 6.2, Belfast, 1997), pp. 309-328. 
2Extensive borrowings from the Panagiou Typikon in Vita A n11o\'. the identification of 
those parts in the Petritzonitissa Typikon which go back to the Panagiou Typikon. A 
reconstruction would require the use of the Georgian translation and for this reason has not 
been undertakPn hprp_ T wiJl only Jjst thp paraJlpJ passagf's: Pptritzonitissa Typiknn, (\ 12, 
p. 75, 11. 929-935, = Vita A, c. 84, p. 39, n. 19-23. Petritzonitissa Typikon, c. 8, p. 63, 11. 747-
752, = Vita A, c. 86, p. 40, 11. 5-12. Petritzonitissa Typikon, c.4, p. 49, 485-486, = Vi ta A, c. 
87, p. 41, 11. 14-15. Petritzonitissa Typikon, c. 28, p. 111, n. 1518-1529, = Vita A, c. 137, p. 64, 
U. 21-34. Petritzonitissa Typikon, c. 14, p. 77, 11. 979-980, = Vita A, c. 139, p. 66, n. 5-8. 
Petritzonitissa Typikon, c. 13, p. 75, n. 950-955, = Vita A, c. 143, p. 69, 11. 16-28. 
Petritzonitissa Typikon, c. 15, pp. 83, 85, n. 1056-1091, = Vita A, c. 159, p. 76, 11. 23-59. 
Petritzonitissa Typikon, c. 14, p. 79, H. 983-993, = Vita A, c. 171, p. 80, 1. 4 - p. 81, 1. 15. 
Petritzonitissa Typikon, c. 4, p. 49, H. 497-517, = Vita A, c. 182, p. 87, 11. 6-18. Petritzonitissa 
Typikon, c. 15, p. 79, 11. 1001-1003, = Vita A, c. 184, p. 89, H. 34-36. 
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Athanasius' rules for Lavra, Typikon, Diatyposis, and the 

Hypotyposis, which is an almost literal adaptation of the Studite 

Hypotyposis, belong to a group of simple, technical rules which were 

common in the tenth century. Parallels can be found in the texts of Paul of 

Latros for the Stylos Monastery in Western Asia Minor and of Arseni us 

lithe Great" for Chryse Petra in the Pontos.3 

Apart from the Panagiou Typikon, the first extended rule to have 

survived, albeit only in a Slavonic translation, is the Typikon of Patriarch 

Alexius the Studite (1025-1043) for his monastery of the Mother-of-God in 

Constantinople. As far as one can tell from Dmitrievskij's description, it 

was based on the short Studite Hypotyposis, but adapted its source in a 

considerably elaborated fashion.4 The next surviving text, the Evergetis 

Hypotyposis, already dates to the second half of the century.5 

This means that Anthony's rule for Panagiou is the first partly 

preserved extended, ideological typikon as opposed to the short, 

exclusively technical rules of the previous period.6 The importance of this 

text makes its reconstruction one of the most urgent desiderata in the 

study of Byzantine monasticism. Such a reconstruction is possible because 

of the numerous secondary borrowings from the Panagiou Typikon by the 

3'fhe Diatheke of Paul of Latros was edited by Sp. Lampros in Neos Hellenomnemon, 12 
(1915), pp. 198-203. For Arsenius of Chryse Petra see the discussion of the Life of Dorotheus 
of ChiIiokomon by John Mauropous in Chapter Four. From the twelfth century onwards we 
find so-called "concise description of the ecclesiastical order of the holy monasteries in 
Jerusalem (EK<jJpa01S Ev EntTo~D Tf]S- EKKATjOtaOTIKTjs- BtUTlXeEWS- TWV Ev 'I EpoaoAuIlOtS
ayiwv lloVaOTTjptWt,y' in many Sabba'ite typika, cf. Dmitrievskij, Opisanie, III, 2, p. 81. This 
text which belongs to the class of "non-extended" rules may well go back to an earlier 
period. 
4For the Typikon of Alexius the Studite which ha~ hppn ~tJJojpd almost exclusively by 
Russian scholars cf. the short description in Heppel1, 'Kievan monastery of Caves', p. 62. 1n 
the title of his Typikon (ustavnik)Alexius explicitly refers to Stoudios as model, cf. 
Dmitrievsij, Opisanie, I, introduction, p. xiii. 
sFor the date of the Evergetis Hypotyposis see Chapter Fourabove. 
&fhis does not mean that Anthony was the first to compose an extended typikon. 
Unfortunately, apart from the Stoudios Hypotyposis, we have no monastic rules from 
Constantinople dating to before 1025.ln the Evergetis Synaxarium we find a reference to the 
Typikon of the monastery TOU Mavourli\, ed. Dmitrievskij, Opisanie, I, p. 614: TO TitS
EuaYWTQTllS 1l0vT)S TOU MavouTiA TUTItKOV. Strictly speaking, this only tells us that the 
Typikon of the monastery predated the compilation of the Evergetis Synaxarium. 
However, this monastery was an important foundation, linked to the family of Photius and 
still of some standing at the time of Pakourianos because after his deposition Emperor 
Michael VII retired to it, cf. Janin, La geographie ecclesiastique, I, 3, Les eglises et Ies 
monastlns, 2nd edition, pp. 320-322: MavourlA (MovT! TOU). Thus, it is likely that the text is 
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author of Vita A. However, since the text of the Georgian translation of 

the Petritzonitissa Typikon is often closer to the version in Vita A (and 

where there is a parallel also that in Vita B) than the extant Greek version, 

the partial recovery of the original Panagiou Typikon could only be the 

fruit of a close collaboration between Byzantinists and Kartvelologists. 

older than the mid-eleventh century. 
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